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rAyre

AX- 7e Integrated Amplifier

The Audio Salon is
proud to represent
Symmetry in
Scotland. Offering
our customers the best
portfolio of audiophile
products, the best postsales support, and the
most ethical pricing policy.

are mass-produced and bear huge
marketing on costs that you pay for and
don't recover upon resale.You may have
to look further than the High Street for
products like Ayre; now you know why!

It is hardly surprising that Ayre Acoustics has joined the
portfolio and this advertisement celebrates Ayre's stunning
achievements as best we can, with ten reasons why we sell
Ayre Acoustics.
I. Only Ayre has the services of Mr Hansen.
Ayre Acoustics, from Boulder Colorado, is the creation of
Charles Hansen:a motivated, visionary and sincere man
untainted by the materialistic and marketing ethic which
unfortunately does succeed in audio and most other
industries.To summarise Mr Hansen's views, he has never
lost the core values (musical involvement) and is equally
comfortable with very high-technology and very traditional
means which play equal parts in his designs. For more details
you should read his recent press interview.
2. The evolution series
is the third generation
of his audio designs.The
x- series was the previous
level; thus, anew product like
the CS universal player is designated C5-xe, but adefinitive
product like the KIpre-amp became KI
xand is now
KI
xe since its launch (nearly ten years ago). Upgrades to
products can be done; please enquire for details.

•ci

3. Each of Ayre's three product series
competes with rivals at least one price level up.
For example, the KI
xe is atwo-box pre-amp selling for
only £4,995 (£ 5,995 with its legendary fully- balanced phono
stage) including VAT in the UK. It may sound different to
rivals at £ l5k, but not inferior.
•
4. The same may be said
about the VI - xe power
amplifier: £ 6,495 buys adevice
•
that competes with the very best
valve and transistor amplifiers that cost many times the
price. Reviewers have said so; more convincingly, we can let
you be the judge. Five minutes are enough!
5. On a lower budget? It is wise to spend as little as
possible to achieve your required performance level. But
it is foolish to buy used and abused, obsolete in the sense
that it was never good value, equipment correctly rejected
by previous owners! Enter the K5-xe preamp, astoundingly
now £ 1,995 including VAT. How can they do it, don't hang
around, and don't judge audio by its price tag? The series- 5
amplifier is the V5-xe, and the UK price with the present
low dollar is not £3,995, but £2,995, Ihad to take asecond
glance at the new price list!)At last, UK audiophiles can buy
state of the art for High Street domestic products which

/
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6. If you want to pay f5k for
your system, Ayre can present
you with the legendary CX7xe CD player, now just £2,195
(under Path Premier it was £2,995 only
two years ago). It can be confidently
asserted that the CX-7 performs by huge margins above
rivals up to and beyond twice the price. Introduce the
integrated amplifier AX- 7at £ 1,995 (formerly £ 2,995) and
your choice of loudspeakers, and no one in-the-know can
complain that true high-end is unaffordable.
7. If you are avinyl lover
and own satisfactory
amplifiers, the
astonishing K Iphono
stage has inspired the stand-alone P5-xe
single- ended and fully- balanced phono amp.
Again, staring at the new price list in disbelief £ 1,695
because this device is not atwo grand phono stage; it's a
top level piece of kit that brings analogue to its full potential.
Consult the reviews, then come and hear it, and/ or Ayre's
phono leads which seriously revise anything you are using
with these new dedicated low-level cables.
8. Digital has been evolving fast but has always
seemed acompromise, and we have despised
all universal players we have heard as seriously
flawed; but as stated above,Ayre have acquired traditional
and cutting edge techniques. Perhaps we should have
expected their universal player to rewrite the book Price
is less than HALF the expected ten grand at £4,495, and
performance on all formats is user-friendly and musically a
revelation. It is one of the greatest hi-fi products ever made.
At its price it is the no-brainer CD Player to buy, which also
happens to—not just play—optimise the huge benefits of
SAC D, and DVD in its various versatile sub-formats.
9. Ayre Acoustics has the same reputation
in video and home theatre circles with its
multi- channel amplifiers and DVD players. If
you want to integrate without compromise you have one
manufacturer at the top of your list.

lob

10. Ayre Accessories. If you are an
impecunious, sceptical, or loaded with
appalling part-exchanges no one wants,
get ataste of Ayre's refreshing value
and performance; buy aset of Myrtle
wood equipment feet £ I1.50 including VAT and postage;
the enhancer CD £ 17.95; or Signature cables (prices on
request).

Every journey begins with afirst step, and this could
take you right to the place you starteck the desire
for musical involvement not disappointment
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Since the last issue i've managed to get to Germany to witness
the operation of probably the world's leading loudspeaker
designer, Karl- Heinz Fink - look out for afull location report
soon. Meanwhile Ken Kessler has been to Switze -land to
secure aworld exclusive test of darTZeel's NHB-18NS pre- amp
and write up his findirgs on this unique company. • FOR THE
DARTZEEL TEST & LOCATION STORY GO TO PAGES 40 di 45...

Steve Faircloug,h • Editor
enait us at: hi-finewsapcmedia.com
Website: www.hifnews.co.uk
Although one- box solutions to audio and AV systems aren't
new we have the first full production test of one of the
most eagerly awaited one- boxes for some time: Naim's
n-Vi. Coming in at around E3k ( depending on if you take the
FM/DAB option or not) it gets arigorous workout from our
testers in this issue. Will other manufacturers row be green
w,th n- Vi?... • FOR THE NAIM n-Vi 'TEST GO TO PAGE 34...

Group tests are crucial as it is our duty as the world's leading
hi-fi publication to deliver an honest and airtight verdict on
equipment that aliovvs you to make an irformed choice. This
month we pit six British- brand integrated amps against each
other with full lab tests conducted by Paul Miller and listening
tests by Steve Harris. They are the tests to trust as all lab work
is benchmarked with the industry- recognised CC Suite testing equipment developed by our
Technical Director Paul Miller. • FOR THE FULL GROUP AMP TEST GO TO PAGE 25...

Ialways loved the original Graceland
a:bum by Paul Simon although Irecall
at the time that Simon was accused in
some quarters of exploiting some of the
African m)isicians usea on the LP. A full
20 years on and some cf those musicians
-Ladysmith Black Mambazo - are back
with the stunning Long Walk to Freedom
hybrid SACD/CD. KK reviews it on our Audiophile review page
(see page 109) but it's thoroughly recommenaed by yours truly.
•FOR MUSIC REVIEWS GO TO PAGE 97...

HI-FI NEWS: 1956-2006
CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF
AUDIO EXCELLENCE
To fric out how audio inventions
change.d the way we listen to
riLisic forever, gp ' apage 231
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NEWS
PUMP
DOWN THE
VOLUME
iPOD VOLUME LIMITS
Answering criticism from
some Americans who feel
the iPod is too loud, Apple
has released afirmware
update for its latest iPods
that allows the user to set
apreferred maximum level.
The 2006-03-23 update
adds an extra item to the
player's menu where the
maximum output can be set
by the rotary dial, before
locking the setting with a
four- digit password.
For iPods sold in the
EU, there is already a
lower volume preset into
the player, the result
being that an iPod may be

MBL ARRIVES
IN THE UK
GERMAN HIGH END

light finishes, namely black

The radial drivers comprise

High -end audio from MIBL is
now available in the UK. The
Germar company, whose
unique omnidirectional
'Loudspeakers have turned
heads at shows overseas
for man/ years, has three
distinct product ranges
-R,eference Line, Noble

and gold, or arac silver. It
costs £ 5490.
Most striking within the
MBL range is the MBL 101E
speaker, flagship of the tcp
Reference Line lisee Objects

avertical arrangement of
'lamellas', which are excited
by amoving coil motor at

of DesTe, p18] Also known
as the Radialstrahler, this
1.7m tall omnidirectiona.

Line aid Easic Line.
A rew addition to the
Noble Line is aone- box
CD player, the MBL 1531,
boasting perfect design and
exc.us ve materials in
flawless workmanship.
A cast aluminium Philips
CID-Pro2'cltsc mechanism

desigr uses four drivers a
side, three of whozh are
radial transducers. A
conventional 12in woofer
takes Low bass frequencies.

that is aosolutely free from
coloring [ sic], and is neutral
and horrogenous. A pair
of MBL 101E speakers is
priced at £ 27,490
Sound Venture • 01932
864548 • www.soundventure.co.uk

too quiet when used with
headphones with lower
sensitivity than Apple's
own white earbuds. This
cap cannot normally be
removed, although a
free utility called GoPod
(available at http://gopod.
free-go.net) will correct
the problem, giving

as

European iPods the same
performance as US models.

ad savailable in MBL's
standard choice of dark cr

As reported by USA
Today, aLouisiana man
claims in alawsuit that
Apple's iPod can cause
hearing loss. According
to the complaint, an iPod
can produce over 115dB,
enough to damage the
hearing of anyone exposed
for more than 28 seconds
aday. The complaint was
filed in January in aUS
District Court in San Jose,
California on behalf of
John Kiel Patterson. The
suit seeks compensation
for unspecified damages
and upgrades that will
make iPods safer.
www.apple.com
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the base. The result is said
to be asound of unusual
acoustac space and realism

said to be mounted like
turntatle, suspended on
t-iree dampers. Over this,
aheavy sliding cover seals
tie disc 'tram external
sound interference in the
.bp-loaing player.
This heavyweight design
123k9/44lb) includes RCA
aid XLR ba.anced outputs,

CALLING ALL STATIONS
MARANTS ST7001
From Marantz comes aDAB/
FM/AM tuner, said to leave
'no station untuned'. On the
DAB side is an Analog Devices
24/192 D/A converter, while
for analogue reception a
careful balance has been

o

struck, says Marantz, between
sensitivity, selectivity, capture
ratio and dynamic range.
Up to 200 stations can be
stored in the tuner's memory.
Its housed in an all- metal
chassis that aims to be low
resonance and acoustically

FM106.50MHz PUTO
P
BBC Ws

damped, finished with athick
anodised aluminium front
panel. Price in the UK is £ 300.
Marantz UK • 01753 680686 •
www.marantz.com
BELOW: Marantz's all- metal
ST7001 DAB/FM/AM tuner

NEWS
SPECIAL 50TH
ANNIVERSARY
ISSUE
HI-FI NEWS

HUNGARY FOR POWER
LIZARD WIZARD AMP
From Hungary comes an
innovative new approach

HI-FI DOCTOR

sual electrical characteris-

HiFi News will soon be

tics of atypical moving- coil

kicking off anew series in
which we'll be offering you

loudspeaker.
The result, claim the

to amplifier design. The

designers, is an amp

LizardWizard PMC does not

To mark 50 year; of
put.ishing Hi Fi News, on
.ure 30 this year you'll

use transistors or valves,

capable of ' frighteningly
fantastic transient

but instead relies on

transfer'. The unusual

be able to buy aspecial

magnetic flux fluctuation.

col.ectors' edit on, packed

Details are scarce at
the moment but in essence

compact design includes
two RCA inputs, multi- way

with features that celebrate

BRIEFS

the chance to have our
'Hi-fi Doctor' pay you a
home visit to sort out any
of your audio problems.
Whether your problem is
speaker placement, system
building - or even wiring

speaker connectors, and
three switches to select

-the Hi-fi Doctor is here to
help. If you fancy us giving

prciucts that have sraped

the Para- Magnetic Current
amplifier is acool- running

source and for mono/ster-

you ahelping hand just

audio, plus al, the usual

6CW integrated design

eo operation. No heat

write to the usual address

tests and news.

using aNational Semicon-

sinks or fans are required
for LizardWizard says this

(see p145) or email to hifinewsfaipcmedia.com with

amp stays ' cool as afish'.
LizardWizard •

subject line ' Hi-fi Doctor'.

+36 1385 2641 • www.

BOSTON MOVE

lizardwizardaudio.com

Following the formation of

111-'1 history, te peoplle and

Editor Steve Fair:lough

ductor power op- amp plus

explained: This special
issue will be -Lin of

the PMC circuit, to create

must- read features,
inc,uding avery spezial

to be well- tailored to successfully handle the unu-

an amplifier that promises

Boston Acoustics Europe

reader system, a
nostalgic look at classic
hi-fi equipment, and some
big name guest
eFiNe kvs
wri .ers'.

BELOW: PMC amp uses

by D&M Holdings, all sales
and technical support is

neither transistors
nor valves in its

handled by Boston Acoustics Europe at Kingsbridge
House, Padbury Oaks.

output stage

'The issue
will also
feature your

PURE ONE
UK DAB specialist PURE
has anew low-cost DAB

views en hi-fi,
so if you have
afavourite piece

radio, the ONE. Priced

dote, or favourite album,

at £ 49.99, it includes an
FM tuner and timer, and

write in and le: us know

is portable for use in the

of 'hi-fi, afavourite anec-

kitchen or garden.

For more details see

www.pure.com

next month's Hi Fi News!

TEAC RECEIVER
A sign of the revival of

TOP HI-FI NAMES SPEAK
HI-FI NEWS SHOW

nical Director Paul Miller will
be giving exclusive demos of

A stunning line-up of
'free- to- see' speakers to
appear at the Hi -Fi News

the best in audio and AV.
Europe's top high- end
show will feature anumber of

Show 2006 is being firmed up

prize high- end hi-fi systems

with the legendary Bob Stuart

that must be won at the event

of Meridian set to give his

and the very best in new hi-fi

thoughts on all things audio

equipment will be showcased

whilst Marantz's audio guru
Ken Ishiwata will impart his

from the leading brands and
companies in quality hi-fi.

words of wisdom.
Other speakers in the

place from 22-24 September

This year's show takes

two- channel audio: anew

Hi-FiNews

SHOW
=um.

2006

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow

stereo receiver from TEAC.
The AG- 790 is a 100W/ch
amp with AM/FM radio, and
five inputs, for £ 150.
TEAC UK, 0845 130 2511

COMPETITION
WINNERS
Recent lucky winners: Music First Audio Passive preamp [ Dec ' 05] - Nicholas
Wilimec, Croydon; Musical
Fidelity A3.5 CD player and
amplifier [June ' 06] - Huw
Richards Timothy, Warm-

pipeline include the famous

(the first day is trade only)

speaker designer Karl- Heinz
Fink and arguably the biggest
name in British audio is also

at the Renaissance Hotel,
Heathrow, London. For more
show information go to www.

major names that have

lined up. In addition Hi Fi

hifinews.co.uk or just turn to

already confirmed they'll

- Roy Maddock, Cheadle;
Focal Profile 918 speaker

News' Senior Contributing

pages 60 and 61 of this

be showing their very latest

[March ' 06]- Bernadette

Editor Ken Kessler and Tech-

magazine to see all of the

wares at the event!

Mahar, Belfast

22, 23, 24 September

inster; Leema Acoustics
Xavier speaker [ Feb ' 06]
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NEWS

SONY LATEST
SHOWN IN JAPAN
STATE OF SONY
Still smarting from the
costly fiasco of XCP copy
protection, and Apple's
invasion of the mobile audio
market, Sony's new head
man, the Brit Sir Howard
Stringer, is trying to kick
the company back on track,
writes Barry Fox.
At recent press
briefings in Tokyo, Stringer's
spokesmen Naofumi Hara
and Kei Sakaguchi,
reminded those present
that although Sony bought
CBS Records in 1988 and
Columbia Pictures 1989,
electronics still accounts
for 67% of total sales, with
movies 10%, music 3% and
games 10%.
'We made mistakes. We
honoured copy protection
very heavily', said Nara,
tacitly acknowledging the
unpopularity of the MagicGate DRM software which
has bedevilled Sony's digital
Walkman. ' Our user
interface was not so good'.
To try and claw back
some of the lost market
Sony has created anew
concept, Cradle Audio. A
docking device which looks
like asilver Toblerone
chocolate bar has S- Master
digital amplification, small
speakers and asocket that
is compatible with Sony's
portable players.
The cradle charges the
portable with DC from a
larger woofer combined
with apower supply. The
audio connection is electrically piggybacked on the DC
power. The cradle can also
stream music round the
home by WiFi. An iPod connects by headphone jack.
At the other end of the
audio spectrum the new
SCD-DR1 SACD/CD player
and TAD-DR1A amplifier
sell in Japan for £12,000.
The amplifier uses a2x3CO

watt S- Master module,
smaller than acigarette
pack. Almost alt the heavyduty circuitry in the sealed
metal cabinet is for the
power supply.
The CD player turns
the technology clock back
more than 10 years to a
Sony top- CD player that
used afixed optical pick-up;
the disc moved to track the
spiral of data pits. Whereas
the original model was atop
loader, the new player uses
tray loading. The claimed
advantage is more stable
reading. The payer also follows anew high- end trend
in Japan, providing aconnector for an external clock.
Significantly - and in line
with Sony's new and pragmatic approach to commercial reality - the system was
played through two B&W
800 series speakers. It was
in stereo, too.
Eric Kingdon, Technical
Marketing Manager in the
UK, told us: ' The player has
amulti- channel output but I
pushed to do this twochannel demonstration. Its
away of showing the
traditional face of high- end
Sony audio. We are using
B&W speakers because that
way we take the speaker
issue out of it. We can concentrate on listening to the
Sony disc player and amp'.
Although the promised
launch of Btu- ray is only
afew months away, Sony
admitted in February that
important issues were still
under discussion'. There is
no decision yet on whether
discs and players will be
regionally coded; and there
is no firm policy on whether
players will have analogue
component outputs for

AMP GETS BEE
UNDER BONNET
NAD C325BEE AMP
Thirty years ago, NAD
introduced what became a
best-selling budget amplifier,
the NAD 3020. Now bearing the initials of that amp's
designer, the new C325BEE is
said to be the latest affordable
'killer' amp that can trace its
lineage back to the 3020.
It's a50W integrated
amplifier, offering seven
line- level inputs plus an
addition 3.5mm input jack on
the front panel for connecting
iPods or similar portable
players. The BEE suffix refers
to NAD's long-standing
designer Bjorn Erik
Edvardsen, who has employed
circuit ideas such as

'PowerDrive', ' Soft Clipping'
and ' BEE Clamp' to wring
more performance from the
modest design.
PowerDrive is said to add
'huge reserves of dynamic
headroom... by ingeniously
matching the amp to the
speaker load', while BEE
Clamp claims to be the
answer to aproblem
reportedly endemic to all
transistor amplifiers, where
the amplifier becomes
momentarily unstable when
the output transistors produce
heat faster than can be
dissipated. The NAD C325BBB
is available for £ 250.
Lenbrook UK • 01908 319360
•www.nadetectronics.com

BELOW: NAD's C323BEE, an amp with apedigree

FINDING THE MOLE
FLYING MOLE CA-53
Modern digital amplification
allows high power amplifiers
to be built in asmall space,
with low overheads of power
consumption and wasted heat.
Remarkable then is the CA- S3
from digital specialist Flying
Mole, which is anew
BELOW: Mole's tiny CA- 53, all
thanks to digital technology

integrated amp offering just
20W and priced at £449.
The amplifier, reportedly
acclaimed by the audio
specialist press in Japan
where Flying Mole is based,
uses Bi -Phase Fusion
Technology to give aconversion rate of 85%. Audio signal
is modulated to 0.2MHz5MHz, with ahigh-frequncy
power supply running at
0.4MHz. Its input stage and
volume control uses what's
described as unique
one- pole pre- amplifier.
Madotec • 0033 1
4734 5566 • www.
flyingmote.co.jp

connection to the many TV
screens that don't have
HDMI digital inputs.
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BOLZANO

VILLETRI

touch the sound

1
-.

j

Round
Stream

Revolutionary 360° sound
output

www.bolzanovilletri.com
YBI Distributions Ltd
Exclusive Distributors for Europe
Telephone: + 44 ( 0) 20 72448240
Fax: + 44 ( 0) 20 73704828
Email: bv#ybidistributions.com

NEWS

ROTEL ROLLS
OUT RANGE

NEW TURNTABLES
SIGN IN

ROTEL 06 SERIES

ACCOUSTIC SIGNATURE

promised, and separate
pre/power sections, the RA- 06
is similarly specified as the

Rotel has launched a
complete new range of
electronics that supercedes
its popular 02 Series. Billed
as anew standard in
affordable hi-fi separates, the
06 Series comprises three
integrated amplifiers, a
pre/power amp combination,

RA- 04 and RA- 5models, and
is priced at £499.
The RCD-06 is the
matching CD player, featuring
Burr- Brown 24/96 D/A
converters and asuite of
four independent power
supplies, to provide master-

aCD player, and tuner.
All integrated amps
feature defeatable tone
controls, and two front panel
jacks for Media Player ( input)
and Headphone ( output).
Speaker A/B switching is
available here on the front
fascia, as is abalance control,
and atape monitor takes its
own selector switch.
Meanwhile, turntables with
moving- magnetic cartridges
can take advantage of a
built-in phono stage.
Inside, the amps all use
asymmetrical circuit board
layout with short signal path
routing. UK- designed metal
film, and US- made super lownoise, resistors are specified,
although no noise figures are
provided. Distortion is said to
be below 0.03% from 20Hz20kHz, whether at full power,
half power or 1W output.
Entry-level for the series
is the RA- 04 integrated
amplifier at £499. This 40W/ch
(8 ohm) design also has a
remote- controlled version,
featuring electronic signal
switching, in the form of the
RA- 5at £ 349. With 70W/ch

tape clarity and resolution.
The RI- 06 at £ 399 is ahybrid
analogue/digital radio tuner,
able to receive Band II and L
Band DAB as well as FM and
AM broadcasts.
Remote controllable, the
RI- 6can be operated with
the included remote or the 06
Series System Remote.
For more flexible amplifier
configurations, there's the
RC- 06 pre- amp and RB-06
power amplifier. The RC- 06
offers the same facilities as
the integrated range, minus
tone controls, and is the
partner to the 70W/ch RB-06
stereo power amp. This can
be bridged to form amonoblock, specified at 180W ( 4
ohm, 20Hz-20kHz, < 0.1%
distortion; 8ohm figure not
given). Both pre and power
amps are priced at £ 299 each.
All units are available in either
black or silver finish.
Rotel • 01903 221763 •
www.rotel.com
BELOW: From top, Rotel RA- 06
amp, RCD-06 and RI- 06 tuner

heavy and are said to be
insensitive to mechanical
and airborne disturbance.
Specifically for
installation in its own
turntables, Acoustic
Signature has invented a
refined, low frictiion bearing
that requires no oil. The
self-lubricating Tidorfolon
bearing is claimed to
surpass the performance
of all oil- lubricated

M1116....der.A1
rgonvi_

000

ëo

o

to be high, with prices
starting below £ 1000 for
Manfred model. The
Acoustic Signature range
provides achoice of seven
models, including the
Analog One MKIII. This
uses an 80mm chassis and
50mm aluminium platter;
distributor Select Audio is
supplying this model with
the silencer' platter which
includes brass inserts, all
for aprice of £ 3795 . With a
standard platter this model
costs £ 3245.
Select Audio • 01900
818060 • www.acousticsignature.com

BELOW: Analogue One MKIII
with aluminium platter

RUSS ANDREWS
MAINS PURIFIERS
Russ Andrews Accessories
has added three new mains
power conditioning products
to its range. The first is the
Ultra Purifier, astandalone
conditioner that aims to

1
e

A new range of precision
turntables is finding its way
into high- end UK dealers,
from Acoustic Signature
of Germany. The designs
subscribe to ahigh- mass
principle and as such some
models are extraordinarily

alternatives, and is
supported by a10- year
manufacturers warranty.
Perceived value is said

reduce the noise inherent in
domestic mains power. Inside
the box is apassive
differential and commonmode inductorless nonresonant harmonic filter,
along with aRuss Andrews
MegaClamp to protect
equipment from mains spikes.

The Ultra PurifierBlock
is an eight- way distribution
block, adding Ultra Purifier
filters. It has four double 13A
sockets treated with DeoxIT
PowerBooster.
The top- spec Ultra
PurifierBlock-Ag replaces all
internat copper wiring with
pure silver Kimber mains
cable. Said to be the culmination of 20 years' research, the
mains products cost £ 300,
£501 and £ 975 respectively.
Russ Andrews Accessories •
0845 345 1550 •
vvww.russandrews.com
JUNE Ailit, •www.hifpnews.co.uk 11

Introducing Siltech's
SAT.
Si/tech Advanced Thermal Treatment
Exceeding All Expectations!
www.siltechcables.corn
R.T Services, 32 Rawthey Avenue, Didcot, Oxfordshire,
www.rtsaudio.co.uk, info@rtsaudio.co.uk

NEWS

LIVING THE
HIGH- END LIFE

NEXT MONTH IN

Hi-Fi News

PARIS SHOW REPORT
There was certainly no shortage of

channel! The Wilson distributor

cost- no- object kit at the Paris show

showed the new Duette - naturally

this year, and all by design rather
than accident, reports Ken Kessler.

-and WATT Puppy System 7, but

The Backlash Starts Here! could

featured the mighty
Alexandria driven by Audio

have been the slogan for Salon de

Research's Reference models.

la Hi -Fi et du Home Cinema, held
in Paris at the Sofitel Hotel in late

flagship, the Baldur 300 monoblocks,

March. But organiser Jean-Marie
Hubert came up with something
more succinct: he and his staff wore
T-shirts emblazoned with a red
'No Entry' logo reading, • High End
Only. And that's pretty much what
the event delivered, asmattering of
'mid fi' and AV with the major players concentrating on no- compromise
systems with heady price tags.
It was exactly what aserious hi-fi

AudioValve turned up with its new
with enough grunt at 240W per
chassis to place that German brand
alongside the heaviest hitters from
the USA. New turntables, more tubes
-but the biggest impression made
on this visitor was the profusion of
Chinese- made amps, from Shanling
to Consonance to PrimaLuna.
As ever, the show was stylish
and well organised, despite taking

show should be, providing an

place in acity in the midst of political
demonstrations. Which reminds me

opportunity for visitors to hear ( and

of a remark by US audio scribe John

see), for example, the flagship
McIntosh ' 2K' system, with nine

straight: These are anarchists

chassis for its amplification and huge
towers with 116 drive units per

Marks. He said: ' Let me get this
demonstrating about job security?'
Aaah, vive la difference, tsuppose.

EXCLUSIVE IESTI

Wilson Audio's
new Duette
Loudspeaker
CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE: Epure is
the name of this shiny LP spinner
from Pierre Riffaud; Consonance's
Cyber 20 single- ended triode valve
headphone amp; STP80 integrated
amp from Shanling; EarMax all- valve
headphone amp gets the finish it
deserves; Show organiser Jean-Marie
Hubert with his High End Only T-shirt

I
".

ALSO ON TEST:
•Bolzano Villetri speakers
•Pass Labs amplifiers
•Ayre P5xe phono stage
•GROUP TEST! Sub-E2k
CD players
•Pro-Ject 9.1 --,
urntable
Hi -Fi News JULY 2006
ON SALE Friday, 2June
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INSIDESTORY

BLUE LASER AND
QUO 1
vsOLINF
The upcoming battle betweeen Btu- ray Disc and HD-DVD
has implictions for more than just control of video systems.
Both formats are promising that audiophiles will be well
catered for too. Barry Fox examines the facts...

M

17/zeray Disc

HD Dffl

igliCieClioll=111131>

rates than HO -OVO. HD-DVDs
are very similar to DVDs, which
limits their caoacity and data
rate but makes it easier for
factories to convert existing
presses. The two formats have
confusingly different audio
options, some mandatory and
some optional, meaning that
some players may not be

LEFT: The HD-DVD

able to exploit the full audio

players are out there,

quality of some disc.

like the HD-XA1 from
Toshiba, even if there

The BD standard compels
the player manufacturer to

are no discs to play on

provide abuilt-: ndecoder for

them yet

uncompressed Linear PCM, in
stereo at 48 or 96kHz sampling
rates. But the disc can hold up
to eight channels of LPCM at up
to 192kHz and 24- bit coding.
So in theory, there could be
an audio- only BD disc with eight

he two new blue laser
systems, Btu- ray Disc

T

success than DVD-Audio

channels of uncompressed

for in the new HD-DVD format'

and SACO. Nailing hard fact

audio. But basic players may

and HD-DVD, are being

promises the DVD Forum.

information proved even

only play the disc in stereo.

audio and video perfectionist's

the audio options for both new

'Audiophiles are well catered

touted as the next answer to an

So we set out to catalogue

more difficult than expected.

All BD players must be able

Comparative information from

to play discs with conventional

prayer. Sony is using the

disc formats, and get ahard

one camp does not always tally

slogans ' the best sound you

fact fix on what they offer over

with comparable information

Dolby Digital lAC-31 5.1 sound,
but at higher data rate than

have ever heard' and ' theatre

existing formats - and thus

from the other; even the

catered for by OVO players. As a

quality uncompressed audio' to

get afix on whether they are
likely to have more commercial

information coming from

result, Dolby 5.1 should sound

promote Btu- ray Disc ( UT

INSIDE TRACK...

INDUSTRY ALLIANCES

different sources within the

better from BD. Optionally

same camp conflicts on details.

the player can also play Dolby

DTS could only offer scant
detail of the systems it hopes

Btu-ray Disc

HD-DVD

Hitachi

Hitachi
LG

JVC
LG
Mitsubishi
Panasoni
Philips

NEC
Sanyo
Toshiba
Acer

Pioneer
Samsung

Hewlett Packard
Intel

Sharp
Sony

Microsoft

Thomson
Yamaha
Apple
Dell
Sony BMG
Universal Music
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Btu- ray ( left) currently has the larger
following amongst hardware companies,
and to date the only record company
support, from Sony BMG and Universal.
HD-DVD ( above) has less hardware
support, and at time of press, no record
industry alliances

will be used on blue laser
discs. ' DTS Digital Surround is

Digital Plus, with 7.1 channels
at much higher data rate.
Also optional is the player's
ability to cope with Dolby True

mandatory in both formats, and

HD, the lossless compression

DTS HD Master Audio is optional

system based on DVD-Audio's

in both.., this is applicable to

MLP. Much higher data- rates

hardware only' was all DTS

than those of OVO can handle

could say, apart from referring
ris to a25.

out- perform OVO Audio.

To get ahandle on the audio

means that BD can in theory
All BD players must have

uptions, the best starting point

adecoder built-in to handle

is abrief reminder of how the

conventional lossy .DTS, with

two rival disc formats - both of

5.1 channels, but at higher data-

which use a405nm laser - store

rates than convent;onal OVO.

and deliver data.
In anutshell, BD discs are

The final option for BD is the
use of the new DTS lossless

optically very different from

system, called CTS- HD Master

conventional DVDs, and the

Audio. Audio is recorded using

difference lets them store more

compression, then checked for

data and handle higher data

compression/decompression

SPECIAL REPORT
errors and acorrection signal
encoded along with the

INSIDE TRACK...

AUDIO DETAILS

compressed audio. When the
and 6at 192kHz, with 16- 24- bit coding

compressed signal is replayed

BD audio:

the correction makes the final

• The BD standard caters for up to 32 separate audio streams

output abit- for- bit replica of the

• All players must have abuilt-in decoder for uncompressed

original uncompressed original.

two- channel Linear PCM, at 48 or 96 kHz sampling. Discs

All in all then the Btu- ray

may have 8channels of LPCM sampled at 48/96kHz, or 6

• All BD players must have adecoder for conventional DTS,
with 5.1 channels at 48kHz, 16-, 20- or 24- bit words and
data- rate up to 1.524Mbis
• Decoding for the DTS-HD Master Audio is optional. Up to

Disc has the potential to offer

at 192kHz. Coding is in 16-, 20- or 24- bit words. Maximum

8OTS-HD channels will be available at 48/96kHz, and 6at

the best quality audio yet

bit- rate is 27.648Mb/s.

192kHz, in 16-24 bit words with data- rate 24.5Mb/s.

available from any consumer
recording format. Whether BD

• Dolby Digital (AC- 3I 5.1 decoding is mandatory, at the
same 48kHz used for IND but with data- rates increased to

HD-DVD audio:

players and discs exploit this

640kb/s compared to the max 448kb/s in DVD players

• All HO-DVD players must be able to decode two- channel

potential, whether consumer

• Dolby Digital Plus decoding is optional, with 7.1 channels

reproduction systems do it
justice and whether many
consumers will hear any

stereo LPCM, Dolby Digital 5.1 at 448 kHz, Dolby Digital
Plus 7.1 at 3Mb/s, Dolby True HD ( HUI in stereo and the

at 48kHz and data- rates up to 4.736Mb/s
• Dolby True HD decoding is also optional. Adata stream of
up to 18.64Mbis will carry up to 8channels at 48 or 96kHz

basic INS 5.1 lossy compression system.
• Adecoder for lossless DIS HD Master Audio is optional

difference and be prepared to
pay extra for the privilege is of
decoders. For example, aDolby

controlled by interim licences

recently sprouted aboast or

Lossless stream in Blu-ray

from AACS-LA, the licensing

'Breaking News' dated February

confusion over what decode

must also contain astandard

administration which controls

21, 2006. 'AACS has announced

options will be available from

Dolby Digital stream that any

the draconian copy protection

the selection of Verance's

the first BD players. First

BD player can detect and

systems used by both formats.

technology as part of the content

adopters may find that they

decode. This capability is unique

If standard S/PDIF phono and

security architecture for the 'riD
DVD and Btu- Ray formats' said

advanced audio options offered

to Blu-ray.'
The HD-DVD standard also

optical outputs are provided
for CD, DTS 5.1 and Dolby 5.1

Verance. A check on the AACS-

by discs that follow later.

offers the intriguing option

streams, they are unlikely to

LA website showed no change

for aconventional 650nm red

cope with the higher data- rates

in the previous absurd situation,

HD-DVD

laser DVD to be run at three

used for the new, advanced

with the News and FAQs

The same warning holds true

times normal speed to triple
the normal DVD data- rate of

coding systems.

sections still as they have been

for HD-DVD, as the first players
are being rushed out at under

11.08Mb/s and deliver the same

UNPROTECTED OUTPUTS

course quite another matter.
There is also considerable

cannot take advantage of

$500 to stake amarket claim.
AR HD-DVD players must
be able to decode two- channel

for many months, promising
'Coming Soon'.
But AACS-LA has now

user bit rate as HD-DVD - but

Even if the first players do have

with ashorter playing time than

unprotected digital outputs

defended the decision not to

blue laser HD-DVD of course.

this does not mean they will

throw the AACS system open to

continue to work after the

scientific challenge, as

final AACS licences have been

by the SDMI organization when

agreed. Diszs can use digital

testing audio protection systems

flags that switch off or degrade

such as the Verance watermark.

'Even the information coming from
different sources within the same
camp conflicts on details'

was

done

The bottom line is that

any signal coming out of an
unprotected output. In the long

however exciting the audio
potential of blue laser discs

stereo LPCM, Dolby Digital

This could open up new horizons

term, the highest quality audio

5.1, Dolby Digital Plus 7.1,

for super hi-fi audio- only DVDs,

is only likely to be available from

may look from the format

lossless Dolby True HD [ MLII] in

and hammer more nails in the

HDMI sockets with inbuilt HDCP

specifications and promotional

stereo and the basic DTS lossy

DVD-Audio and SACO coffins.

copy- protection and connect

adverts, the practical benefits

only with HDMI AV systems.

of both formats will not become

compression system.
A decoder for lossless DTS

Neither format appears to
have any rule over the provision

There has been an ominous

clear until players and discs for

of DVD-A or SACO OSO

silence on the possible use of

both formats are on sale and on

-as it is for BD. Dolby True HD

decoding, partly because the

audio watermarking to control

atest bench.

is mandated for HD-DVD and

competition between SACO and

blue laser audio copying. The

optional for BD.
This puts HD-DVD ahead of

DVD-Audio does not follow the

music industry has doubtless

same commercial boundaries

learned from the audiophile

fail. It doesn't need me to tell

BD in terms of mandatory audio

as the competition between

outcry over plans to use the

you that anyone backing either

decoding. All HD-DVD players

BD and HD-DVD. None of the

Verance watermark with DVD-

format as an early adopter does

must be able to decode the

first- generation players have

Audio. But the Verance website

so entirely at their own risk. D

new formats Dolby Digital Plus

SACD or DVD-A capability, some

HD Master Audio is optional

and Dolby True HD, whereas

not even CD playback. But there

DD Plus and Dolby True HD

appears to be no reason why

decoding are optional for BD.

future blue laser players should

Dolby Digital Plus promises true 7.1 channels ( or even morel of surround-sound,

not offer CD. SACO and DVD-A

versus normal Dolby Digital's limit of 5.1 nearly- discrete [' nearly' because AC- 3

'a BD player can derive auseful

playback as well as conventional

combines channels of any audio signal above 10kHz ( 384kb/s material) o 15kHz

audio signal from all codecs,

red laser DVD playback.

(448kb/e. Currently, Dolby Surround Ex adds an extra ( sixth) rear channel by mixing

The BD group counters that

since the -advanced - codecs
are compatible with legacy

The issue of audio outputs on

INSIDE TRACK...

Also as it seems inevitable
that at least one format will

DOLBY DIGITAL PLUS

it into the surround channels, for matrix extraction by asurround decoder.

players is still unresolved and
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LETTERS

SOUNDING OFF...
This month Martin Coltoms gets praise and the quest for
the missing 2005 index ends. Send in your views on hi-fi to:
Letters, Hi -Fi News, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon
CR9 1HZ or send your views to:
-please name your email ' Letters'

PERSONAL
ABUSE
I'm concerned about the
direction taken by Hi Fi News of
late. Recently we have seen the
novelty of letters resorting to
personal abuse, the latest
being from M. Black in the

CHEERS FOR COLLOMS

February 2006 edition of the
magazine. Isay nothing of his

Anybody who has met Martin Colloms will know that he is an approachable, knowledgeable and
thoroughly decent human being who happens also to be the world's foremost hi-fi reviewer. It

critique of Ken Kessler, as
M. Black at least gives some

was with asense of outrage that Iread M. Black's facetious and ignorant remark concerning

explanation of his thinking. But

Mr. Colloms in Letters [
Hi Fi News, February 20061. It saddens me that the readership of

when it comes to his personal

HiFi News includes such bigoted individuals as M. Black and even more so that HiFi News would
allow such comments to be published. This is not The Sun, gentlemen!

abuse of your respected
contributor Martin Colloms, this

This is the second occasion within avery few months in which

seems to be based on nothing

Mr. Colloms has been criticised in your Letters pages. It is unfair and

more than M. Black's dislike of

totally unwarranted. Itrust you will publish this letter on behalf of

Mr. Colloms' prose style.

the many admirers of Martin Colloms worldwide and will distance
yourselves from M. Black's ill-advised comment.
Regrettably, Icannot be alone in noting the diminishing frequency
with which Martin Colloms is called upon to undertake equipment
reviews for Hi Fi News?
John Luke, by e-mail
Steve Fairclough replies: "Iagree John but these are the opinions of

Such personal abuse is not

FREDDIE
STARR
ATE MY_
HI-F1

your fellow readers, not me. So, letS cut out the bad words! Don't
worry we're not becoming The Sun (
shown right) -just look at next
monthS cover! Also, Martin Colloms is still very much apart of our

only contemptible it is utterly
out of place in your respected
magazine. If, however, you intend
to continue towards the gutter,
then, with regret, I'm afraid we
must part company.
A further point of concern
is the two- page article in the

RU. STORYONPASES:
2,3,46,8,14&J7

team - watch out for his reviews every month'.

same edition entitled ' What
how and where to buy your hi-fi
system'. Inote that the word
'advertisement' appears in small
letters in the heading, but it is

THE AV MIX
Iwas very sorry to read in

last- century, hi-fi only agenda

quality sound. If you read

not apparent who placed the

and Iurge you to reconsider

carefully what Iwrote it was

advertisement.

your decision.

that we won't be ignoring any

Peter Froome, Bristol

technologies that affect the

your editorial in the April 2006
edition that you were intending

Steve Fairclough replies:

What's more, how is the
reader to understand the process

future of hi-fi whether that be

by which the listed dealers have

TVs, projectors, MP3 players

been selected? The impression
obviously intended, and given,

to cut back on coverage of

'Our mission at Hi -Fi News

etc. Keep reading and I'm

AV equipment. Iwonder if

is to deliver the best advice,

sure you'll find apotent mix of

you have fallen into the trap

is that Hi Fi News is involved in

tests and content concerning

content every month'.

the selection. Can you please

of assuming that those who

confirm this?

wrote to you complaining about

Peter Maguire, by e-mail

the amount of AV coverage
were representative of the

HiFi News: Still

readership as awhole.

Steve Fairclough replies: 'Itake

keeping aclose eye on

your point on the personal abuse

AV technology

but it is coming from your fellow

Ifind the AV coverage the
most interesting part of the
magazine and welcomed the
extension to AV, which is, after
all, where most of the money
on sources, amplifiers and
loudspeakers is spent.
Iwould be very disappointed
if Hi Fi News reverted to a
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readers who sometimes don't
take the most erudite route.
Regarding the query about the
advert, which appeared on pages
122 and 123, that is exactly what
it is - apaid for advert that has
no relation to editorial content in
the magazine'.

YOUR VIEWS
WHERE'S THE
"INDEX?

FREMER'S RAMBLINGS

earn along-time reader and

When Michael Fremer blames

Hunt on apair of speakers

sellers and ask about the

the decline of high- end audio

salvaged from aSharp mini

demographics in the cheap

subscriber to HI Fi News and

on the mainstream press he is

system [ they match the décor)

turntable end of the market. Its

was astonished tc see that in

wide off the mark. There are

and ; cannot imagine she

kids. Play an LP for akid who's

your January 2006 issue there

more likely culprits. First, for

would sound better on $ 10,000

only heard digital and eyes pop!

was not, as usual every year,

those of ' our' generation, a

speakers ( which Ihave,

first encounter with hi-fi, most

collecting dust).

likely in ashop in the mid-

The -70s are gone. Enjoy

If you can't imagine Lorraine
Hunt can sound better on a

the Index page wriere one can
find easily the -eviews you

pair of $ 10,000 speakers than

have publisheo over the past

1970s, was an eye- popping

your iPods.

on the Sharp mini system

year. Nor it was on Feoruary,

experience. Compared to the

Ali Elam, New York City

speakers, don't blame hi-fi

March or Apr.l. issues

blame your imagination.

ceramic cartridge/6 watt tube

Ihate having to go through

amp/speaker with whizzer

Michael Fremer replies: 'I'm

Ienjoy my iPod. But there's

.all 12 mage look;ng for he

cone horrors most people had

not laying all of the blame on

adisconnect when people are

at home back then, this new-

the mainstream media, just

enhancing their viewing, eating,

found sound was enough to

some of it. Take it from me,

drinking, driving and dressing

hook us for life. No generation

afirst encounter with hi-fi

experiences while downgrading

since or here forward will ever

today is still an eye-popping

their listening experiences. It

(English writer; sucPe mag

I
enissing thing. Better late

then never however; maybe
in June? July Thanks and

Rongratutations for the

only

experience for today's kids. I

doesn't compute and it does

worth subscrtinq to

see it all the time here with

not have to be the case. It's not

Josep Armengol,

improved but the progress in

my neighbour's kids when they

because somehow good sound

Madrid, Spain

the tow- end' has been such

pay avisit. Kids are buying

is 'archaic', 'outdated', or a

that a $ 300 all- in- one system

records and turntables again...

'70's artifact. Idon't accept your

Steve Fairclough replies: 'I'm

is in fact very good. As Iwrite

check with amusicdirect or any

premise and Iwill continue

afraid Ihave to put this one

this Iam listening to Lorraine

of the other online analogue

fighting and winning'.

down to astrange disease

have asimilar epiphany.
Yes, the high- end has

called New Editoritis. Whilst
obviously I'd prefer it if you
just bought every issue and

CLOTH- EARED REVIEWING

therefore KNEW which issue
acertain review was in, the

In his ' Letter From America' in

Absolute Sound and Stereophile

2005 index will finally appear

the March 2006 issue of HiFi

concentrate so narrowly on

next month'.

News, Michael Fremer notes

products available only to the

the small number of US audio

wealthy that they drive away

publications and writes that

many prospective enthusiasts.

this reflects alack of interest

The March 2006 issue of

in quality audio reproduction in

HiFi News reviews 11 major

I've just read Martin Collom's

the States. He also suggests

components, ranging in price

review of the £ 7450 Conrad-

the situation is due in part

from £ 300 to £ 7450 ( about $ 520

Johnson CTS pre- amp in

to the cloth- eared reviewing

to $ 13,000 US dollars) and

Hi Fi News, March 2006.

habits of long- gone specialist

averaging £ 1,367 ($ 2375).

the absete sound

TOO MUCH PAY

The comment ' For the money,
nothing' in your 'Details' box

audio publications, and to the

The March issue of The

insistence of the mainstream

Absolute Sound reviews 10

US press that any sound

major components ranging

paying your reviewers too much

components costing more

from £ 575 to £ 131,6001$1000

or someone is having alaugh!

than the average price of items

to $ 229,001 and averaging

for sale at big box electronics

£16,250($28,280). Stereophile

would do his part to increase

retailers in the States is a

reviews 10 major components,

enthusiasm for audio in the

waste of good money.

ranging from £ 345 to £ 43,000

US, agoal he and Ishare, if he

($600 to $ 75,000) and

could persuade his publication

averaging £ 6800 ($ 11,850).

and its competitor to focus

Mr Fremer is, in part,
correct. In my view existing
US audio publications are

Mr Fremer's contribution

made me srnike! Either you are

M. Booth,

The CTS: asteal at E7450?

more on the virtues of good

to that issue of Stereophile

quality affordable equipment

for alack of wider interest in

includes reviews of aphono

and less on the audio

quality audio because they are

cartridge, aphono pre- amp,

stratosphere. The British

so much more exclusive in

and aset of speakers. The total

audio press is afine model of

their product focus than their

price for these three items

this approach.

British counterparts. Both The

is £ 14,221 1$24,7501. Mikey

John McVicker, Ohio, USA

themselves partly to blame

'improyerished' North England

conradlchnson

• Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication. Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal addreis (*fifth won't be publiliedl. Letters
seeking advice will be answered, in print on our 08A pages, but we regret that were unable to answer questions on buying specific ilesos of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi Usenet over the taleone, by post or by e-mail.
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OBJECTS OF DESIRE

WORLD
OF
drimpritir

Stylish pieces from the world of

audio this month with eye-catching
items from Germany, the UK, South

*milMe.

Korea, Italy, New Zealand and
Scandinavia...

C==11111110
•

ENVIZIO 360 POWER AMP • £ 3995
From New Zealand this eye-catching

PRIMARE CD110 SYSTEM • £ 1500
A sleek and elegant aluminium outer

power amp design has been in fine-tuning

body incorporates a high performance'

development for some time in order to

CD player, with an FM and DAB tuner and

eliminate sources of sonic imperfection'.

'state-of-the-art digital amplification in

It's avery solid beast with acast aluminium

this Scandinavian one- box offering. One of

three-piece heatsink and it had several

agrowing number of one- box solutions in

members of the HiFi News team drooling

the audio and AV domains this unit keeps

when it arrived in our offices recently. Watch

controls to astylish and subtle minimal in a

WJf

for areview soon

design that's pleasantly unobtrusive.

www.rpm-audio.co.uk

www.primare.net

WE THINK: A unique- looking, hefty

WE THINK: A new opponent for the Arcam

amplifier treat

Solo in style and spec terms
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•
MBL 101E SPEAKERS • £ 27,490
(a pair)
New to the UK are these top- of- the- range
radial speakers from the German company
MBUs Reference line. Already the subject
of rave reviews in the US, our columnist
Michael Fremer has described these
omnidirectional speakers as ' space cadets'.
They are aimed at those who want the
satisfying blend of style and substance.
www.soundventure.co.uk
WE THINK: Outrageous styling and by all
accounts also outstanding performers

CHIC AUDIO PIECES

SAMSUNG Z5 DIGITAL PLAYER •
FROM £ 109.99
Available ir, 1GB ([ 109.99I, 2GB (£ 139.99),
and 4GB ( El 79.99; versions, Samsung's
Z5 allows you to download up to 2090
WMA tracks or 130,000 photos. It allows
for playback of MF'3, WMA, WMA-CRM10
and lets you down load from Napster to
Go, HMV and Virgin DigaL Has a1.82in
colour LCD display and weighs 58g.
www.samsung.co.uk
WE THINK: A versatile and stylish digital
audio option

NAIM CD555 CD PLAYER • £ 14,295
Yes, you .ye probably already read about it
but the official arrival of Naim's flagship
CD- only player is nigh! First shown at the
Hi- 1=i News Show 2005 the CD555 is the
top- of- the- range player from Naim and
cornes as atwo- box - the player and the
555PS power supply. Its atop- loader with
separate analogue and digital outputs to
minimise digital noise in analogue sections.
www.naim-audio.com
WE THINK: Classic cool Naim design
-watch out for our exclusive review soon!

BOLZANO VILLETRI PIAZETTA
SPEAKERS • £4933
Ea pair, with subwoofer)
News has been Lkning to get its
hands on the Bolzano range and will do so
next month with areview of the BV 3003
floorstanding Piazetta. Available in achoice
of finishes - including maple, walnut root
and mahogany root - the Piazetta is a
speaker worth acloser bok.
www.bolzanovilletri.com
WE THINK: A welcome new addition to the
tradition of stylish Italian hi-fi

JUNE 2006 • www-hifinews.co.uk 19
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LISTENUP!

IN MY OPINION

Thorens, and some
turntable rarities
It's all hands on decks this month as atreasured Trio makes
way for acherished Connoisseur, but not before Ken Kessler
brings us up to date on some Thorens misconceptions
'A Connoisseur
has entered
my life, a deck
once owned by
the great crime
novelist, James
Hadley Chase!'

I

t's been agreat month for
turntables, living as Ihave
been with the SME 20/12 and

finding out Iwill be reviewing
Clearaudio's OTT reference
model - the one that sells for
$90,000 and weighs 400kg. Then,
Richard from Vantage Audio
turned up to collect my Trio
L- 07D; he's refurbishing it for an
upcoming feature. And out of the
blue, Ifind myself the owner of

Streit in Switzerland ( the man

an aged Connoisseur, more of

who has serviced more than 500

which anon. But first, I've been
caught ( metaphorically) with my
pants down.

—

nor

TO 124s in his life) the platter
can only be positioned exactly by
ABOVE: Rare two- speed idler- drive
Connoisseur by AR Sugden & Co -

using aspecial gauge by EMT,
which aprivate TO 124 owner
hardly possesses:

THORENS: TAKE TWO

was not factory- fitted with the

Joachim Bung, author of

non-magnetic platter! Like the

the superb Thorens history,

TD 124, it always came with the

Schweizer Prazision, sent me

cast iron platter... The Thorens

me aring telling they're glad that

an e-mail correcting some

engineers were deeply convinced

Ihave stated the truth about it in

misconceptions Iregurgitated

of cast iron as the better

Schweizer Prazisionr

in the March issue - all of which

material for the flywheel and did

have been dealt with in his book.

not change their mind during

that riles Joachim concerns

Trios, aConnoisseur has

More reasons for you to plead

production time of the TD 124/11.

aparticular method of how to
take the flywheel off the TO

entered my life. Martin Lloyd

Garrard 301, the non-magnetic

124 when replacing the belt.

to say he was going to dispose

TO 124 platter was always an

According to Joachim, ' On his

of an old turntable unless he

on EMT professional turntables

extra. It was available as early

TO 124 page, Mr Rudolf Bruit

could find ahome for it. So I

was not ' descended' from the

as about 1963, i.e. also for later

recommends loosening the three

volunteered. And what agem!

TD 124. ' Both EMT models with

TO 124/11 turntables. The light

screws with which the shaft of

Not only was it arare two- speed

that feature ( 927 + 930) were

platter was not made out of

the main bearing is fixed to the

idler- drive Connoisseur, it had

introduced earlier than the 124:

aluminium, but of zinc alloy:

flywheel, and to take off the

two Leak arm/cartridges - one

flywheel without the spindle. Do

for LPs and one for 78s - and

'Like the strobe platter for the

with him for an English edition!
First, he pointed out that the
slip- clutch mechanism found

You can akmost hear his sigh:

Oops. Bad KK.

no relation to JE Sugden & Co of today

You can find contact
details for Joachim at www.

Another internet myth

redaktionsbuero-bung.de.
PARTNER IN CRIME
After Thorenses, SMEs and

-afriend of afriend - called

'I know, there are some people

not separate platter and shaft

it had provenance: this deck

agitated was my parroting the

who spread the nonsense about

(spindle) as the connection

was once owned by the great

chestnuts about the platter. He

the non-magnetic platter on the

is precisely calibrated in the

crime novelist, James Hadley

remonstrated, ' The TD 124/11

Internet. Buyers of my book gave

factory. According to Bernhard

Chase! Chase was afriend of

What really got him

my benefactor's father, and he

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

KR'S FIVE TOP TURNTABLE RARITIES

•1) Empire 598 Troubadour: over- the- top, massive but utterly gorgeous. Careful with the magnetic auto- lift!

gave his entire system to Mr
Lloyd when divesting himself
of some possessions before a

•21 EMT: every one abroadcaster's delight. Heavy-duty, unbreakable and cherished fervently in Japan and Italy.

move. Ilike to think it played

•31 Kenwood L- 07D: total production is estimated at 200 to 500 decks only, so now they change hands for silly money. One of the

while Chase was penning one of

best decks ever? We'll know when mine comes back from Vantage!
•41 Nakamichi Dragon CT: massive oddity that compensated for off-centre pressings. Dissed in its day, now coveted. ,
•5) Thorens Reference or Prestige: to see one is to want one.

his masterpieces. Isuppose that
the only thing cooler would be
I Raymond Chandler's ReK-O-Kut.
Well, if he had aRek-O-Kut...
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Supersonics

Chord DAC64 Mk9
Jet Black Finish
Compact High- end Digital
to Analogue Converter

T

he gorgeous jet black finish isn't the

I only difference you notice with our
new generation DAC64. Sonically, it's

also the most significant improvement
you'll ever make to your system.
Hear for yourself at one of our carefully
selected retailers. The difference is clear.
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us for details of your nearest dealer.

CHORD()
Chord Electronics Limited
For more information
T01622 721444
E sales@chordelectronics.co.uk
W www.chordelectronics.co.uk

HI-FIHISTORY

THE 1980s

Times of Change
The 1980s saw the arrival of the Walkman, the CD
format, hi-fi VCRs and megabucks h,gh-end audio.
Ken Kessler recalls the decade in his inimitable style...

T

he 1980s were either
the most exciting years
in audio history, or the

defining decade during which
the rot set in. Wrap your

paying £ 25 foe amagazine

mind around these powerful

subscription.
Far more joyous was

influences - the arrival of CD;
the fragmentation of the industry

Jhe limitless optimism

into analogue versus digital; the

of the extreme high- end

ascendancy of the audio press

manufacturers, mainly

[especially in the UK) with its

American, German and

concomitant irresponsibility

Japanese. While we might shake

and abuse of power; the seeds

our heads at the way prices

of home theatre and surroundsound courtesy of hi-fi VCRs; and
the arrival of zero- compromise
megabucks high- end audio.
The 1980s were the time for
the descendants - in classic
business tradition - either to
improve on what their forebears
created, or to trash it.
Forgive the negativity, but

shot skywarc, they were merely

FROM LEU TO RIGHT: The Walknaar

reflecting the way the world's

portable stereo cassette player arrived ii

attitudes had changed toward

1980 2rd : hanged listening habits forever;
Sony publicity for the CD compact disc
cardboara form; Krell amps helped listeners
to appreciate Class- Aoperation

all luxury goods. It was amajor
confined to the UK, with only

failing of the audio industry not

the most freakish of Japanese,

to convey successfully to hi-fi

German, Italian and American

consumers has £ 5000 amplifiers

against the popularising cf audio

enthusiasts, journalists or

were merely the hi-fi equivalent

in general. Non-enthus .asts

retailers adopting the Flat

of Ferrari, Breguet and Chanel.

were expected to budget

Earth philosophy.

the designers, manufacturers,

hunc reds of pounds on cables

retailers, reviewers and

and stands,

enthusiasts became so wrapped

when they

up in whacky pursuits, including

were finding it

deadly serious approaches

hard to grasp

toward pure bullshit such as

the notion of

spikes and cables that they

hLndreds of

alienated normal people, who

pounos spent

-by the 1990s - would stay away

on primary

in droves.

components.
Retailing and

How did they escape it?

'Manufacturers,
and reviewers
alienated normal
people, who - by
the 1990s - would
stay away in
droves'

NEW ARRIVALS

Because in the

Trie 1980s saw the arrivals of

days before

Apogee and Krel[ who, between

the internet

them, forced the audio world to

was around

appreciate Class- A operation

to spread

and the need for an amplifier

psychotic or

to cope with any load. This even

hateful invective

trickled down to less expensive

so quickly,

amps, and the late 1980s saw

the primary

affordable electronics that could

means of

handle hungry, tow impedance

communication

speakers. The entry-level was

FLAT EARTH

reviewing

Perhaps the biggest cause of

became

was the slower

dominated perversely by the

this schism between the hi-fi

confrontational,

print magazine.

most over- rated budget product

community and the real world

with both sales personnel and

was * the Flat Earth Society'. It

journalists treating the public

Back then the cost of aforeign
subscription was ' prohibitive'.

grew out of the Linn- worshippers

like idiots to be bullied into

Illogically audiophiles would

who promulgated practices

buying * approved' components.

gladly part with $ 2500 for a

that comprehensively mitigated

Mercifully, the worst effects were

metre of cable, but baulk at

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

in audio history - the NAD 3020
its acceptance by Flat Earthers.

integrated amplifier - thanks to
Hi-fi did mature in one key
way as atiny company called
Sonus faber carne along and

1980S 111FI HIGHLIGHTS

changed loudsoeaker aesthetics
forever. Within adecade, the

1980 • 3M, Mitsubishi, Sony, and Studer introduce
multi- track digital recorders; Sony's pocket- sized Walkman

1913 • Compact Disc is launched outside of Japan two years

flat- sided, cubist loudspeaker

after its initial demo.

would be the sole preserve of

stereo cassette player revolutionises listening habits forever.

1935 • Dclby introduces the SR' Spectral Recording system.

the low end manufacturers, with

1981 • Philips demonstrates the Compact Disc ( CD); Musical

1936 • R-DAT recorders are introduced in Japan; Wilson's

only the bravest or the stupidest

Fidelity founded; Wilson Audio launches the WAMM speaker at

WATT - one of the best-selling high- end loudspeakers of all

manufacturers failing to add

the equivalent of $ 225,000 in today's money.

time - appears. The Puppy woofer system would make its

seductive curves, fine woods,

1982 • Sony releases the first CD player, the Model

debut tv,oyears later.

glossy finishes or fresh shapes to

COP- 101; Apogee releases the world's first fua-range ribbon

1987 • J3lby Surround is enhanced by Pro- Logic, providing a

their dynamic speakers. Finally,

loudspeaker; Dolby Surround is launched.

taste for truly viable surround sound.

the music lover could silence the
Bitch Wife From Hell. 13
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1. CD500
Reference Valve
CD Player
•A massive 16kg chassis
houses aCDM1230
servo system,
specifically designed
and unique to the
CD500.

I000

2. A500
Reference Solid-state
Integrated Amp

011)

000

•Top loading system with multiple anti-vibration construction.

Each element has been
painstakingly chosen on its sonic
merits:

4NAMMIll».

•
ai o o •
o 0
o o
o 0
- -

•Weighing in at astaggering 50kg, the fully aluminium alloy chassis shields,
isolates and allows the state-of-the-art components to perform to their
maximum.

•Hand-selected NPC SM5847 over-sampling and filter chip.

•Two custom-made power transformers, 150W rated for the pre-amp and 800W
rated for the power amp provide aseparate, fully isolated, independent power
supply for each section. Eight massive 10000g ELMA capacitors take care of
the filtering.

•Burr-Brown SRC4193 (44.1 KHz/192 KHz) upsampling chip.

•The pre-amplifier and power amplifier can be used separately.

•Four Burr-Brown PCM1704K DACs, two per channel for fully balanced
output, ensure the very finest signal reproduction.

•Six pairs of top quality Sanken power transistors (25A1295 and 2SC3264 in
parallel) provide massive power output: 2x260W into 8ohms, 2x400W into
4ohms, 2x600W into 2ohms. Enough to satisfy even the most power-hungry
loudspeakers!

•Separate power supplies for the digital and analogue circuits employing
custom-made Rcore transformers.

•Two EH6922 valves with gold plated pins are deployed on the output
stage.
•Fully Balanced and Single-ended outputs.

• " Dynamic Bias Control" for power with grace. The first all-important 20 watts
are always delivered in pure Class-A.

•Balanced and Single-ended digital outputs.

•Fully Balanced and Single-ended inputs.

•Dimensions: 482(w) x360(d) x100(h)mm.

•Dimensions: 482(w) x482(d) x180(h)mm.

The CD500 is set to redefine the term ' reference' for asingle-box design.

The MOO is set to redefine the term 'reference' for an integrated design.

Real hi-fi is also the official UK Distributor for the following brands:

&teei híTel: 0870 909 6777
3. Audiophile APS I4. Bias King I5. Heart I6. Horning I7. Hyperion I8. Music First Audio
For pricing, dealer list and further information please contact us.

9. Metaxas

info@realhi-fi.com
www.realhi-fi.com

SUB £ 1kINTEGRATED AMPS

AMPLIFIER GROUP TEST

SUB ICIIK

AMPS
1

Volume
Fixed
•

Six sub-£ 1000 British- designed
two- channel integrated amplifiers go
head to head to find out which delivers
the best sound and value for money.
Steve Harris conducted the listening
tests; Paul Miller worked in the lab

W

•

•

n n n

(")
POWER

hen industry vviscres tell us ' Nobody makc',
two- channel amplifiers any more!' they're ignoring the
UK specialist brands. For this group test we assembled

agreat selection of sub- E1300 stereo amps, including some of
the UK's most famous names. And they are all products with a
pedigree! After two decades as
apure hi-fi company, Arcam
launched its DiVA -ange in
2000, to cover all the bases for

P()VVI R

\/CY__LI NA F.

MID

e
audiolab

home cinema as well. Currently
heading the DiVA two- channel
integrated amp line-up is the
A90 reviewed here.
Audiolab's first product the
8000A integrated amplifier, was
an instant hit in 1983. When TAG
McLaren bought the company

'We assembled
a selection of
sub-£ 1000
stereo amps,
including some
of the UK's most
famous names'

in 1998, Audiolab's electronic
designs formed tne basis for the new TAG range, even though the
Audiolab name d!sappeared. Now, under the ownership of IAG, the
brand has been revived. We test the current 8000S amp.
From its small beginnings with The Preamp in 1982, and the
hugely successful Al amp, Musical Fidelity has grown to become
aformidable player in mid- to high- end hi-fi. Still abeefy amp by
most standards, the A3.5 is alower- powered version of the A5.
Next comes the sophisticated Myryad% MXI2080. Myryad was
founded by one of the UK's most respected electronics designers,
Chris Evans, afcunding partner of Arcam in the late 1970s.
The late Julian Vereker of Naim was one of the great iconoclasts
of the 1970s hi-fi scene, and
MYRYAD

the company he continues to
plough its own furrow. Naim's

WHAT WE TESTED

current entry-level integrated

Arcam DiVA A90

E850

amplifier is the NAIT 5i.

Audiolab 80005

[500

Finally, the Saxon A700

Musical Fidelity A3.5

£995
£1000

Mk II is part of anew range

Myryad MXI2080

from Talk Electronics, headed

Haim NAIT 5i

E725

by Kevin Edwards. So how do

Saxon Audio A700 Mk Il

E800

these six compare? Read on.
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ARCAM DiVA A90 • £850

Otherwise, the A90 offers a
conventional set of four linelevel inputs. There are also two
sets of tape inputs/outputs,
and you can dub from Tape 2
(labelled VCR) to Tape 1but not
vice versa and you can record
from one source while listening
to another. There are also preout/main-in sockets, activated by
an adjacent back- panel switch.
The pre- amp out sockets
'per source*, in which the amp

allow connection of another

remembers the desired tone

power amp ( such as Arcam's

control settings for each source(.

P901 for bi-amping, or apowered

Meanwhile, ' Processor mode'

subwoofer. A front- panel

allows you to adjust the gain

headphones jack is provided.

of the amplifier, when used for

Flexibility is the key word here, but how
does the top amplifier in Arcam's DiVA range
measure up when it comes to sheer sound?
DETAILS
Arcam DiVA A90
(C) £850
®
#

www.arcam.co.uk
01223 203200
Smooth sounding yet
plenty of detail, flexible

ie String bass atad thuddy

A

lthough the A90 is simple
to install and use, it has

ahost of hidden setup

SOUND DUALITY

the front channels in amultichannel system controlled by an

It's hard to find much to criticise

AV processor, to match the other

in the sound of the A90, which

amplifiers in the system. Finally,

is generally smooth, well-

you can customize the welcome

balanced, full of detail and with

message that appears on the

good stereo imaging. Bass

display at switch- on.

was thought to be even and

Like the other models tested

subjectively quite well extended,

options, accessed via the Enter

here, the standard A90 comes

though if you were really picky
you could say that string bass,

and Select keys. At the first level

without aphono ( vinyl LP) disc

you can uncover and set balance,

input, but you can get your

for example, had aslight lack

bass or treble settings using the

Arcam dealer to fit the optional-

of real character and could

volume knob or the remote's

extra plug-in phono module

sometimes sound alittle rubbery

up/down controls. You can then

which handles moving- magnet

or thuddy. But overall the Arcam

go further and customize volume

and moving- coil cartridges.

is afine performer.

control resolution ['standard',
'fine' 0.5dE3 steps, or * reference',
dB scale], volume display mode
(graphic or numeric(, input trims
(to match the levels of different
sources( and tone ( global or

FINDINGS
The overall gain of the A90 is rather lower than it suggests, requiring afull 660mV
(rather than 250mVI to achieve its maximum 120W/8 ohm power outpt. This is in
excess of its 90W specification, though the maximum output into 4ohm is limited to
160W by electronic protection. Under dynamic conditions, it is possible to squeeze
out some 2130W into 4ohm ( 20msec at < 1% THOI without the logic intervening and
switching off the speakers, but the A90 remains less tolerant of difficult speaker
loads than notionally less powerful amps like the Myryad here. Logic dominates
much of the A90's functionality and is probably responsible for spikes in its noise
floor at - 3.5kHz and - 7kHz - enough

REAR
Four line inputs join two sets of tape

to compromise the overall A-wtd
•

to 81-82dB. Otherwise, avery wide

0.106

inputs/outputs, plus pre- out/

bandwidth amp, offering aresponse

main-in sockets. The pre- outs allow the

flat to just - 0.9dB/100kHz. alow

connection of apower amp white opting

0.002% midrange distortion and a

for the phono board sees the 'aux'

moderate 0.1ohm output impedance.

output carry the equalised phono signal

INSIDE
One large motherboard holds all main
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hewn Pao

S/N ratio from apotential 85-86dB

in.u,
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VERDICT
Powerful, versatile, with comprehensive features and facilities tucked away in

components, with addtional micro-

its menus, the Arcam A90 will do just about everything you could ask of it. While

processor control sandwiched between

Arcam's pricier FMJ A32 offers further refinement, the A90 performs smoothly and

fascia and internal screen plate

consistently on all kinds of music and represents great value for money.

AUDIOLAB 8000S • £500
--------power amp for bi-amping, or
apowered subwoofer. In Pre
mode, the power amp section
is disconnected and the 80005
functions as astandalone preamp. Finally, in Pre- Power AV
mode, the pre- and power- amp
sections operate independently,
allowing connection of an AV
processor. The Mode switch also
provides aMute function.

AUD"110LAB
Prim- and- proper front panel, wonderful
1980s- style knobs... aclassic British stereo
amp enjoys a21st Century re-vamp!
DETAILS
@

Audiolab 8000S

e

£500

®
#

www.audiotab.co.uk
01480 447700

Ø

Light, airy, smooth sound,
welt proportioned bass

(g Lacks some mod cons

ir

Rather impressively, the input
astraightforward 60W/ch

selector on the front panel turns

amplifier, with no arcane menu

when you select an input from

options to be discovered. It has

the remote handset, but the

the usual four switchable line

record and mode selectors can

input options plus three sets

only be operated manually. As

of tape outputs - of these, the

usual, connecting headphones

Video out has no corresponding

to the front- panel jack mutes the

input. There are separate

speakers and also disconnects

rotary selectors for input and

the pre-out/main-in sockets.

recording, so you can record one
source while listening to another.
Pre-out/main-in connections

SOUND DUALITY
The Audiolab gave an impression

he current Audiolab 80005
makes the TAG McLaren

are controlled by the front-

of alight, airy, smooth sound, a

re- style of the late 1990s

panel Mode switch. When

refined performance which was

seems like just awild dream.

set to Integrated, pre- and

nonetheless thought quite good

Everything, except the small

power sections are connected

on rhythm. String bass sounds

display panel and new all- silver

internally and the pre- amp

were quite well proportioned and

finish, tells you that this is a

outputs are inactive. When set

pleasantly springy in character,

classic British design, one good

to Pre- Power, the pre- amp

while the mid and top sounded

enough to be timeless. That

outputs are operational, allowing

clean with afairly decent scale to

display panel contains two LEDs

connection of an additional

stereo images.

to indicate power- on and mute
as well as the infrared sensor for
the remote handset.

LAB REPORT

Without tone controls,
and much updated internally
of course, the 80005 is still

FINDINGS
While the old Audiolab 8000A/TAG McLaren 60i were also rated at 60W/8 ohm, but
achieved BOW/Bohm, the new 8000S is fractionally more powerful at 2x85W/8 ohm.
There's an increase to 2x130W/4 ohm and some 110W, 190W and 290W available
under dynamic conditions into 8, 4and 2ohm, respectively. The A-wtd S/N ratio is
identical at 85dB. However, the selection of the volume pot might not be so tight
for although the 0.7dB channel imbalance falls within AurTiolab .
sldB specification
(measured at OdBW for 500mV input) this is still the poorest of this month's group.
Otherwise, Audiolab has successfully engineered aflat distortion of some 0.004%
from 1W to 70W18 ohm through

REAR

the midrange, aperformance that

The Audiolab sports four

reaches aminimum of - 0.0016% at

switchable line input options to

200Hz and amaximum of 0.03% at

the rear along with three sets of

20kHz. Response is like Naim's NAIT

tape outputst. Pre-out sockets

with agentle HF roll- off amounting

mean the Audiolab can be used as

to - 0.45dB/20kHz, through alower

astandalone pre- amplifier

-0.06 ohm output impedance.

••••••• NINO paw.... Fegoe, • 1•••

••••• gle •
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INSIDE
Motorised volume and source
selection employed for remote-

VERDICT
Appearances can be deceptive. Audiolab's basic casework design may date back to

control, with relay switching on

the 1980s, but in performance terms this current model has little in common with

inputs at rear. Note screened can

the original 8000A - which would sound very dated by comparison. Features and

over sensitive pre-amp stage

facilities have been updated too, making this aclever and good-value package.
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MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.5 • £995

facility when used with
three- head tape decks. The
front- panel button line-up
also includes Tape Monitor
(there's no separate recordsource selector, so you can't
listen to one source while
recording another) and HT
Direct. Rear panel connections
also include apair of Pre-

MUSICAL FIDELITY

Air

As with its bigger amplifier models, MF claims
the A3.5 offers more power for the money
than its competitors. Let the battle begin...

T

DETAILS
(11

Musical Fidelity A3.5

®

the A3.5 is the provision of an

SOUND QUALITY

HT Direct ( home theatre direct(

With aperceptibly fuller,

or main- in input, which routes

'rounder' bass sound than

signals ( from an AV processor,

others, afeeling of authoritative

for example( straight to the

depth and weight, the Musical

power amplifier section. This

Fidelity seems to have aslightly

allows the amp to be used

warm balance overall.

for the main front channels

In the midrange it could offer
plenty of delicacy and subtlety,

with aclaimed 240W into

and music system, without

yet was full-bodied rather

power amp in the same package

020 8900 2866

connector for an MP3 player.

of acombined home theatre

effectively aseparate pre- and

www.musicalfidelity.com

the accessories pack includes
a3.5mm jack to two phonos

he A3.5 is rated at
150W/ch into 8ohm,

4ohm loads and is described as

£995

Out sockets, for bi-amping or
subwoofer connection. Finally,

compromising the music side.

than seeming fussily detailed,

The main five pairs of

and with fine imaging and yet

using separate transformer

line- level inputs have the
traditional audio labelling CD,

quality to the treble. The overall

windings and power supply

Tuner, Aux 1, Aux 2and Tape. A

effect was of abig, consistent,

components for the pre- amp

single pair of Tape Rec sockets

comfortable and listenable

stage. It's also of dual- mono

provides atape monitoring

sound on all kinds of music.

having asmooth rather than airy

construction, with the claimed

Ø
e

Looks, sheer power and
smooth, musical sound

benefits for imaging and detail.
MF remains entrenched in

LAB REPORT

two- channel hi-fi. In fact, the

Ambitious power specs

only acknowledgement of the
existence of home cinema in

FINDINGS
Its something of an unwritten rule to offer aconservative specification for your
amplifier's output. This way, even with asub- 240V mains supply, you are guaranteed
acertain minimum performance. Mrs A3.5 only achieves its 150W specification by
the very skin of its transistors. Not that the amp is underpowered. Far from it as the
A3.5 out- thumps anything else in this test with adynamic output of 200W, 370W,

0
•0

0

0

0 0

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

GYM.

610W and 880W 130A) into 8, 4, 2and 1ohm loads respectively. The - 0.055 ohm
output impedance is low enough and the gently tailored response not dissimilar to
that of the Aurfiolab and Nairn amplifiers, but distortion is fabulously low at - 0.003%

REAR
Five line- ins accompany asingle

right up to 130W in the bass and
midrange, rising to 0.007% ( right
channel) and 0.02% ( left channel)

pair of tape sockets that allow

at 20kHz. This slight assymmetry is

tape monitoring when amp is used

also reflected in the left/right A-wtd

with athree- headed tape deck;

S/N ratio and DC offset figures

pre- outs enable apower amp or

at 83dB/79d8 and - 27mV/8mV

subwoofer to be connected

respectively. Still, acapable amp.

•

•

... a*.

1.0111

0.110

1 .1
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Dual- mono layout with free space

VERDICT

around PCB and heatsinks. Centre-

Undeniably the best- looking amplifier in the group, well built and with aquality

mounted toroidal transformer has

'feel', the Musical Fidelity A3.5 produces excellent sound quality too. It's clearly

multiple windings for each power

the most powerful in the group too, and so it should produce good, consistent

amp and pre-amp section

results with avery wide range of speakers. It's afine, attractive product.

MYRYAD MXI2080 • £ 1000

in 0.5d8 increments, agood
feature. If you use the remote
to adjust the volume, the
knob is static, but manually it
requires about ten full turns to
get from - 80dB to full volume.
When turned down to - 80dB,
the amplifier automatically
mutes, and when switched to
standby and then on again, it
will remember the last setting,
provided this isn't higher than

MYRYAD

www.myryad.co.uk
@

From the start, the Myryad's

switching. Unusually, the Myryad

sound was notably

uses short external phono -

clear, well-balanced, with

to -phono leads, which must

afeeling of accuracy and

be inserted to operate it as an

extension in the bass and agood

integrated amplifier.

feeling of stability in its imaging.

clean

and

It could convey detail well

front panel is completely flush

without losing perspective. When

-neither volume nor up-and-

using the CD input, it could

stereo integrated

down Source selection and Tape

perhaps be accused of being a

amplifiers, the other being

buttons actually project. The

little too polite, even reticent in

the MXI2 150, adouble- height

central display indicates source

character. However, the sound

version that offers 150W/ch

and volume setting, in decibels

from CD via the Line Direct input

instead of the MXI2080's 80W/ch.

below full output.

did seem to show subtle gains,
becoming sweeter and more

Using either the remote

inputs - atotal of eight including

handset or the front- panel

fluid, with abit more space in

Tape and CD- R - but most

control, you can set the level

the soundstage.

interesting to audiophiles will

0

Clean neutral sound,
flexible options

i(>1_

SOUND DUALITY

connections, selected by internal

yryad's MXI2080 is
the smaller of its two

Both offer apletnora of line

01279 501111

situations).

Myryad's admirably clean

M

©non

and CD- R, the Tape Out.
offer pre- out and main- in

modern- looking package

Myryad MX12080

-20dB ( pretty loud in most

Most of the amps here

Sleek and stylish, this Myryad amplifier offers
plenty of power and very low distortion in a

DETAILS

record outputs, labelled Tape

be the Line Direct input, said to
provide the shortest, cleanest
signal path and to deliver the

Lowish S/N ratio

best sound quality of all the
MXI's inputs. There are two

FINDINGS
Anybody looking for an archetypal wide- bandwidth, very low distortion amp will
find their pot of gold in the MXI2080. Distortion is rated at 0.02% but, in fact, the
amplifier maintains aremarkably low 0.0008-0.006% distortion from 20Hz-20kHz.
Nairn aside, no other amp in this test has such low distortion at 20kHz, although the
spread from 0.002-0.008% over afull 80W range (through the midbandI is arguably
less consistent than other of its competitors. Of course, the MXI2080 may be rated

.
c_:1:-0•0 -0 -0 -0 -0-0-0-0-01 0 ,
nenam.

ce —

..ar

at 80W but it actually achieves close to 100W/8 ohm and 140W/4 ohm with sufficient

I

Allai•

• ( 8

headroom to accommodate peaks up to 110W, 200W, 280W and afull 300W into 8, 4,
2and 1ohm loads under dynamic

"
•
•
I

»

ma_
,• muttrepi
I

•4
,

REAR

conditions. The output impedance

Before reporting anew MXI2080 as

is usefully low at 0.02 ohm and any

non- working, check that pre ta -

DC offset vanishing to - 0mV but

power coupling leads are in place.

the presence of 150Hz and 250Hz

Up to eight line- level sources can

'spikes (possibly rectifier switching

be connected, including Line Direct

noise) does reduce the overall A-wtd

for best sound.

S/N ratio by some 10dB to 73-74dB.
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Another dual- mono layout design,
with separate mini-toroid for

VERDICT
Part of comprehensive range that majors on home cinema, the MXI2080 offers

control and pre- amp stage, and

great flexibility in system building, and its attractive panel styling is combined

individual vertically- arranged

with auseful level setting display. Aside from all this, though, it is avery fine two-

power amp circuit boards

channel music amplifier, with aneutral, precise and accurate sound.
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NA \,1 NA

£725

same input simultaneously!)
There is atape output, but this
does not have a ' tape monitor'
function. There are no additional
pre- out sockets, but for AV
systems there is the equivalent
of amain- in option in Naim's 'AV
Integration' or Unity Gain setting,
set after first entering ' program
mode' via the Prog button on the
remote for by holding down the

NAIM

CD source button on the fascia).
combination of zinc diecasting
and aluminium alloy extrusions,

NAIT 5i

The Naim Audio InTegrated amplifier - the
NAIT - has grown up since it first appeared in
the early 1980s. But has it kept its groove'?

.r

DETAILS
IS Nairn NAIT 5i
£725
(i:1) www.naim-audio.com
#

Ø
e

01722 426600

hings have pFogressed
alot since 1983. The
original, very basic NAIT

SOUND QUALITY

to minimise the influence of

If you are expecting the much-

vibration. To same end, there are

vaunted Naim Audio virtue of

special suspension mountings

rhythmic drive or ' timing' here,

for the circuit boards.

you won't be disappointed. This

Inside, the NAIT has input

quality could translate into sheer

relay switching, and uses a

communication on vocals for

volume control potentiometer as

example, or just as anew degree

fitted to the NAO 252 pre- amp.

of realism and immediacy in

There is aseparate power supply

ajazz rhythm section ( and

circuit for the voltage amplifier

not matched by the other

(pre- amp) stage.

amplifiers in the same group

The NAIT 5i's rear panel looks

here). Sometimes the Naim's

integrated of 20- odd years agc

positively sparse compared

sound could coarsen slightly

came in the small extruded- alloy

with the Myryad, despite the

on complex passages, and the

sleeve that Naim used for ta

presence of DIN sockets for

sound did not have the wideband

pre- amps, and it delivered only

tuner and CD input, alongside

neutrality of the Myryad MXI2080,

around 15W. Several generations

the phono connectors for these

for example, but its dynamic

later, the NAIT 5i is rated at

same inputs. ( Do not connect

presentation outweighs such

50W/ch, comes with full remote

sources to both types on the

criticisms.

control and is fitted witn RCA

Still the best music
communicator

phono sockets as alternatives
to Naim's still- preferred DIN

LAB REPORT

connectors. Instead cf the bent

Not the most neutral

mild steel sheet use° by many
others, Nairr's cabinetwork ls a

FINDINGS
Now equipped with remote control, this incarnation of the NAIT is also more robust
than the original'5. I
tested the NAIT 5at the start of 2001 where it achieved some
30W/8 ohm and 50W/4 ohm with atypical distortion of 0.015% through bass and
midrange. Five years on and the 5i now delivers 2x65W/8 ohm and a (relatively)
massive 2x105W/4 ohm with distortion just - 0.003% over much of the power
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bandwidth and over afull 20Hz-20kHz range. While this is all in excess of Naim's
50W specification, it also suggests a 'transient power output' of some 300W. With
adistortion limit of 1% and atransient 20msec ( 20 cycles at 1kHz), in practice the
NAIT 5i achieves 75W, 125W, 200W

REAR

and 120W into 8, 4, 2and 1ohm.

For long-time Naim followers, the

AMd S/N ratio is bang on target

sight of phono sockets on aNairn

at 85dB and the response is gently

amplifier still takes some getting

tailored to - 0.5dB/20kHz, but

used to... Nairn Audio mairtains

output Lis moderate at - 0.25ohm

that best earthing, and therefore

so some further response tailoring

sound, can be found with DIN plugs

might be expected.

Ll
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Most powerful NAP yet has

VERDICT

sparsely- populated box, with all

In terms of matching with components from other brands, the NAIT 5i is more

pre- and power circuitry on one

'universal than earlier incarnations. It isn't very powerful by today's standards

modest board. Note also absence

and is not the most neutral sounding - but this amplifier still has the 'get up and

of typical heatsinking

go' quality that many enthusiasts won't want to live without.

SAXON A700 Mk II • £800

output devices driven by a
new circuit derived from Talk
Electronics MOSFET designs.
Selected by the neat,
symmetrically arrayed front
panel pushbuttons, or of course
from the full- function remote
control, the four main line inputs
are labelled CD, Tuner, AV and
Aux. An optional plug-in phono
module, which will cater for
either m- m or m- ccartridges,

SAXON
là lag". 6%

Ili

Mt

New angle on the Talk brand sees tills warrior
join the army of Brit contenders. We draw a
bead on the newcomer amongst the venerable
DETAILS
Saxon A700 Mk11
s
t

£800
www.talketectrcnics.com

#

Ø

08456 123388
Ear-catching sound
captures excitement

e:4 Nothing mentioned

A

the Mk II designation seen here.

is available at £ 75. Also provided

This is amodern, no-nonsense

are two pairs of tape inputs and

amplifier design with asensible

outputs, with aTape Monitor

array of facilities and ample

function, and there are pre- out

power for most applications,

sockets for bi-amping ( using

with arated output of 100W/ch

apower amp such as the

into 8ohm. Casework is of

matching Saxon P7001 or for

1.2mm steel with a10mm-thick

connecting an active subwoofer.

aluminium front fascia panel,
basically asolid stab but relieved

SOUND QUALITY

by aslight curve on the lower

Although very different in design,

edge to give avisual identity.

this amplifier manages to

Inside, it benefits from

convey at least some of the Joie

new name, perhaps,
but the company behind

the use of short signal paths

Saxon certainly isn't so

and the use of surface-

NAIT. The Saxon is certainly

new te the game. Saxon is a

mount components and a

quick and dynamic, and it can

de vivre' purveyed by the Naim

iower-cost sister of British hi-fi

microprocessor- controlled relay

produce asound that can be

specialist Talk Electronics - but.

input switching. With adual-

punchy and exciting without

as Talk's Kevin Edwards says.

mono design said to be unique

becoming aggressive - it retains

'great attention has oeen paid to

at this price, the power amplifier

alight touch and presents detail

make sure that the sting and

section uses bi-polar Darlington

effortlessly.

build are up to the usual Talk
Electronics standards'. Although
the Saxcn line-up is new to the

LAB REPORT

UK marKet. the 470C ampl;fier
was launched in certain export
markets some time ago - hence

FINDINGS
From apurely technical standpoint, Saxon's A700 Mk II is the more chaiacteiful
amplifier of the group. Its certainly powerful enough and second only to the MF amp
with its 125W/8 ohm and 195W/4 ohm output, increasing to 165W, 300W, 460W and
295W into 8, 4. 2and 1ohm loads, respectively, under dynamic conditions. It's not
the quietest amp of the group with ahigher white noise content 1a hiss rather than
hum) that knocks its A-wtd S/N ratio back from the expected average of 85dB to just
-73dB ( ref OdBW1. DC offset, crosstalk and moderate 0.08 ohm output impedance
are managed well enough and distortion, at least through the midrange, is very
consistent indeed at 0.025% FIW

REAR

to 100W/8 ohm(, But the limited

Simple arrangement of phono

compensation employed does

sockets and speaker binding posts,

encourage distortion to rise with

with plastic stoppered holes far,

frequency, starting from aminimum

for example, optional phono stage.

of 0.007% at 20Hz to 0.36% at

Two tape in/outs available, plus

29kHz - a50-fold increase across

pre-amp output

the audio range.

••••••••••• ••••••••• r•••••• • tux ••• ••••••• • ••••

holy dual-monc configuration

VERDICT

takes separate toroidal

Saxon, the new brand from Talk Electronics, could be an intriguing line if the A700

transformers tor each channel,

Mk II is anything to go by. The simple, good- quality casework has just enough

with pre and powe' amp circuitry

'styling' to make it look purposeful rather than merely basic, while the sound has

on lull- width PCB

an ear- catching quality of life and freedom.
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AMPLIFIER GROUP TEST

MODEL S
BY SPEC

ARCAM
DiVA A90

ARcAm

SUB £ 1k INTEGRATED AMPS

AUDIOLAB
8000S

°dice

MUSICAL
FIDELITY A3.5

MYRYAD

HAIM

SAXON AUDIO

MXI2080

NAIT 5i

A700

,,--,-.7,-.------.
„.......—...

,.

la),
(01--1

_

Power output into
8/4 ohm (< 1% THD)

120W/160W

85W/130W

150W/225W

100‘
Wi/1\40: '' -\

Dynamic power
(20ms 8/4/2/1 ohm)

165W/280W/200W/
75W

110W/190W/290W/
70W

200W/370W/610W/
880W

Output impedance
(20Hz-20kHz)

0.1-0.16 ohm

0.04-0.10 ohm

Freq response
(20Hz-100kHz)

+0.1 to -0.9dB

Distortion (OdBW,
20Hz-20kHz)

65W/105W

125W/19W

110W/200W/280W/
300W

75W/125W/200W/
120W

165W/300M460W/
295W

0.055-0.12 ohm

0.001-0.06 ohm

0.25-0.27 ohm

0.09-0.12 ohm

+0.1dB to -6.0dB

+0.0dB to -4.8dB

+0.0dB to - 1.7dB

+0.0dB to -5.6dB

+0.0dB to-1.3dB

0.0015-0.035%

0.0016-0.03%

0.003-0.02%

0.0008-0.006%

0.001-0.004%

0.006-0.36%

A-wtd SIN Ratio
(for OdBW/Full
Output)

82dB/102dB

85dB/104dB

79dB/101dB

73dB/93dB

85dB/103dB

73dB/94dB

Input sensitivity
(OdBWIfull output)

68mV/658mV

36mV/280mV

23mV/283mV

35mV/320mV

32mV/228mV

45mV/454mV

Dimensions (whd):

435 x100 x340mm

445 x75 x335mm

440 x100 x395mm

436 x95 x355mm

432 x70 x301mm

445 x92 x :ï0mir

Debussy, 12 Etudes,
Mitsuko Uchida
[Philips 464 698-2]

Jennifer Warnes,
Famous Blue
Raincoat
[Classic RTHCD
5052]

Rickie Lee Jones,
Rickie Lee Jones
[Warner 256 628]

Miles Davis,
Kind Of Blue
[Columbia 480410 2]

OVERALL VERDICT
It proved hard if not impossible
.to come up with aranking
order for these six amplifiers,
but here goes...
At just [ 500, Audiolab's
8000S is apretty
and
good buy,
it certainly won't disappoint
anyone who's acquainted with
the old Audiolab models. But
there are other options.
Musical Fidelity's A3
sounded consistently good

facilities you need land aphono
stage option) is the Saxon A700
Mk II, with alively, engaging
and open sound.

in our listening tests and is
robust and powerful enough to

However, for sheer pace
and rhythmic drive, there is no
substitute for the Nairn here,

do well in almost any system
you put it with. It has to be
recommended.
With asound that's acooler
view of ' neutral' than MF's,
the Myryad MXI2080
is afine product

REVIEW SYSTEM
Source: Arcam FMJ CD36 CD player
Speakers: Dali Ikon 6loudspeakers
Cables: Chord Siren interconnects;
Chord Odyssey speaker cables
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too, more versatile
and, Ithink, with a
strong appeal for
slightly more ' techie'
enthusiasts. Simpler,
but still with all the

and for this alone it really has
to be voted ' Best Sound'.
And an overall winner? It's
not the most exciting product,

it's far from Deing the best
looking and . t's not in every
respect the best sounding.
Yet taking features, versatility.
build quality and listenability
into consideration, the feature packed,
Arcam A90
just has to be voted overall
best value for money. But don't
let that stop you looking at the
others too.

The new Artikulat Loudspeaker System. Gorgeous.

•
•

11 1

Linn Products Limited.
For more information or ademonstration call 0500 888 909

www.linn.co.uk

LINN

ONE- BOX AV SYSTEM TEST

One box
Wonder
Naim Audio has launched its first fully
integrated ' Home Theatre' solution for
the audiophile. Paul Miller wonders if
this is the shape of things to come

DETAILS
Naim n-Vi one- box
AV system
I
V

£3250
www.naim-audio.com
01722 426600
Plug- and- play home
cinema

e

What's not to like?

•
rout
•
Mode

11111meN,
'This is home cinema in a box for
the audiophile, a multi-channel
answer to Arcam's Solo'
REVIEW SYSTEM

hanne glory by acombination

;till oc aviable force when

amotiàers. This, then, is one of

uptake of flat screen cisplays.

he Luddite; are headfirst ard
motionless ir he sand. First

arare breed: ahome cinema in
abox for the audiophile, amultichannel answer to Arcam's
astonishingly successful Soto.

SH2 C3X Lite DLP projectors, Fujitsu

ashadow of its helicay Naim
understands this, fe while

there was the : ornpany's A;12

traditional stereo cdtmdonents
remain at tt ecore at

and now, in a staggering feat of

HTM1/ASW850 loudspeakers
Cables: Townsend Interconnects and
OED speaker cable

business, there's sit.l the desire
embrace neN technologies,
new market; and, quit?. frankly,
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both FM
ano

scale measured acainst the
two- channel still reDresents

Speakers: B&W Nauthus 802/804/

ne.•

of fve integrated digital power

AV sources: MarantzVP12-S3 and
P5OXTS40 50in pasma

•
;rev

.: Lr\E20:Do

processor, than the 0V05 player

As usual, Naim chooses

evolLtion, comes the n-Vi.
A! £ 3250 this sin* box

to hide its technological light
beh nd the bushel of its bluff but

represents as!Irlibiosis
cf sFeeral corrverge.nt

decorated, on ths rare occasion,

bomb-oroof black alloy fascia

NAIM N- VI • £ 250
by abright green and usefully

RIGHT: If your remote goes AWOL you can

detailed LC display. Even if you

still control the Naim via the green LC

lose the system remote control,

display and buttons on its fascia

it's still possible to fully drive
the n- Vi from this display using

settings, ROB, component

the vol/input/stop/play and prey

or composite SCART modes,

buttons, which are illuminated

picture aspect ratio, aglobal

to form an up/down and left/

lip sync delay and even araft

right navigation pad.

of useful video test patterns.

ON- SCREEN MENUS

from Naim's own DVD5 player,

Much of this is ripped directly
Its still preferable to negotiate

including the progressive scan

the setup menu from an

setup options for colour format

on- screen display [ see box,

and adjustment ( RGB or YPbPr).

below right], especially as
the options are generous

THE DVD PLAYER

and comprehensive in equal

The n-Vi's DVD section uses

measure. For example, it

the same DVS mechanism

724 or 1080i. This additional

three stereo inputs. cinally, a

even allows you to set what

and decoder/video processor

processing is Let to the attached

64- step clig;tal volume control

parameters are visible in the

board as its DVD5 player. All

display device which, in many

separates these irputs from

status bar. This pops into view

CD, DVD ! Dolby and DTS) and

instances, is no bad thing.

the three stereo ' digital' power

when you press the OSD button,

DVD-A decoding is achieved

typically revealing the current

with aCS98200 processor from

Incidentally, we are still
waiting for Naim's promised

amplifier modules - TA2022's
from Tripath, notionally rated at
50W/Bohm and 90W/4ohm.

'The n-Vi's smoothness is evident
with voices, and the naturally
reedy quality of woodwind'

RADIO IN TWO FLAVOURS
Nairr's FM/DAB module is
available as a £ 250 option
[included in the £ 3250 price
quoted by us). Th suses the

Crystal. The decoded digital

scaling card upgrade for the

same Radipscape module

video is passed to aFaroudja/

DVD5 that, by inference, will

as Arcam and many others,

Sage FLI2200 de-interlacer

also be engineered to fit the

althoLgh the n- Vi benefits

which feeds both analogue

n- Vi. Meanwhile, the decoded

from using the ' digital' output

outputs [ at 480/576p) and,

digital audio finds its way to a

from this module, which is

following HDCP encryption,

six- channel Burr- Brown DAC

cleaned- up before oeing passed

the DVI output at the same

and arather fancy six-chanrel

to the nVis DAC section

resolution. Like the DVD5, but

analogue filter/driver circuit At

at 32kHz for FM and 48kHz

unlike most other mid- priced

this point, the audio converges

for DAB. Many competing

DVD players, the n- Vi offers

Wth that from any external

Rad:oscape applications still

no further upscaling to either

source's) corrected to the nVis

use the aralogue output from

ON- SCREEN MENUS
VIDEO SETUP

LEFT: Another classic black
box from Naim, concealing a
raft of different technologies

...14411

volume level, decode type,
channel delay, DVD chapter
and timing information.
The speaker setup menu
includes adjustment for channel
size ( including sub on/off
and internal or external front
speaker selection), distance
[delay) and level. There is no
provision for different sub
crossover frequencies, but most
users will be content to live

PROG-SCAN SETU

LEFT & ABOVE: Naim has devised asophisticated on- screen
menu for the n-Vi. Setup categories are ( from the top down) DVD
playback, system set-up, video set-up [including progressive scan
setup), audio set-up and speaker set-up configuration. The speaker
setup menu even includes the facility to use the n-Vi in pre- amp
mode to drive an external stereo power amplifier and speakers

without the added complication.
The video setup parameters
include NTSC/PAL output
formats, 0/7.5IRE black level
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ONE- BOX AV SYSTEM TEST

SOUND OF MUSIC

DETAILS

While the engineers at Naim
are also keen movie watchers,
the n- Vi was still ' voiced* with
particular attention to its
performance with music on CD
and DVD-A. Get this right and
the performance with home
cinema will follow as sure as
night follows day. Gratifyingly,
the very easy and flowing quality
of the n- Vi does sound both
inherently undemanding and

To the rear rif the n- Vi one 5- pin DIN and two RCA line- level inputs are joined by optical and coaxial digital inputs, next door to

3cooling

fan. The adjacent DIN delivers atwo- channel analogue output alongside sub at line- level. The five power amplifier chanrels are

very ' musical', qualities that are
rarely captured by bog- standard

connected via embedded 4mm sockets ( beware loose wires). Meanwhile, video is delivered from aDVI socket and component IBNC),

implementations of Class D

Sul and S-vioeo sockets, all at anative 480/576 resolution

amp modifies.
Evidently, Naim's struggle
to temper the more wayward

LIFTING THE LID

aspects of this technology has
paid dividends, for no-one who

The three, two- channel TFipath power

The combined DAB/FM tuner option is

amplifier modules are mounted into a

shoe- horned into the n- Vi on top of the

the base of the player and includes its

mainboard

microprocessor in addition to both video

piate behind the DVD mechanism

The n
Vis motherboard lies across

and audio CACs

heard the n- Vi was tempted to
suggest it sounded in any way
grainy, coarse or * digital'. Quite
the reverse, fo , the n- Vi exudes
asmooth articulation evident

'With full-on
action movies
the n-Vi sounds
bigger and
more confident
than it has any
right to'
in its vivid projection of voices,
in the naturally reedy quality
of woodwind and the thrilling,
often rasping quality of
higher strings.
Very high frequency
extension is somewhat limited,
but this ' darkness' is infinitely
preferable to abrighter or
coarser treble balance. Jim
Gailloreto's Jazz String Quartet,
We've seen this DVS mechanism before

Naim uses the same DVD decoder and

in Naim's DVD5 player

video processing board that it developed

compact, switch-mnoe power supply lo

for the DVD5 player

feed the n-Vi

Space is at apremium, so Nairn uses a

for example, was firmly
projected into the room but the
sax never sounded too intense
nor the vocals sibilant or less
than natural.
Of course, it's also possible

the module, which typically

to scrod between broadcast

automatically sensed by tne

to enjoy CD in multi- channel

offers lower performance.

information, genre and bit- rate.

n- Vi that interrupts whatever's

guise with either Pro Logic II

in play and then switches to

or Neo:6 processing — options

Tuning and station selection
is straightforward enough,

NAIM DOES IPOD

this front input. Nairn has even

that are surprisingly effective

although there are some hidden

You'll .aso notice what looks

optimised the gain of this input

with open- sounding, acoustical

extras. For example, you can hit

like aminiabre headphone

stage to deliver the best sound

recordings. That sound, by the

the ' stop' button to access he

socket oelow the disc drawer.

from your iPod when ; t's set to

way, was atwo- channel Luddite

radio menus or the ' play' buttor

In fact this is an iPod dock,

three-quarters volume.

turning in his grave.
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NAIM N- VI • £3250
LIGHTS OUT
The native

that hangs together without
Luur temperature

audible distress through the

of the n- Vi is slightly cool, so

toughest action DVD has to

that richly detailed movies

offer. The chase sequence from

like Sahara might look slightly

The Island sounds just alittle

harder, with reds and flesh

harder and more pointed than

tones arguably less vibrant

we have come to expect, but

than we've seen before. Go to

the percussive soundtrack, thu

the Prog. Scan setup menu

buzz of helicopter blades and

and select • Picture adjust',

acoustic carnage on the freeway

followed by ' ROB and make

is still incredibly detailed.

the necessary tweaks to Red,

The digital picture also

DATA FILE
MEASURED SPECS
Power Output into 8/4ohm (< 1% THD)
Dynamic Power ( 20msec, 8/4/2/1 ohm)

70W/120W x5
70W/125W/125W/90W

Output Impedance 20Hz-20kHz

0.05-0.40ohm

Frequency Response 20Hz-20kHz

- 0.03dB to + 0.65dB

A-wtd S/N Ratio ( ref. 0[16W/full Output)

70dB/97dB

A-wtd S/N Ratio ( CD, DVD-A)

98dB

Distortion ( amplifier) 20Hz-20kHz, OdBW

0.003-1.0 0/0

Green and Blue levels to reduce

holds up very well under the

the player's colour temperature

onslaught. There's asuggestion

closer to 6500K. With red at + 5

of mo -emotion blur than with

and green and blue at - 2, this

reference players like the

brings amore realistic flush to

Denon DVD-Al XVA and Marantz

the Naim's already very detailed

DV- 9600, but rather less than

Naim is being rather coy with the specification of its n- Vi because, rather than

flesh tones.

you'd typically experience from

offer amere 50W/8ohm, each pair of power amps actually delivers closer to

Distortion ( CD, DVD-A) 20Hz-20kHz

0.003-0.03%

LAB REPORT

the best plasma or LCD has to

70W/8ohm, rising to 120W/4ohm. As is usually the case with Class D ( or ' Class

support YPbPr, adjustments

offer at the moment. The grey

T' in this instance) amplifiers, there's little headroom beyond this power output,

in this mode refer only to the

picture cast of The War of the

but the n-Vi still remains capable of driving most * real world' speakers to high

analogue video outputs.

Worlds is vividly depicted by

levels. This is aided by an impressively low 0.07ohm output impedance [ for

the n-Vi's DVI output, if ' vivid'

the technology) and wide frequency response that rises gently to . 3dB/68kHz

of this little black brick is

is the right word to describe

Distortion, too, is as low as 0.005% at low volume I-1W/Bohml, increasing to

altogether more vibrant and

the sense of bleak desperation

-0.04% from 20Hz-8kHz over 10W/8ohm. Distortion does jump to - 1% at 20kHz,

As the DVI format does not

The multi- channel sound

robust. With afull- on action

however. Alittle hum and noise brings down the A-wtd S/N ratio to 70dB ( ref.

movie like Matrix Revolutions

OdBW), but this is still acceptable.

the n- Vi sounds bigger, more
expressive and more confident
than it has any right to! Even
with the B&W Nautilus speakers
deployed in the HFN home
cinema room, the n- Vi succeeds
in capturing the rolling weight
of the machines that defend the
City while the roar of the ship's
engines rumble behind you.

'The buzz of
helicopters
and acoustic
carnage on the
freeway is
incredibly
detailed'

The digital audio performance with CD, DVD and DVD-A benefits from alow
120psec jitter and consistent 0.003% distortion over the top 30dB of its dynamic
range. The A-wtd S/N ratio is good enough for CD at 98dB but the player's lowlevel linearity is rather better than this, with errors of just ldB at 110dBFs. DAB
radio reception is textbook stuff with adistortion that's around 100x lower than
the - 0.3-0.4% measured for FM. FM sensitivity is impressive, however, requiring
around 15dBu to achieve its maximum 51dB S/N ratio. This is still some 20dB
behind agood analogue FM tuner and 30dB short of its own DAB stage, which
undoubtedly has the objective and subjective edge in this implementation.
•For full ( and free) Hi Fi News lab test reports on the n-Vi's amplifier, CD, DVD,
FM, DAB and Dolby performance, please log onto www.milleraudioresearch.

GENTLE CONTRASTS
All this contrasts with the gentle

conjured by both the images,

ambience of the following

deft handling of special effects

com/avtech.

chapter, ' Saying What Matters',

and sheer tension maintained

where Trinity and Neo mutter

by the orchestral soundtrack.

their emotional farewell, a

Once again, the n- Vi manages

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

quiet and thoughtful prelude

to be more than just apotted

Almost by default, Nairn's n-Vi is the definitive one- box home theatre solution.

to the noisy showdown with Mr

version of atruly expansive

It's Hobson's choice for the audiophile looking to match adiscrete but high

Smith. Watched by his myriad

home cinema, bursting free of

performance partner to his or her new flat- screen TV. Who knows, perhaps it will

clones, Smith and Neo slug

the notional restraints of its

start amini- revolution to complement the exponential rise in sales of plasma and

it out to dramatic effect, the

diminutive digital amplifiers

LCD screens. Arcam, meanwhile, should look to squeeze another three channels of

n- Vi revealing the torrents of

to sustain powerful dynamics,

amplification in its stereo Solo.

rainwater, flashes of lightning

suspense and subtle detail in

and shattering buildings as

equal measure. CI

effectively as its multi- channel
amplifiers deliver the thunder,
the percussive fisticuffs and
broad choral soundtrack.
There's no point pretending
that these 50W Tripath
amplifiers are amatch for
discrete power amplifiers
like the Arcam Prs or
monumental Rotel RB-1091's
but it sure creates abig and
three-dimensional soundfield
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Award Winning Products bring many rewards
WHAT 141+1?
SOUND AND VISION

"In action, it's aterrifically
musical amp, painting asolid,
authoritative sonic picture,
finessed by ahigh level of
detail."

"So to the price; i
would have
thought between £ 2000 and
£3000 to be about right, so at
just £ 1295, then, this is one
exceptional value amplifier, in
material terms. "

WHAT Hi FI, March 2006
Eastern Electric M520 Review

"An extremely even and
engaging sounding valve
integrated, offering fine build
and redoubtable value for
money."

VERDI

"The balance between araw
earthy sound and refinement is
extremely well judged, and there
can be few that could fail to warm
to the Qinpu's emotional and
powerful response."

VERDICTCeete£

Hi Fi World, November 2005
Eastern Electric M520 Review

Qinpu A8000 MK II Integrated Amp: £ 1,295

"tune your system around
this amplifier and you'll get
startling results..."

.Ea ern
Minimax CD player £879
Minimax Preamp £ 769
Minimax Power amp £989
JAS Audio Orsa speaker
£1,399 per pair

"...you have here before
one of the best budget
audiophile buys in along
time. Power, pace, punch,
clarity and insight - it has
them all - and for just £ 899.
Enough said."

"The lovely lightness of
touch and grainless, almost
romantic treble are true valve
hallmarks and hugely alluring,
as is the effortlessly fluent and
wonderfully easy-breathing
delivery of complex material."

David Price, Hi Fi World, May 2006

VERDICTelegbee

JungSon JA- 88D Amplifier

System Price: £ 4,036

JungSon JA- 88D Amplifier: £ 899

D

Dominic Todd, Hi Fi World, April 2006

"In some ways it always feels
more rewarding to review a
product that punches above
its weight and this is aspecial
little speaker that sets aprice/
performance yardstick that is
hard to beat."

avid Vivia

Micromega Aria CD player
£2,150
Audio Zone Amp- 1Int Amp
£1,595
ART Emotion loudspeaker
£5,000 per pair
"It was suggested to us
by Shadow Distribution
as something 'quite
extraordinary.. and that turned
out to be an understatement."

Chris Thomas, Hi>Fi+ Issue 42

"Impressive sophistication
considering the £ 1,399 per
pair asking price, but the build
quality and finish are, well
bananas."

David Vivian, HFC, May 2006

David Vivian, Hi Fi Choice March 2006
JAS- Audio Orsa Speaker: £ 1,399 ( pair)

30-day money
back gua
a mee

The finest selection ut
all under one roof:

System Price: £ 8,745

free next day delivery
-Fri

free mains
cord

Products in the UK,

free set
of cables

Best Part- Exchange
Prices anywhere

ART Audio, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, Aurum Cantus, Audio Zone, Audio Physic, Audionet,

For full details of our extremely

ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Black Rhodium, Blue Note, Border Patrol, Bryston, Custom Design, Croft,

comprehensive range of products, our

EAR/Yoshino, Eastern Electric, GamuT, Goldring, Graaf, Hovland, Hyperion, Isol-8, IsoTek, JAS

extensive used listing, links to reviews,

Audio, JungSon, Living Voice, Lumley, Marantz, McIntosh, Micromega, Musical Fidelity, Musical

technical information and much more,

First, Nordost, Opera, Origin Live, Ortofon, Pass Labs, Pathos, PMC, Project, QED, Qinpu, Ref 3a,

visit www.shadowauclio.co.0

Resolution, Roksan, Shanling, Soundstyle, Stello, TacT Audio, Triangle, Trichord, Townshend Audio,
Unison Research, Wadia, Whest, Wilson Benesch, Vertex AQ, VPI and many more.

HF March 3cio6

*subject to conditions

CABLE RANGE TEST

NORDOST BALDUR

Nordic
but Nice

Baldur - the Norse god of beauty, joy,
purity and peace. And now, acable
in Nordost's legendary range. But
how much joy and purity can it offer?
Andrew Harrison investigates...

2m terminated pair, and the

Not everyone appreciates

review sample totalled £ 1459.94

the wide-open character of

(additional £ 59.95 for bi-amp

Valhalla, which, ruthlessly

terminations). The Baldur RCA

reveals attributes of preceding

interconnect is £ 299.99 for 1m,

electronics sometimes best left

with an extra 0.5m adding £ 60;

partly veiled.

XLR plugs command another
£34.95 premium.
The character of the
Nordost Baldur speaker cable

the same micro-monofilament
construction as Valhalla, where

Nordost Baldur

ahelical twist oif plastic filament
(£) £ 299.99 interconrect pair

over the silver-plated conductor
acts as aspacer before the main
insulation, giving anear- air-

01635 291357

spaced dielectric effect. With
nearly nothing ncontact with

www.nordost.:om

0
e

hinting less at the very lowlevel differences in acoustic
ambience, for example. But

close to SPM Reference. It was .

while there was less very fine

focused in its stereo imaging

detail in the high frequencies

and perspectives, highly

where Valhalla remains.a world

revealing through the mid-

reference, the bolder strokes

band and treble, with alean,

here made for amost agreeable

clean bass character. Like the

sound. The interconnect also

revelation of alifetime listening

had little sonic character to

to cone speakers, followed

get in the way of the music.

'With
nothing in
contact save
air, it seems to
sound" better'

the metal, save fresh air, the

speaker that omits blurring and

conductor seems to * sound' a

coloration of bass, leading to. an

good deal better. Inside are two

initial impression of no bass-,

Still not pocket money

26AWG solid- core conductors

Nordost speaker cables such

for signet and return, with the

as the Baldur here are, I

outer braid acting as shield.

feel, accurate in their

F

simplified character of sound,

Valhalla, and is actually rather

Divine sound

The speaker cable is more

So in the case of Nordost
Baldur. Ifound aslightly more

is generally similar to that of

by exposure to an ESL panel
Baldur interconnect shares

DETAILS

CVARIOUS

Compared to Valhalla it was
alittle more squashed in its
presentation, but still sounding
commendatny clear and
uncoloured. At the new price of
£300 for 1m it's very
good value.

I
I

'leanness'.

or many who've tried it
Nordost's Valhalla is a

like the old SPM Reference,

gift from the gods; yet

lacking mono- filament

possessing

While

the price of the company's best

spacing, and using extruded

similar

wire means you need adeity's

fluorinated ethylene propylene

traits to

ransom to equip asystem with

1FEPI as insulation. Like the

Nordost's

it. The US company has just

interconnect, its conductors

other

introduced four new ranges

also have a60 micron

below it, all taking old Norse

coating of silver

names in keeping with the

over

Valhalla [ meaning * Hall of the
slain', the destination after a
day's heroic homicide).
top-

The ' poor man's

end cables,

Valhalla', Valkyrja.
oxygen- free

has now been

copper, with

dropped and

plating again

the new

extruded in place.

cable

Baldur speaker
cable wasn't as
transparent overall,
although this might give
it more universal appeal

REVIEW SET
The Baldur set reviewed
types,
in
descending
price order,
are Tyr, Frey,
Heimdall and
Baldur.

comprised a6m speaker cable
ruin, terminated with four 4mm

DATA FILE

Z- plugs each end, suitable for

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

bi-wiring or bi-amping and 1.5m

Nordost's new Baldur cable, man be the least expensive of the new range, but

interconnects, terminated RCA

their performance is in the same league as Nordost's best and thus they deserve a

and XLR. The speaker cable

confident recommendation

is priced from £ 699.99' for a
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PRE-AMP TEST

Going
for Gold
From Switzerland comes this giddily- priced pre- amp,
the perfect complement to the company's lauded power
amplifier. Ken Kessler sees past the paint job and listens in

H

REVIEW SYSTEM

Jvvever obscure
Switzer.ancrs darTZeiel

Sources: Musical fidelity KW25 CD

may seem, it's now a

player, SME 20/12 turntable, 312S
arm, Transfiguration Orpheus cartridge

oloba. player in the extreme
high cid. And : he pr essure for

Amplifiers: Audio Research PH5 and

the scoop .review of its first

Audiolklve Sunilda phono pre- amps

gre-a. -np ramped up by afactor

Speakers: Wilson WATT Puppy
System 7and Tannoy Autograph Mini

cf ten immediately after Is

standmount speakers
:ables: Yter and Acrolink
mterconrtects, Yter speaker cables
Accessories: Isol-8 mains
:egenerator

abrace of awards from aur
friends across the Pond' at
Sterecphile magazine.
According to the distriautor,

WE LISTENED TO

NHB-108 power amplifier wcn

there was aqueue of reviewers
dying -aget the rhands an
it, they had to fend them orf
with fears of the sorts of
repercussions hat follow

Mendelssohn 0Yerturen,
Claudio Abbado/London

b-uised egos - so why
Kessler?

Yada yada yada. 1earned the
privilege because Ibothered ta
fly to Geneva, hang out with the

DETAILS
@

darlleel NHB-18NS
pre-amp

(C) £ 15,700
www.absolutesounds
@

020 8971 3909

0
e

Musically sublime
Deep pockets required

spent acouple of weeks with
the little beauty. No kidding: 1do
reel privileged. Yup, the
VHB-18NS is hat good.
with the power amplifier,
darTZeel opted for direct paths
and heightened minimalism' if
such aphrase isn't borderline
oxymoronic. As Hervé put it: Our
dedicated circuits are reduced
to their most basic form. As

pair, learn about the product and

before, there is no application of

prcve my wo -thiness. The latte -

any overall negative feedback.

'It offered a consistency that
shrieks pedigree. The darTZeel
didn't put a foot wrong'
micht even be due :osharing
acommon taste in music with
darTZeels's Hervé Detétraz.
Must've worked.
because I've

Because of this approach, the
delicate, small audio signals
amplified by the NHB-18NS
only pass through seven
silicon junctions. And that
incli.des the 13dB
full discrete gain
stage'.

Symphony Orchestra,
(Deutsche Grammophon
423 104-20) CD
Keb Mo',
Peace. Sack By
Popular Demand
(Okeh EK92687) CD
Taj Mahal
Recycling The Blues &
Other Related Stuff
(Pure Pleasure
PPAN316C5) LP
The Who
Sell Out ( Classic Records
Track 613 002)LP

40 www.hifinews.co.uk
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A3OVE: Modular construction allows
choice of input source connection
standards to be specified

DARTZEEL NHB-81\JS - £15,700
Despite the company's
designers suffering an affection
for the hideously coloured

battery bank,' offering up to
15 hours of playing time on a
full charge. And it's basically

insist that the darTZeel goal

set- and- forget: automatic
functioning allows full battery

is for untrammelled, pure and

operation when listening, with

open sound. Amplifying the
low-level signals are discrete

when the ' 18NS is switched off.

Rehdéko loudspeakers, they

the charging mode activated

devices, or matched transistors
embedded in dedicated

FRONT PANEL

integrated circuits. Then there's
the fact that there are absolutely

the front panel: source and

no contact or switches nor relay

volume rotaries marked

of any kind for source selection,
all in the interests of absolute

'Enjoyment Source' and

transparency. darTZeel prefers,
instead of routing signals
through aselector box, to
provide each input with its own
dedicated gain stage, enabled
or disabled according to the
user's choice. The signal is then
directly routed to the volume
control module.
FEEDBACK
Further in keeping with the
NHB-108 power amplifier, the
'18NS uses only small amounts
of local negative feedback at
the inputs, with one small,
symmetrical loop of local
negative feedback in the voltage
gain stages. The output stages
are open loop, and free of all
negative feedback.
Unusually, the company
employs its own preferred,
proprietary 50 ohm ' darT
-outputs

and ' Zee inputs with
BNC connectors, alongside
more conventional connections.

As shipped and reviewed, the
unit features amix of six inputs
covering phono, RCA/BNC and
balanced XLR. As standard,
these include aphono m-m/m-c
input with gain from 30-66dB, a
single ' full- floating' XLR input
and four RCA/BNC 50 ohm Zeel
inputs. Outputs consist of one
XLR fully- floating output, three
BNC 50 ohm darT outputs, ready
for tri-amping, with optional
built-in passive filters, apair of
RCA outputs and apair of fixed
RCA record outputs.
Completing the package is a
battery power supply. Because
the NHB-18NS is an ' authentic
dual mono preamplifier, from
input to output, with separate
grounds for left and right
channels,' each channel is
battery- powered by its own

'Deliciously simple' described

'Pleasure Control', an
illuminated power on button
called the ' Power Nose'
[examples, Isuppose, of Swiss
humour], mono/stereo and mute

input to accept an umbilical from
the outboard charger, along

ABOVE: To reduce signal degradation
throuçh switches and relays, each source

which lowers one channel by up
to 3.5dB while raising the other

with earth tags for the phono

input is apre- amp in its own right

section, toggles to apply 6dB of

BELOW: Space for missing badge on

by up to 3.5dB.
The back, on the other hand,
is jam-packed. It contains all of

attenuation on certain inputs,

toggles and arotary balance

the aforementioned input/output
combinations and amulti- pin

and other tcggles to defeat

pre- amp awaits personalised plaque
1:1

PRE- AMP TEST

DARTZEEL NHB-18NS • £15,700

earthing in case of loops. Other

arecording that's 95% ' there',

niceties include ahome theatre

followed by the same again at

bypass mode; multi- coloured

100%. The darTZeel does this

LEDs to indicate battery status,

over and over and over again.

DATA FILE

charging modes, stereo mode,

Even its phono stage, as set at

SPECIFICATIONS

mono mode, mute, normal, etc;

the factory for median value m- c

Gain

and handles front and rear.

cartridges, obviates the need to

The fit and finish are utterly

look further.

and undeniably beyond criticism.

Line 11dB
Phono 30-66 dB ( up to 77d3 gain at output)

Frequency Response

1Hz-1 MHz, + 0/-6 dB
10Hz-100<Hz, + 0/ - 0.5 dB

Everything about the sound

20Hz-50 kHz, ± 0.5dB

Indeed, the only area one might

is carefully considered, of a

possibly object to is the choice

whole, and in perfect proportior

Total Harmonic Distortion

of gold front panel and red

From orchestral to unplugged

Size

cover. It is, simply put, so frikkin'

soloist and every point in

Temporal Distortion

ugly that even achav would

between - new, old, mono,

Crosstalk

'It treats vocals with such utter
respect that the realism renders
rivals artificial-sounding'
find it objectionable. But that's

< 1% from 7Hz-77kHz
440 x335 x179mm ( wdri)

Signal-to-noise ratio

Ncne, at any level
<

- 90 dB from 20Hz-20kHz

> 100 dB ( A), Ine; > 70 dB ( A),
phono w/factory settings

Size

440 x170 x335mm ( whd)

Weight

23kg, power supply 3kg, total 26kg

stereo, digital, analogue - the

irrelevant. Within seconds of

darTZeel behaved with the kind

switching on, after allowing it to

of consistency that shrieks

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

charge up fully, it was blatantly

pedigree. It simply doesn't put

The NHB-18NS pre- amplifier is exactly the mate for which the NHB-108 Model One

obvious that the NHB-18NS goes

afoot wrong, and even worst-

power amp has been waiting. They complement each other perfectly, delivering

straight to the head of the class.

case scenarios - CD transfers

a 'one-two' punch that will knock ahole in the high- end solid-stJte sector.

of ' 50s mono vocal discs - failed

Admittedly, with acombined price befitting adecent car, you should be getting

HEADY MIX

to reveal shortcomings. This

more than mere amplification, and you do: silky, seductive sound with power to

What we have here is one of

pre- amp treats vocals, male or

spare. I
suppose - following acar analogy - you could liken this in every way to a

those juggling acts performed

female, single or massed, with

modern Bentley: sophisticated, capable of cosseting the owner, yet able to play the

only by the masters, that heady

such utter respect that the sheer

hooligan when the pedal is floored. Maybe labelling the volume rotary ' Pleasure

mix of delicacy and control,

realism renders other systems

Control' wasn't so daft after all.

sheer musicality tempering

artificial- sounding.
That stalwart, Keb' Mo',

almost clinical retrieval of detail,
massive scale with no masking

provided both melody and

of the softest notes. And given

texture that tax most solid-

performance, the guitar

do, and Idid manage to drive

its purely solid-state, Franco-

state set-ups, which can never

twanging for real.

the matching power amp into

Teutonic DNA, the shock is as

seem to get his rasp just so

great as hearing aGerman tell a

They seem to amplify only

PLAYING LOUD

LEDs). Even then, toe clues were

joke. One that's actually funny.

the harsher elements of it,

Trying actively to upset the

stern rather than shocking, and

clipping ( as evinced by the

belying the warmth. Not so

da-TZeel revealed only one

it never sounded like the system

to provide atest CD that

the darTZeel: it presented him

caveat: so clean is the sound

was about to implode. You'll be

demonstrates when everything

front- and- centre, tall and noble,

that you may wish to play it

delighted to know tnat, wherever

falls into place. It would include

the voice apersonal command

louder than you might normally

you dial the ' pleasure control',

Iwish there was away

the scale remahs consistent.

UNDER THE LID

You'd have to go out of your way
to get bad sounds from this. Like
hooking up Rehdékos.
LEFT: Chassis is amodular
frame with every stage on a
subassembly, more like a
multi- channel AN amp

Then there's the entry fee.
Even before you consider the
NHB-18NS pre- amp at £ 15,700,
you must consider its sibling,

or computer. Because

the NHB-108B power amp, at

of this, the

an equally disturbing El 1,490.

unit might

Should such heady sums be

one day be

within your reacn, you will own

customisable
to adegree

asystem to rank with the very
finest that money can buy. And a
mystery, too, will be solved. For
those of you who have pondered

nr
bd
an111.116 ,

for decades how the world's
premier jazz festival ended up
on the shores of aSwiss lake,
wonder no more. Montreux:
maintenant tout est clair.
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Reference Line

The revolutionary construction of MBL speakers is capable of producing threedimensional sound that reflects the acoustic nature of real instruments. This
concept is as simple as it is brilliant.
Like musical instruments, the " Radialstrahler" radiates the sound waves omnidirectional - not only in one direction like conventional speakers.
In combination with our stunning amplifiers, D/A Converters and CD Transports, the Reference Line provides aunique hearing experience.

MBL 101 Speakers, 9008 Power Amps, 6010 Pre Amp,1621CD Transport and 1611 DA Converter

SOUNDS LIKE IT LOOKS
Hear the difference
Proudly distributed by
SOUND VENTURE

MBL systems are extremely fast and dynamic. They provide a
spacious and crisp sound stage, while sounding very neutral.

Audio Systemi,

MBL Distributor for the UK and Ireland
T: 01483-284 555
www.soundventure.co.uk
email: sales@soundventure.co.uk

The tremendous power of our amplifiers in combination with
our spectacular Radialstrahler speakers bring real life into
your living room.
Book your demonstration now.
Retailers welcome!

01273 700 759
info@musicology.co.uk
www.musicology.co.uk

ass labs

Musicology is proud to represent
in the UK some of the world's finest
high-fidelity audio products. Our
portfolio of brands and products
represents the culmination of a
labour of love - to bring together
aselection of products that are
not only truly musical to listen to,
they are proven over time in their
reliability and, critically, when
partnered together have the ability
to create that elusive magical
synergy that is absolutely critical in
creating truly great sound systems.

symposium
atma-sphere

coincident speaker technology

At ma sphere

Audiostatic

Coincident Speaker Technology

Pass Labs

Symposium

40.1111
Musicology is the exclusive UK distributor for:
Might
Atma-sphere
Audtostatic
Coincident Speaker Technology
Ferguson-Hill

Pass La
Rives
Symposium
Zu

•

rnuiçoiogy

the fundamentals of music

ON LOCATION

SWISS
ROLES
In the latest of our exclusive location
reports Ken Kessler takes atrip to
darTZeers operation in Switzerland
to find out the truth behind acompany
that's rapidly making aname for itself
in the world of high- end amplifiers

DARTZEEL • SWITZERLAND
Genevoise abstract. The screwy

single screw holding the glass

identification for the NHB-18NS

top plate on the power amp be

pre- amp controls, uppercase

custom-made rather than

letters in the middle of the

off- the- shelf.

darTZeel logo, the alphabetsoup chaos of the model
numbers, the stomach-

room and, inescapably, Geneva

churning colour schemes

at large. It's their wandering

used - this is unadulterated

around that quintessentially

European contrariness. But

Swiss city that explains more

scarily, it works.

about darTZeel than any amount
of measuring equipment could.

UNCONVENTIONAL DESIGNS
White the ever- Increasing

But ashock lay in store.

number of awards, the growing

'Hervé and Serge

waiting lists and the rave

share everything,

reviews attest to the greatness
of the darTZeel products, they

from cigarettes

don't explain the philosophical

to cell phones,

paths, the character traits that
led to the creation of these

with the possible

unconventional designs. It isn't

exception of their

enough to say that Serge is an

C

DarTZeel's world consists of
afactory unit. Nerve's listening

wives. They are,

alling them Thomson ala
Thpmpson ( or Dupont

ihey ; are eyeryth ,ng, from

accomplished watchmaker or

cigarettes to cell phones, with

that both are 101% Swiss, in

inseparably,

and Dupond ryou're a

the pass ble exception of their

order to account for the utterly

purist) is almost agut reaction.

wives. They are, inseparably,

uncompromised build quality.

what makes up

Abbott and Costello, Morecombe

what makes up darTZeel.

and Wise. Tweedledum and

You Learn that the company

Nor is it enough to point to

darTZeel'

Heryé's years as both an audio

Tweedledee - it's irresistible:

name is awarped anagram

designer and audiophile to

Hervé De,étraz and fis partner

of Delétraz. Telling Hervé that

account for the almost unearthly

eludes me: both in the factory

in crime, Serge Rocn, complete

he woukd have been better

beauty of the darTZeel sound.

and in Hervé's 4.6 x8.6m

each other's sentences, have

off leaving it unscrambled

Rather, it goes beyond that:

basement room were Rehdéko

only the certifiable - or th

sp

Swiss - would insist that

to

similar tastes, and

shard

to keep straight as

nd Dec.

oes -l't quite register: he
nprly function in same

Quite how Ican explain this

..

r

kers. Now Iwill be the first

,.-

ate that the late Weber

BELOW: In the darTZeel factory, Hervé Delétraz points to the huge transformeis inside
the company's NHB-108 power amp as UK distributor Ricardo Franassoyici looks on
INSET: Nerve Delétraz with company co-own4r Serge Roche

ire\

r

fisre

ON LOCATION

DARTZEEL •SWITZERLAND

of Willa Cather, or passing

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...,

DARTZEEL

kidney stones.
It did not bode well.

• darThel currently has two

Regardless of previous

products in its range — the

amp began in the spring of 1984

encounters with the darTZeel

NHB-108 power amplifier and the

when Hervé Delétraz and Serge

combination through lessheadache- inducing systems

NHB-18NS pre- amp.
• The NHB in the name of the

and the presence of Hervé%

amplifiers stands for lever

absolutely pristine EMT 948

(Hleard ( B1efori.

turntable and cartridge, a

• darTZeel's amplifiers are

• The genesis of the NHB-108 power

Roch produced adigital power
amp in aschool lab as apart of a
diploma project.
• darTZeel's NHB-108 power amp has
already received six major awards,

Nagra PL- P pre- amp, Quad

distributed in 22 countries/regions

including two from respected US

FM34 tuner, Marantz CDR631

around the world.

audio journal Stereophile.

professional CD writer and an
Orpheus Zero CD player, the
tri wired Rehdéko RH1754
monstrosities undermined all.
ECLECTIC MINT VINYL
Nothing, including Hervé's
eclectic selection of mint vinyl,
could distract me from the

o

Rehdékos. Nothing would allow
me to listen through them. And
this was supposed to prime
me for the review back in the

ABOVE: Tri wired Rehdeko RH17 speakers

UK? Isuppose it's like having to

and EMT 948 turntable and cartridge make

date Cherie Blair before you're

un part of the Hervés' listening system

allowed near Charlize Theron ...
you have to earn the privilege,

Rehde was one of the sweetest

to appreciate what's in store. I

men in audio, atrue gentleman.

didn't see the logic, unless they

But his speakers were amcng

'Maybe these guys are actually

the most criminally painful I've
ever heard Isimply cannot

insane or deaf, the audio equivalents

describe the excruciating

of the «idiot- savant' in Rain Man'

noise they produce, and can
only shake my head in dismay

ABOVE: Ken Kessler is shown racked
power amps, each awaiting final tests
before being shipped out of the factory
fo:low-up at Hervé% home
barely revealed what lay in store

at anyone who would dare to

went out of their way to confuse

guys are actually insare or deaf,

for me when Ifinally wired the

use them as areference, so

me and were simply taking the

the audio equivalents of the

dad-Zeels into my cwn system.

snrieking and bright and utterly

piss, Swiss- style.

'idiot- savant' in Rain Man, played

unlistenable is thre row that

But, no, they were serious.

It all worked out well, as the

by Dustin Hoffman, but who

review shows ( see pages 40-42
of this issuel. But Ijust can't rid

they create. Isuppose it's like

Earlier that day, at the factory,

were able to develop astounding

tryirg to appreciate how some

where racks of pre- amps and

hardware despite their reference

my mind of the image of the two

can genuinely adore the films of

power amps were undergoing

systems. Isuppose that

of them grinning like naughty

Norman Wisdom, or the books

burn- in, the system included the

anything capaale of making the

scnoolboys when they thought

baby Rehdékos, the even more

Rehdékos just tolerable enough

Iwasn't looking. And

horrid RK115s, tiny turds rather

so anormal person could stay

soon as Igot on the plane back

basement listening room; behind them is

than large ones. A little voice

in the same room with them far

to the UK, they whipped out

the mint vinyl used for critical listening

was telling me, maybe these

more than ten minutes would

some Quad ' 57s... CI

BELOW: Serge and Hervé in fiervé's

bet as

have to be one hell of apreamp/power amp combination.
RUNNING HOT

For more information on darTZeel you

A tour of the factory allowed

can visit the company's website at

me to examine the peerless

www.dartzeel.com or e-mail for more

componentry, the levels of

details to moreinfoladartzeel.com.

constructional quality that

DarTZeel Audio can be contacted at:

would pass even SME's

High End Audio manufacture, 2Ch.

muster. Isaw running- in to

Louis- Hubert, CH- 1213 Petit-Lancy,

temperature extremes unlikely

Geneva, Switzerland. Tel: + 41 22 793

to oe experienced in the home,

8284, The UK distributor for darTZeel

hardware pushed to failures

is Absolute Sounds — the website is

that never seemed to arrive,

www.absolutesounds.cam or call + 44

top plates so hot that you just

(MO 8971 3909.

don't want to touch them. The
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CONTACT DARTZEEL

WANTE
(Eeyore) The sot- ( Pooh) With the
spoken mastermind
bear- like grip

The lookout

(Robo -rabbit) ( Rabbit)
Teccie whizzkid
Hard- bitting uolfer

PHIL

Smooth talker

(PhiIly the Kid)
The charmer

ma,

These are the men behind the most
renowned crime in the audio visual
world - the Unilet Blue Murder Sale.
After the sensational scenes that

The Victims:

appitseiate the difference quality can
make. But ayear is a long time and
every Spring they decide to have a
good clearout to make way for even
more models.

greeted the 20th Blue Murder Sale last

No one is safe! Ex-demonstrators,
previously-owned, factory specials and
many virginal examples from some of

year, rival dealers were hoping the

the best families around will fall prey to

authorities would apprehend these
villainous price-slashers and put a
stop to the Blue Murder Sale once and
for all. But the news on the streets is

the manic price-cutting spree that lasts
from April 29 right through to June 3.

Everyone must go!

The Motive:

Everyone who's anyone in he hi-fi world
already knows there's absolutely nothing
like the Unilet Blue Murder Sale. The

that, due to public demand, New
Malden High Street will once again
witness the return of the hunters
searching for yet more bargains on
some of tha most prestigious hi-fi and
home cinema equipment yet released.

REWARD!

All year, the gang at Unilet try out the
very best sound and vision systems
they can find. They play them in their

'regulars' will be queuing early to grab
the super specials. If you are serious
about quality when it comes to audio

demo rooms to the type of audio and
home cinema buffs who really

and home cmerna, you can't affÔrdto
ignore the sale that's like no other.
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SALE ENDS JUNE 3
BADA

www.uniletnet
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY
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The hidden hi- ti store where you'll find all the bes brands including: Acoustt Energy (AE), Accoustic Solid, Anthony Gallo, Apolo, Arcam, Arcam FMJ, Atacama, Audio Lab, Audiovector, Beyer,
Bosendorfer, Boston, Bryston, B&VV, Cable Talk, Celes -don, Cerwin Vega, Chord Eltronics, Chord Cables, Denon, Denon Gold, Etynavector, Ecosse, Future Glass, Heed Audio, Heybrook, Insert Audio,
IsoTek, IXOS, JAMO, JBL, KEF, KEF Reference, Koets.r, LAI, Lexicon, Marantz, Marantz Prenium, Meridian, Merlin Cables, Mcrduant Short ( MS). Michell Ergineelrg, Mission, Musical Fidelity, NAD,
Nordost. Optimum. Ortofon, Panasonic. Parasourd, Pioneer. PMC, Primare, ProAc. Project, Pure, QED, Quad, Ouadraspire, REL, Roksan, Roksan Turntables, Rotei, Sennheiser, Shure, Siltech Cables,
SME, Sonus Systems, Soundstyle, Spendor, Stards Unique, Stax, Sunfire, Supra, Talk Electronics, Tannoy. Target, Teac, Threshold Audio, Townshend Audio VDH. WBT, Wilson Benesch, Yamaha.

•••••

Somehow Coventry didn't seem such abad place after all

rodect
Worth the odd sacrifice.

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs Ltd, 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail - info@henleydesigns.co.uk

CD PLAYER & AMP TEST

CREEK DESTINY £ 1200/£1200

Adate with
Destiny
Poise, punch, and power too. David Berriman enjoys
the sweet sound of Creek's most luxurious products
yet - the Destiny CD player and integrated amplifier

DETAILS
®

Creek Destiny CD Player

Its 0200
www.creekaudio.cem
01442 260146

0
e

Beguiling, musical sound
Nothing criticised

T

he CD 50 Mk 2was,
claims Creek, the best
it could make within

the budget. By lifting cost
restrictions the company

current copy- protected discs

has spent extra on selected

and, and with an eye on the

audiophile oomponents and

future, firmware upgrades can

techniques in the Destiny CD

be uploaded later from the Creek

low-pass filtering after the

player to lift sound quality

website, or supplied on disc.

current to voltage ( Mike Creek's

further. A chunky 4mmthick extruded aluminium
fascia, brushed alloy lid and
revised cosmetics make for a
much better aesthetic, while
Sorbothene feet improve
vibration isolation for improved
sound quality.
Mike Creek decided on a

To maintain afamily sound
with its predecessors, the

DETAILS

view is that upsampling is simply
not beneficial).

Creek Destiny amplifier

'Lifting cost restrictions Creek
Audio has spent extra on
selected audiophile components
Destiny CD player uses the

e

l
£1200
www.creekaudio.com

@

Low jitter is the key to good

DvD-ROM drive mechanism

same Crystal CS4396 sigma-

CD player sound, claims Creek,

for the Destiny CD player, with

delta 24- bit oversampling DAC

and accordingly its engineers

customised firmware to create

chip. By running at amuch

have designed in asuper stable

adisc drive suitable for only CD

higher frequency, oversampling

low- phase noise master clock

replay. The transport supports

eliminates the need for steep

(5 picoseconds) followed by

01442 260146
Punchy but with finesse
Nothing criticised

»
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CD PLAYER & AMP TEST

DATA FILE: CD PLAYER
SPECIFICATIONS
D/ Atype

Crystal CS4396

THDtlkHz)

0.0004%

THD ( 20kHz)

0.0005%

1M ( 19kHz+20kHz)

0.00009%

S/N ration ( A-wtd)

120dB

Clock accuracy

6PPm

Digital jitter

- 115ps

Output Level
Digital Output

2.14V RMS
optical and transformer- coupled RCA

Weight

6kg

Dimensions

430 x70 x310mm ( wIld)

ABOVE: Creek Destiny CO player enjoys multiple transformers and power supplies to
provide clean power to the OVO ROM mech and Crystal- based D/A solution

are- lock circuit between the

musicality, resolution and

transport circuit and DAC, to

quietly controlled neutrality.

The CS4396 DAC at the heart of Creek's new player is not new, but its

further clean up the data stream

The Destiny is no exception.

implementation has surely extracted atechnical performance worthy of the

and reduce audibly harmful jitter

Somehow, Creek's engineers

'Comments like
'rich, smooth',
'insightful' and
'rhythmic' are
all phrases that
leap from my
listening notes'

these often comradictory and

to the very low claimed level of

So how do Iconvey the feet of the

less than 150 picoseconds (just

Destiny CD player in print? Just

LAB REPORT
current references. Sure enough, the 102d8 A-wtd S/N ratio is not the widest in
the business (though more than sufficient for 16- bit audio, I
might add) but the
extra- low 0.0004% midrange distortion, increasing to just 0.0005% at 20kHz
is about as good as it gets. This is largely down to the unity- gain and buffered
analogue output stage that also maintains aseparation of > 105d8 across the
audioband and an IM distortion of just 0.00009%.
Similarly, Creek's low phase- noise clock is not only true to + 6ppm but
enjoys alow - 115psec jitter. Again this is about as good as it gets with 16- bit
code. The linearity plots available as part of the OC Suite reports on www.
milleraudioresearch.com/avtech also prove the Destiny's exceptionally fine lowlevel resolution which has errors of just ± 0.1d8 over afull 100d8 dynamic range.

5Vrms

have managed to combine

0.001%
Digital Distortion, 1
ktiziOilliFs

Output Lord

Various techriques have

sSpec
00001%

Spec. 2.0Vrms
1Vrms

0%

110r1B
Frequency Response 20Hz-20kHz
•11

A•wld Smnal to Noise
105dB

ire. Digital Zerol

100dR
• C : s13
?5dB
Manufacturer's
Spec, >97a

Manufacturer s
Spec •/• OMB
rdB

90d8

magic, but the result of careful
and intelligem evolutionary
engineering. Looking back
through old notes, it's as though
the Destiny delivers the same
seductive sound of the CD 50
before it - but somehow now
does this even better.
LISTENING

like the CD 50).
0.0005%

mutually exclusive elements in
one package. O course, it's not

reading through my notes says it
all. Comments like ' surprisingly

been applied to squeeze the

rich and smooth', ' insightful' and

optimum performance out of

'rhythmic' are all phrases that

the CS4396. For instance, three

leap from the page. The sound is

toroidal transformers have

solid, with firm double basses;

been used to isolate digital,

cellos have tangible body and

analogue and transport circuits.

strings are smboth yet nicely

Schottky barrier diodes reduce

textured. The Destiny does not

switching interference and

sparkle with overt clarity and

improve efficiency. In total, there

attack, but rather possesses a

are no fewer than 16 regulated

subtle dexierity, which flows and

power supplies employed to

is easy and beguling to the ear.

isolate internal ci -cuits and avoid
unwanted interaction.
On more practical levels,

Some CD players excite the
senses with their crisp analytical
clarity and impressively clear

in addition to the hand-held

delivery, out th,s can sometimes

IR remote, the CD 50 may be

tip over into excess. The Creek

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

controlled remotely via the Creek

Destiny CD player keeps

The Destiny is so easy to listen to, its deceptively beguiling. This CD player has

(CAN) bus that links to other

firmly on the right side of this

poise, subtle control and musical insight by the bucket load, with treble cleanliness

Creek models. Creek plans an

imaginary line, maintaining a

and texture, which transcends its price point. Bass is well controlled, rhythms foot-

interface from CAN to RS232 and

fine balance between clarity and

tappingly precise and the sound stage has real depth and scale to it. There's really

its own room controller.

smootbhness.

nothing to criticise and much to praise - an ideal choice for those that simply want to
enjoy their music, rather than analyse performance.
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When I've reviewed

Yet the presentation is in no

predecessors of tre Destiny CD

way muted or over-smootned, as

player, such as the company's

the rich detail on offer testifies.

CD 50, I've been struck by their

Maybe it's the very low jitter

CREEK DESTINY £ 1200/£1200

0.1mAvIA4Lqi;à1441

31

SPECIFICATIONS
Power ( continuous, 8ohm)

2x108W

Power ( continuous, 4ohm)

2x165W

S/N ratio ( A-wtd)

83dB

Distortion ( 1kHz)

0.015%

Stereo separation

77dB

Output impedance

0.04 ohm

Power amp gain

33.7dB

Inputs

5plus 1tape monitor

Power- pre separation
ABOVE: Creek Destiny integratee amplifier aiso has carefully- engineered power

Weight

supplies, iicIuding rualy small electrolytic capacitors rather than afew larger types

Size

which keeps tne treble in ckeck

The power ampl,fier circuit

Yes
10kg
430 x70 x310mm ( whd)

LAB REPORT

so well and avoids congestion

is based en the same quasi-

Tested in its passive preamp mode ( the power amp has again of • 33.7dB),

even in bud Dassages; maybe

complimentary MOSFET

Creek's Destiny amplifier achieves its rated power output by delivering some

its the ouality o the DAO,

circuitry, which Mike Creek

2x108W/8ohm and 2x165W/4ohm, increasing to auseful 2x155W, 2x270W and
2x400W into 8, 4and 2ohm loads under dynamic conditions. So the Destiny is

analogue circJitry and filtering
-or maybe ifs all these.
DESTINY AMPLIFIER
In the same way that the Destiny
CD is adeveloptinent of : he CD
50 Mk 2, the Destiny amptifier is
adirect and ciose descendant
of the 5350 SE and those before
it. As with the CD player, higher
quality components are used,
to bring out the best in wnat is
intrinsically the same circuit

'Whichever
way the
mustard is cut,
the Destiny is
one amazing
amplifier for
the money'

pretty load tolerant and even includes anovel protection scheme that backsdown the motorised volume control if over- driven, allowing momentary bursts of
-255W into lohm loads.
In ' passive' mode your ( CD) source drives the Destiny power amp stage directly
via this integral volume pot, so its response will vary with position. The most
significant treble cut comes at the three o'clock (- 6dB) setting. Otherwise, the
83dB A-wtd S/N ratio is only alittle below average and while distortion is really
no match for the partnering Destiny CD player at - 0.015% ( midrange, 1-100W),
this is still low enough. The low-ish - 0.04ohm output impedance also holds this
distortion land the system response) broadly in check regardless of the speaker
load.

topology. The casework has of
course been improved similarly

introduced way back in 1993.

in finish and robustness, with

Improvements include the usr

Sorbottiane feet employed to

of Suirfaced Mount Technology

improve vibration isolaticn. In

ISM -CI to reduce the size of the

particular, significant re- design

circuit and improve the layout

of the layout and wiring seems

Signal path and amplification

to have brought ouite dramatic

are row on the top of the circuit

improvements to an already fine
sonic crerformance.
Unusually, there is achoice
of apurist passive pre-amp

Power Output Into ¿ ohm

100W
SOW
50W
Manutactutere%
Spec:10(N

IN sSpec
108W

Manufacturer%
Spec: 16(IN
OW

board, while the power supply
routes and ground plane are now
on the underside.
The power supply is dual

stage, with rio vo:tage gain, or

mono, with amassive :300VA

selectable gain of + 3, 6or 9c B,

toroidal transformer, having

implemented with aBur-- Brown

separate windings for the

precision 0P421:34 op- amp and

power and pre- amp sections

athree- way slider switch.

for reduced interaction and

To imprcve connectvity and

Power Output into Bohm

improved performance. Left

0.05%

91MB
Distortion,
1klizi1OW

0OS%

Stereo Separanon at lkHz
80dI3

0.03%
70d8
0.02%
60d0

0.01%
Manufacturer's
Spec: 405%
0%

Manufacturer's
Spec ,60dB

HMI% Spec
0115%
5043

flexibility there are modular

and right-hand channels now

plug- ins for m- m and rn-c

have their own low- impedance

phono cartridges, with balanced

pcwer supplies, using Schottky-

inputs ta take acvantage of

barrier rectifiers and 20,000pF

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

phono cartridge wirinç [ which is

of multiple reservoir capacitors

What agreat little amplifier. The Destiny packs apowerful punch, with strength,

intrinsically oalance& and thus

[a well- tested Creek technique,

bass depth and rhythm, yet also finesse and musical analysis. Chameleon- like, it

reduce interference. This makes

wnich reduces power supply

simply delivers music in an enjoyable but deceptively un fussed way. It seems to

the Destiny an ideal basis for a

impedance and delivers better

have no hidden vices and astutely avoids the ragged grainy sound of some transistor

realistically- priced vinyl replay

value fcr money]. It alt goes to

amplifiers. There is nothing to criticise at its price point. It will almost certainly

system. There are also plans for

procuce around 100 watt per

out- perform amplifiers at higher prices and it looks good too.

an internal 24- bit D/A module to

channel into 8ohms and mon

accept S/PD'IF inputs.

into lower impedances [ see
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CREEK DESTINY • £1200/£1200

TIMELINE
CREEK

the loudspeakers and even
switching off the mains supply if
this is required.

REVIEW SYSTEM
Sources: Musical Fidelity kW SACD/
CD player, Musical Fidelity A5 and

•

1970 Mike Creek started learning his craft while working for his father's

LISTENING

Musical Fidelity A3.5 CD players

company, Winsor Audio, moving later into consultancy and eventually the

Mike Creek's unusual amplifier
design certainly delivers results

Amplifiers: Musical Fidelity kW 500

formation of Creek Audio.
•

1981 Creek's first production design was the 30W/channel CAS 4040,
launched in 1981 ( followed by the CAS 3040 tuner). Design philosophy
followed the now well- established Creek credo of high quality and low price
(which was the watchword of Windsor).
1988 Mordaunt Short ( by then owned by TGO bought Creek Audio. Mike joined
the company as Chief Engineer, designing series 2and 3versions of the

and Musical Fidelity A3.5 integrateds

sonically. It seems to have leapt
forwards in terms of sound

Speakers: Audio Physic Spark, DBS 5

quality to apoint that, at the

conductor) interconnects

very least, matches that of the

Townshend Isolda DCT speaker cable

Cables: Audioquest Onyx ( pure Silver

performance of the CD player
When Ireviewed the A 50iR

amplifier, followed by the CD 60 CD player and matching DAC.
• 1991 Mike formed [ MF Audio, manufacturing a50W/channel amplifier and

Ireally liked its energetic,

tidier treble. The Destiny

rhythmic, musical delivery.

Delta- Sigma D/A converter ( under the Sequel and Crystal brands) from the

Only aslightly bright sound

amplifier and CD player are
clearly from the same stable and

family factory premises in North London.

balance blotted its otherwise
clean copybook. This tendency

•

1993 Mike and some partners bought the rights to the Creek Audio name
from TGI and formed Creek Audio Ltd. Asmall R&D department in North
London and manufacturing in Havant suited the new set up and in 1993 the
new company commenced building the 4240 40W/channel amplifier, A42 50W

•

seems to have been completely
designed out of the Destiny.

in essence aperfect match. Bass
delivery of the Destiny amplifier
was very firm and solid, deep
and growling when required, for
instance in Kraftwerk's ' Man

power amp, P42 pre- amp and CD 42 CD player.

With this new model, Mike
and his team have substantially

1985 Creek introduced the OBH range, inspired by Creek Audio's USA

improved the sound of this

'Shoulder Holster'. Stereo

distributor, Music Hall.

successful circuit topology.
Although essentially similar in

perspectives were excellent too.
Swapping around signal

awards in subsequent years. In this year, Mike and two other partners bought

musical delivery, the Destiny

sources merely confirmed what

out the German partner. Now Mike owns 50°/D of Creek Audio Ltd.

seems much smoother and
cleaner at high frequencies. It's

is essentially neutral tonally,

• 1997 saw the 43, and higher- end 52 series. Product from both ranges won

•

2001 the all- new CD 53 CD player was launched and the A52 and A52SE were
phased out, along with the OBH 14 DAC.
• 2003 the 50 series was launched, finally abandoning the trademark green
and black Creek livery in preference for *silver' and black, ( Creek still makes
products in the classic colours to match older Creek equipment). OBH
products also took on the new look and more were added in 2004.
2005 saw the introduction of the 5350SE integrated amplifier and the

edevelopment ( and launch) of the Destiny range

against over- temperature,
over- current and DC offsets,

EMI ASW 60611 / 7243
56061125

also monitors the power supply

Destiny is undoubtedly one

richer, firmer and cleaner

amazing amplifier for the money.

overall quality, with tangibly

Buy with confiaence. 13

status and prevents overdriving.
Corrective action can include

•

muting the input, disconnecting

3984 22244-2
Beethoven

is cut, land the mustard is well
and truly sliced herel the Creek

using amicro- controller that

Big Calm Indochina

Symphony No 2Op36

many detailed changes have
given the sound an altogether

because it simply reflected the
character of each source.
Whichever way the mustard

is comprehensively protected

Minimum Maximum

Morcheeba

serves me correctly. Creek
underplays the make over. The

Isuspected — that the Destiny

Lab Report p511. The amplifier

WE LISTENED TO
Kraftwerk

agreater transformation than
that of the CD player, if memory

Machine' and Morcheeba's

ABOVE: Creek has given the Destiny pairing 4mm-thick casework plus sorbothane feet to aid with vibration isolation

Vienna Philharmonic,
Conductor Sir Simon
Rattle
EMI 72435 57447 22
(from Boxed Set)
Miles Davis
The Complete Birth of
the Cool Capitol COP
7243 494550 23
J.S. Bach
Preludes and Fugues
Ivo Janssen
(pianoforte) VOID 9812
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BELOW: Integrated's pre- and power amp sections can be split via arecessed red button between line and tape inputs

MU.
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R EFERENCE

SERIES

KEF's legendary Reference Series has always

arrays, with elliptical dome tweeters. Titanium

been different. As the name implies, it's about

dome Hypertweeters. Ultra- low distortion

an absolute standard. Objectively verifiable

motor systems. Adjustable boundary

performance not marketing hype.

control - the Reference Series bristles with high

The latest range raises the benchmark higher

totally accurate reproduction of the

end technologies to achieve one simple goal:

than ever. \Mth aperformance envelope that

recorded signal. If this is what matters to you,

extends way beyond the limits of human hearing,

chose KEF Reference.

they're crammed with technologies found
nowhere else. Radical new Uni Q point source

Created by KEF because only KEF can.

KEF Audio ( UK). Eccleston Road, Tovil, Maidsoone, Kent, ME I5 6QP U.K.

T: + 44 (0) 1622 672261.

000
F: + 44 (
0) 1622 750653

wwwicetcom

(
COUSTICA
Hi_Fi&
HOME CINEMA
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*Amphion Arum ART Audiolab AVID Ayre BM\
4.

Classé Foote! Lab Linn Products Uti Acoustics Monitor Audio
•Nam Audio Nautilus Pee Quadraspire Rega BEL Rotel
Shahinian

Spendor Sugden Thiel • \\Iadia

Naim n- Vi all in one AV package
Now on demonstration
Acoustica
17 Hoole Road
CHESTER CH2 3NH

Acoustica
114 Wolverhampton Road
STAFFORD ST17 4AH

Griffin Audio
3Gibb Terrace. Gibb St

01244 344227

01785 258216

0121 224 7300

www.acoustica.co.uk

BIRMINGHAM B9 4AA

www.acoustica.co.uk

www.griffinauclio.co.uk
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Audiostatic DCM5 is the latest and
greatest evolution of Audiostatic
technology - aloudspeaker so
transparent and fast the only sound
it makes is that of the source and
amplification driving it.

Pass Labs amplification is tube amplike in its simplicty of circuit design.
Gorgeous styling and peerless
construction make these some of the
most coveted amplifying devices in the
world.

Zu Druid lets any amplifier sing its heart

out with no crossover to interrupt the
proceedings. With 101 dB sensitivity and
I 12 Ohm load, the Druid is tailor-made
for the real world demands of lowerpowered tube amplifiers.

Musicology is the exclusive UK distributor for:
Atma-sphere

01273 700 759

Audiostatic

sales@musicology.co.uk

Pass Labs
Rives
Coincident Speaker Technology Symposium
Ferguson-Hill
Zu
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LETTER FROM AMERICA

IN MY OPINION

Apple brings hi-fi to
the musical masses
Rather than being an object of derision, the iPod Hi -Fi
should be regarded as aticket to the future health of high
performance audio, argues Michael Fremer

A

pple CEC Steve Jobs
introauced the new $ 349

their stores to hear their

.
reinvent

players through agreat sound

reinvents the ' boom- box'

single- box iDod Hi -Fi at

system. Lure them in with MP3s

bringing our sonic message to

the company's Cupertino, CA

and then give them an even

the musical masses.

headqu3rters last

better experience. Actually, if

ebruary,

• home stereo, it

Clueless ' tech-geek'

BIOGRAPHY
MICHAEL FREMER
Michael Fremer is aSenior
Contributing Editor at Stereophile
magazine, aContributing Editor at

describing it as * home stereo

they're ' ripping' CDs on to their

reviewers complain about the

reinvented'. The self- described

PCs using Apple's lossless

size, shape and weight of the

UltimateAVmag.com, and Editor/

'audiophile' then assured

encoding', they're bringing CD

box, but you'll recognize its

Owner of the online music review

his place in '1i -fi infamy by

quality music to the store.

dual- ported functionality when

website www.musicangle.com. He's

you see it, and you'll recognize

also contributed to The New York

declaring, ' Im actually getting
rid of my very expensive)

As for the new iPod Hi -Fi,
the name alone is good for

its tight, coherent, tuneful bass

appeared to be nothing more
than awhite boom- box.
ANGRY AUDIOPHILES

Times, The San Francisco Chronicle,
Consumer Digest, and The Bergen

stereo', in favour of what

'I believe the iPod and the HiFi are
the next generation's sonic bridge
to high-performance audio'

Stateside, tnat introduction

Record (New Jersey) among many
other pub(ications.
Fremer appeared on the
History of Audio documentary on
The History Channel and has also
been on MTV, The Today Show, CNN,

infuriated audiophiles already
despondent over the iPods

our hobby. Idoubt most young

(down to around 50Hz) when

and hundreds of other radio and

success. Iern not among

people are even familiar with

you hear it. Apple created a

television shows throughout the USA

them. Ithick the ¡ Pod is a

the term ' hi-fi'. We can only

stiff, well- damped dual- wall

talking about the high- end audio

ticket to the luture health of

hope it becomes aretro -cool

enclosure for the 5in dual- voice

listening experience, home theatre

expression in their world.

coil treated paper- cone woofer,

and the ongoing, unlikely resurgence
of LP vinyl records.

high performance
audio. Instead of

More importantly, a

and wisely attachea aviscous

shunning the ¡ Pod,

well- respected American

damping pad to the enclosure's

audic retaiters

audio designer developed

should welcome

the iPod Hi -Fi, and while

youthful iPoci

it does not

bottom surface.

Each month in HiFi News magazine
Michael Fremer brings you news and
views from the USA.

IMPRESSIVE SONICS
The rest of the Hi -Fis sonics

enthusiasts

are equally impressive:

into

the mids are rich
and full, the top

ability to play loud [ around
108dB) will surprise you.
No, the iPod Hi -Fi does not

RIGHT: Apple

end is free of the

replace agood home stereo,

friend or foe?

usual boom-

nor do

box/computer

really sold his, but Ido believe

speaker ' tizz',

the iPod and the iPod Hi -Fi

and the system's

are the next generation's sonic

dynamics and

believe that Steve Jobs

bridge to high-performance
audio. On the other hand, when

THE iPOD HI-FI'S HIDDEN FEATURES

Ivisited Apple's Cupertino
headquarters back in 1980

the iPod used, which also charges when

during pre- production research

hidden construction and performance

AC power supply featuring a9.5 foot

docked. There's an auxiliary mini-jack

for the movie TRON, and the

features. The grille pegs are

power cord, or six ' D' cells associated

analog/digital input for CD players,

computer dweebs told me ' In a

spring- suspended in place of wear-

with acapacitor bank that provides the

satellite radios and the like, as well as

few years every home will have

prone friction fittings. Each mid/tweeter

custom- designed Class Damplification

for Apple's Airport Express, which can

acomputer', Ilaughed in their

is acoustically suspended in an

on- demand peak instantaneous current.

send music to the Hi Fi from acomputer

faces and called them ' crazy'.

individual resin enclosure.

The compact remote handset controls

on awireless network.

So what do Iknow? 1:1

Apple's iPod Hi Fi includes ahost of

The system uses either the built-in
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Taking a
Vantage
It's less than half the cost of the mighty Summit hybrid, yet
Ill's latest baby sounds so delicious and so right that when
it comes to choosing between the two it's avery close call.
Ken Kessler greets the Angelina Jolie of the speaker world

DETAILS

4
., MartinLogan Vantage
(£) £ 3998
www.absolutesounds.com
020 8971 3909
Looks, sound, size,
delicious transparency

e

Sounds best with valves

an ex- ML owner. We looked at
each other with dumb, trailerpark trash, post- lobotomy, awshucks grins which indicate that
your mind has switched off and
base instinct has taken over. The
Vantages weren't merely good,
nor merely excellent. They were
simply world- class.

REVIEW SYSTEM
Sources: Musical Fidelity kW25,

ast September, a

having charged the panels from

revelatory speaker

the mains for only ahalf-hour, it

lot to impress Jim, who, over 40

entered my world.

Bear in mind that it takes a

was clear that the Vantage would

years, has owned aWhat's What

Marantz CD12/DA12 CD players,

MartinLogan's Summit so

prove even more important to

of sublime hardware. But Iknew

SME 20/12 turntable, 312S arm,

disarmed those aggravatingly

ML than the Summit.

that look. After less than three

Transfiguration Orpheus cartridge

stupid hi-fi parrots who utterly

Amplifiers: Audio Research PH5

refuse to accept the concept

phono pre- amp
Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista pre- amp

figuring out what he could sell in

of aworking hybrid ( the same

influences like specification,

order to buy apair of Vantages.

Children of the Damned who

test measurements, A/B

The Vantages aren't merely
good, nor merely excellent. They
are simply world-class'

amplifierss
Cables: Oler, Acrolink and Kimber
interconnects, Atlas speaker cables
Isol-8 mains regenerator

Claudio Abbado/London
Symphony Orchestra.
Mendelssohn Overturen
(Deutsche Grammophon
423 104-20) CD
Keb' Mo'. Peace ... Back
By Popular Demand
(Okeh EK92687) CD
Taj Mahal. Recycling The
Blues & Other Related
Stuff ( Pure Pleasure
PPAN316051 LP

(Classic Records Track
613.002) LP
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For those of you already
familiar with the Summit, this
truly is ascaled- down version
of it, including apowered sub
with a8in woofer per side and
powered by 200W internal
amplifiers compared to the

refuse to believe in decent-

comparisons, Pavlovian

sounding direct- drive turntables)

responses and arch prejudice.

enclosure driven by two 200W

that the Summit has emerged as

Every one of you with aheart

amps. But don't let the less than

something of areference around

and mind of your own will admit

half woofer sections suggest

the world. It is, deservedly so, a

that sometimes, on precious few

for amoment half the bass.

huge success for the Kansas-

occasions, you switch something

Other downsized details include

based brand. But it also carries

on, or you attend ademo, where

height reduction of 1444mm

aprice tag of £ 8498, which is

the sound is so

-for most people - prohibitively

'right' that you're

expensive. But, cynic that Iam,

positively taken

Ifigured an ' economy' version

aback. The Vantage

was unlikely. 0! me of little faith!

will do that to you.

ENTER VANTAGE

place with afellow-

My satori took
Then the Vantage appeared.

traveller, civilian

Around 10% physically smaller

audiophile buddy

that the already- room- friendly

Jim Creed, himself

Summit, its 273 x413mm

The Who: Sell Out

revolutions of the LP, he was

dispense with all of the mundane

McIntosh MC275 and Quad 909 power

WE LISTENED TO

How so? Let me beg of you to

footprint should trouble few. But

RIGHT: The electrostatic

more importantly, the Vantage

panels hand over to the

bore aprice of less than half that

bass units at 400Hz;

of the Summit. Most shocking,

each unit contains a

however, was the sound. Within

single 8in woofer driven

seconds of powering them up,

by a200W amplifier

JUNE 2006

Summit's two 10in woofers per

MARTINLOGAN VANTAGE • £ 998
compared to 1500mm, width
down from 320mm to 273mm
and depth reduced from 520mm
to 413mm. Crossover point from
woofer to panel is 400Hz versus
the Summit's 270Hz. Other than
that, the spec is nearly identical.
Connections and controls
follow recent MartinLogan
practice, with wonderful bespoke
multi- way terminals suitable
for bi-wiring, an IEC AC input to
energise the panels, arear
slot- shaped port for the woofer
and arotary to adjust the bass
output ± 10dB at 35Hz. In my
12 x18th room, Iwas happy to

'Make no mistake
that the Summit
outperforms the
Vantage. But this
will be evident only
in a larger space'
leave it set at the flat position,
used the spiked feet as supplied
-you also get floor- friendly feet
sans spikes - and ran it singlewired using my own links. EC
rules forbid ML from supplying
bi-wire terminals already linked.
(Why, oh, why don't we get out of
the frikkin' EC?)
SPARKLES
There's no escaping it: the
Vantage is simply delightful. It
positively sparkles with clear and
fast treble, anatural midband
and impressively controlled bass,
all of a ' whole' despite the hybrid
topology. Like the Summit, the
Vantage disappears, enabling
the listener to focus on sound
rather than hardware. And it was
independent of musical genre.
Whether the leanest, most
unplugged tracks from Taj Mahal
and Keb' Mo', or the richness of
'The Hebrides', the mid- sized
logans were able to decipher
fine details while giving the
dynamic contrasts free rein.
Put it another way: they
sounded l:ke aline- source
dynamic speaker standing 6ft
tall. Impressive'? They belie their

LEFT: ASummit in asmaller

dimensions exactly as do the
Tannoy Autograph Minis. It's a

package, the Vantage sacrifices

permanent party trick that you

suit those with smaller rooms

nothing in the way of looks and will
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MARTINLOGAN VANTAGE • £3998
It's impossible, really, to say
things like ' Model Xdelivers Y

Used Quad ESL 57s and asubwoofer:

DATA FILE

percent of Model Zfor half the

Still the one to beat

price: It's never that precisn,

Used Quad ESL 63s and asubwoofer:

when all you can say with

SPECIFICATIONS

Still the one to beat if you need more

certainty is that the Vantage

Frequency Response

level than the 57 provides

gives up 10Hz at the bottom,

Horizontal Dispersion

MartinLogan Summits (£ 8498): If

or aXamount of decibels for

Vertical Dispersion

102cm line source

maximum output ta figure not

Sensitivity

92dB/2.83V/metre

supplied by ML).

Impedance

you can afford them, just do it

34Hz-23kHz ± 3db
30°

Nominal 4ohms

What we're left with is this

Minimum 1ohm at 20kHz
400Hz

will use continually to befuddle

subjective observation. The

Crossover Frequency

anyone who has to live with

Vantage delivers performance

Components

Custom- wound audio transformer, air core coils

small-ish speakers, but wants

so close to the Summit that all

panels, and yet needs convincing

Icould verify repeatedly are the

Woofer type

8in cast basket, high excursion, aluminium cone with

that such scale is possible from

following: the Summit certainly

so compact adesign.

goes louder, perceptibly deepei

But, as ever, it was the

and the presentation includes

polypropylene capacitors
extended throw driver assembly, bass reflex
Woofer Amp Power
Bass Controls

200W/ch ( 4ohms)
± 10dB(835Hz

midband that wooed

Power Handling

me, especially

Signal Inputs

vocals over acoustic

Mains Power Draw:

guitar from the

Idle

BW each

aforementioned

Max

140W each

bluesmen, and Mr.

Weight

Big's glorious To

Overall Size:

100-250 watts/channel
Custom hi- wire binding posts

23.6kg each
1447 x273 x413mm ( hwd)

Be With You' and its
aggressive pounding
of an acoustic guitar.

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

So convincing are

Easy to drive, incredibly natural sound, gorgeous looks, small footprint, genuine

both the space and

bass, the ability to go very loud, delicious transparency - the Vantage is the

textures, so natural

Angelina Jolie of loudspeakers. Or, if you prefer, Brad Pitt.) The only reason anyone

the tonal balance, qn

could criticise the Vantage would be political, be it anti-American, anti- hybrid or

discernible the

infected with Flat Earthism. To everything you love about the Summit, deduct more

finest details that you

than half to cost of ownership. Its as if Gordon Brown hadn't been born.

will experience - like
the lucky woman
capable of multiple

awider, taller and deeper

Summit- like majesty regardless

orgasms - frisson

souindstage. But going from one

the Vantage will give you all the

after frisson of

speaker to the other reminded

speed, transparency, neutrality

in- the- room reality.

me of my favourite analogy. The

and seamlessness that the

Vantage is to the Summit what

naysayers insist are not possible

SUMMITS

Porsche's Boxster S is to a911 -

with hybrids.

When reviewing

that is, so close in performance

the Summits,

that the manufacturer has to

REVEALING

Iwrote of their

worry that the differential almost

Caveats'? The speaker is so

electrostatic virtues,

fails to justify the extra money.

'What the Summit

Make no mistake the Summit

revealing in the upper registers
that you will hear the difference

adds, in its way

outperforms the Vantage. But

in D/A converters and CD

rewriting the rules,

this will be evident only in a

players, especially any tendency

are unbelievable

larger space;

toward digital sibilance. The

dynamics, speed,

in my case,

speakers sound best with valves.

transient attack and
force in measures

They to be need at least 2ft from
\II,Iexperience
prience

one would sanely
attribute only to

that in my
,

14 x22ft

speakers of the

home

dynamic variety:

theatre

The Vista does this

room.

in even greater

But, with

measure for a

side and rear walls. They like
some toe- in. That's it.
Let's leave it at this: Ican
think of no speaker for under
£4000 that Iwould rather own.
And it's so pretty that you'll even
get it past he Bitch Housewife
From Hell 13

smaller model. And
it's here that we are
reminded of that
immutable Law of
Diminishing Returns.
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LEFT: Arotary to the rear of each bass unit allows
\

bass output to be tailored to suit different listenining
environments while twin speaker terminals allow bi-wiring

Walrus

11 New Quebec St, London W1
Solid Tech

Radius

at
air tangent
amazon
amplifon
apollo furniture
argento
audible illusions
audio aero
audio physic
Shanling
black rhodium
Some of the most stunning products in
bocchino
recent years have come from this small
breuer dynamic
specialist manufacturer, from the flagship
brinkmann
limited edition CD- T300 " Omega Drive"
cartridge man
at £ 3999 to the humble but extremely
cawsey
popular ( and superb sounding) CD- T80
clearaudio
at only £ 650. All their products use valves
Solid Tech
consonance
for anatural but exciting sound, and, in this
What we really don't need is another brand of
decca london
age of " plastic" products. all feature sturdy
equipment stand Agreed. unless it's very special
dueyel
metallic construction finished to avery
as we believe Swedish made Solid Tedt to be...
dynavector
high standard irrespective of cost.
Solid Tech
ear yoshino
—
funk firm
Rack of
goldring
Silence
graham ( tonearms)
The ultimate in
graham slee
equipment isolation.
hadcock
No solid shelves to
heart
resonate. and up to
heed audio
Horning
three stages of
horning
The Horning SATI Ultimate Transference turntable, only just available
isolation.
hyperion
in the UK shows what can be achieved by adedicated specialist
A totally modular
incognito
manufacturer when not constrained by price. As well as being highly
design which can be
isolda
exclusive ( it is only possible to make very small numbers) this turntable
expanded as your
jadis
is one of the finest we have ever heard. having aneutrality coupled with
needs grow. There
kr electronics
incredible detail retrieval which has to be heard to be believed.
is no better stand.
klimo
koetsu
lavardin
The Horning Sati 300B amplifier ( one chassis is the amp. the other the
lyra
power supply) is equally impressive. Even jaded cynics ( like ourselves)
magneplanar
will be hugely impressed by the refreshing neutrality ( a Horning trademark)
mcintosh
together with the insight available into the performance. We really are very
michell engineering
pleased to be able to demonstrate these superb products!
morch
musical fidelity
nordost
nottingham analogue
opus 3
origin live
ortofon
pro-ject
rega ( turntables)
A2T
revolver
We have the amazing A2T Mezzos on
ringmat
demo now. These beautiful French made
roksan
compacts ( with astudio pedigree) offer
shun mook
wonderful detail levels whilst sounding
shanling
utterly natural at aprice lower than the
shelter
performance would suggest. These just
sme
Funk Firm
might be the answer to all your speaker
solid tech
The new Funk V ( V means Vector. not
problems!
something solid
"five") is astunning looking and affordable
sonneteer
turntable (£ 750 without arm) that some of us
spendor
have been waiting eagerly for since the sad
stax
demise of the designer's previous company.
stirling broadcast
Pink Tr.! Looks are striking, performance is
sugden
stunning. well worth waiting for. Come and
sumiko
hear it now whilst it's still easily available.
tannoy
tci cables
tom evans
What else is Hot right now?
townshend audio
Stirling Broadcast 3,5a. marginally updated version of the classic BBC monitor
transfiguration
Tannoy Autograph Mini, adelightful scaled down Autograph. only 14" high!
transparence
Graham Phantom tonearm, proving itself one of the top arms in the world
trichord
Audio Aero's latest CD and SACD players are absolutely stunning
van den hul
Bocchino cables. outrageous interconnects from the well known plug manufacturer
voodoo
vvireworld
We deliver by City/ink 24hr service (subject to stock availability), and internationally by DHL or TNT
xlo
Major credit/debit cards accepted. even known to take cash on occasions!
Please visit our website for more info ( even if we don't update it often enough')
It looks like other
smart modern
stands do, until you
realise that virtually
concealed between
shelves and frame
is acunning and
flexible adjustable
suspension system
which really does
isolate individual
components from
each other, and from
the outside world!

tel: 020 7724 7224

fax: 020 7724 4347

contact@walrus.co.uk

www.walrus.co.uk

BRANDS EXHIBITING INCLUDE:
Absolute Sounds
Absolute Studio
Acustica Applicata
AMR
Audia
Audio Analogue
Audio Research
Audio Valve
Audiocraft
AudioLab
Audiofreaks
Avalon
BCD Engineering
Benz- Micro
Beyerdynamic
Blue Angel
Cardas
conrad-johnson
Copland
Chord Electronics
Crystal
darTZeel
DreamVision
Dwin
Dyer Audio
EAR/Yoshino
EAT Valves
Envizio
Finite Elemente
Fone
GRAAF
Harmonix
Henley
HiDiamond
Hi Fi Furniture

Hi Fi News
HEN Accessories Club
IAG Group
Jadis
Joenit
Karan Acoustics
Koetsu
Krell
Kuzma
Leema Acoustics
Lizard Wizard Audio
Magnum Dynalab
MartinLogan
McCormack
Metz
Merlin Loudspeakers
Mimetism
Mission
MJ Acoustics
Monrio
Moth Group
Muse Electronics
Musical Fidelity
Naim
Nitty Gritty
Opera
Origin Live
Ortofon
Oracle
Overkill
Pathos
Perreaux
Pistol
PrimaLuna
Pro-Ject

f
Hi-FiNews

SHOW
culm

2006

Renaissance
Hotel, Heathrow
22, 23, 24 September
Quad
RPM Audio
Reimyo
Roksan
Sonos faber
Sounds of Music
Target
Theta
Transparent
Triangle
Tri Planar

UKD
Unison Research
Van Den Hul
Vienna Acoustics
Vifa
WEGG
Wharfedale
Wilson Audio
Ypsilon
Yter
Landen Audio Systems

...to the real sound of music. Make sure you experience the

amultitude of other prizes throughout the weekend — just visit

ultimate in high- end audio this September by visiting the Hi Fi

the Hi Fi News stand for your free- to- enter competition form!

News Show 2006.1f you love music, be it Mozart, Miles Davis or
Morcheeba, there's only one place to visit and experience how it

dedicated to all things AV so you can experience what it's like

should be heard; the Renaissance Hotel, Heathrow. The cream

to be dodging swords in Gladiator or laser beams in Star Wars!

in high- end audio and AV will all be under the same roof, making

We're also putting on aspecial AV cinema experience just in

If you enjoy pictures with your sound we've introduced afloor

the Hi Fi News Show the UK's biggest high- end hi-fi show.

case you need an extra multi- channel fix.

This year's show features aplethora of new product launches

As 2006 marks the 50th anniversary of Hi Fi News, the magazine

and exclusive demos of the world's finest hi-fi equipment. You'll

has organised an extraordinary, not- to- be- missed, display

also be able to listen to some of the most famous names from

showcasing some of the classic pieces of hi-fi equipment from

the industry giving expert advice and opinion on hi-fi. Plus you'll

the last half century. With so much entertainment to see, hear

be in with the chance of winning stunning high- end systems and

and do — this is an experience you simply cannot miss...

1111.11111.1111111INIMP

Celebrating 50 years of audio excellence
Hi Fi News: 1956-2006

<

.

www.hifinewsshow.com

AMPLIFIER TEST

Class of
Cambrid e

the separate pre- amplifier is no
less radical. This integrated
pre- amp has its own power
supply and anovel laddernetwork volume control that's

stepped via aseries of relays. Hit
the up/down volume control on
the accompanying 840 remote

or spin the rotary encooeron its
'isilver or black) fascia and you'll
hear these relays ticking away in
the background.
Changes in volume, balance,

bass/treble tone and input

selection are all illustrated on

New analogue amplifier technologies are rare but
Cambridge Audio has broken the mould with its
patented XD regime. Paul Miller goes under the hood
DETAILS
Cambridge Azur 840A
integrated amplifer

0845 0902288
Taut, expressive and
detailed
System sensitivity

REVIEW SYSTEM
Source: Denon DVD-AlXV Mk II

apurist stereo amplifier In fact,
all eight of its line- level inputs

roney, the high- end starts at

may be custom- named just as

Juts: £ 750 with the first of the

its fixed- level inputs allow trie

determined U-, at

company's new 840- series

8.40A to drive the front channels

Cambridge's Azur range of

components, headed by the Azur

of ahome cinema.

amptifiers and AV receivers have

840A integrated amplif er.

high-volume market. These

www.cambridgeaudio com

has more in common with a
comprehensive AV product than

or the last three years,
pure economics have

been targeted at alow-cost,

IV £ 750

0
e

F

aback- lit display panel wrych

Ishould say at the outset that
the only th ng : his 840A has . n

Further home integration
may be achieved through its
RS232 port, industry-standard
A- BUS and proprietary Incognito

Word of the Cambridge 840A's
qualities had already spread
through the audio grapevine'

connections, the latter desicned
•
fcr-use with compatible keypads
ün athree- zone multiroom
system. In all respects, this
looks, feels and operates like

B

true upmarket product.
airptiiers. includin9 the £ 250

ccrnimon with either the 540A

Azor 540R receiver reviewed

or 640A amplifiers is the Azur

LISTENING

back ir Janliary 2006 have

brand name. Otherwise, this ully

Word of the 840A's qualities
had already spread through

typ.ca 1y pus -led the boundaries

logic- controlled amplifier is a

of per'ormance in the budget

completely new and, arguably,

the audio grapevine before a

sector, hut Cambridce's growing

-evolutionary

sample had even landed on my

design concept.

universa tND player

bard of engineers still hanker

Cambridge's XD or Crossover

lab bench although, illustrati

Amp: Arcam AV9 processor/pre-amp

aV.er an assault on the

Displacement technology lies

the danger of subjective rli moor,

Sueakeis: B&W Naut.lus 002

high- end. With one eye still

at : le heart of its power amp

tne real thing was not ps.l had

loudspeakers

firmly 'ocused on value for

section, exp.ained opposite, bit

been led to believe. In fact

Cabes: Townshend interconnects and
OED speaker cable

Aee.

o

•••••••.

nib

ilk,
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CAMBRIDGE AZUR 840A • £ 50
THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

CROSSOVER DISPLACEMENT (XD)

Rather than try to eliminate crossover distortion

Crossover distortion has gnawed at the ability of every audio

signal, up to apoint. At low signal levels the crossover

engineer who's had astab at designing anew, typically

altogether. Cambridge's renowned engineer and eccentric

point is shifted below the maximum negative swing of the

analogue amplifier. It's caused by the non-linear transition

thinker, Doug Self, decided to simply shift it away from the

audio waveform, yielding all the benefits of apure Class A

from one power transistor to its complementary partner

zero- crossing point of the waveform. In its basic form, XD or

performance. Beyond acertain output, which is equivalent

as the audio waveform swings from positive through to

Crossover Displacement, applies anegative bias current to

to about 1W/8 ohm, this offset crossover point falls within

negative and vice-versa. In aClass Aamplifier, there's

offset the position of the crossover point without causing a

the cycle of the audio waveform, although any crossover

always sufficient standing current to ensure the pair(s) of

DC offset of the audio [voltage) waveform itself. So there's

distortion will necessarily only occur on one half of the cycle

transistors are permanently conducting - there's no

no need to apply an inverse correction afterwards. There's

only, rather than both.

zero- cross distortion, no 'dead zone' to kink the waveform.

an important distinction here with 'sliding bias' amplifiers

But as half the current is wasted, Class Aamplifiers run very

championed by the likes of Technics many moons ago.

crossover distortion because there's still the same number

It's important to appreciate that there's no less

Dynamically adjusting [ sliding) the bias current according

of transitions, albeit all on the negative-going portion of the

to the amplitude of the audio signal provides asymmetrical

waveform. This results in aunique distortion spectrum, with

the transistors 'on' through the zero- cross region, and are

shift in the zero- crossing point. XD, by contrast, moves it

fewer odd-order harmonics, that negative feedback is better

typically more efficient, but suffer alarge step- change in

asymmetrically with anegative current offset.

able to deal with.

hot indeed and are very expensive, watt for watt
Class AB amplifiers utilize sufficient current to keep

So that's XD in anutshell: combining the benefits of

In practice, rather than use afixed offset current.

distortion as this bias current is exhausted and the amplifier
drops into stone cold Class B. Most audio amplifiers are

Cambridge has achieved better efficiency and lower

Class Aat low signal levels without the step- change in

Class AB in execution.

distortion with an offset that tracks the audio [voltage)

distortion suffered by Class AB amplifiers at higher power.

the 840A rather exceeded my

might oidinarily be the case

expectations, for this is not an

with similarly priced rivals,

inherently bright, aggressive or

so I'd certainly recommend

scratchy- sounding amplifier.

auditioring the 8404 outside of

It is, however, more sensitive

an office complex harbouring

to grounding, environmental

photocop:ers and associated

and system matching than

paraphernalia ...

LIFTING THE LID
Cambridge's multiroom control,

Massive toroidal transformer for

including A- BUS, Incognito, RS232

the power amp features a

and IR switching is accomodated

silicon-steel screen

'The 840A reveals true class,
oozing the unflappable quality of
a far, far costlier piece of kit'
The 8404 also oenefits

there's no guesswork about the

from being driven from aClass

sound of this amplifier, no sense

1 [ earthed] source like the

that it's taking things especially

Denorercam combination

easy, taking abreather or lazily

used in my media room than

going with the flow.
Instead, the 8404 sounds

aClass 2 [ double insulated]
player equipped with the familiar

determined, positive and

figure- of- eight socket.

articulate without introducing

on this hub

ahint of stress or strain into
The CPF [ Complementary

Separate toroidal transformer

Feedback Pair) output stage at

and power supply for the

the heart of the XD power amp

pre- amplifier stage

DISTINCTIVE

the melody at hand. Iwould

All this duly noted, the 8404

hesitate to use the term ' explicit'

has the capacity to sound both

because this might suggest the

distinctive and truly memorable.

8404 was somehow unforgiving.

Its sure-footed delivery extends

Sure enough, it is revealing of

from the deepest, heaviest

its partnering equipment but

bass to the subtlest of treble

never so coldly analytical about

harmonics, all of which are

the music itself. It certainly

securely placed into the room

made light work of the driving

rather than casually bounced

bass line underpinning KT

from the loudspeakers. Indeed,

Tunstall's ' Suddenly ISee', the

CI:I

REAR PANEL

H

0 0

0

Extensive heatsinking for the power

The resistor- ladder volume

amp also provides additional screening

and balance control network is

from the large toroidal transformer

switched via banks of relays

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

There are seven inputs plus tape with input 1available from both single- ended and
balanced ( XLRI sockets. Speaker Aand Boutlets allow easy hi-wiring while ahost of
wired IR, A- BUS, Incognito and RS232 connections facilitate full home integration.
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AMPLIFIER TEST

CAMBRIDGE AZUR 840A • £750
DATA FILE
MEASURED SPECS
Power output into 8/4 ohm (< 1% THD)
Dynamic power ( 20msec, 8/4/2/1 ohm)

160W/255W x2
190W/335W/485W/145W

Output impedance 20Hz-20kHz

0.07-0.12 ohm

Frequency response 20Hz-100kHz

0.0dB to - 1.0dB

Input sensitivity ( ref 1W/full output)

40mV/505mV

A-wtd S/N ratio ( ref OdBW/full output)

85dB/107dB

Distortion, 20Hz-20kHz, OdBW

0.0008-0.09%

Stereo separation, 20Hz-20kHz
Dimensions ( hwd)
ABOVE: Ladder- network volume control is stepped via relays controlled from the remote

> 60dB

115 x430 x385mm

Weight

15kg

control handset while all eight line- level inputs can be given individual names
pounding rhythm scoring a

the resin as the bows are drawn

LAB REPORT

metrical line under tne resonant

with afierce but single - minded

This amplifier is very conservatively rated by Cambridge at 120W/8 ohm, for it

strumming of guitar and husky

intent acFoss the bridge of the

achieves closer to 160W/8 ohm and 255W/4 ohm in practice, increasing still

sound of her voice. Tnis is a

and violins.

busy sounding album that can

further to 190W, 335W and 485W into 8, 4and 2ohm loads, respectively, under
dynamic conditions. Distortion is lowest through bass and midrange between

easily appear compressed,

PASSION OF PERFORMERS

making for edge- of- the- seat but

AuLl yet wtille you . ire tivvarJui

reach - 0.09% at 20kHz. An increase in THD with frequency is typical for any class

slightly uncomfortable listening.

with apenetrating. lucid

of operation of amplifier, depending on the dominant pole of its feedback network,

30-70W/8 ohm at some 0.0008% but increases relatively sharply above 10kHz to

Not with the 640A, which cuts

insight into the colour of these

but the fact the 840A holds distortion so very low up to 10kHz is less common and

through the bustling mix,

instruments, the passion of the

subjectively very desirable. The amp's response is also highly extended and just

'Listen to the vivacious Bach
strings and you can almost taste
the resin as the bows are drawn'
highlighting every instrJrnent

performers and avery real sense

and performer with his or her

of the venue's acoustic, neither

own ray of sunshine, illuminating

is the performance drilled

the scene to impressiva but

unceremoniously irtto your skull

undemanding effect. It's

The 840A succeeds in painting

moments like this that the Azur

abold and zon.trasting image,

840A reveals its true class,

packed with intriguing detail and

oozing the unflappable quality of

yet cradled with an emotional

afar, far costlier piece of kit.

warmth. Sit atechnician and a

-1dB down at 100kHz through amoderate 0.07 ohm output impedance. If there's a
fly, then this is exposed by the A-wtd S/N ratio test which at 95dB (left) and 85dB
(right) indicates
1.000

4211811:11—_—_

0.100.

0.
010-

asignificant
asymmetry in

Distortion vs Frequency: Very low distortion

the layout of the

through bass, midrange and lower treble,
only rising above 10kHz

amp. My money's
on the complex
relay- driven

0.11111-0

attenuator's in
the 840A's

0.010

20

160

11E
Frequency »

206,

El

pre-amp section.

musician side by side and both

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

from Bach's Suite No 3 (Air on aG

will find the 840Ns perfor mance

Cambridge has delivered us atruly distinctive amplifier in its Azur 0404, atest

String( and you can almcst taste

utterly compelling.

bed for atechnology soon to be used in amultichannel AV receiver and. doubtless,

Lpsten to the vivacious strings

BELOW: Casework comprises a7mm-thick aluminium front panel and a2mm base plate
of formed steel; all- in- all, the Cambridge looks and feels like atrue upmarket product
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other matching components. It offers an unflappable combination of technology
and entertaining music making
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vvvvw.usheraudio.com

Be
THE BERYLLIUM EVOLUTION

there.
4-way system: 2X8 low-bass woofers, 7' woofer
2' soh dome midrange and 1' Be dome '
woolen
sensitivity: 90 d8 @ 1watt / 1m
nominal impecance: 4ohms

With the music.

requericy response (- 3dB): 25 Hz - 30 kHz .
power handling: 200 watts
crossover frequencies: 150 Hz, 1.3 kHz and 3.5 kHz
weight: 92.7 kgs (including base)
dimensions Iwo d xh): 32 cri. o96icm x152 cis

The new Usher Dancer II Beryllium.

CP 8871 II
3- way system: 208' low- bass woofers
7 mid- low woofer, and 1' Be dowse tweeter
sensitivity: 90 dB @ 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance: 4ohms
frequency response (-3dB): 28 Hz - 30 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies 300 Hz aed 2.5 kHz
weight: 77.5 kgs (including bas0)
dimensions Iwo dr h): 32 cm x85 cm n137 cm

CP 8571 II
3- way system: 8' low- bass woofers
7' mid- low woofer, and 1' Beldame tweeter
sensitivity. 87 dB @ 1watt / 1m
nominal impedance: 8ohms
frequency response (. 3dB): 3D Hz - 30 kHz
power handling: 100 watts
crossover frequencies 220 Hz and 2.2 kHz
weight: 51.7 kgs ( including base)
dimensions (wxdxh): 32 ono 60 an o112 cm

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai Fo

g Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Te1:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-mail:usherems11.hinetnet

HIAudi
9 Soverei
Tel/Fax:

n Gardens Miskin nr Pontyclun CF72 8SZ
443 231458 Mob:07968 272614 Web:www.hiaudio.co.uk

Email: hugh@hiaudio.co.uk

The Best just got Better

New L.I1/ INTEGRATED ar-p *

STEREO amp *

NIV

*****
Kandy MkIll integrated ampllier

WHAT 111F11? SOUND AND VISION

Kandy Integrated amplifier
ly•Arei

Kandy MkIll CD
HIFI CHOICE
ireariris
Kandy MkIll Integrated amplifier
WHAT HIFIT SOUND AND VISION
•
Kandy MkIll integrated amplifier

WHAT HIFIT SOUND AND VISION

Kandy MKIII integrated amplifler
Five Star,

Fiv? Stars
lérTL5ri Vi
WHAT HI-FIT SOUND AND VISION

Kandy CO player, Amp ¡ fier & Speakers
,are

Five Stirs
WHAT HI-FIT SOUND AND VISION

Kandy Integrated ampoifier
Fiai Star,
WHAT HI-FIT SOUND AND VISION

2050

Kandy CD

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Kandy CD

WHAT HI-FIT SOUND AND VISION

Five Stars
WHAT HI-FIT SOUND AND VISION

24 bit / 192kHz CD player

1 GANp r
y

r2000

Kandy MKIII Integrated arnplifier
Five Star,
WHAT

HI-FI?

Roksan Audio Limited
www.eoksan.co.uk

rST WINNER ( 5
SOUND ANO VISION

▪
•

HENLEY DESIGNS

Tel

01235 511 166

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

TECHTALK

IN MY OPINION

Computers, number
crunching and cables
Computers no longer need them and neither do mobile
phones, so why do the majority of hi-fi systems still carry
signals using wires? Barry Fox has the answers

W

computers by wire. The existing

oulcn .:it be nice to
get rid of connecting

Wi-Fi standards are good and

wires? But infra- red

solid, although inevitably are at

links only work if the receiver can

the mercy of radio congestion

see the transmitter, and the link

and interference. Transmission

drops if someone crosses the

powers are limited, too, to avoid

beam. FM wireless suffers from

interference between systems.

hiss and interference.

Low power means that the

The computer industry

claimed 100m range of Wi-Fi

developed digital wireless

only holds good if signals have a

systems to connect computer

clear run, without thick walls.
This is why hi-fi home

equipment together, and to the
internet. These can be used

networking systems usually still

for audio and video. ' Wi-Fi' is

rely on cables.

'Low power
means that the
claimed range
of Wi-Fi only
holds good if the
signals have a
clear run'
Incognito plays safe and uses
Ethernet cables.

We are just about to launch
it now, together with the
Bluetooth Stereo headset: said
aMoto spokesman in June
2005. ' It is avery vital part of
our entire Music Ecosystem
Strategy, where the device will
be the centre of anumber of
solutions with which to stream
music from your home stereo,
your PC, iPod, phone, etc, to any
kind of headset, speakers, etc'.
'We never did aformal press

Bluetooth was developed by

release or launch,' Motorola

the computer industry for short

then said at the end of 2005,

standards set by the US Institute

CAMBRIDGE INCOGNITO

range use, around 10 metres.

'but they have recently gone into

of Electrical and Electronics

The latest Incognito system

It's now widely used to connect

stores in the UK:

Engineers ( IEEE). Data speeds

from Cambridge Audio, for

cellphones to headsets and

up to 54Mb/s are specified,

example, tries to make it

printers. The standards were

turns your stereo into a

although these are maximum

easy to connect aliving room

flakey and it's still hit and miss

wireless music system,* said

speeds and often real speeds

hi-fi to slave speakers in the

whether one piece of Bluetooth

ablurb for the £ 150 system,

are much less.

kitchen and bathroom. AWi-Fi

gear will connect to another. But

promising ' high fidelity stereo

connection would very likely

some companies see Bluetooth

music without wires...to the

record: IEEE Ethernet is the

stop working as soon as the

as away of connecting audio

headphones'.

de facto way cf connecting

bathroom door was closed, so

and hi-fi equipment.

the catch-all word, with the

The IEEE has agood track

Motorola has been

,,o.r1 Extreme

—..•....•••••••••••••••/••••Mitagé

ABOVE: Apple's wireless AirPort can stream AV around the home

'The DC800 transceiver

GOOD SOUND

promising an all- digital home

Ibor rowed atransceiver and

entertainment network using

headphones and was pleasantly

the new Class 1A2DP Bluetooth

surprised at the sound quality.

standard. Class 1extends range

But Isoon found aserious

to 100m, and the Advanced

problem with the system, which

Audio Distribution Profile uses

may explain why the launch

heavy compression to give

was so low-key. The Bluetooth

high- quality audio in stereo. In

circuitry has to do so much

2004 Motorola said the DC800

coding and compression that

transceiver would be available in

the sound is delayed. For video

'the first half of 2005*.

or TV, the pictures end up many
frames ahead of the sound. The

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

WIRELESS DATA STANDARDS

effect is very disturbing.
Iasked Motorola for

802.11h uses spread spectrum radio

802.11a is an older system using OFDM

Spread Spectrum radio technology

comment but after three

technology, like a3G phone, to provide

in the higher 5GHz band to give speeds

to carry 1Mb/s. The transceivers

months and several

relativery tow speed connection

up to 54Mb/s

continually hop between different

reminders the company has

(up to 11Mb/s) in the same 2.4GHz band

Modern WiFi equipment usually

frequencies to avoid interference and

come up with nothing. It's very

that is used by microwave ovens

works any way, automatically switching

to make the connection secure. When

likely that all digital wireless

802.11g uses Orthogonal Fregdency

to match whatever other wireless

apair of transceivers are matched

audio links will suffer from

Division Multiplexing Hike DA Bradio) to

equipment is in range

or ' paired', they hop frequency in

the same ' latency' problem.

deliver 54Mb/s in the same 2.4611z band

Bluetooth also works at 2.4GHz, using

synchronism — 1600 times asecond

So think twice before buying a
digital wireless audio link. 13
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DVD PLAYER TEST

Universal
Progression
R

egular readers might
well wonder what

DETAILS

distinguishes the

i@ Denon DVD-Al XVA

DVD-AlXVA from the Denon
DVD-AlXV we reviewed back in

it £ 2700

May 05. The price has increased
from £ 2500 to £ 2703 and there's

www.denon.co.uk
@

01234 741200
The one- stop universal

now ablue sticker I'm the corner

from its HDMI socket, in

2C061. As tsuggested at the

of its massive, charipagne

anticipation of the few 1080f -

time, Denon soffering he

gold fascia cleclariNg ' 1080P

capable projectors and plasmas

same Anchor Bay/DVDO digital

UPGRAICED'. And this is what

due for launch later this year.

video scaler by way of af200

the fuss sall about, for the

DVD solution

e

Denon's flagship universal DVD player
gets its sound and video tweaked,
with 1080p video as the new headline
feature. Paul Miller plugs in

Poor jitter with IEEE1394

We've already locked al the

upgrade to its standard player.

DVD-AlXV is now cEpable of

Marantz DV9603, the first CUD

delivering afully progressive

player to be equipped with a

especially ' standard' aboJt

1080- line digital video output

1080p output ! track in April

ahattlesh pCVD player hat

'There's now a blue sticker in the
corner of its gold fascia
declaring 1080P UPGRADED'

No. that there's anything

de'ine 3 the current stateof-the-art both in terms of
performarce and functionality.
This one player provides full
compaitibility with CD 1-R;RW,
MF3, WMA and JPEG), DVD
1±R/RW, DVD-V/A1 and SACD
discs, offers independent

eiem•

I

8ieAdilitio

analogue composite/9-

a t
o

video and progressivu
or interlacec

lib 8 egh
let 1
'
1
.10
1 * we , 0
,

CUM] t,!,9Y.
-

TR>ç

ONS V

Adding an A' to the DVD-AlXV means
1080p video output from DVD

DENON DVD-1XVA

£2700
(

to deliver 1280 x720p, 1920 x

its power and

with parallel digital video from

1080i and 1920 x1080p digital

versatility, I

DVI and HDMI. Multichannel,
stereo and bitstream audio is

video through HDMI, only the
flagship Denon player is has a

the Realta would

delivered through achoice of

Silicon Optix ' Realta' processor.

be in everything

HDMI v1.1, i.LINK and Denon

By condensing core features

from DVD players

Link ) D- Link) connections, the

of the industry- standard

to plasmas by now. A

latter now upgraded to v3 which

Teranex video processor

year later and only the Yamaha

accommodates SAC D's DSD

(never knowingly undersold at

DPX-1300 DC3 DLP projector

host

data. Whether you listen to CD,

-$60k...), the Realta chip offers

has been demonstrated with the

of

multichannel audio or are a

aproprietary motion- adaptive,

Silicon Optix/Realta processor

advanced image

home cinema elitist, Denon's

pixel- by- pixel de- interlacing

on board!

DVD-Al XVA has it all.

right up to 1080i- to- p. Extensive
noise reduction, detail

for Denon combining the Realta

Model 3 1080p is provided with

DIGITAL VIDEO

enhancement, 3:2/2:2 and van-

de-interlacer with the DVDO

an external scaler from Crystalio

While both the Marantz DV9600

speed pulldown is also included.

scaler, even though the former

which, while delivering a 1080p

could deliver a 1080p feed all on

video feed to the projector, will

its own. Using two processors

not currently accept anative

component outputs together

This is what makes the

and Denon DVD-AlXVA use the
same Anchor Bay/DVDO scaler

DVD-A1XV so special and, given

SETUP SCREENSHOTS

MY.

POI

really thought

At least there's agood reason

enables simultaneous analogue

1080p input. Fortunately, it's

and digital video outputs,

possible to drive the Model 3

giving acustom installer the

1080p directly from Denon's

option to run atrue multiroom

1080p HDMI output.

solution. The Realta provides

1.14•1110111 •• J•••

,
eree!
•••41, OVI

Inv..

An

processing technology
from Texas Instruments. The

The results are impressive,

the sophisticated de- interlacing

with acontrast that exceeds

to 480/576p, which feeds both

all the three- chippers we've

the component analogue video

measured together with a

outputs, while providing a

subtlety of detail that's truly

source for the DVDO scaler.

outstanding, bearing in mind the

This, in turn, drives both the DVI

limited resolution of the DVD

and HDMI digital video outputs

software. The one- and- only full

MII11112,

511 1•1111. Va..>

betl•11.1••

Pert.

Settings for each of the three digital output options are illustrated by these screenshots
of Denon's setup menu. While there are separate IEEE1394, HDMI and D- Link connections,

'There's a good reason for Denon
combining Realta de-interlacer
with the DVDO scaler'

they are not mutually independent. For example, if you were to enable Denon Link las
DL2, IEEE1394 or DL3 setting Os! then both the i.LINK and HOMI Audio parameters would

with scaling to 720p, 1080i and

technical review of the Model

appear greyed- out on the setup menu.

now 1080p ( HDMI only).

3 1080p will have to wait until

Iwas lucky enough to

•

j

•

Texas Instruments addresses

gain exclusive access to

the same DLP driver issues that

Projectiondesign's forthcoming

afflicted its 2k digital cinema

Model 3 1080p projector, a

projectors but, for now, the

single- chip DLP design with two

system more than adequately

lamps, two colour wheels and

demonstrates the potential of
Denon's 1080p output.

LEFT: Under the heatsink lies the latest
Anchor Bay scaler, with the

QUICK AND NO JAOGIES

Teranex-derived Realta chip sited

Colour purity and gamut is

beneath. Fabricated by Silicon Optix to

limited more by the single- chip

deliver state-of-the-art deinterlacing and

projector, but the perceived

video processing, the Realta is the real

gains in resolution with the

heart of the DVD-Al XVA

very quickest action scenes
from the likes of The Island and
Mr & Mrs. Smith illustrate the
effectiveness of Anchor Bay's
de-interlacer. There's not ahint
of motion- blur or jaggies on
swiftly- moving diagonal edges,
and there are plenty of these as
Ewan McGregor and Scarlett
Johansson tumble improbably
off the side of that office
towerblock. The 10- bit greyscale
processing also ensures that

CI
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DENON DVD-AlXVA • £2700

block colours are smoothly

mode, as opposed to the ' Pure

graded, whether this is the

Direct' setting that additionally

animated blue depths of Finding

disables the digital interface(s).

Nemo or grey- tinted skyline

At 48Onsec [ that's 480,000psecl,

from War of the Worlds.

jitter has agross impact on

Most top- end DVD players

DETAILS — BACK AND FRONT PANELS

Aimpulik

sound quality, blurring the focus

are equipped with S/PDIF I2ch

and stature of stereo images

PCM up to 96kHz), HOMI v1.1

and softening the crisp impact

[multichannel DVD-AI and

of bass and percussion.

i.LINK [ multichannel DVD-A/

00 44 Of 000

o

rArreere.
ezetr.41m.

Adige

The HDMI interface, while

SACO) digital outputs, and the

purpose- designed for the

DVD-A1XVA is no exception. In

secure transmission of digital

addition, it offers ' Denon Link'

video, is less well- regarded

lor D- Link for short) which is

for listening because its audio

distinct from i.LINK/FireWire

clock is typically regenerated by

'Ile 1080p upgrade is
mandatory future-proofing a
modern day classic for years'

OF

1=111111M

MO IMF

P., 'a, n

e

e

Analogue video is carried by RGB-wired SCARF and pairs of composite, S- Video and
in offering aserial datastream

division of the MPEG video clock

component terminals. Analogue audio is delivered from two- channel stereo and 5.1

in place of apacket- based

inside the sink.

channel phunos. HDCP-encrypted digital video is offered via DVI-D and HMI sozkets

delivery, with the added

Nevertheless, while high at

advantage of aserial clock

-1900psec, the level of jitter

return from the sink ( the AV

encountered in our Denon duet

digital connection to employ

amplifier) back to the source

was not entirely debilitating.

also extends the versatility, and

high- quality home cinema's will

As Iexpected, it's the

upgrade potential, of the player

benefit from HDMI for digital

(the player).
However, since Denon first

music- making while

proprietary 0- Link connection

as a ' universal server' of digital

introduced its D- Link, the likes

video but either conventional

that delivers the cleanest audio

video and audio.

of Sony, Pioneer and Yamaha

S/POIF or sync- locked DL3/1394

within an all -Denon system,

have added asimilar clock

whether as alinear PCM or

STICK WITH SYNC- LOCKED

compressed multichannel
&plc). And with 1080p video,

connections to carry the

return to regulate the flow of

compressed multichannel

Ironically. perhaps,

data across their respective

IDollay/DTS1 bitstream. However,

Denon-o-philes should stick

1394 connections. Denon chose

now only waiting for adisplay

there's not only an advantage to

with the syrc-locked 0- Link
1394 connection for their

to connect to it, the DVD-Al XVA
just keeps on giving! D

not to update its FireWire

using 0- Link instead of HDMI

connection but has added an

and i.LINK but there's also

1EEE1394 ' divert' option ( for

aclear hierarchy within the

stereo/multichannel SACD) to

Denon Link family itself. 0- Link

its list of 0- Link output formats.

3betters 0- Link 2at 570psec

WHICH LINK TO CHOSE?

versus 895psec, but it's 0- Link's
IEEE1394 mode ( ostensibly

MEASURED SPECS

An unregulated I
LEE1394/

operating as 0- Link 2) that

(Full Lab Report in HEN May ' 05. Download the entire Hi Fi News Test

Firewire connection typically

really hits the spot with alow

Report for free from www.milleraudioresearch.comlavteci)

suffers ahuge level of jitter,

320psec of jitter.

something Idemonstrated

This combination has the

Maximum multichannel output Level

by connecting the DVD-AlXV

capacity to sound truly superb,

S/N ratio ( A-wtd)

to Denon's own AVC-A11XV

offering up abroad and deep

Distortion, lkElz, OdBFs/-30dBk

amplifier. Incidentally, all

soundstage populated with

Distortion, 20kHz, OdBFs

my tests were run in ' Direct'

tactile images of performers

Distortion, 40kHz, OdBFs ( 24-bit/96kHz),

and instruments alike. Female

Digital jitter [ CD/DVD/SACD)

2.0V
108dB
0.0005°140.005%
0.015%
0.025%
250/180/140psec

vocalists such as Rebecca

DVD/SACO resolution 1B - 100dBFs

Pidgeon recover the strength

Stereo separation 20Hz-28kHz

AV Sources: Projectiondesign

and authority lost to the higher-

Dimensions Otwd1

Action! Model 31080p and SIM2 C3X

jitter interfaces just as the

Weight

Lite RP projectors

REVIEW SYSTEM

Amplifiers: Denon AVC-Al 1XV AV

backing strings and bass regain
both the crispness and punch

Arcam AV9 processor/pre-amp

that is the hallmark of these

Arcam P1 mono amps x6

Chesky recordings.

Speakers: B&W Nautilus 802/804/

Naturally, all stereo and

±- 0. 1/±0.0dB
> 105dB

170 x434 x432mm

HI- F/ NEWS VERDICT
One year en and Denon retains the head start it earned with the launch of the

HTM1/ASW850

multichannel media can be

Cabless: Townshend interconnects

DVD-Al XV in 2005. For existing owners, the 1080p upgrade is mandatory.

enjoyed directly from the CND-

future- proofing amodern-day classic for several more years to come.

and OED speaker cable

AlXVA's multichannel analogue
outputs but knowing which
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MEET THE PANEL...

Universal solution?

KEN KESSLER

ité

US-born

Q I'm

amanufacturer to release a

Ken Kessle

frustrated consumers discuss

has lived in the US since 1992.

region- free player Nowadays,

is t
-eHunter

those useful hacks.

Iintend to return to the UK

S. r-ompson

this year and want your advice

most players' region preference
is set in internal software,

cf h- fi'

crucial to you, find the player

on aDVD player that will play

and to change the code ' only"

and writes
exclisively on

that suits your budget first then

my current US DVDs and any

requires one to know asecret

do some online homework to

aBritish citizen who

UK DVDs Ibuy in the future.

hi-fi for Hi-Fr blews as ou"

I've been told certain DVD

Since the region coding is

combination of button presses

ensure it can be set free from the

on the remote control handset.

shackles of the DVD Copy Control

Senior Contributing Editor.

players will play both regions

Watch out for answers with

if acode is entered irto the

discovered by using an intern et

attitude!

remote. Can you enlignten

search engine to browse

already advertise most of their

me on this? My equipment

specialist sites or online

players as '
multi- region', which

over here is Sony but because

forums, where enthusiasts and

helps take away the guesswork.

STEVE HARRIS
Steve Harris is

of the voltage and regional

.he

difference, Ican't bring it with

Consultant

Editd . of Hi -ri

me. Ihope you can help.

iVews and

J.H. Fairlamb, Georgia, USA

These can often be

Association IDVOCCAI. Richer
Sounds and other retailers

BELOW: Region DVD coding: 1 - USA; 2 - Europe, Japan; 3 - SE
Asia; 4 - Australia & S. America; 5 - Africa, Russia, India; 6 - China

edited the title
between 1986

A Andrew Harrison

and mid- 2005.

'Region coding of DVD players

replies:

He has prabaoly forgotter

is not quite the annoyance it

more abolut n41 than most

once was when the setting was

of us can remember...

usually set in silicon, but it still
causes annoyance to end users

PAUL MILLER

who just want to pl'ay afilm

Paul Miller is

without fretting about whether

the inventor of

or not their player has been

HiFi News lab

barred from playing it.

test equipment

It isn't illegal to sell an

-the OC

unlocked DVD player, although

Suite - and

it is abreach of contract for

is TecIhnical
Director a : he magazine.
He's also awhizz at all

Total transformation

Better BEMs?

Q I'm

quandry as to what to do.

Q Iuse

Stewart James, by e-mail

own Quad EL63s. Could you

aspects of AV technology.
ANDREW HARiRISSIN

about to move to the

USA for afew years but I

Andrew

don't fancy converting all my

HarriS3n

equipment or replacing it. Do

A ken

only going for afew years, and

B&W DM2s and also

suggest areplacement speaker
Kessler replies: If you're

for the B&W that has the detail
of the Quads and the bass of the

cined Hi Fi

you think getting alarge

'Vens in 1998

step-up transformer to convert

definitely coming back, put

B&Ws? I've £ 1000 to spend.

as Technical

USA voltage to UK, then feeding

your UK gear in storage. When

M. Dunn, Bognor

Ed tor and

it through amains conditioning

you get to the USA, you'll find

has been

unit such as the Isotek

decent secondhand equipment

Deputy Ed tor tor the

A Ken

Sub- Station would give a

costs less than shipping your

replies: 'Don't

past five years. He sa

sufficiently good mains supply?

equipment, plus aworthwhile

be silly! Sell the

step-up transformer, plus AC

DM2s, then add

goldmine of knowledge on

I'm mainly concerned about

Kessler

hi- fidelity ai.dio and home

powering my Musical Fidelity

filter or regenerator The Ebuys

the money to

entertainment technology.

A3 amp and Michell Gyro SE.

nearly $ 1.75, and any hi-fi dealer

your £ 1000 and

Any light you can shed on this

you visit will have adecent

have the Quads

would be great as Iam in a

secondhand department'.

overhauled'.
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READER QUERIES

?it

Each month the best tweak

Readers' Tweaks
Ever had young children

near origimal state s

and you may find t at

passing through who

to genity apply some

the dome will pop out

by Ken Kessler and Steve Harris that tells

couldn thelp but prod

Se.lotape across th:e

again. Sometimes afew

the history of hi-fi and Hi-Fi News. You can

little fingers in:o your

dome, apolying encugh

attempts are requ red. It

email your ' top tweaks to:

speaker's delicate

pressue to get it to

doesn't work sow -Il on

hi-finewsraipcmedia.com or

tweeter dome, leaving it

sti:k to as mLch of

metal dome twee

post them to our usual office

wrinkled and concave'

the dcme

but whc wants. to isten to

address marked ' Readers'

One way to restore

Than carefully pull

milk bottle tops a yway?

your wee domes to

the tape towards you,

Paul Pa. et, Singap ere

tip wins acopy of the superb

book Sound Bites, worth £ 14.99,

Tweaks'.

35

possitle.

•r5,

soultes
-,..=nomes

RIGFT: DVD-Audio stereo

Sound differences
Q Irecently bought the

doesn't mean true stereo mix

played as Advanced- Resolution
surround, Advanced- Resolution

complete collection of Warner

DVD-Audio Beethoven's Symphonies, with Daniel Barenboim
content ircludes 'Advanced Resolution Stereo 96kHz/24-bit',

stereo and DVD-Videocompatible Doiloy Digital fAC-31

with LPCM. But, when playing the disc, only ' Multi- Channel

and will only play on players

Surround Sound' with Packed PCM is available, which is abig

with aDVD logo'. Note it

difference in sound. My player is a Denon DVD-2900. Ireally

disingenuously states can be
played as... stereo' rather than

as conductor. On the back label is clearly writter that the disc

believe that DVD-A is the best format, but is the deceit the best

saying it contains astereo mix.
Our copy makes no mention

way to suoport the format?

Jose Ferrada, Spain

of LPCM, but it is much more

A Andrew Harrison replies:

' This kind of confusion over actual

content and its quality is one of the reasons DVD-A has earned
such abad name. Many discs contained no dedicated two- channel
mix but relied on an internal player downmix from 5.7 to 2.0, with
poor sounding results. This is just such arecording: our copy of
the Beethoven 4 & 5ITeldec 8573-82891-9J reads ' This disc can be

The £ 10,000 conundrum

likely that a5 1- channel 24/96
recording will use Meridian
Lossless Packing fMLP, aka 'Packed PCM'i as the data rate of digits
off the disc for a206/5.1 multi- channel bitstream is higher than
that available from the DVD format Note that some DVD-A decs
completely disallow any clownmix of 5.1 content'.

listening experience

combination,
AudioValve etc etc.

significant improvement over

for that. You could, for
example, buy apair of

my system in the lounge. I

my current Prurare A33.1

the simply astounding

you're in Levinson,

have now acquired a room

integrated ampllier dr ving

MartinLogan

Ayre and Krell

for my own use. It measures

B&W 805-S speakers? Room

Vantages. or new

territory. But before

4.1 metres along each wall

size clearly rules out many

Quads. or Scnus

with a height of 2.25 metres.

highly regarded speakers

you da athing, find
adecent retailer

The walls are solid with a

and Idoubt if a ' super-

Fabers, or afew dozer
other superb speakers

suspended wood floor and

amp' would be beneficial

for under (4000, and

adedicated mains spur has

in the absence of ' super-

any of anumber of

the roam, and also

been installed.

speakers' to complement it.

provide ahome

Ihave ( 10,000 to buy awhole

Your suggestions would be

sublime pre/power
amp combinations or

new system for the room but

appreciated.

super-integrateds

Isuspect the room will be the

Martin Roberts, by e-mail

for under (6k.

like what you
hear, then you've

For valves,

saved

Q After many years

of having

critica, factor in determining
system performance. Could

A Ken Kessler replies:

.
(10k

is

achange of amp and/or

atot of money to play with, and

speakers really make a

yes, you could transform your

.5olid-state? Hey,

who'll come to your
home arid assess

demo. If you don't

(
moor

try G4AF's
LEFT MartinLogan

GM50, an Audio
Research

Vantages are agood ootion

GOT ANY Hi -Fi QUESTIONS? WE CAN HELP YOU um
If you have any hi-fi query you can email your question to hi-finewsfaipcnecia.com and mark it .13&A. Alternatively you can snail
mail' os at: Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street, Cenoydon CR9 1112. If you want aparticular expert to answer it plea
make this clear and we'll get it sent to them for an answer. We regret that due to time and editoria. deadline pressures we can t
answer any technical queries by telephone, e-mail or post. Sorry!
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'SAY 11E119111 MY
LITTLE FRIENIP
THE
KING OF
NCR

irate'
ope.
e

'a •

THE ULTIMATEal6BUYER'S GUIDE
1, true story bei
C ;t,re--ttest gang-,

,

'•••-•
Torantnno
A Ilniniry : Wen« eDon

se

• ro Cownoil. 3,1c, ChilonC'

AVAILABLE IN

Plus Bruce Willis, James Dean, Tarantino
Clint Eastwood, Joaquin Phoenix, Jack Black
Heath Ledger and Jake Gyllenhaal
THE ALL NEW UNCUT DM ON SALE NOW
WHSmith

AND ALL LEADING NEWSAGENTS
SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY AT SI LECHO WHSMITH HIGH STREET STORES

TONEARM TEST

HADCOCK 242 CRY° • £ 18.85

sar

RIGHT: Visually it's the
same as the Integra, but
treated internal wiring
gives the Cryo 242
areal edge

Tony Bolton tries the latest version of the Hadcock
unipivot tonearm, now with cryogenically- treated
wiring inside and out, and finds it areal performer
interested when Ilearned that

DETAILS

0Hadcock 242 Cryo Arm

e

£918.85
www.hiaudio.co.uk

acryogenically- treated version
of the 242 tonearm had become

Mozart

availaole. This costs £ 918.85,

Cosi Fan Tuti

compared to the £ 750 for the

Schwarzkopf/Ludwig/

Integra model.

Krauss/Taddei

Visually there is no difference

Karl Bohm cond;

between the Cryo and other

Philharmonia

versions, apart from the wiring

@

01443 231458
Timing, air, space, detail
Nothing

loom trailing from the bottom
of the arm mounting. On the

type, and possesses aleech- like

Integra this is Cardas cable

ability to keep aneedle attached

sheatned in grey cloth while on

to the groove wall, even when

the Cryo it comprises Musiflex

coping with heavily modulated

cable in agrey synthetic wrap.

classical 78s.

Apparently various cable

REVIEW SYSTEM
Sources: Linn Sondek LP12 with
Origin Live DC motor; Acoustic Solid
Machine Small turntables; The
Cartridge Man MusicMaker Mk III,
Ortofon Kontrapunkt Acartridges; The

Orchestra and Chorus

combinations were tried, and the

Swapping over to the 242
Cryo provided me with everything

'To say Iam impressed is an
understatement. If you can find
the extra to buy the Cryo, do it'

Cartridge Man Isolator

best sonic results came from

that Ihave just mentioned,

Amplifiers: Graham Slee Jazz Club/

cryogenically treating an arm

but Ifelt more involved in the

Elevator EXP phono stage; Icon Audio

wired with Cardas internally and

performance. Timing seemed

LA4 pre-amplifer/ MB25 monoblocks

MusiFlex microphone cable from

tighter, as though the bands

Speakers: Chario Ursa Major

the base. This is terminated in

were better rehearsed, and the

Eichmann Silver Bullet plugs.

whole concept of space and air

HMV ASD 3121/3
Jacques loussier Trio
Play Bach No 2
Decca SKI 5023
Dusty Springfield
Everything's
Coming Up Dusty
Philips Records
RBL 1002
Fat Boy Slim
Better Living Through
Chemistry
Skint Records
BRASSIC 2LP

R

in the music took on anew level.

was appreciating textures and

egular readers will be
aware that Iam afan

THE SOUND

Icould equate it to the difference

shape in sounds that Ihave been

Although it is difficult to tell the

between watching awidescreen

listening to for years, which I

and keen user of the

two arms apart visually Ihad no

display and then looking at the

hadn't previously noticed or,

riadcock 242 Integra pick-up

such problem when it came to

same image on ahigh- definition

had beer partially masked by an

arm. Although occasionally a

the sonic performance. The price

projection system. Ifound I

overlap of other sounds. CI

:ttle fiddly to set up, Ifind it

difference of £ 168.85, while not

provides excellent sound quality

small, pales into insignificance

for the price and, as someone

when the difference in almost

who plays records of all three

every aspect of the sound is

speeds and groove formats, I

real'sed. Ialready rate the

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

like the convenience of being

Integra very hghly. Ilike its

Greater air, tighter timing, abetter appreciation of textu es... to say that I
am

able to swap arm tubes

detailed and uncluttered

impressed is an understatement. The 242 Integra is avery good arm, and highly

pre- mounted with the

presentation, good soundstaging

recommended if your budget is astrict E750. But if you can find the extra £ 168.85,

appropriate cartridge and

and fluid sense of timing. It

then do buy the 242 Cryo. Its worth every extra penny.

weights. Iwas therefore very

seems unfazed by cartridge

DATA FILE
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CARTRIDGE TEST

Hit me with your
rhythm,

on adelicate touch at low level.

The R100H is the first sub- E1000
cartridge I've found which can
really trouble the Argo in this

From Japan comes two pick-ups offering impressive
performance at their price points thanks to anew approach
to cartridge construction. Oh, and they both sport plastic
bodies too. David Allcock is impressed

area, while in the area of macro
dynamics the R100H is capable

of holding its own against the
like of the Van den Hul Condor
and original Lyra Titan, neither
of which were reticent with big
dynamic shifts.
This cartridge's strongest

j

apanese cartridge
specialist Zyx has

two examples from the Zyx

R100H

range: the untreated R100H and

reintroduced atwist to

Starting with the R100H, even

the DCT'd R1000 Airy 3-XH.
Mounting these cartridges
was easy on either aGraham

though it only has atypical m- c
voltage output of 045m V, this
cartridge possessed the kind

2.0 or Hadcock Cryo arm [see
p771, and in both cases Ifound

of explosive dynamics you'd

the art of pick-up design by
using OCT ( Deep Cryogenic
Treatment) on its wire. Itried

DETAILS

the optimal tracking weight to
be 2.0g. The manual suggests
that awide range from 1.7 to

Zyx MOON & R1000 Airy
£625/f1500
(lp www.gtaudio.com

recording, whether your tastes

these arms Ilost dynamics at
anything under 1.9g and the

run to Mahler or Marillion, but
shading in the micro dynamic
regions, where subtle shifts of
emphasis from note to note rely

0

dynamic range, collapsed at
over 2.2g. These cartridges

Excellent value R100H

have very low mass, 4.2g for the
R100H and 5.0g for the R1000;
by comparison my reference
Benz Glider L2 is 6.8g and the
Lyra Argo 6.4g, so you may need
to add alittle extra weight at the
cartridge to get optimal tracking.
The ride height of both these
cartridges is very low, around

Jennifer Rush

1mm between the bottom of the
body and the surface of the vinyl.

Movin CBS
CBS26710

This is especially noteworthy
considering the length of the

Dido

cartridge bodies - both my Argo
and Glider L2 look like monster
trucks, compared with the
Ferrari Enzo like ride height of

Life For Rent
Classic Records RTH 2015
Dave Brubeck Quartet
Time Out

the Zyxs. If your records have
any serious warps in them, I'd be
tempted to keep them away.

Classic Records CS 8192

These cartridges required

Madonna

aprotracted running- in period

Ray Of Light

-this pair had already seen

Warner 9362-46847-1

around 40 hours use before I
received them, but still needed

Rosie Vela

another 15 hours before they
fully opened up and revealed

Zan
A&M Records AMA5016

what they could do... but it was
certainly worth the wait.
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its equally adept at very subtle

soundstage, along with the

01895 833099

WE LISTENED TO

Cartridge Man MusicMaker
This cartridge will not shy away
from the huge dynamics in a

2.5g is acceptable, but in both

#

Plastic look

associate with aDecca or The

feature is its big, powerful
sound; this is not your average
polite m- c, its much more like
the award-winning MusicMaker
III: this is acartridge with
genuine scale. The bass
performance on Jennifer Rush's
'Movin', an album I've owned
for 15 years, was among the
best I've heard to date, with the
colossal power of the bass line
on The Right Time Has Come
Now' shaking the sofa and being
BELOW: Cartridge bodies are made of
plastic but both are profiled in abid to
protect the generator from eddy currents

ZYX R100H & R1000 AIRY 3-XH • £6251£1500
DATA FILE

REVIEW SYSTEM
Source: Basis Gold Debut Turntable
Graham 2.0 & Hadcock Cryo arms

SPECIFICATIONS

Amplifier: Klyre System 7PX3.5
phono stage; Krell KRC-3, Musical

Output voltage

Fidelity A5 pre- amps; Bryston 3B- SST,

0.24mV ( H = 0.48mV) [3.54cm/s, 1kHz1
or 0.34mV ( H=0.613mV) [5.0cmls, 1kHz)

14B- SST power amplifier

Frequency response (± 1dB)

Speakers: Martin Logan SL- 3,
Hyperion HPS-938
Cables: Townshend lsolda DCT

20Hz-20kHz

Channel separation (1kHz)

> 30dB

Channel balance ( 1kHz)

< 0.5dB

Recommended tracking force

speaker cables ( hi- wire), Chord Co

2.0g

Tracking force range

Signature speaker cables [ bi-wire)

1.7-2.5g

Trackability

Atlas Elektra interconnects

Internal Impedance

> 80pm/2.0gm
4ohm ( H = 8ohm)

Recommended Load Impedance

felt in the chest cavity. But this

Cantilever material

is supremely controlled with

Stylus

excellent definition and clearly

microridge solid diamond 0.07mm'

Weight ( R100H/R1000 Airy

discernable start and stop

>100 ohm

boron rod 0.3mnf
4.2/5g

points for each note; similarly
the midrange was rich and
powerful, without resorting to

ABOVE: Beautifully presented, both

euphonic colouration in the

models share the same performance
specs, as shown in the nata file opposite

lower midrange which makes

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
We have here two excellent cartridges: the R1000 should be considered alongside
the likes of the Lyra Titan, Transfiguration Temper Wand Van den Hul Condor XCM,
bringing ahuge scale of sound, an ability to reproduce massive dynamic swings,

male vocalists sound as though
they're singing with aheavy

palette of tonal colours, without

superb tracking, and agenuinely neutral sound balance, simply allowing the music

cold. Instead you really hear the

resorting to undue prominence

on the vinyl to speak for itself. I
cannot think of anything more I
could ask for from

full vocal range without undue

or forwardness ':.() give the

acartridge, except for maybe alittle more lateral stage width.

emphasis at any point. Dido's

illusion of enhanced resolving

vocal on ' Sand in My Shoes'

power. The soundstage this

and energetic cartridge, this has asmooth detailed high-frequency range, alush

sounded breathy and sultry

cartridge constructed was very

mid mated with stunning transparency, all coupled with bass dynamics which

without lacking body and solidity.

deep and spacious - the Lyra

cartridges at twice its price struggle to match. The R100H is agenuine high-end

Argo was slightly superior in this

bargain. If you're looking for acartridge around this price, I'd urge you to listen to

of air when compared with the

area - but the focus and solidity

one soon. I'm happy to firmly recommend the R1000, but the R100H is astunning

likes of the Lyra Argo, the high

of the images or/the stage
were truly outstanding, with

gem which I
feel is acomplete and utter bargain.

frequencies were focused and
rendered superbly with afull

only Lyra's Titan or Condor XCM

While lacking the last ounce

The R100H, however, is the clear star here, an astonishingly vivid, enthusiastic

capable of bettering it.
area was still very good and I

constriction of the lateral stage.

while solidly rendering

cannot imagine anyone being

While improving on the R100H,

musicians and maps beyond

disappointed with its abilities.

In the area cf stage width,

Y

glIFP.Pre 4

it was still eclipsed by the Lyra
Argo and Van den Hut Condor

the outer edges ot the speakers,

XCM, but gave aperformance far

the drums on Dave Brubeck's

R1000 AIRY 3-XH

'Take Five' were furtner to the

The R1000 Airy 3-XH ( referred

more in keeping with acartridge

left on both the TiIan and the

to as the R1000 for the rest of

at this price point. The R1000

Condor, and Brubeck's piano

this review) took everything

cartridge was also very forgiving

was not quite as fmr to the

the R100H started, and then

-on Madonna's superb Ray of

right as either of my reference

applied polish. It brought out a

Light. There is atendency of

carzridges; but having said

Little more vocal intelligibility

some cartridges to try to expose

that the performance in this

and transparency through the

all the electronic manipulation

midrange, allowing you not only

applied by producer William

LEFT: Both Zyx cartridges were supplied

to hear the luscious vocals of

Orbit, and while there is no

in their high- output form, signified by the

Rosie Vela on ' Fools Paradise'

lack of transparency and detail,

letter Hin the product name

but to ascertain the location and

the R1000 presents this in an

number of backing vocalists.

entirely coherent and musically-

There was no homogenisation

relevant fashion; it doesn't go

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

WINDINGS

of these vocals which can occur

looking for detail for the sake

with lower cost cartridges.

of it. The high frequencies lose

Both cartridges use electrically

cryogenically treated, as are the output

symmetrical windings on the coils, with

pins, armature, both yokes and the pole

Bass was stilt incredibly

acoil winding method that allows both

piece. The bodies a:e plastic, unusual at

powerful and authoritative, but

envelope of the note, allowing

coils to be wound simultaneously in the

this price point, but in 00th cases bodies

was now more agile, giving the

the full dynamic range of

opposite direction. Wire in the R100H is

are profiled, said to prevent resonance

sonic illusion of more space and

each note to be clearly and

6nines purity copper, 0.03mm diameter,

while inhibiting the flow ot eddy currents

time around each note without

distinctively heard while

and for the R1000 it is 0.035mm diameter,

around the generatoi.

an actual alteration of tempo.

bringing out the tonal variation

But again there was that slight

of every note played. CI

none of the detail or curtail the
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

Flexible
Friend

Slotting in between the Micro and Diva models in Focal's
flagship Utopia range is the multi- purpose L&R speaker.
Alvin Gold tries this unusual design, which can be used as
acentre, left or
right speaker, or
as astereo pair

DETAILS
L&R Utopia Be
(C)1 £7540 ( apair)
®

www.focallm.fr
0990 111999

e

Depth, stability, scale

!
It's heavy!

be rotated in its cutout by the
dealer so that the bass units
can be pointed appropriately to
the left or right, taking the local
room environment into account.
A special landscape version
of the design, the Center ( sic)
Utopia Be, is available for use as
acentre speaKer.

0

fall the models in Focal.
JMEab's celebrated

THE SOUND

Utopia series, the

with aClassé CAP- 21013,

L&R is the oddest. Ostensibly

The speaker was tested here
Denon's PMA-SA1, and a

athree-way rear- vented

Musical Fiddity A5 - all high

D'Appolito loudspeaker, it is

performance integrateds - on

not in fact D'Appolito at all, but

the matching SCU Pedestal

what the maker describes as

stands ( E480each/E960 pair).

Focus Time ( each unit inhabits

All the signature qualities of

its own angled sub- baffle, the

the Utopia seres were present

three directed towards the

and correct. The treble is smooth

listening hot seat, with equal

and finely detailed, but above all

path lengths built into the

it is essentially characterless

design). But there is also a

and unobtrusive, aquality also

fourth hidden drive unit behind

noted in the new B&W diamond

acloth- trim panel on one side

tweeter, arguably to an even

of the enclosure.

greater extent. For the most

The L&R Utopia can be used

part, unless acomponent earlier

as alarge stand- mounted

in the reproduction chain, or the

loudspeaker in astereo system,

music recording itself negates

or in multiples as the basis of a
high- end multichannel or home

LEFT: Enclosure design matches other

cinema system, with or without

Utopias and corres in the same choice of

asubwoofer. The tweeter can

three wood veneer and gloss finishes
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FOCAL L&R UTOPIA BE £ 7540

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

COILS dc CONES

The key features of the Utopia series are

masterpiece, with asmall diameter and

the thick sandwich W- cone bass/mid

therefore lightweight voice coil set well

drivers cones, which are stiff, light and go

inside the outer radius of the dome,

along way to blocking sound transmission

fitted to ahigh power rare earth magnet

from inside the enclosure, and the

system with precautions taken to avoid

inverted beryllium dome tweeter. This

demagnetisation at high SPLs where the

tweeter is nothing short of aminiature

magnet structure becomes very hot.

SPECIFICATIONS
Tweeter

25mm inverted beryllium dome with 20mm voice coil

Midrange

2x 165mm W- Cone

Bass

250mm W- cone, side firing.

Frequency response
Crossover frequencies
Impedance

depth and stability in its

this quality, the L&R Utopia
treble ensures amore- than-

imaging and acertain richness

adequate level of detail, air and

and colour in the bass. This

space, but in an unusually subtle

is not to be confused with

and transparent way.

coloration. Coloration puts
the same gloss on all sounds.

PERCEPTIONS

What is extraordinary about

The subtlety carries through

the L&R Utopia bass is its

45Hz — 45kHz (- 3dB)anechoic
250Hz, 2.5kHz ( 24dB/octave slopes)
8Ohms ( nom), 3.4 Ohms ( min)

Weight

39kg

Dimensions

700 x300 x443mm ( hwd)

Finishes

Avant Garde: Natural Burr Ash and
slate grey metallic lacquer
Classic: Gold Burr Ash and slate grey metallic lacquer
Signature: Burgundy Burr Ash and slate grey metallic lacquer

to the rest of the band. It

range and variety of colour,

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT

is understood that treble

which leads to extraordinarily

Aloudspeaker that can be listened to for hour after hour with no hint of fatigue,

performance generally, and

effective reproduction of tuned

the L&R is atrue all-rounder. With my favoured mix of orchestral, chamber,

phase performance in particular,

percussion, and awonderful

instrumental and acoustic material, it all adds up to something approaching bliss.

influence the perception of bass

sense of scale, pungency and an

Bass and spatial depth proved to be particular strengths.

and midband, partly though

almost tactile presence from, for

changes in group delay, though

example, kettle drums.
Overall this is aloudspeaker

other factors may be involved.

that sings rather than shouts.

would be difficult to describe it

to get its hands dirty that way

here: the L&R Utopia has an

There are no readily identifiable

as arock and roller - it is almost

-¡ lisa loudspeaker that is truly

unusually sense of spatial

boxy colourations, and while it

too elegant and sophisticated

informative, yet unobtrusive.

But the whys are secondary

Art Audio Concerto
Stereo Valve Poweramplifier
complete with General Electric
6550A Valves. £5,400.00

T. + 44 (
0) 115 973 3222 E. shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

stingray integrated amplifier
£1,895

shrimp pre- amplifier
£1.530

stimulate
your
senses

steelhead mm/rrc phono stage ( 2box)
£5,895

neo-classic 300b ore- amplifier
£4,124

9 MIN
no-amp / clec

skipjack s
£799

Stingray
(£1,895) - Integrated Amplifier
neo-classic se/pp 300b monoblock ( pair)
£5.895

Using the brilliant EL84 tube for the output
stage means Stingray can be factory
configured for either 25 watts of TRIODE
or 50 watts of Ultra Linear mode pushpull operation. ( UL Mode is the Standard
Configuration.)
This little amplifier swims with the sharks:
fast, agile, fluid, and with consummate
authority.

mahi 50wpc mono-elock ( pair)

Call for more information and details of your
nearest dealer. Alternatively you can visit
www.shadowdistribution.co.uk

The Manley Labs range has won so
many aviaras that the ,esimply isn't
enough room to list them all here!
Visr: wwwshadowdistribution.co.uk
or w)Aw.manleylabs.com for further
product information. Om each
web site you ca read ; he many
womderful reviews from the most
famoLs reviewers and eithusiasts
on the planet!
Manley Labs build products with
alove and passion that is nothing
short of inspiring...

£2,095

Manley Labs Hi Fi is available
exclusively through:

Manley Labs Pro gear is
available exclusively through:

Shadow Distribution
20 - 22 Cadham Centre
Glenrothes, KY7 6RU
Si:otland

Sable Marketing
37 Goodmayes Aver Lie
Ilford, IG3 8TN
United Kingdom

tel: 01592 744 779
fax: 01592 744 710

tel: 020 8983 8434

info@shadowdistribution.co.uk
www.shadowdistributiom.co.uk

sales@sablemarketing.co.uk
www.sablemarketing.co.uk

DEALER ENQUIRIES VERY WELCOME.

snapper 100wpc mono- block ( pair)
£3,449

pg.
neo-classic 250wpc monoblock ( pair)
£7.350

"subject to conditions

neo-classic 500wpc monoblock ( pair)
£9.695

Unique, 30- day money back guarantee'. Call 01592 744 779 for more details.

INSIDE VIEW

IN MY OPINION

Doom-mongers, OVO
and aHO-Ready con
Btu- ray will not result in disenchanted consumers and disaster
for the AV industry, says Jon Thompson, but next year's
HD- Ready displays may make today's look very poor indeed

D

oom. That was the mood
at : he Bristol Hi -Fi
show this year. This is

the UK version of CES for AV,
or as close as it gets, and the
disposition was surp -isingly
negative. There was much
hand- wringing, with smaller
Brit'sh companies questioning
hcw they might compete with
larger Japanese corporations.
Oh yes, the doorn-mongers were
out , nforce, spreading fear that
next- generation DVD technology
would be adisaster and that
consumers were disenchanted.
The prize for most s:Jpid
comment of the show goes to

ABOVE: Both Hi-Def DVD and Btu- ray discs are promised soon, but will Sky+ HD

the head of ahigh- end audio

and movie downloads from companies like the UK's Lovefilm.com beat them to it?

company who c',aimed he
could not see much difference

the blocks, but copy protection

demand will finally become the

movie download thanks to UK

between high ard standard-

still seems to be an issue.

reality that has been promised

pioneer, Lovefilm.com.

def nition images. Time to

This will probably be the last

for over two years. By the time

restore free N1-1`.; eye tests?

evolution we will see of the 5in

you read this, King Kong will

The tabloids picked up on an
alleged scam of the ' HD- Ready'
logo. To be HD- Ready all that is

HIGH PRICES
The plain fact is that HD-DVDÍ
Btu- ray Is not aVHS/Betamax
situation, but amaturing
of technologies. The two
ccenpeti -Ig

7'orrvats

seem to

'One head of a high- end audio
company claimed he could not see
much difference between high
and standard- definition images'

needed is a720p device ( panel
or projector) that supports
HDCP-encrypted HDMI video.
Some papers have suggested
this amarketing con, for a
720p device would not reap the
benefits of ahigher resolution

have agood array of movies
so tar, but cf those isaw, the

disc, after which Sky+ HD and

have been released along with

1920x1080p source. For me,

prices are alittle high ($ 39-44).

movie downloads will probably

its DVD counterpart as the first

the choice of 720p or 1080p

HO-DVD might be the first off

come to dominate. Video on

simultaneous, high- budget

displays is less of an issue than
colour encoding, with next year

THE INSIDE TRACK ON...

HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE ( HDR)

bringing HD- Ready displays that
make this year's crop took poor
in comparison.

In contrast tp the way is which
digital images are stored today, High

Traditional images are encoded for

displays should take advantage of HDR

There will be disappointed

the human visual system, using gamma

provided they offer a10,000:1 contrast

people out there who have

and agamma of 2.6.

purchased this year's whizz-

Dynamic Range fliDR1 images are

encoding and correction, maximizing

coded according to physical values of

the visual information that may be

brightness/luminance or radiance. HDR

Current displays are tuned to a

bang displays, but the final

stored for afixed number of bits. The

gamma of some 1.8-2.2 with better than

viewing experience is only

is normally called 'scene- referred',

values stored for HDR images are

8bits of greyscale resolution, but while

as good as the story you are

while traditional digital images

linear, which means they represent

LCD seems ultimately limited to 12bits,

watching. If you're bothered by

(including those carried by DVD) are

relative or absolute values of radiance

high- end OLP certainly looks capable of

slight differences in resolution,

called 'device- or output- referred'.

or luminance for agamma of 1.0. New

achieving 23-24bits.

then perhaps the film was less
interesting than you expected!D
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Nice
Steezy
jn

0

DETAILS

Graham Slee Jazz Club

(£) £ 600

j

www.gspaudio.co.uk
HiAudia

0
e

To hear how records made before the RIAA EO
system was standardised sound, you need aphono
stage with the correct equalisation. Tony Bolton
explores the curves of Graham Slee's Jazz Club

01443 231458
Comprehensive EU meets
audiopnile performance
Needs extra unit for m- c

EQ curves. These cater for the
majority of recordings made
since the electrical era started in
1926, ( full details, including plots
of the curves, can be found on
the 3SP Audic website).
The Jazz Cub is a' no frills'
extruded aluminium box, with

W

three EQ switches on the front,
hen Iwas about 10
years old Idirscovered

colledion that now covers 710 0

and amono/stereo switch, input

years of music arid over a 1010

and output sockets and apower

that lie loca, junk

years of pressings land that's

socket filling tie back. Build

shop stocked seccndhand

()wily keeping the stuff that I

quality and finish are excellent.

Radius 5/ Roksan Shiraz/Goldring 1012

records as well as bits for -ny

like!). The or ly rule has bee -r: if I

Cartridge Man MusicMaker Mk 2and

model ra lway. This was the mid

didn't know it, try it.

REVIEW SYSTEM
Sources: Linn Sofidek [ P12/Origin
Live DC motor/Hadcock 242SE, Roksan

3, Ortoton Kontrapunkt A, Clearaudio

'0s, and it didn't take long for

Virtuoso Wood, Shure if178 for 78 use)

me to discover tnat Ipreferred

with the award- winning Graham

Amplifiers: EAR 834P, Michell

the Beatles to punk and that

Slee Era Vphono-stage EFIFIV

Pro-Ject Phono Box SE

'My earliest recording, a 1949
American Decca pressing of
Oklahoma simply leapt to life'

Icon Audio LA3 pre amo with 2xQuad
303 power amps, Icon Audio Stereo 40,
Musical Fidelity A5 ano kW 500
Speakers: Chance Ursa Major

WE LISTENED TO

with the Elevator EXP m- chead
amplifier. This is available for
£51 0and provides 22.5dB of flat
gain and switchable cartridge
loading to cater for amanor of
m- cdesigns.
THE TECHNOLOGY
Like the company's wide- band

Icould by the music that 1

Nov 20031 1was understandaoly

Era \‘' phono stage, the moving

liKed for tie princely surit of

inferesr.ed when Iheard aboLt

sens tivity Jazz Club does its

2p or singles and

the same company's Jazz Club

equalisation and amplification

78s.

and 2Op

fcr LPs. 'Ns started arecord

Louis Armstrong

Having been very impressed

I
;used the Jazz Club both on
its own with m- m cartridges and

model, with its 15 switchable

in asingle stage. It uses just
one cp-amp per channel,

St. Louis Blues
Parlophane R618 ( 1933)

INSIDE STORY

namely the 350V/pS Analogue
Devices AD8 17. High-grade Elna
Starget or Nichicon fine gold

Rachmanin3ff
Piano Concerto No 2

Three 3- way tog*

audio capacitors, coupled with

switches control

minimalist design, aid the low

equalisation, using

distortion, both perceived and

HMV DB 7427-7431 ( 1929)

an array of blue high-

measured ( 0.02% THDI.

JS Bach

to select the desired

SRachrraninoff ( piano);
PO; StoKowski

Brandenburg Nos 2 & 3
Stuttgart Chamber
Orchestra

speed pulse capacitors

A fast slew rate,
complemented by high-speed

record ED curve; tus

polypropylene capacitors and

very wide bandwidth

the high slew- rate AD8 17op -

design uses just ove

amp, aim to put record surface

Decca LX 3029 ( 1950)

high-speed Analog

noise well into the background.

Devices op- amp per

The PSU 1power supply is a

New York Cast

stereo channel

24V regulated ulit, with short
rectifier and filter capacitor

Oklahoma

paths to minimise charging

Decca ( US)

current harmonics, into 400OpF

OL9017 (". 9491

84 www.hifinews.co.uk

of swi:ching-grade capacitors.
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GRAHAM SLEE JAll CLUB
The choice of five
high-frequency networks

rusned, but lad aYiD ,- an4 and
energy that made its pace seem

£600

'501s Decca recordings with the
correct ED is aguararteed way

had me questionirg how ni_ch

to stop such tnoughts dead in

made ir 50 years. Even nre

their tracks.

earliest LP, a ' 949 Amer can
Decca pressing of Oklahoma

progress had actually been

low- frequency networks are

mcre natural.
Exploring obder reco-dings

se.ected by three-way toggle
switches, each of which nave

was an eye opener_ tis
fasnionable to ook jack on the

in The sound, corn Dared to

leapt to life in an energis.ng

gold-plated contacts.
Iir tially tried the units w ti

technological achievements

the sligh:ly compressed and

manner that defiec its years.

of past eras with aslightly

constrained ecurvalert when

aRoksan Shiraz n
-ccartridge

patronising well, they did their

played throuch aconventional

atached to the inputs and

best attitude.

RIM equalised phono stage,

fiad and the Ir roe

The openness and detail

laying ea -ly

'Louis Armstrong's
1933 St. Louis Blues
had an in-the-room
vividness that was
at times startling'

d ileM:>4

Moving on to some sligh:ly
more up to date recordings, I
have found that n
-ost * 6CrE Tamla

11.414„,

011Ais

4700o

rAit*

settled into the running- in
p-ocess. As described nThe
sipplied literature, this took
apout four weeks and although
the iritial out- of -the-box' sound

Vi

5100
1000
840
100

klij r ,

4

-

04
44'7\TC

was good, it proved to be bi..t a
pale imitation of what was to.

2'

corn?. The process itse.f was
interesting, playing well known
records and hearing the sound
cra dually expand and reveal

tsw,

isetf in all its colours.
Ey the end of : he fourth
weer, my respect for the

0

0t

capabilities of the Shiraz and
the -est of the system arDund

.
5dE

bdp igt
/
41.4

10k
ji

Cu p
13

A A..
41.1

S'

7,
0

1,4A

0s,,

it had risen to anew level of
wcw-ness'.

4

375112

411,
3-0,911,z

Ienjoyed the air and space
around images, not to rrert on
their three-dimensiorality, and
The colours and textures of

CL

sounds. Iwas also impressed
Dy trie speed and agility of the
music. Timing had ag-eater

te

sense of precision than either
my laithful EAR 334P or the
tvliliell Delphini; it wasn't

ABOJE: the Elevator EXP step-up [:op] allows ;he Ian

Motown record ngs tend

Club to be user with low- output moving- colt cartridges

to sound abit on the loppy
side when pbyed through

THE INSIDE TRACK ON.-

COMPONENTS, CABLES AND CLEANING

conventional RIgA

settings

Switching to the NAB

tlings

I
would reiterate the convnents Graham makes on his
website regarding the positioning of the components, their

machine such as the Moth unit available from the HFN

j-16cf3 cLt at 1.3kHz1i restored

Accessories Club [see p121]. Most surface noise is caused

tonal balance to normal.

power supplies and cables to avoid interference While these

by did, and even with the ED set with le,ast HF cut, most

products do not seem prone to interference in general, the
combination of high- gain and wide bandwidth could in some

cleaned records should play with little intrusion from surface
noise. Please note the, shellac 78rpm records should never

circumstances cause problems Alittle care in laying out

be cleaned with any alcoholbased solution. I recommend

arm [ see p7 .
7] is the ease with
whicn it can be unplugged,

cables and ensur.ng other equipment is prooerly earthed
should result in an inky black silence in between the music.

usaiq L'Art du Son cleaning solution, available from Loricraft
Audio and Activ Distribution [www garratd501.com and www.

liftec off its base conlete with
weights, and replaced by another

activdistr,bution.com]
The 78rpm needle used was a0.32 thousim truncated

example already pre-set. This,
compined with the flexibili..y of

at the very least, something like the Disco-Antistat clealog

cone, manufactured by The Cartridge Man ( www

the Origin Live DC motor ftted

system Iapprox [ 451, bat preferably avacuum cleaning

thecartridgeman.co.uk) attached to aShure M78 cartridge.

to my Lirn Sordek, means that
changing from playing LPs to

'Opening up' the E0 can aLso increase any residual surface
noise I
would recommend thorough cleaning of records using,

One of the canver iences
of the Hadcock 242 In!egra
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GRAHAM SLEE JAll CLUB • £600
intrusive. What shone through

'The Slee
transmitted the
energy of
Rachmaninov
at the piano
keys in a truly
mesmerising
manner'

was the clarity and detail in the

DATA FILE

recording, as well as an ' in the
room' vividness that at times

SPECIFICATIONS

was startling.

Nominal Input sensitivity.

4mV

ORCHESTRAL CLIMAXES

Maximum input:

45mV

Moving further back to April

Nominal output:

472mV

1929, and the Stokowski/

Maximum output.

Philadelphia recording of the

Gain.

5.3V
41.5 dB ( x118)

Rachmaninov Piano Concerto,

Input resistance.

this was played with the

Input capacitance:

switches set to give a - 5dB cut

Output will drive:

over 10kHz. The orchestral

Noise ( 20Hz-20kHz):

climaxes showed the differences

Distortion:

78s takes just moments. The

in replay. They stopped sounding

RIAA accuracy:

first record on the deck was

so cluttered and reedy and

Frequency response.

what is generally regarded as

opened up to aquite reasonable

Channel balance:

0.2dB

the first 'swing' record, Louis

level. The recording has always

Channel separation:

64dB

e

e

CE

47k ohm
100pF
600 ohm
- 68 dB CCIR
0.02%
0.5dB
5Hz-50kHz

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
If you're looking for high- end performance at real world prices, then look no further

MONO

-the Graham Slee Jazz Club is abig bargain in asmall box. For £600 you get

STEREO

outstanding reproduction of all modern recordings plus the ability to reproduce
correctly just about anything recorded since the mid- 1920s. And all this flexibility

III
DC 24V

IT GROUND

(OPTIONAL)
INPUT

OUTPUT

GRAHAM SLEE PROJECTS - UK MADE

411)

0

e
MONO
STEREO
(OW

111
DC 24V

e

R

'IT GROUND
INPUT

OUTPUT

e

(OPTIONAL)

GRAHAM SLEE PROJECTS - UK MADE

ABOVE: Both Jazz Club and optional m- cstep-up Elevator EXP [top] take a24V feed from
asupplied PSU1 external unit, alinear power supply made in-house with CE certification

comes at the flick of aswitch or two. What's more, the Jazz Club is well made and
simple to use, while m-ccartridge users have the option of adding the matching
Elevator Step- Up unit at [ 510, It comes unequivocally recommended.

Cut at 10kHz Bass turnover Record label ( 33/45rpm Microgroove)
13.7

250

Early FFRR ( pre - 531

11

500

FFRR ) Decca/London), MGM, EMI, rIMV, RCA Victor, English

13.7

500

RIAA, COR ( all modern vinyl)

16

50(

NAB INARTB), US Columbia

Cut at 10kHz Bass turnover Record label (71Irpm Standard groove)
250

Columbia ( English), EMI, HMV

u

250

Columbia ( US > 1925), FFRR, Victor (> 19251

16

250

Columbia [US > 1938]

5

375

Victor ( some > 1925)

11

375

Capitol, early Decca, Mercury

500

Brunswick, Parlophone

Armstrong's 1933 recording of

been known as worthy for

'St. Louis Blues'. Opening up

historical reasons rather than

the EQ to OdB cut above 10kHz

the quality of its sound ( some

when playing a73- year- old

of the Elgar/LSO recordings

shellac record may seem like

from the same period are better

an act of complete lunacy to

balanced with superior definition

5

500

Victor ( some >1925, and 1930-47)

some, but the reward was a

and dynamic range) but the Slee

sound that made the directness

transmitted the human energy of

11

500

MGM, Victor (> 1947)

and occasion of the recording

the composer at the piano keys

ABOVE: Three triple- position switches on the Jazz Club means there are 27 different

come alive. ( Don't forget that

in atruly mesmerising manner...

sound contours potentially available, although only 11 distinct settings are necessary to

virtually all 78s pre- date the

at least until Ihad to get up and

play all listed record types, as shown in the table

tape era, and were therefore

change to the next of the 10

recorded direct to wax, so all

sides. It was worth the effort,

been playing for over aquarter

Iwould be expecting to spend

recordings are effectively live

and Idon't think the Sondek

of acentury, for the first time as

E2000 or more to noticeably

even slowed down to micro-

they were intended.

performances.)
Yes there was extraneous

groove speeds for at least the

Whether playing

improve upon its performance. If
your record collection pre- dates

surface noise, but it seemed

next two weeks, as Iworked my

microgroove or standard groove,

the late ' 60s, then the Jazz Club

to exist behind and above the

way through classical, jazz and

the Jazz Club provided an

is worth investigating, and then

music so, once you became

even early rock and roll, hearing

awesome amount of musical

be prepared to question the

accustomed it, it ceased to be

records, some of which Ihave

and ambient detail to feast on.

concept of progress! CI
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the

T 0118 981 9891
E info@audtoconsultants.co.uk

audio

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

consultants

FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

New kids on our block...
...come and hear wh3t they have to say.

aEclipse TD sio bAccuphase cNagra dPass Labory.ories
For further information about any of our products
please visit our websife www.audioconsultamts.co.uk

ACCUPHASE • AESTHETIX
CARDAS • CLEARAUDIO
MONO

AMPHION

AUDIO

AERO • AL/C10

PHYSIC •

DALI • ECLIPSE- TD • ESOTERIC • FINAL • FINITE ELEMENTE

PULSE • NAGRA • NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM

MOOK » SME •

ANALOGUE • AUDIO

STAX • SFEREOVOX • SYSTEM

ANALOGUE •

AUDIO 1
"THIEL

AVALON

AYRE

ACOUSTICS »

FUlUREGLASS • GAMUT

BEL CANTO • BENZ- MICRO

GRAAF • GRAND

PAGODE • PASS LABORATORIES • PAIHOS • QUADRASPIRE
TRANSFIGURATION » VELCIDYNE

PRIX

AUDIO

ROGUE AUDIO

LYRA
SHUN

VIRTUAL DYNAMICS • \NADIA • WHEST AUDIO

Located approximately 15 minutes drive

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

from either M4/Junction 12 or M3/Junction 6
with free and easy parking outside

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:oo.

Aldermaston

It is advisab4e to call us before vis iting.

the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

Reading
Berkshire RG 78J A

Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment iisted on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
A(

HIN

441,,epe
,
_Tase

File 05/2006: OXF

MUNN

TOP SECRET
FOR CUSTOMER EYES ONLY !!!
Subject: Why are Oxford Audio Consultants so good?

i
i

The truth has finally been revealed and it's no longer asecret...
Oxford Audio Consultants really are one of the hest Hi Fi Sp'
is built on aformula that really works. The formula we cam
swet. hut you can discover it if you pay avisit to ONford Audio.
From the moment you meet
the right choice and are in vt
products, discussing your net:,
build!

1? •

;
tshould be and what specialist Hi Fi is all about. You war'
•
rrk ,,--•,.tiri- the
Pweic.

Oec\ NeCeseel»

nees:\

Vo

Oioç d
010
le\

°
m9oerl\0-°OM3- bpm

service and attention you receive so that when you are

\c\ose t\nutsei\

\
D

sot.. lOom - 5pm

01855 740 879
01855 741 bb5

\<\‘o@oy,kocdood\o.co.ok
\N,N,N.o)(\ocdood\o.co.uk

Note: Look at the web site!

e,

The Oxford Audio Web Site contains all sorts of
eec /
efr -eee er
e
eé`c
& /›.
,
beeetif,
ct,
/5
t,ze
interesting information on the latest products and
se, -ego, ‘te
eye
e/e "'ver
our sale list, which is full of used and ex-demo 'Ise /o,y ,r, 'LA ,•-r ebs,,,
bargains. Oxford Audio now have anewsletter,
.fr
which you can receive via e-mail. It is afree service
e4
4 -eof
and you can sign-up for it on the web site by clicking on
e
4,
44
the Newsletter option.
jiber

vvvvvv.oxforeiefrtili.ccr.L4fe tke te-est- i,nferinetben on

efreese

r

ildevV/vtdePt eqktl;pen,ent

WISE WORDS

IN MY OPINION

Anew take on some
dassicat favourites
More transcriptions this month as John Crabbe casts his
critical eye over six discs, featuring four composers enjoying
revamped versions of their work. Mozart addicts read on...
naccumutation of
classical transcriptions

A

Exhibition, with BBC SO & Ch

was last covered he-ein

under Leonard Slatkin, where

Dec ' 05, sirce when afurther

each of the 15 pictures and/or

On Channel Classics CCS

half- dozen discs have caught

promenades is orchestrated by

SA 23005, the above Beethoven

my fancy. They span the adapted

adifferent person. Recorded

music of four composers,

at the 2004 Proms, this is an

starting with several Mozart

essential tool for surprising

being the British composer's

Piarto Concertos.

visiting friends, while as a

arrangement of his own String

Nos. 10 and 24 are as

Mussorgsky's Pictures at an

bonus there's aswashbuckling

arrarged for pno/flt/vin/cello

Respighi Pines of Rome

by Mozart's pupil Hummel on

featuring the NOW under Otaka,

BIS CD- 1237. Here, Fumiko
Shiraga is awelt- served if
slightly too domirant pianist
in a recording where the v;olin
and flute need ideally to have
greater presence Mozart
addicts, though, wilt surely be
intrigued, if only to note how
near Hummel came at times to
being as much an improviser as
at-anscriber. ( see, incidentally,
that his parallel instrumental
condensations of Concertos 22

& the Maiden sister. And it's

jacques loussier trio

beautifully recorded in alovely
acoustic on ECM 1883.

20/23

quartet is coupled with Walton's
II

SIR

OR(

Sonata for Strings, this

IRA

111111111111111111111111

Quartet, so not qualifying
here for more than apassing
mention. But in both pieces
the Amsterdam Sinfonietta is

'Candida
Thompson, the
Beethoven work's
arranger, evokes
some wonderful
playing in a
recording of
superb quality'

directed by Candida Thompson
(the Beethoven work's
arranged, who evokes some
wonderful playing in arecording
of superb quality, with smooth
string- tone despite the wide
dynamics. As an interpretation
I'm not so convinced by Op. 135
as Iwas by Perahia's Op. 127
last December. But this issue
is a ' must, with the Walton
providing an outstanding filler.

and 26 are now available ( on
CD- 1537I, which could also be

in arecording from the same

wcrth alisten.

Prom season: Warner 2564

Returning finally to Schubert,

61954-2, rev CB Oct * 05.

on Naive V 5021 cellist Anne

MORE MOZART

Now to two string quartets

EIGHT LIEDER

Gastinel and pianist Claire

Staying with Mozart on Telarc

arranged for larger string

Désert provide transcriptions of

CD- 83628 the Jacques Loussier

ensembles: Schubert's in

eight lieder, plus cello versions
of the D.384 vin/pno Sonatina

Inc (erdoid-bassipercl are

G- major and Beethoven's Op.

joined by asmall orchestra in

135, each being the composer's

and Arpeggione Sonata.

rnyihmically revamped versions

last such work. The Schubert

The latter has often been

cf Concertos 20 and 23. ln his

(rev CB Dec ' 05) is transcribed

recast because the intended

Feb ' 06 review. Steve Harris

by Victor Kissine and played

instrument is no longer around,

found the results * all very

by the Kremerata Baltica

but this and the cello- voiced

pleasant*. Yet for my money

under Gidon Kremer, who

songs are presented with

-and despite tne slow intro to

disposes his forces so as to

touching expressivity. But be

(1) - No. 20 is more corvincing

draw upon aquartet within the

warned: if you have Maisky's

in jazz terms than 23, in fact

main group at key expressive

parallel Songs without Words CD,

sple -ididly alive and foot-

moments. Despite doubts voiced

the new disc replicates six of the

tapping. But note that for afully

elsewhere ( and Iagree that ( i(

lieder thereon.

satisfying balarce between Trio

and ( ii) drag alittle at times),

and strings, the recordimg needs

the overall impact is for me

LEFT: Mozart, Beethoven

shifting alittle to the right.

very powerful in awork I've long

and Mussorgsky are recast

wished to receive the treatment

in this round- up of

generously granted to its Death

re- workings on six discs

Next, astriking alternative
to Ravel's classic vers'on of
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LIVE MUSIC TECHNOLOGY

Taff'
ALJEDIC)

Reality Check: Regardless of how good your gear is, once the
signal leaves your speakers and is converted into the acoustical energy of music, your control over it is completely relinquished. Your well processed signal is left entirely to the
mercurial vices of your room.
A unique room signature is stamped on everything you listen
to. So when it comes to your listening room, you'd better be

www.tactlab.com

loving it. It is the greatest limiting factor in home audio.
Tact Audio gives you the tools to conquer your room.

Pure Digital Amplification
Full Spectrum Room Correction

AM%

Niter'

Tact Audio pioneered room correction technology back in the 1990s. Our room correction

Visit our website to learn more about how DRC

technology have since been hailed as the single greatest breakthrough in recent audio history.
Reviewers have declared that no system should be without it. Room correction, as we invented it,

technology incorporates the Fletcher- Munson

has always been afull spectrum procedure occurring in the time domain. Sound travels in waves

dynamic listening target curves.

and music is full-spectrum. To date, Tact Audio is still the only manufacturer of true, full-spectrum
room correction. Visit our room correction website to read more about the technology.

Equal Loudness Curves into defining your unique

IMAGINE ...
M2150

M/5 2150 XDM

2005 Stereotimes

New two- channel intelligent

Most Wanted Component

amplification + Dynamic Room
Correction solution. The M/52150

RCS 2.2X

is the ultimate solution for any

2004 - HiFi News

2channel system.

Best Amplification
Technology

RCS 2.0
2001 - Stereophile
Product of the Year

RCS 2.2 XP
The award- winning RCS 2.2 X
got amakeover. It now features
Dynamic Room Correction. Anew
DSP engine and board design give
you the ultimate tool to define
your listening experience.

atechnology that recalibrates your entire system for every
0.1 dB level change.lmagine that in its calibrations, this technology performs Tact's unique full- spectrum room correction as well as system crossovers. Imagine that for every
0.1 dB of change, your sound system is customized to
match your unique hearing characteristics. Now imagine
that all this happens on the fly, with absolutely no interference to listening. Now you are beginning to realize the
power of Tact Audio's Dynamic Room Correction.

DYNAMIC

ROOM

CORRECTION

as levels change, the tonal balance of your
system does too. so does your unique perception of it.
does your system know that?

TALKINGTECHNICAL

SING
ALONG

the MLSSA test signal at a
high sound pressure level of
100dB la greater SPL than
would normally be encountered
by avalve amplifier in typical
domestic circumstances).
If aline level sound card were
used fo- this r
-easurernent,
much of its available dynamic
range would be squandered. A
signal ol 10mV peak is at abevel
of - 49cBFS relative to 2Vrms
inpu: sensitivity, which vaoutd
mean 8bits of the available
resolution are lost.
DAMPERS

In part two of his investigation

Subjects of my initial

into valve amplifier microphony,

measurements described in

Keith Howard looks at valve

ProLogue Three and Four

part one, were the PrimaLuna
pre- and power amplifiers. Cnce

damping devices. Can fitting a

the measurement method had

sleeve over avalve's glass

been verified and the baseline

envelope really suppress its

performance of the two Jnits

internal resonances?

series of further measurements

had been captured, Iset about a
on each, this time with various

E

valve Jamping accessories fitted.

veryone who know;
anyliing about tleirmionic

Iobtained three very different

valves - ' tubes in Norta

America - pays lip- service to

'All of the valve
dampers have
some effect on
the microphony
behaviour of the
pre-amp and
power amplifier
used for the tests'

the fact that they are sensitive to
vitra:ion or microphoric . This
occurs tecaJse, within their
glass envelope, valves comprise
avariety of tlin metal ele:trodes
that a-eprone to resonate when
subjected to external vioratior.
These resonances cause the
spaci -gs between the electrodes
to vary, and this in turn gives
rise tat an electrical outpu:.
To .
hia limited extent awake
behaves like arncnphone,

designs of damper for the

hence the effect being termed

testirg, two cf which also act as

microphony.

valve coolers.

So universally is this

•EATS Cool Damper

acknowledged to be aweaikness
ABOVE: EAT's Cool

(distributor Absoute Sounds,

afterrnarke: valve damping

Damper is made from

www.absobitesounds.com) is

accessories are available which

anodised aluminium

afinned, hexagonal anodised

attach to the glass envetope,

ard sports adjustable

alumin um sleeve with five

where : hey claim to suppress

rubber ' runners* inside

adjustable internal V- section

of valves that avariety of

rubber rurners that grip tne

vibration of the electrodes
which automatically adjusts its

valve. In addition to damping

particularly using the MLSSA

se.nsitivity to the amplitude of

and coding the valve, the Cool

system more normally deployed

the incoming signal. That is a

Damper is also claimed to ,

practice, or to assess whether

to measure loudspeakers

particularly useful feature in

provide electrical shielding. Four

valve dampers deliver on their

or room acoustics. MLSSA's

this context where, as we saw

Cool Dampers were used, fitted

promises to suppress it.

advantage in this context,

in part one, the microphony

to the 12Ars and 12AU7s of the

which equivalents that use

signal at the output of avalve

ProLogue Three and Four.

as Ishowed last month, the

computer sound cards lack,

pre- amp may have apeak value

microphony performance of

is that it has an autoranging

of the order of only millivolts,

(distributor Moth Marketing,

analogue- to- digital converter

even when it is subjected to

www.britishaudio.co.ukl

within. But there has actually

is. not that difficult to determine,

been little effort to quantify how
serious valve microphony is in

This is doubly odd because,

'valve pre- and power amplifiers

92 www.hifinews.co.uk
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•Pearl's Tube Cooler

VALVES AND VIBRATIONS
comprises an accordion- pleated,

BELIW: Fig 1 ( a- f). Microphony impulse responses from the PrimaLuna ProLogue Three pre- amp, with

blackened copper sleeve which

volume control at maximum and, except where indicated otherwise, valve cover removed

pushes directly over the valve in
its larger size, or over acarbonfibre sleeve in its smaller

15

15

10

10

size. It is then held in place by
attaching 0- rings around its
outer circumference. Although

5

the primary purpose of the Tube
Cooler is to dissipate heat, it is
also claimed that it is able to

-5

4

reduce microphony.

-1 0

On the ProLogue Three and
Four, the smaller size of Tube

-15

50

25

12AX7s and two 12AU7s; on the

la) baseline response, which is repeated behind the other
impulses shown here for easy comparison

EL34 output valves.
•Duende Criatura's

25

15

st

time Irtiittisecords1

Four, large Tube Coolers were
additionally fitted to the four

- 15

time (milliseconds:

Cooler was fitted to the two

(b) with EAT Cool Dampers fitted

--

lo

Tube Ring ( distributor: PM
Components Ltd, www.tuberings.
com) is asmaller device than the
others consisting of asplit ring
of PTFE and atitanium circlip to
clamp it in place. Four
19.5-22mm Tube Rings were

o
-5
-1 0

used on the 12AX7s and 12AU7s
of both the ProLogue Three and
Four. Ihad hoped to use the
27-32mm size on the Four's
EL34s but they proved too small
for these particular valves, and
the next size up is just too large.

—15

25

25

50

time Imittiseconds1

time Imilliseceidit)

(c) with Pearl Tube Coolers

1c11 with Tube Rings

METHOD
Although the measurement
method is the same as
described last month, instead
of CSD plots, here I
will use the
raw impulse responses obtained
using MLSSA, with amplitude
on the vertica: axis and time on

25

the horizontal axis. This better

50

25

time trniiiisecondst

illustrates the relatively small

(e) with no valve dampers fitted but with the valve cover replaced

changes that occur when valve
dampers are fitted.

and Criatura Tube Rings fitted

power amplifier. The effects are

Results for the ProLogue
Three pre- amp are shown in

respectively. Graph le( shows
the effect of fitting the valve

more obvious in the case of the

Figure 1, and those for the Four

cover (with no valve dampers in

pre- amp but even here they are
not of large magnitude. There

(f) arepeat of the baseline response following the other measurements

power amp in Figure 2. Note

place), and graph ( fl is arepeat

is some suppression of valve

that both the amplitude and
the time scales are different

of ( a) taken at the end of the
measurement session, to gauge

could not be called dramatic.

in each case. In each series of

the repeatability of the baseline
measurement after valves have

baseline response, measured
with the amplifier's valve cover

been removed and replaced in

comprises aring of PTFE ring held around
the valve by atitanium circlip

removed and with no valve
dampers fitted. This impulse

(a) and ( f) are alittle different in

response is repeated behind the
others in each series to allow

of the valves has inevitably

Taking the pre- amp results
(Figure 11 first, the EAT Cool
Dampers Up( suppress the

microphony, certainly, but it

figures graph ( a) represents the

the course of fitting the different
dampers. Unsurprisingly, graphs

50

time ( milliseconds)

RIGHT. Duende Criaturas Tube Ring

both cases, because the seating

easy comparison. Graphs ( b),
(c) and kJ) in each case show
the results with the EAT Cool

changed somewhat.

Dampers, Pearl Tube Coolers

behaviour of both the pre- and

All of the valve dampers have
some effect on the microphony
et
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VALVES AND VIBRATIONS

measured microphony impulse

BELOW: Fig 2 ( a- fl. Microphony impulse responses from the PrimaLuna ProLogue Four power

response over much of the 50

amplifier, with the valve cover removed except where indicated otherwise

millisecond time axis, but they
induce aworrying increase
in the response at just over
2ms. So too do the Pearl Tube
Coolers ( c1, and they are not
as effective at suppressing
the impulse response overall.
Best performers are the Tube
Rings ( dl, which suppress the
pre- amp's microphony across
the whole 50ms of the graph.
Almost as effective is fitting
time )mit

lime !milliseconds)

the amplifier's perforated valve
cover ( eh which clearly reduces

(a) baseline response, which is repeated behind the other

the sound pressure level

impulses for easy comparison

impinging on the valves.

lb) with EAT Cool Dampers fitted

30 —

Results with the power
amplifier ( Figure 21 are alot

20

less clear-cut. The EAT Cool
Dampers ( b1 provide alittle

10

attenuation of the microphony
impulse response but not much.
The Pearl Tube Coolers Icl
arguably make matters worse
by increasing microphony over

-10

-20

the first 15ms, although they
provide alittle attenuation

-30 —

the Tube Rings Id1 bring only a

150

100

50

thereafter. This time around

110

50

time milliseconds)

150

t.e I
mIllIseten111

Id) with Tube Rings

(cl with Pearl Tube Coolers

small improvement and are no

30

better than the Cool Dampers.
Likewise, fitting the valve cover
(el has only asmall effect in
this case, presumably because
the major resonances within
the EL34 output valves occur,
as shown last month, at much

-10

lower frequency than they do in
the smaller valves of the

-20

pre- amplifier.
50

LISTENING
This experiment has not been

100

15

time imilliseconds1

time InbIllsecone

(e) with no valve dampers fitted but with the valve cover replaced

(11 arepeat of the baseline response following the other measurements

about establishing whether
and 2into Wave files and posted

valve amplifier microphony is

also entirely feasible that the

audible in the circumstances

valve dampers tested here will

them on my web site ( www

of typical use. Nor has it been

have different degrees of efficacy

audiosignal.ca.ukl so that they

about assessing the typical

according to the amplifier on

can be downloaded and listened

microphony performance of

which they are used.

to. Ithink you'll agree that the

modern valve amplifiers. While

If the results I've obtained

differences with the dampers
applied are small.

there is no reason to suppose

with the PrimaLuna amplifiers

that the PrimaLuna units are

are broadly representative then

anything other than typical, it

the conclusion has to be that

is quite possible that there are

valve dampers - assuming that

the valve damper that provides

large variations in microphony

valve microphony is audible in

aconvincing, say, 20dB ( 10x1

from one valve amplifier to

the first place - don't have a

attenuation of microphony

the next. It is even the case

large effect. So that interested

response clearly doesn't exist.

that different samples of the

readers can assess this for

Given that adevice attached

same product might behave

themselves, I've converted the

to the valve's glass envelope is

significantly differently, and that

impulse responses of Figures 1

This doesn't mean that they
are necessari!y insignificant, but

being asked to damp vibrations
of the electrodes within, this

even agiven sample will change
its microphony performance as

LEFT. Pearl's Tube Cooler is made from

is hardly surprising. But it is

the valves age. Of course, it is

copper and is held in place by 0- rings

disappointing nonetheless. CI
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Musielteviews
UCHIDA

•

KIM

•

LESCHENKO

•

CHET BAKER

•

ART PEPPER

•

VALERIE JOYCE

•

LADYSMITH

in the opening movement of that gr. at
Piano Sonatas Op.139-0p.111
masuko Uchida

chordal crescendo before the secon d
fugue; there, in some of the trills in

Philips 05 6935

and in Variation 4from Op.10911111,

Does Beethoven's Op.109 begin with a

wonder if Beethoven, then profound ly deaf,
somehow sensed these sounds Wo the
vibrations within his own piano

iere
again we have -epeated cho-ds, Ibe gar to

question or astatement. Ionce asked
Uchida Both' was her reply . And in the
booklet she provides much fascinating
insight into his last three sonatas.
play them in one sweep, she says, and
'something extraordinary and mysterious
happens to the music'
But it seemed apity to squander the
singular experiences offered by these
works sa Ilistened to each separately . The
ambiguities of the opening movement of
0o.109 are tellingly clarified In the two

Uchida's account of the last son. ta is
truly great One might question ont the
Maestoso, where customary anger
been replaced by asubtler interprei

as
tten

There's alot of pedal in the allegro, et
its accumulation of harmonic steps is
never obscured. We are listening to
beautiful piano beautifully recorded iSnape

great sets of variations 10p.139/0p 1111
Uchrda's tempi are unfailingly apt and
free of eccentricities - just as she finds
the ideal basic speed for the scherzo of

Maltungs1, and atrio of performanc: sit
would be hard to surpass - Iknow one
more insightful, although I'd not for othe
completely different approach of an ther
Phi:ios artist, Arrau, in his prime C.
Recording •••••

Op 110 In this sonata Ihear little hints

Performances •••••

Kahane. Perhaps this was a

BEETHOVEN

misjudgment, for this Philips

Triple Concerto * Septet

disc ranks adisappointing

Gil Sha`ian, Trots Mork, Yefim Bronfman,

needlessly throws in ominous

third. For all her tan& finesse,

Zurich Tonhalle/David Zinman

stresses at 3m 32s-42s which

stylistically the performances

Arte Nora 22876 64015 2

spoil the balance. Bronfrhan is

inhabit anc-mar's land between

74m 21s£

Oistrakh-era romanticism and a
historically info-med approach

Ithought Zinman might have

excellent and the piano is given
plenty of prominence.

followed Toscanini's example
and recorded the early Septet in

is perhaps alittle more

to tempo and dynamics. In the
two- violin BVVV1 043. what
aesthetic connection can
exist between a6m 37s slow
movement and aauick finale

Zurich orchestra and he two

whicn breaks and bakes
for that matter' or Viennese

string soloists tak'ng part in

Phiips 475 6934
60m 06s

composer Hellmesberger's
anachronistic cadenza?
The COE, with just audible

point, the disc is worth having

Good
Moderate

directed by Shaham Iv .olin and
clarinet frame the soundstagel,
though not one where the

sound is somewhat hemmed- in

Poor

performance it woulc seem

harpsichord continuo, matches

these disconcertingly smooth
performances, although the

Ratings Performance/Fteconling

for the Septet: an enjoyable

Suwanai's intonational accuracy;
they souno keen enough in

Kennedy in his Berlin/EMI
version of these concertos,

[see boxout overleaf] although

Outstanding
Very Good

last summer at Henry Wood
playing and direct:ng - as coes

rembustious than Haitink's

the Triple Concerto. At its price

These recordings were made
Hall London, Suwanai both

Zinman's rondo finale

version with members of the

JS BACH

Akiko Sowanai, COE

lend gravitas to the short sow
movement. But there Zinman

orchestrated form; but instead
we have the original chamber

Violin Concertos BWV1041/42 •
Double Concertos MI/1043/60

.2./
• /

Reviewers
CLASSICAL CHRISTOPHER BRUNIG
JAZZ STEVE HARRIS, BEN WATSON

instrumental timbres have great

ROCK JOHNNY BLACK

allure or character.
In the Concerto Shaham's

AUDIOPHILE KEN KESSLER

Prices

whereas Hilary Kahn in her
identical DG programme
with : ne Los Angeles CO

by microphones, it would seem.

tone appears thinner. He is not

Hahn's is me disc to have. CB
Recordings lo••

the ideal match far Mork, rather
asolemn- sounding cellist for

worked with conductor Jeffrey

Performances ••

this piece, although he does

at full price a mid pri:e
Ebudget price
Especial special price set cr disc

JUNE

2006 •

www.hifinews.co.uk
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74e lei [on s_VZ7-(Oa smile
ended Aykriefrnonolock
amplifiers.
'T6e classical, architecturafsliny is
reminiscent of 74e PartAenon of Moir
native qreece anit6e music tky
recreate is truly wortky of Me qodi
76e Vpsdon's are a Ithenier,
erAaps tfm E(6 Rionisr of (1e
'World Since Airlosy 6as attacAei
superlatives to wAat are now inferior
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BEETHOVEN

on the other side of the platform. This

Symphony 7

is such ajudiciously conceived Seventh

Bavarian State Orchestra/Cartos Kteiber

-tempo relationships, orchestral balance,

Orfeo C700051

dynamics - that one's only legitimate

35m 42s SACO hybrid : CE

quibble would concern the lack of any halt

Symphony 7fo Triple Concerto

sounds between tracks, which gives it

Gordon Nikotitch, Tim Hugh, Lars Vogt, LSO/Bernard

more the character of astudio recording.

Haitink

This augurs well for 2, 3and 6scheduled

LSO Live LS00578

for the summer.
'The cello concerto Beethoven never

74m 36s SACO hybrid fl

Symphony 7

wrote' - it is heard first in all three
movements - the Triple is the most

BRAHMS

heart-warming of all his concertos.

Symphony 3

Haitink is one of the few conductors to

LPO/Ktaus Tennstedt

have recorded it with an established trio

BBC Legends Ha 4161-2

(Beaux Arts, Philips 1978); here he has

73m 20s EC

two LSO principals who phrase as one

Reviewing the Concertgebouw/Xleiber

and apianist often heard in chamber

Beetnoven DVD last month Ihad no idea

music and well able to scale his playing

that another live Seventh, frcm May ": 982,

accordingly. Indeed, it would be interesting

would appear. Short measure relative to

to hear him in adifferent Triple where

DG's KleiberNPO Symphonies 5arid 7

he had alittle more free rein; he brings

recoupling, also in SACO format, but stilt

much individuality to this Barbican live

worth hearing even if the orchestra is not

performance. Tim Hugh is nonetheless

in the same category as the alternatives

highly eloquent and it is apity that Gordon

The nom ndiminuendos st the ends of trio

Nikolitch records less favourably ( as we

sect.3ns in ( iii) rather suffer; and with

heard in the LSO Live Brahms Double tool.

scund-only you cannot see the sheer joy in

Haitink's view of the piece is essentially

Kleiber's face tnat you get with the DVD. At

lyrical - we could perhaps have done

least strings are divided antiphonally, as

with more turbulence in the development

they are in the 1976 Vienna recording, and

section of ( il and apolonaise finale rather

the reading is similarly exhilarating. No

more unbuttoned. Incidentally. Richter's

outer- movement exposition repeats, out in

caustic comments on the behaviour of

(iii) only the second trio repeat is ignored.
The LSO Seventh launches aBeethoven

No 7
ino ,cconcerto
.e.r1

Karajan and Rostropovich during the
famous Berlin/EMI recording is essential

cycte on its label IHaitink's third). its

reading: Notebooks and Conversations

for those who want to hear aclassically

edited by Bruno Monsaingeon, Faber

contained reading, using the Barenreiter

Beethoven

BBC Legends' deferred Tennsiedt

sections of

and sweeping through the

edition and including every marked

release ( after acontractual hiccough

finale, demanding superhuman responses
from the LPO in away that Haitinkwoufd

repeat. Four bars before the end of the

now resolved] couples Royal Festival

Allegretto, strings resume bowing whereas

Hall concert performances from 1989/83

never countenance. There's no doubting

Kle:ber, like his father, has pizzicati. The

of works neither of which he recorded

that this is alive performance, ana one

LSC1's timpanist Nigel Thomas has a

commercially.

that arguably takes us even closer to

significant part to play here, anti those who

In the latter half of the Beethoven

Eeethoven's imaginative orocesses. CB

remember the suave Kurt- Hans Goedicke

Tennstedt throws caution to the winds,

Recording ( Kteiber)

will observe that the drums are now sited

creating ahuge volume of sound in the trio

Performance

âtli

with only afew seconds' timing

pianist Menahem Pressler,

Monitor roundups. And

much like the prewar 78s with

difference, but his opening

these Philips quadraphonic

the playing style too seems

Serkin, Busch et at. CB

allegro is altogether spicier. CB

tapes have been licensed for

to transport one back te a

Recording

Recordings ' * 111 111

reissue in Surround Sound.

profoundly rewarding, now

Performances

Performances el••

In deference to the original

vanished musica era, even

producer Wilhelm Hellweg's

if Cohen's intonation was

BRAHMS

intentions, only four channels

sometimes wayward and

Piano Quartets 1-3

are utilised. Although for the

Pressler toc cominating

Beaux Arts Trio/Walter Trampler

same outlay Philips's Duo'

Contrast DC's stellar

Pentazone PTC 5186 151

set, 454 017-2, also contains

G- minor Quartet ( the one

121m 27s two discs SACO hybrid Cspeciat

the Piano Trio Op. posth.

with Gypsy rondo finale], with

Recorded at La Chaux de

Pentatone's transfer heard

Kremer, Argericn, Maisky and

Fonds in 1973, when the Beaux

as CD will remind some HFN

Bashmet, with this eminently

Arts Trio was at its peak,

readers of how often Philips

straightforward, beautifully

with Isadore Cohen, Bernard

chamber music recordings

voiced Beaux Arts readi-ig. A

Greenhouse and surviving

were endorsed in our ' Quality

1970s benchmark recording

BRAFIMS

t
riano

Quartets

25, 26 tà 60

`e

ws.
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MOZART

MOZART

Brave enough to stay
in Munich but resist the

Piano Quartets K478/493

Nazi Party, Karl Amadeus

Fauré Quartet

Hartmann was introduced

064775885

HARTMANN

to record buyers by Fricsay's

52m 39s tEE

Concerto funèbre 4> Suite 2

10in LP of the Sixth

Having formed their chamber

Suyoen Kim, Bayerische

Symphony, back in 1958. Kim's

group in Karlsruhe in 1995 ( 150

Kammerpnilharmonie/Pietari lnkinen

performance of the Suite for

years after Fauré's birth) these

Oehms Classic OC 512

Solo Violin 11927) may also be

young players make their debut

67m 17s t

arecording first'.

Violin Concerto K218 E‘
Symphony K48

This remarkable debut

recording in Mozart's two piano
quartets; they are described

This is aneoclassical work,

recording - Iassume for the

fairly original and written

with some justification on the

young Finnish conductor

17 years before Bartok's

liner as ' aphenomenal young

as well as the 17 : ear old,

masterpiece. Kim's Mozart

German ensemble'. More

German-born viotnist - was

-and Inkinen's too, in the

questionable is the suggestion

picked as Radio 3's ' Ekiitding

early symphony - is stylish

that the works are seldom

aLibrary' choice for the

and accomplished. It is apity

heard: Iwould say the Piano

Hartmann concerto for

the studio sound is rather

Quartets were among Mozart's

violin and string orcnestra,

bright and acoustically dry,

most popular chamber works

notwithstanding the 5trprg

as this hardly flatters the

after, say, the Clarinet Quintet.

claims of the Zehetmair/

violinist's tone in the Mozart

There's ahighly recommendable

Warner and Faust/ECM

Concerto ( but is not unsuited

Hyperion coupling with Paul

versions. This haunting piece

to Hartmann's). CB

Lewis and the Leopold Trio ICDA

was areactior ta the German

Recordings

67373), but the new one accords

invasion of Poland.

Performances

more with the accompanying
essay which sees these pieces
as asynthesis of chamber

ELGAR

Dresden Staatskapelle does

(clearly beneficial to coughers

music and concerto - in their

Symphony 1

have something dispassionate

in the audience!), and it is

day they made little impression,

about its sound. CB

surprising that EMI went ahead

since chamber music was

BERLIOZ

Recordings • • • •

with their recording afew

deemed to be for the benefit of

Overtures - King Lear • Beatrice
and Benedict

Performances • • • •

months later - albeit witn the

amateur players, rather than

New Philharmonia. In lyrical

suited to concert audiences.

Staatskapelle Dresden/Sir Colin Davis

ELGAR

passages the violinist is fine,

Islightly preferred the E

Hàrissler i'rofil CD PH15040

atthough he never seems to

flat Quartet, as in the G minor,

inhabit the same Elgarian

although beautifully clean, the

During the oecade when he

Violin Concerto • Introduction
and Allegro • Crania and Diarmid
-Funeral March

world as Sir Adrian's; but when

piano sound is quite hard in

led the Bavarian RSO, Sir Colin

Yehudi Menuhin, [ PO/BBC SO/

required to strike out, intonation

places, although offset by the

74m 58s £ Et

Davis also appeared frequently

Sir Adrian Boult

is ever fallib(e and much of this

subtle shadings of the three

with the Dresden Orchestra

88C Legends BBCL4170-2

is painful to listen to. it must

string players. CB

(their -ecordings include adisc

74m 30s if

also have been frustrating for

Recordings • • ••

of Berlioz overtures, di:IA:Foaling

It is very quickly apparent that

Boult that in neither of his EMI

Performances 4000

the two here); he was appointed

Yehudi Menuhin is in technical

stereo recordings - Menuhin/

Honorary Conductor in 1991.

difficulties in this performance

Haendel - did he have the kind

MOZART

These performances are live,

which marked the re- opening

of soloist his dynamic approach

Piano Trios K502/5421548

1998/97, making this Sir Colins

of the Festival Hall in 1965

to the score warranted: we tend

Anne-Sophie Mutter, André Previn, Daniel

third recording oF Elgar T• his

after acoustic refurbishment

to forget Mat he could be quite a

MüllerSchott

fiery conductor!

OG 4776114

first, with the BBC SO ( RCA

With the BBC strings in the

a1985 Oxfam benefit concert;

acoustic swamp of the Albert

61m 20s £££
Previn's last chamber music

the most recent 420611 and uy

Hall, the introduction and Allegro

recording. Ibelieve, was of

far the most expansive, is or.

is from adecade later, when

Brahms and Beethoven, with

LSO Live. The Dresden First is

Boult was 86. It is less taut

wonderully prepared and deeply

than ideal but has some lovely

'Navigator'), was taken from

expressive; the scherzo has real

things in it: notably the playing

impetus. It is certainly worth

just before the fugue. The

listening to, yet even though

best item in this compilation

no-one would suspect titat this

is the spatially interesting and

was not an English

vivid 1969 Barking Town Hall

or

chestra

recording of the less well-

playing. Iwas not so absorbed

known incidental music from

by it as by the BBC Symphony
Orchestra's, where the phrasittg
seems to have amore cohesive
flow. Regal in character, the

YEHUDI MENUHIN Ate
'IRrillttl!tiN ROUT

Granja and Diarmid. CB
Recordings • • •
Performances • •
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REVIEWS • CLASSICAL

Viktoria Mullova/Heinrich Schiff.
Happily, these live Baden-Baden
performances given last May
suggest that, at 76, his Mozart

Symphony 1 ' Classical' Piano
Sonata 7 Cello Sonata

has lost none of its sparkle.

in the booklet), the 25 year

Rose'. ( Whoops' The French

old Russian pianist is joined

text gets it right.)
On the face of it, this is

by Argerich in atwo- piano
transcription of the • Classical

abitty programme, with its
changes in instrumentation

And it is good to hear his wife

Vocalise

Symphony', and by the gypsy

moderating her customary

Polina Leschenko, Martha Argerich,

violinist Roby Lakatos in the

and swings from sizzling

vibrato in slow movements. DG's

Christian Pottéra, Roby Lakatos

March from Love for Three

virtuoso fun [ the March) ta

booklet says nothing about the

Avant' 5414706 10212

Oranges, Tchaikovsky's

purposeful interpretation Othe

young Munich cellist Daniel

63m 119s SACD hybridift

'Mélodie' from Souvenu.d'un

two sonatas). In the Symphony

Müller Schott. Now twenty-

In this mostly -Prokofiev

lieu cher and Rachmaninov's

Argerich leads her young

nine, he studied with Schiff, won

programme, one of two new

Vocalise. Lakatos has arranged

partner along capricious

the International Tchaikovsky

Avant' releases featuring

this for piano trio inspired by

tangential paths but the piano

Competition at 15 and was

Polina Leschenko ( interviewed

'the legendary pianist Leonard

playing is brilliantly alive,

sponsored by Anne-Sophie

though marred by constant

Mutter's Foundation ( see wtivw.

mechanism noises.
Perhaps influenced by

daniel-mueller-schott.corril. He's

Richter to some extent,

also recorded the Elgar and
Walton concertos with Previn for

Leschenko has plenty to say

release on Orfeo.

in aboldly conceived Sonata 7,
with some electrifying bravura

These three musicians are of
one mind as to how these three

playing held in balance with

pieces should go, although

the reposeful and poetic.

Mutter isn't quite so direct as

Prokoheis Cello Sonata

Previn and the eloquent (when

makes massive demands on

the music allows) Müller -

the resources of the string

Schott, pushing intonation here

player and the 29 year old

and there. The piano sound is

Swiss Christian Poltéra, with

not quite consistent presumably

his rich sonority and dexterity,

through editing from different

is superb; you would think

tapes. CG

he and Leschenko had been

Recordings

performing as aduo for years.

• 0111

Performances • • • •

Only the Rachmaninov brings

TCHAIKOVSKY

alittle schmaltzy when the

Suite 3in G

fiddle comes in CB

reservations, since it becomes

STRAVINSKY

Recordings •••••

Divertimento - Le Balser de la fée

Performances •••••

RSNOMadimirJurowski
Pentatone PTC 5196 061
cut right down to two notes

Pentatone's

Tchaikovsky's orchestral Suites

recording nicely captures the

(There's plenty to read on the

given on spaced tolling chimes.

have never caught on in the way

various instrumental timbres

web about this recording.) In

There's even room for the

his symphonies have, for all

of the Russian orchestra and

principle these are variations

Pink Panther theme! Ultimately

their craftsmanship and colour.

Jurowski's reading is satisfyingly

en the 16th- century Portuguese

Ibegan to find the recurring

Some conductors - Schuricht,

paced. CB

theme La Folia, six players

theme abit of an albatross,

Kempe - recorded just the finale

Recording • ••

us:ng arange of string, wind

weighing down this uniquely

of No.3, aset of variations. But

Performances M •• •

and percussion instruments

inventive spree. With its clean,

just listen to the Scherzo and
discover what was left out! It's

Moscow

studio

each with acryptic Latin title.

64m 02s SACO hybrid EEC

PANIAGUA

-track 8beautifully given on

spacious soundstage La Folia

asolo recorder. But soon the

de ta Spagna remains equally

surprising that Pletnev has

La folia de la Spagna

fun starts with mechanical

acredit to the sound engineer

not recorded all four with his

Atriain Musicae de Madrid/Gregorio

wh:rrings, ashot- gun, 'heavy

Jean- Francois Pontefract. CB

RNO by now; Jurowski is its

Paniagua

buzz- saw, ignition starting an

Recording I/ • • ••

principal guest conductor and

Hauttonia munik HMA 1951050

acar which trails off stage- left

Performance •• • * II

together they give as engaging

44m 06s E

to along silence, to return with

an account as the classic VPO/

As the liner quotes from

noms tooting: acontemporary

Maazel ( Decca 19781.

Stefeophile and The Absolute

take on Beethoven's Pastoral

Sound remind us, this is a

merrymakers. But Paniagua's

Divertimento, Stravinsky's

cult recording from 1980, its

humour has none of FOCI

1934/49 suite drawn from The

buaget reissue retaining the

Bzch's or Glenn Gauld's

Fairy's Kiss, the ballet after Hans

iconic dog- in- profile painting

wearisome smugness.

The apt coupling is the

LA FOLIA
greerés Pain»
Awl»,
d• Nu».

The music strays into various

Christian Andersen's ' Snow

from the original LP sleeve.

Queen'. It was his homage to

The somewhat abstract note

etnnic pockets - jazz, hoe-down,

Tchaikovsky, with material taken

by Paniagua doesn't say

aria Indian sitar music, all

from his songs and piano music.

much about the twelve tracks,

centred on La Folia, at one point
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•Birmingham
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0121 429 2811

www.musicmatters.co.uk
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01483 504801

www pjnifi.co.uk
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Harrow Audio
www.harrowaudio.com
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British Audio Products
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Huddersfield HiFi
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•Sheffield
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REVIEWS
BADI ASSAD

JAZZ

CHET BAKER, ART
PEPPER, PHIL URSO

urgent, well- argued

Collection
Chesky J0302

Picture of Heath

tenor sax man Phil

57m 39s

Pacific Jazz Pi- 18 ( Pure Fleasure180 gram

Urso. Curtis Counce

Since 1997 - apart from

vinyl)

on bass, Lawrence

contributing to Three Guitars

40m 09s

Marable on drums

with Coryell and Abercrombie

Originally called Playboys

and the intense and

-Badi Assad has recorded for

(until, apparently, Hugn Hefner

almost nervy piano of

other labels, so Chesky's Best

threatened to sue) this 1956

Carl Per ,
<ins provide

of title might seem abit too all-

mono Pacific Jazz recording

an intrigiing contrast

embracing. On the other hand, it

is now named aher orné o'

with the polished

was the Brazilian's first Chesky

the fve tunes contributed by

sound ol Garland,

album Solo that launched her

Jimmy Heath. The music is

Chambers and Jones,

internationally in 1994. Songs

the same, although the order

the Miles Davis

from this and Rhythms (
1995)

of thee two sides is switched.

sidemer who backed

show off her delightful and

Pepper and Baker are at their

Pepper on the now-iccnic

could make his one another

uninhibited combination of

best, alto sax and trumpet

Art Pepper Meets the Rhythm

audiophile classic SH

percussive effects, vocals and

tightly knit in the cool.- boo

Section 3year later. But the

Recording 11111111110

virtuoso guitar. And there are

ensembles and offering

Pure Pleasure vinyl treatment

Performance Illeeee

The Best Of Badi: The Badi Assad

solos - as does

PICTURE OF HEATH

•pL
car' pctiuhs • curt ,• collect: • lawrence marele

five lovely tracks from Echoes of
Brazil, exploring the music from
Brazilian composers from 1800

regular working group Ait

on and beautifully produced by

appear ( with Bobby Hutcherson,

in atastefu1. rrelisma at just
the right moment. Maybe this

ABBEY LINCOLN STRAIGHT AHEAD

Badi's big brother, classical/

George Coleman and Ron Blake)

fulls between jazz and some

world music guitarist Sergio

on DeFrancesco's current

other categories, but its fine,

Assad. Rewarding. SH

Concord album, Organic Vibes.

intelligent and inspiring. SH

Recording

But here's the crgan trio, pure

Recording «MI6

and simple in all its retro glory.

Performance 0410011

1 60

Performance

If the virtuosic DeFrancesco

SPYRO GYRA

GUY BARKER
QUINTET PLUS
FRANK RICOTTI

Jimmy Smith than ever, could

Holly J

Hammond B3 and Feeider Twin

Miles Music MMCD078

amp that Smith bequeathed him

sounding 180 gram vinyl series

45m 30s

last year. A bouncy, swinging

also includes Candici's Charles

61m 39s

For its first CD appearance this

set, breaking only old ground

Mingus Presents Charles Mingus

With founder members Jay

sounds more like the [ate

Mil MOM • MUM MOMS • MIS NUM • MK MIMI.
111111•1111 WWI • ARM NIMIMII • MIMI • MIMI » NM

Wrapped in aDream

UMW

be because he's playing the very

Heads Up FOJCII31C7
Heals UP hUSA 9107 ( hybrid muiti-chainel
SACO)

1989 British recording has been

but full of old-fashioned good

and Newport Rebels (
Mingu s

Beckerstein ( saxes) and Tam

'remastered with amuch bigger

feeling. A pleasure. SH

Roach. Dolphy) but Straight

Sonuman ! keys) still in, Spyro

sound', but what really matters

Recording 001011111

Ahead is agreat way to start. SH

Gyra have, roughly speaking,

is the sheer energy which bursts

Performance

Recording

been mak,ng an album ayear

out of the grooves. Trumpeter

» al»

000

far aquarter of century. It's a

Performance

Guy Barker is just superb,

ABBEY LINCOLN

improvising with effortless

Straight Ahead

mastery, unfailing musical logic

Candid 9015 ( Pure Pleasure 181) gram vinyl)

and abeautiful sound. There

39m 04s

formula, Lnger-snapping and

JULIA HULSMANN
TRIO WITH ROGER
CICERO

fcot-tapping funk, but sanitized

unmemorable. The sound is

by years cf polishing. The tunes
a-ebroad, easy on the ear, if

is wild and exciting solo work

Recorded in February 1961 by

Good Morning Midnight

also by Nigel Hitchcock ( saxes)

the original, short-lived, Candid

ACT 97[19-2

bigger, punchier and warmer

and astonishing piano from

label in New York, Straight

61m 08s

than ever. If you like Spyro Gyra,

Jason Rebello, then just 18, all

Ahead is often cited as Abbey

It may seem contrived - jazz

you'll love the way they surround

driven hard by Chris Laurence

Lincoln's greatest recording

pianist and composer Hulsmann

you on the SACD version. SH

and Clark Tracey on drums,

-thanks to the singer's then

making art songs out of ten

Recording »SOO

plus Frank Ricotti ( aveteran by

new-found no-compromise

Emily Dickinson poems.

Performance 0111410

comparison) on vibes. Fresh,

approach, and to the presence

Yet Hulsmann's music is sc

involving and enjoyable. SH

cf Max Roach, Booker Little,

persuasive, and her trio so

Recording SOO

Mal Waldron, Eric Dclphy and

cohesive, that it works. Along

Performance 116111116

Ju:ian ° Mester. There's also

with the technique to thread

some wonderful playing by the

poetry to Hulsmann's nimble

JAKE LANGLEY

elder statesman of the tenor

tunes, singer Roger Cicerc has

Movin' And Groovin'

saxophone, Coleman Hawkins.

ahoneyed, soulful vocal texture

Alma AC062212

In 1988, Alan Bates of Black

like Stevie Wonder's - in fact,

52m 54s

Lion Records bought the Candid

with the German Soulounge

Wes- style guitar wizard Langley

catalogue outright, ano the titles

touring show, he featured in

and drummer Byron Landham

ccntinue to be available on CD.

numbers like ' Love's In Need of

make up Joey deFrancesco's

Now Pure Pleasure's fabulous-

Love Today' - and he can throw
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Mod

0/2
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III
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70W mono power amplifier
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Amazing valve Cool Dampers always in stock >
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REVIEWS • ROCK

of TV adverts. which is one
The bells of 12

of many arenas in wh.ch she

GRONLAND CDGRON30 ( 48m 57s) 1

paid her dues before setting

Her real name is Sophie

out on her solo career. Most

Michalitsianos so, odd as Sol

of her songs are based on

Sepoy may sound, at least

electronic keyboards, but her

it's more pronounceable. It's

classical roots frequently

alsc appropriate, as Seppy's

crop up in sweeping cello

music is prirles away from

lines, romantic grand piano

the mainstream. Classically

noodlings and baroque

trained as acellist and

harpsichord backings

'THE FLAMING LIPS

pianist, she wrote, sang,

At War with the Mystics

proJucect and played every

voice, an instrument capable

WARNER BROS 9362-49966-2155m 01s)

instrument here, making it a

of infusing her hallucinatory

So fiercely retro is Wayne

total one- woman project.

lyrics with an overwhelming

Coyne's art- rock provocateur

Whett er you know it or

Over it all floats Seppy's

sense of alienation and

combo that, until now, i've

not, you've- almost certainly

strangeness. Take the time to

resisted being drawn into

heard her before, not just

get used to her world and you

their funk- meets-junk cullure

as aformer member of

may never want to leave JB

fantasy world. With this album,

Sparklehorse, but as an
anonymous voice on dozens

Performances •••••

however, I've succumbed.

Recordings •••••

Opening with ' The Yeah
Yeah Yeah Sorg*, they nail
their colours firmty to the
mast of protest rock, taking a

or amandotar I?) in his hands.
Dawson brilliantly combines

'The Rest Of My Lite' has a

whether that's ag000 or abad

hugely infectious chorus tune,

thing is hard to decide.
The old ska rhythms only

'Hopeless Case' could almost be

re- surface on let Her Go' and

alost Police classic, and ' Mostly

pop at anyone who dreams of

Les Paul's enthusiasm fo

becoming apowerful politician,

the latest in ni tech studio

acaptain of commerce or

trickery with Ry Cooder's love

the closing track ' PS. Shock

Memories' is propelled along on

maybe even amega- rich rock

of traditional instruments and

The World', but the harsh reality

awonderfully jerky horn riff, but
too much of this album is in a

star. The poirt they make is an

playing styles to create tracks

is that ska-punk has gone the

old one - that power corrupts

always impeccably performed

way of all things ancl, in apurely

rut that Green Day have mined

and absolute power corrupts

and delightfully tuneful, then

financial sense, LTJ a:re probably

almost to depletion. JB

absolutely, out there's no doubt

throws in hrilliant production

wise to be concentrating on a

Performances ••••

that it needs making again.

touches like the lovely

sound with aproven appeal.

Recordings ' -

The familiar Flaming Lips

percussion loop underpinning

musical landscape remains

the Hawaiian- styled

in place, with early Pink Floyd

instrumenta! ' Patches*, which

USE

psychedelic elements wedded

seems to maintain the beat with

Subtitulo

to Beach Boys melodies and

acuriously rhythmic whisper.

BEDROOM CLASSICS 3I14772 3133m

harmonies, often driven along

The lilting ' Ruby' sets

easy- listening, but think of
songs like ' Daydream' by The
Lovin' Spoonful, or ' Isn't She

15s1

Lovely* by Stevie Wonder and
you get an idea of the vein

on ramshackle funk backings

Dawson's bright, shiny picking

Recorded at Paco Loco

with deliciously amateur

against amellow string quartet

Studios in southern Spain

he's mining. The harrowing

electronics thrown in for good
measure, but somehow tall

to superb effect. The breathless

in August 2005, this is the

story at the heart of 'Jersey

'Fried, Dyed And Laid To the

work of aman at peace

Clown' is like aless macho

seems mo -ecoherent on this

Side' zips along as if the world is

with himself. Rouse has

Springsteen, the lazy Latinate

album, becoming charmingly

set to end but even this seems

abandoned his rockin'

shuffle of ' His Majesty Rides'

weird rather than distractingly

almost sluggish when Dawson

country mode and moved

is sublime, and the sweet

mannered. Despite Coyne's thin,

rips into 'An Orange Grove In

towards songs

bossa nova duet ' The Man

straining voice, there's awhole

California' seeming to pull

that are laid-

Who.

bunch of great songs here. jB

impossibte licks in every bar. JB

back to the point

every time. Can't be bad.. JB

Performances • • Ile

Performances • • •

where they could

Performances • ••••

Recordings

Recordings db • • OP.

he considered

Recordings • ••••

••

STEVE DAWSON

LESS THAN JAKE

We Belong to the Gold Coast

In with the Out Crowd

BLACK HEN BHCD0030 ( 58m 385)

SIRE (
No cat. no. yet) ( 39m 00s)

Calling Steve Dawscn asuperb

Less Than Jake are no longer

guitarist is a master piece of

the innovative ska-punk

understatement because,

pioneers they were when they

although his virtuosity on that

started out in Gainesville,

instrument is ouite staggering,

Florida, 15 years ago. This

this mostly instrumental CD

album moves them ever closer

proves that he's equally dazzling

to the Green Day/Bowling For

with abar0o, adobro, aukulele

Soup punk- pop mainstream, but

makes me smile

e

-t4
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visit our web site for second hand listing

A

lec oust c

Acoustic Arts has moved to a
residential demonstration facility.
Now you can park, relax and
enjoy your demostration.
You will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

scarr
Ci ic=i»

Independent audio consultants

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts

i

will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

rdensen b200

focal electra 1307be _

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesciay-saturday

10:00 AM to 5:30 PM

t.01582.485.316

martin logan summit
nia4_,tAcousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach . audioquest aloia . b&w . beyer. blueroom . clearaudio . copland . densen . focal .m- labs
grado . harman kardon hutter kef . koetsu . krell martn logan . michell . crtoton . project . oed
quadraspire. roksan ..-otel . sonneteer. sonus faber. theta transparent audio . vibe . velodyne . wilson audio

Hear your

musk as never bef

audioaéro

audioaero
artemis
arcici
bc acoustique

Arte -nis purist line & phono preamps/300B power
'Sound quality bordering on the amazing...'
Enjoy the music

black diamond
earmax
rossner
kr audio
wlm

diophile club
estibe, Capitole, Prima
SACD, 24/192 CD with

unique STARS 2 resampling

distributor of the finest
high- end equipment

ear

Exclusive distributor:
The Audiophile Club, PO Box 6477, London N13 4AV
www.theAC.co.ulz
Tel: + 44 ( 0)20 8862 2822
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Earmax silvee ledition
the new referepce
50mVV output S/N>90dB

REVIEWS • AUDIOPHILE
benefits of jazz. Zep fans
need never apologise again to

VALERIE JOYCE

intellectual snobs. KK

NEW YORK BLUE

Performances 0099

Cresky JD316, CD (51m 42s1

Recordings 00000

Joyce, backed by aclassy, unplugged

LADYSMITH BLACK
MAMBAZO

quintet, follows the modern jazz chanteuse
formula by mixing standards such as

LONG WALK TO FREEDOM

Rogers & Hart's It Never Entered My Mind'
and Peggy Lee's • Fever' with material

Heads Up HUSA9109. multi- channel SACO with

from the rock era. Nothing new there, but

extras ( 54m 50s)

her whispery, seductive vocals impart an

Damn, these guys know how

intimacy missing from the more clinical

to suck you in, balancing the

purveyors of the genre.

familiar with the alien - and
after all these years, their

There's Tracey Chapman material in
the form of ' Baby Can IHold You Tonight'

brand of African music is wholly

alongside Miles and the Beatles' ' Golden

accessible to non- Africans

Slumbers', but nothing quite prepares you

thanks to sheer familiarity.
The treats on offer here

for her rendition of Hendrix's ' Little Wing.

include alovely take of

Simply delicious KK
Performances 00000

LBM's Joseph Shabalala's

Recordings 00000

collaboration with Paul Simon,
'Diamonds On The Soles Of
Her Shoes', and the original
Zulu form of the song we know

THE BYRDS

E
IE
VIE

Michel CaintIL

MR. TAMBOURINE MAN
Mobile Fidelity UDSACD2014, SAC3 144m 57s)
Although Sundazed's Bob Irwin
was involved in the original

ri

package - the remastered CD
with bonus tracks ( allso found
in the Byrds box set) - fdoubt
he inspired MoFi to release the
mono mix on SACD not on the

Ernest Mment/
Broceona

heels of last month's vinyr LP

OK, so maybe tne world isn't

drums - perfect Chesky fare

it provides is the uncommon

short of performances of

for both musical merit and

opportunity for comparing mono

Gershwin's masterpiece, but

accessib'lity. But this is no mere

SACD versus mono LP The

this Spanish pianist, with the

musical wallpaper crossover

SACD has atouch

might of the 95- piece Barcelona

set. Amidst its treasures are

Symphony Orcnestra conducted

truly left- field interpretations

by Ernest Martinez Izquierdo

of

behind him, aods new vigour.

Led Zeppelin's ' Brack Dog',

sparkle,

Throughout, the group hosts
guests including Taj Mahal,
Natalie Merchant and Melissa
Etheridge, but the chiller has
to be 'Amazing Grace', with
Emmylou Harris. KK
Performances 00000
Recordings 00000

*;
â 4tee

version... from Sundazed. What

more

as ' The Lion Sleeps Tonight'.

No, make that vigour and
mass. Imust have adozen

'Born

Under A Bad Sign' and

reasons enougn for hard-core
rock fans to explore the

versions of RIB, but this set
simply rouses the listener with
afreshness that will surprise

VARIOUS

those overly familiar with it. This
is adisc of true blockbuster

40 YEARS - ACHARLIE BROWN
CHRISTMAS

proportions, achallenge for

Monster Music RMU44152 DTS, THY., etc, etc

Me.

» VIP ,• •,

... WY DI

4

VIM

bbbbb

your system. Think of the not-

(43m 51s1

so- common Concerto in Fas a

Unusual choice from the

Whichever you choose, the

delightful bonus. KK

first batch of Monster's all-

music is stunning, the legendary
Dylanesque debut that launched

Performances 00000

singing/all-dancing two- disc

Recordings * 0000

sets. Amid the normal CD,
high- del DVD, surround

countless repeat playings.

CORYELL/BAILEY/
WHITE

and compressed options

You will, however, enjoy many

is acharming anniversary

hours exploring the various

ELECTRIC

celebration of the various

exercises this set offers your

the LP atad more warmth.

entire sub- genres. KK
Performances 00000
Recordings

i>41111

MICHEL CAMILO

%fat°

rsat player! KK

Chesky 1E1308, CO f56, 22s)

Charlie Brown TV specials.

Performances
Recordings

A power trio consisting of Larry

White the sound is terrific, the

Tetarc SACD-63611, mdlti-channel SACO

Coryed on guitar, Victor Bailey

music may not inspire you to

156m 12s)

on bass and Lenny White on

RHAPSODY IN BLUE

JUNL

LJUu •
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Hi-FINews essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Welcome to the Hot 100 — Hi Fi News' vital buying
guide section. It's here that we list the finest
hi-fi components that we've reviewed, updated
every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money, which doesn't always mean the
lowest- cost options, but we've also highlighted
those more expensive components that justify
their sometimes frightening price tags, by
offering atrue advance in sound quality for the
audiophile. Listed are the issue date [ month/year)
where you can track down the original review, and
the author's initials. For the full-length review call
Back Issues on 01733 370800, go to www.mags-uk.com, or
check out our review reprints service at wm.hi-finews.co.uk.

Award winner 2005: Inca Tech's Katana SE CD player best digital source up to £ 1000

CD PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Arcam CD33

£1300

Arcam Diva CD13

£399

Cambridge
C340C Azur

£250

Chord DAC 64

£1960

Creek CD50

£700

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5000/
£6500

Inca Tech Katana
SE

AH
33/0
TB

£2000

Musical Fidelity
X- Ray V3

£899

Naim CDS3

£7050

Naim CD51

£825

£380

Unison Research
Umco

£1100

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While multi-format
machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.
The replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 multi- bit sigma delta design from Micrcelectronics pays off here
with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound . Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.
Mechanically quiet and flawless in operation this high-performance machire boasts aclean, detailed sound and was rare'y upset by even the most
challenging of discs. Cosmetic match for the 640A am p, with which it workswell in smal' rooms and with modest-sized loudspeakers.

7/0,

Chord's now fully sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH concluded, ' It's

AH
(2/03

ou

not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'
We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags, extracting
incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ak, why pay more?

12/99

Purcell is aDID converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable firmware,

12/04

Stunning looks, sturdy build and balanced outputs to boot, this player deserves to make waves at its price-poirt thanks to thrilling vocals and a

pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provisicn or DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link
dexterity and energy that truly brings music to life. Single-ended output version available for £600. Both players amust- listen concluded DA.
00/03
DA
08#04

ta

$1100/
$800

Ratel RCD-02

How we rate it

AH

A9/04

£995

Musical Fidelity
308CR

Perpetual P- 1A/
P- 3A

Testea

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24- bit upsampling player. It is alhiolid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's sound
quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.
Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V3 puts the emphasis firmly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal
impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used as adigital transport.

la,03
MC

Top-of the- range two- box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for any other player - high- resolution format or otherwise
-according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-rouna ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.

200

Naim's most affordable player excels in the areas for which the British brand has become justifiably famous: pace, rhythm and timing. For many

»al

listeners this translates into excitement and involvement with the music, especially when it comes to modern pao and rock material.

11/01

Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability for Toom or speaker EQ correction. Mail order only in UK.

DM

AhARD
07/c3

Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East-built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players and AV receivers, it
hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth audiboning.
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes ' scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD—VIDEO, DVD—AUDIO letSACD PLAYERS
Make/model

Price

Arcam DV88 Plus

F.1000

Arcam DV29

£1600

Cambridge Audio
DVD57

£200

Denon DVD-2900
MarantzSA-11S1

Tested

£850
£2000

Pioneer DV868AVI

£1000

Sony XA9000ES

£2400

110 www.hifinews.co.uk •

02/0 ,
AG
03/0°
PM
10/03
PM
09/03
PM
05/05
Kit

02/04
PM
05/04
PM

How we rate it
Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and video,
dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.
Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering that benefits both video.and audio quality. The Arcam DV29 is awolf in sheep's
clothing and is adesirable alternative to its gadget-strewn competition. Buy with confidence.
Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant sty4ing and an extremely competent
performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thorougfily musical with abit of bite too.
Smooth and natural-sounding on both DVD-A and SACD, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video performance.
Lack;ng the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-Al, it remains afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pionee's universals.
Abenchmark with SACD replay thanks to exceptional transparency, speed and resolution, plus deep bass and an uncannily natural mid band. With
CD-only replay this player can sound rich, lush and incredibly euphonic thanks to the proprietary user-selectable flters on board.
Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very first of athoroughly newgeneration. Stunning pictures, with DDPD scaler
providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting images. Sonically, lighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.
Sony's current flagship for the SACD format is also aDVD video player ( not DVD-N). It offers artextended, transparent and whol'y unforced sound with
the vast majority of rival DVD and CD players sounding artifical by comparison. If DVD leaves you cold then buy
the Sony,
, said PM.
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RECOMMENDED TURNTABLE
Roksan Radius 5£ 850 ( 1-IFN Nov'03)
Still the best player under four-figures, with an airy,

new materials in an unusual configuration. The main

graceful sound free of metallic or wooden colorations.

plinth and sub- chassis are clear acrylic, 19mm thick,

Holographic soundstage with palapable wall-to-wall

while the Nima tonearm is alightweight unipivot type

images of instruments and performers. Excellent bass,

using athin-walled alloy main tube with internal wiring

free of overhang, and top-notch dynamics. The Roksan

made of aflexible printed circuit material found in the

is capable of handling good m-ccartridges too, thanks

more expensive Artemiz arm.

to that Nima tonearm.

TURNTABLES
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

Avid Diva

£1100

02/04
111

Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12in effective length and even to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to the

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

03/01
AH

Arich, colourful sound and e,(cellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; buta fine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base and

from
£1015

10/97
fIR

Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves room for

£2413

01/05
AH

company's AC- powered uni yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained by the DC unit.

Pro-Ject Debut
Mk11

£120

07/00
TB

Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m-m cartridge. ' No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clear, rather crisp and lively sound,'
commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed control, £ 160).

Pro-Ject RPM 9X

£1000

09/04
TB

Pro-Ject favourite receives arevamp courtesy of an acrylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved definition

Oracle Delphi
Mk V

£3180

07/04
DA

thing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.

SME Model 10

£3580

12/
NI(

for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.

Rega P2

£198

2004

Roskan Radius 5

£850

I
I
AH

Linn LP12
Michell Orbe SE/
NC power supply

TUNERS
Make/model

Price

Arcam DT81

£650

Creek 143

£400

Magnum Dynalab
MD106
Marantz ST- 17
PURE Digita I
DRX-702ES

£3750
£600
£330

engineering concepts of Avid sbigger models, and the sound is not far behind them either.
ranslucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.

improvement with better power supphes; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.
Revamp forflagship deck courtesy of anew power supply that offers the best of both worlds in that it brings the pace and toe-tapping timing of the

beween leading edges of instruments. Less surface noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.
Basic design is 25 years old but according to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems area
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonearm. ' So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best ambassadors yet
Back in the 1970s, Rega's original Planar 2was the usual choice for those who couldn't afford aLinn. Design p.inciples are unchanged (there's still no
subchassis) but the P2 remains agood buy if your sonic priorities are rhythm and drive rather than subtlety.
Price quoted includes the Nima tonearm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect ' real dynamic
contrast and timbral colouiing, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

I
Tested

How we rate it

better controls than previous models, the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include

engineerrag mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening upa broadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.

Asimple trss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi- path distortion are
With
displayed. I
Hfound it had 'afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable.., excellent value.'
Old-fashioned analogue tuner rather than adigital synthesiser type, meticulously designed and built with atriode valve output stage. Expensive, for
sure, but now sets the standard of excellence. After all, as AG put it, on aRadio 3concert, 'the orchestra colours practically glowed.'
Three wavebands and RDS; for 1H the sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle bright.
It lacks iridependent remote control Out ' sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.

Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for upgrading via a
PC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves— atop-drawer product.

RECOMMENDED AMP
Musical Fidelity kW 500
£3999 ( HFN Oct'04)
Another worthy Hi Fi News Awards 2005 winner, over 500W are on offer from
this high-powered hybrid design, which banks on very low distortion across
the audio band to make aneutral, natural- sounding integrated amplifier that
approaches the company's monster kW pre/power statement. Fine looks,
mu-Vista valves inside, and packs agreat phono stage too.
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist

Acomplete original for Roksan in that the Radius 5uses

HI-FiNews essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
AMPLIFIERS
Make/model

Price

Tested
I03/02
AG

How we rate it
This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the most of
speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.

Arcam FMJ A32

£1100

Arcam A85

£700

05/01
AH

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices ( not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.
Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.

Audio Research
VS110

£4000

03/03
DB

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in spades.
DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.

Audio Research
Ref Two

£10,000

03/00
IAG

Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab- handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. It comes close to being astate-of-the-art
piece of audio engineering,' said MC.

08/01
MC

Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to lightcontrolled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.
Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with the
finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

07/00

Bryston 3B-SST

£1725

10/03
DA

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to see
if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly— he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.

Chord CPA 3200/
SRI 1200C

£4040

01/99

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully- balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched- mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and transparent. ' Has
the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'

Conrad-Johnson
Premier LS2

£5000

Conrad-Johnson
350

£8000

Croft Vitale

£350

EAR 864

£1500

oiclo
AK

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation offers
improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.

GRAAF GM508

£3950

09/04
KA

This gorgeous-looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-£4000 market thanks
to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.

Icon Audio Stereo
40

£990

0O4

UK- designed, Chinese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter-sounding triode mode. TB liked
a9 impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.

Krell KAV-300il

£3900

Krell KAV400xi

£2698

Music First Audio
Passive

£1498

Musical Fidelity
A3.2

£1000

05/03
DA

DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any domestic
speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point Ican think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

Musical Fidelity
kW 500

£4000

10/14
05

Musical Fidelity does it again with aneutral-sounding high-powered ( 500W!) integrated that manages to offer ahigh degree of transparency with no
loss of musicality. It's powerful, yet never forceful, and boasts asilent electronic background. Sound from LP was stunning.

Musical Fidelity
X-150

£800

06/04
DA

Compact at 218 x98 x377mm ( whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!)along with
transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m- m phono input of very adequate quality too.

Nagra VPA

£9350

Naim NAC 202/
NAP 200

£1385

12/01
TB

ensuring that music is both involving and hugely enjoyable. Bomb- proof build and offers plenty of user-friendly features.

Naim NAC 112/
NAP 150

£6251
£750

03/02
All

This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.

Naim NAC 552

£11,750

06/03

This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than any
oft-er amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

Naim NAIT 5

£800

02/01
AH

Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going amp
that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

Pass Labs X350

£9950

02/00
AG

Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs very
warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

Pathos 11 RR

£3250

18/99
a

MCISFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads below
about 5ohm 'make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.

Primare A30.1

£1500

06/99
AG

Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100-step- ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.

Quad QC 24/
II-forty

£4000

11/00

Retio recreation of the classic Quad 22/1I valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original. Pre-amp
lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision

Rotel RA-01/
RA-02

£250

04/03
ff3

Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise- identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line inputs,

£3195

08/04
DA/KH

Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the listening

TacT Audio RCS
2.2X

-

AG

AH

C
7/04
t•IC

Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on audiophile sound at acompetitive price. More 'different' than 'better' than the long-lived original LS2, detail
was reference class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.

09/04

First solid-state Premier series amp turns out to be amassively powerful stereo chassis at ahighly competitive price. Offers the well-balanced, fluid
midrange of tube amps with the dynamic range, grip and slam of the best solid-state designs. The answer to an audiophile's dreams.

MC
09/00
«

Te

1001
Keç

Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and
commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound I
have ever heard from the
Scintillas...lwould take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.

06104
Da

This 'entry-level' 200W model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch drama
and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.

I
on/

Utilitarian looks belie aproduct boasting the the finest balance of virtues of any pre-amp AH had heard to date. If you can live without added features
from apre-amp then this passive device can stand alongside active units at over three times the price. Strongly recommended.

AP

04/9 3 Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative feedback.
6K
KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.

1G

I«

Awell-executed design boasting excellent musical and rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more than compensates,

and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Make/model
Avantgarde Uno
ATC Anniversary

Price
£7350
£12,120

Avalon Eidolon

£23,000

B&W 800D

£13,000

B&W DM603 S3

B&W DM303
B&W Nautilus
802
Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

Tested
00/00
SH

sensitivity of 100dB/W. SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.

09/05
DB

Astudio-quality speaker that combines fine engineering, solid hand- built construction end accurate, musically satisfying replay in the home. While
its not cheap, remember this is an active design and so comes with dedicated high qua (ay amplification on board.

02/03
MC

Alandmark achievment in the evolution of speaker design, the Eidolon marries the speed and transient definition of top class electrostatics with the

04/05

Adiamond tweeter and new materials used for the bass driver takes B&W's flagship to new heights, banishing colorations of the original model and

AG

£600

12/04
AG

£180

12/01
AG

£6000

How we rate it
Avantgarde's smallest loudspeèker at 4,4cm high, has horn- loaded midrange and tweeter, and aset-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

tailored directivity and fine dynamics of amoving-coil design. Build and technology are of the highest quality.
making for atighter and more tonally acurate musical ride. Remarkably well priced for o: speaker with its overall capabilities.
An excellent general purpose speakerthat is sensitive enough to work with any half-decent amplifier and sounds pleasing with most types of music in
most situations. Not the most exciting ride, but balanced and sure not to disappoint. Rear ports come with foam tuning bungs.
In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get harde•
when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.

iii une or baiter sfinest ever iouaspeaKers, 0carries we dutnurity df IU

' IF lebbe Ul Lilt uig PIJULIIUJOVI, UULVVIII WU11,1111UVII,

po,..cp WI ICI c riicuva amyl

won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.
£730

07/02
TB

1
.
6described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': theStirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater vividness
and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. ( Special finishes available at extra cost.)
The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the capacity
to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

l 5audio Contour
12.

£2460

08/00
1
0(

Energy Encore 2

£750

08101
AG

£500

no I An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple

Epos M12
Harbeth Compact
7ES

£1300

Jamo D830

£1500

1mlab Utopia
Alto Be
Leema Acoustics
Xavier
Linn Ratan

Martintogan
Prodigy
MartinLogan
Clarity
PMC DB1+

nn
£11 '
0"

£1995
£635

£8970
£2500
£625

PMC GBI

£995

Quad ESL-989

£4000

Ruark Etude

£500

Sonus Faber
Cremona

£500C

Sonus Faber
Stradivari

£22 ,
000

SpendorS6e
Tannoy
Dimension TD12
Totem Arto
Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1
Wharfedale
EVO-10
Wilson Benesch
ACT 2
Wilson WATI1
Puppy System 7

Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone baso/mida, the suba 150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to reproduce
subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.

A

crossover. With an open, liveiy and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.

06/ ,
mc

boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparet sounds; easy to recommend.

05/

Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little strain even

AG
02/04
AG
01/05
DA
11/01
AH
08/00
MG
08/03
DA
11/04
HH
10/04
DA
07/00
HH
05/02
AG
09/02
KK

Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with the

when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can te atouch forward.
With ahigh sensitivity (90dB/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth and
scale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppress!ve even when loud.
One to dominate aroom physically though the Xavier thankfully proved unfussy when it came to positioning ana rewarding with ahighly natural and
transparent sound. Needs careful matching with sources otherwise excellent resolving abilities of treble can prove fatiguing.
Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non- parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which, when
reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual ( for (inn) ' airy' audiophile quality to boot.
Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional spatial
qualities and fine sense & air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the ore for you.
This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear- mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis sound
dispersion - and a200mrr aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!
Unburstable 'transmission-line' standmounter with aroom -filling sound that belies its compact size. Superb midband with warm rich vocals reveals
BBC pedigree, but no shortage of snap either. Upgrade kit available for owners of DB 1. Aclass winner at the price.
PMC builds on the success of the OBI with afloorstander compact enough to suit the average UK living room yet which offers few compromises when
it comes to bass extension, image height and size of sou ndstage. Definitely one to eudition.
Larger, wider- bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic ' 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but stil: does the Veappearing act' so beloved of the originals.
Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86d B). and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back presentation,
but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open mid ba nd.
Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold.' as we said in our 2002 Awards issue.
You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaKer is extraordinarily good.

04/04

Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry of

MVO(

Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.

£1495

11/04
MC

Admirably well voiced fioorstanding speaker with low coloration and good transparency to allow the boxes to disappear. Midrange performance was

£6500

04/01
hic

With a12w(305mm) Deal Concentric ( horn- loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has Tannoy's

07199

Thin enough to slip into ;he smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding.ibility to cae astereo image across, behind and around the speakers.

£840
£120

AH

£9000

£22.500

Su pertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression,and high sound levels.
Integration between thetwo small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helpingdraw the listener into the fluid mid band.

09/01 8 An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'. AG and his
panel thought its ' strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.
12/01
06/03

1
£320

especially impressive and the speaker could play easily at higher levels. Another winner from Spendor,

AH

10/99
AG

12/02
MC

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the-cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open mid band and
smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.
High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested arather
bright balance with superb articulation and class- leading resolution. Magic in tt.e right system, analytical and controlled to afault.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more dynamic
bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the ' 7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good am plifier is anecessity.
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HDTV - MAKING THE RIGHT CHOICE

as ea9/ as 1-2-3
SCREENS
GREAT LOOKING HD READY
TVS FOR THE BEST VIEW

/le

HDTV SOURCES
TRANSFORM YOUR VIEWING
WITH AMAZING PICTURES

sky Frj

• xBOX 360

AUDIO SYSTEMS
ENHANCE YOUR HDTV
VIEWING PLEASURE

Sim2

HT300E

Sim2 Multimedia is aworld- leading manufacturer at
the forefront of home cinema technology and a
name synonymous with high- end home cinema
projection.

New InFocus

HT300E
"Spectacular, in
aword...
Another terrific
projector from
Italy's finest."

IN76

Fill your screen with bright, vivid, crisp and
detailed images. This 720p resolution
projector includes DVI and HDMI inputs, which
provide the easiest and highest quality video
interface available.

SEVEN0a<S

gribi

New Themescene

HD72i

ThemeScene's HD72i utilises the latest DarkChip2"."
DLP technology from Texas Instruments. This coupled
with Faroudja video processing provides an image of
breathtaking clarity with vibrant, perfectly balanced
natural colour and outstanding detail.

1

HDTV
Pioneer
PLASMA TVs
Class Leading Picture Quality
Twin HDMI sockets
Wall or Stand Mount

JOIN THE
HDTV
REVOLUTION
WITH
SEVENOAKS

43 or 50 inch
Integrated Freeview Tuner
What Hi Fi Award-Winner
enee
AWARDS 2005

"Pioneer's latest is also its
greatest: this is a truly
wonderful HD- Ready TV."

Samsung
MILANO II
LCD TVs
Superb Quality LCD TVs
Stunnng and Innovative Design

April 6 - May 31
amajor HDTV
product promotion in
all SEVENOAKS stores

32 or 40 inch
EISA Award- Winner for Best
LCD TV

EISA

• SEE HIGH DEFINITION IN
ACTION - JUDGE THE

BEST

DIFFERENCE

PRODUCT
200M1•10.
PO IT

"Nothing distracts from

• TALK WITH OUR EXPERTS
LEARN WHAT HDTV WILL

the superb image quality."

MEAN TO YOU
• VIEW THE RIGHT
OPTIONS FOR YOU

HD
ready

Panasonic

TX32LXD60 LCD TV

•Integrated Freeview
•32" Screen
•Twin HDMI Inputs

Sharp
Aq

T

oshiba

uos LC-32GD7E LCD TV

•Integrated Freeview
•32" Screen
•HDMI Input

32WL56 LCD TV

•HDMI Input

HD

•32" Screen
•What Hi Fi Recommended

=23

2

SEVEN0a<S

HOME CINEMA
SYSTEMS
ENHANCE YOUR HDTV VIEWING
THROUGH SUPERB SOUND

Yamaha

leatFir
AWARDS 2005

World leader in both audio and home

Arcam

cinema equipment. Yamaha's range
includes AN receivers, amplifers, and DVD
players plus the innovative Digital Sound
Projector speaker systems.

•• r

i000000

.........evemeemowwequesuwawahinrn.

DVD-52500 DVD PLAYER
"The rock solid Yamaha produces fine
picture and sound."

AlfigjidgMarIll.11111

Arcam offers the movie and music lover the
most complete range of high-performance
home entertainment solutions from any
specialist manufacturer.

P
P.
e.M.Pa te93,1.e».1Lielen.al4re..

MOB

•DIVA DV79 DVD PLAYER
"Great movies aound and vision, and
the DV79 serves up fine music, too."

RX-V2600 AV RECEIVER
"Amazing - could well be the new
class king, and is certainly a real star."

•DiVA AVR250 AV RECEIVER

•

"Excels in the key area - sound quality."

XII II Is

Denon
Denon has established an enviable reputation for the performance of both its hi-fi and home
cinema products, winning numerous awards and accolades over the years. Its stylish systems
have succeeded in becoming the benchmark by which all other are judged.
Denon's range includes the award- winning DVD-1920 DVD player and AVR-1905 AV receiver
and Smart Life S-301 all- in- one home cinema system.

New REL

R SERIES

The R-Series is designed to augment the
performance of " full range" speaker
systems and to provide linear response
down to below 20Hz.
•R-205, R-305 and R-505
•Class D amplification
•Piano Black Lacquer Finish

11111111211

•SMART LIFE S-301 AV SYSTEM
"For many people this could be
the future of home cinema."

B&VV
With acombination of
the latest R&D
techniques and a
passion for music, B&W
produces adiverse
range of products
befitting the largest
audio manufacturer in
the UK.
•MINI THEATRE MT- 30
"Talented, covetable and worth every penny, the MT- 30 (and
especially the PV1) could well be heading for iconic status."

SEVEN0a<S
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LEADERS IN
QUALITY HI-FI

SEVEN0a<S
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EXPERTS IN HI-FI COMPONENTS
AND SYSTEMS

"Yamaha's
latest micro
looks great
and sounds
even better
A winner!"

Arcam Solo

o

Foeireat s
oeuidini Hursic

•Amazing sound from an integrated system

[MGM!

•With exceptional quality CD, FM and DAB
digital radio
•Integrated iPod connection - hear how good
your iPod can sound
•From Arcam, agreat
British company

Y

amaha CRX M170

•Micro System
•DAB/FM/AM Tuner and CD Player
•Complete with Speakers
CD
12 Tracks

,A

Vol
5111n1 22s

Buy an Arcam Solo music system with Arcam Alto speakers
and receive aFree 1GB iPcd nano ( RRP f109) OFFER ENDS miosrloo6

KEF

IQ5 SPEAKERS
•Uni Q technology
•Finish options
•Floorstanding
•What Hi Fi
award- winner
"The iQ5s are
little stars,
providing
stunning scale
and authority
from discreetly
sized towers...
The iQ5s are
fully deserving
Products of the
Year."

New Rotel

06 SERIES

Rotel's New 06 Series will give you
years of enjoyment and offers
excellent value for money. This
range of separates creates asound
that, the more you hear it, the
better it gets.
0

•Integrated, Pre and Power
Amplifiers
•CD Player and DAB Tuner
•Silver or Black Finish

r
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onos DIGITAL MUSIC SYSTEM

Sonos is the first and only digital music system that lets you play all your digital
music, all over your house - and control it from the palm of your hand. Best of all,
you don't need aPC in every room, amusic server or wireless network. Just a
Sonos''' ZonePlayer and speakers in the rooms of your choice and aSonos''
Controller in hand to access all of your digital music, no matter where it's stored.
"Simple to set-up,
great tc use... Sound
quality is first-rate."

4

SEVENOacS

MAKING THE RIGHT
CHOICE
MAKE THE INFORMED CHOICE TO ENHANCE
YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE

If you've enjoyed listening to
music before, try listening to it
through aCyrus system. With
every product tuned by ear,
Cyrus represents aquality of
sound, which is rare at any
price. Invest in aCyrus system
and you'll be rewarded with a
wealth of sound you wouldn't
have thought possible.
eiMIDS

Primare
Primare Systems has built aworldwide
reputation for producing innovative
audio and video products that break
with convention. Each product is a
statement of its desire to be different.
In offering aunique blend of
sophisticated, timeless Scandinavian
design, class- leading build quality, and
proprietary state-of-the-art
technological advance, out of necessity.

wliALVMS
2003

AWARDS 2003
AWARDS 2003

AWARDS 20 33

B&W cmi

Monitor
Audio

Behind its exterior of real wood veneer and
familiar two-way arrangement of tweeter and
bass/midrange lie innovations, engineering
and asound that are far from conventional.
•Kevlar Drive Unit

Thirty years of experience
at raising the bar for the
world's most demanding
consumers, has inspired
Monitor Audio to
introduce Gold Signature,
a new flagship range that

•Tube Loaded Aluminium Tweeter
•Hi Fi Choice Best Buy

reaches unprecedented
standards of design,
innovation, performance,
technical excellence,
build quality and value in
rts class.
The new six model line-up comprises astand-mounting speaker,
the GS10; two floor standing speakers, the GS20 and GS60; adual- mode surround speaker,
the GS-Mt, adedicated centre-channel speaker, the GS-LCR; and a 1000W (RMS) active
subwoofer, the GSVV-12.

Project
Project, one of the world's leading
suppliers of turntables, range
includes the Award-winning
Debut, Xpression II, Perspective
and RPM Series.
WIMatt!

AWARDS 2003

"The Debut is a superb valuefor-money package."

"When B&W moves into the luxury
miniature sector, it's time to sit up and
take notice" HI-FI CHOICE • MARCH 2006

The right accessories
can make or break
your system.
Our carefully selected
range including QED,
GRADO & SOUNDSTYLE,
will get the very
best performance from
your system.

SEVEN0a<S
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1
Essential
Accessories

HIGH
DEFINITION TV

,101V
(
<1

'THE BIGGEST REVOLUTION IN HOME
VIEWING SINCE COLOUR TELEVISION'

•

HDTV

JOIN THE
HDTV
REVOLUTION
WITH
SEVENOAKS

LCD Ns

Samsung
MILANO II
Superb Quality LCD TVs
Stunning and Innovative Design
32 or 40 Inch
EISA Award-Winner for Best LCD TV

-- BEST
PRODUCT

During May

gm«

200, 200.

Len,

amajor HMV
product promotion in

"Nothing distracts from the superb
image quality."

PLASMA TVs

Pioneer
Class Leading Picture Quality
Twin HDMI sockets

all SEVENOAKS stores
• SEE HIGH DEFINITION IN
ACTION - JUDGE THE
DIFFERENCE

Wall or Stand Mount
43 or 5.0 inch
Integrated Freeview Tuner

• TALK WITH OUR EXPERTS
LEARN WHAT HDTV WILL

What Hi Fi Award- Winner

MEAN TO YOU
swsw
AWARDS 2008

• VIEW THE RIGHT
OPTIONS

"Pioneer's latest is a so its grea:est: this is a truly
wonderful HD- Ready TV."

HD
ready

Panasonic

TX32LXD60 LCD TV

•Integrated Freeview
•32" Screen
•Twin HDMI Inputs

Sharp
Aq

T

oshiba

UOS LC-32GD7E LCD TV

•Integrated Freeview

•32" Screen
•HDMI Input

32WL56 LCD TV

•HDMI Input

HD

•32" Screen

ready

•What Hi Fi Recommended

2
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simply, the most impressive
mains filter we've ever heard.
"It is, quite

Hi Fi
Gil

NEWS TITAN

-

For your free
IsoTek brochure call:

01635 291357

I

120.»

2005

\

2001 What 141.14?

hr.)

200.4

Cholce

21,04 What th.Ft?

2004 Mort.

2003 What 1441?

2203 Iti-F1 Choice
eole,Un Sue N., 1

2003 What 111.R?

2003 th-FI Choice

3)06 What HI-FI?

2003

*44
2202 41,-F, News

2003 What 141-F11

Always setting new standards

sciTek

a
I

WWW.

0

isoieksystems.com

Whyfi
Convincing arguments

Beauhorn, Border Patrol, Clearaudio, Diapason,
EAR/ Yoshino, Experience, Filtration, Final,
LED Audio, Lyra, Music First Audio,
Nottingham Analogue, Opera, Pathos Acoustic!,
Quadraspire, Transfiguration, SME, Shun
Mook, Unison Research, Vandersteen Audio.
Demonqration, by appointment

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
e: peterealternativeau di
o.co.0 k
Hrompton Ralph. Taunton. hooter...
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NOLA
The all new amazing
Nola Grand Reference
and Pegasus Loudspeakers.
The ultimate listening machines
Phone no. 07916 176399
Fax no. 020 7684 1490
Email: michael-akutter@hotmail.co.uk
Website: www.nolaspeakers.com

Nola uk

Hi-Fi News

ACCESSORIES CLUB

Valves and tube tweaks

T

his month's offerings from the
Accessories Club are exclusively for
the attention of the users of valve

Ihwd1 that is full of transformer laminations
and nicely finished in black ash. When
mounted on top of the input transformer,
or as close as casework will allow, the

equipment, thermeonic devices, tubes,
bottles and all things that glow in the dark!

Fluxdumper has remarkable effects on
signal clarity and fine detail. Theories

First we have Pearl Coolers,

about the way in which such adevice works

the original cooling devices

are many but we and the hundreds of

from Bill Perkins in

customers who have bought from us know
the effect is positive and immediate!

Canada. The latest
generation of his coolers

What's more, this month we're offering

cover the complete

a25% discount on the whole range of our

range of valves used for
audio applications and are

stock Sovtek and Electroharmonix valves.

available in six sizes. To order,

Quantities are limited, so please, as they

simply detail the type of valve being treated

say, be quick to avoid disappointment...

and the quantity required.
EAT Cooldampers are suitable for tubes
with diameters of between 19.5-22mm
and are dampers first, with asecondary
effect on cooling and RF shielding when

Accessories Club Order Form
PRODUCTS

connected to asuitable ground. EAT
Cooldampers come in one size only, close

TUBE RINGS

PEARL COOLERS

contact with the different size of valve

VALVE TYPE

DIAMETER

adjustable contact system.

Small Signal ID f8each

9-1Omm fo Ell each

Tube Rings by Duende Criatura are

QUANTITY

VALVE TYPE

being achieved by their unique six- point

19.5-22mm fa Ell e.!ch

out-and-out dampers. Made from solid
blocks of Teflon, giving them amaximum

26-29mm 0El] each

working temperature of 260°C, Tube Rings

27-32mm Id [ 16 eact

are held in place towards the top of the

Power Devices

ra

36-39mm la El8 each

f10 each

valve envelope with atitanium spring. Tube

39-42mm 2E19.each

rings are available in arange of sizes,

44-48mm f8 Meath

covering valves from 9-58mm in diameter,

53.58min fa f23 each

at different prices, so please indicate which
valve is being treated when ordering. The
size, and position when in use of Tube
Rings allows for the fitting of both damper

EAT Cooldampers M £ 15 each

[lone sue]

HEN FLUXDUMPFR •

Rube Ring) and cooler 1Pearl Cooler) on
both input and output device. Interesting!
The final offering is the ubiquitous HFN

Name
Address

Fluxdumper - asmall timber box 3x4x5mn
Post Code

VALVES: 25°/e OFF REGULAR LIST PRICE!
Sovtek/EH 300B matched pair

Was E200

Now E150.00

Sovtek KT88

Was E35

Now £ 26 25

Sovtek 6550WE

Was [ 25

Now [ 18.75

Sovtek KT66

Was £ 25

Now [ 113.75

Sovtek 5881

Was E12

Now f9
Now £ 6

Sovtek 6SN7GT

Was £ 8

Sovtek 6234

Was 08

Sovtek EL34

Was £ 8

Now f6

Sovtek EL34WXT

Was E12

Now £ 9

Sovtek 6L6WXT

Was £ 15

Now £ 11.75

Was f16.50

Now f12.30

Sovtek EF86

Now 13.50

Sovtek/EH ECM/12AT?

Was £ 12

Now f9

Sovtek/EH ECC82112AU7

Was f12

Now f9

Sovtek/EH ECC83/12AX7

Was £ 12

Now £ 9

Sovtek/EH ECC88/6922

Was E15

Now f11.25

Telephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

*HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)
Card Number

LI1

II
Signature

Expires ( date)
TO ORDER Please send

form to: 01234 742028

UK SALES All prices include

Where applicable they

completed order form or a

OR Telephone: 01231. 741152

VAT. Arcessores Club prices

will be free of VAT Sales

photocopy of the form) to:

OR e-mail: saleslaifiaccesso

include postage and packing

Taxi, hut will he subject

HFN Accessories Club & co

riesclub.com

for all items, whatever their

to additional shipping at

Service, PO Box 200, Bedford

OR Visit the secure order

size, anywhere in the UK.

cost. Please contact us for

MK40 1YH, UK

facility at

EMPOP.T SALES Export sales

quotation. Delivery subject to

OR Fax your completed order

www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

are always very welcome.

availability E&OE.

Visit www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com - e-mail orders welcome
a
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Award Winning North of England Retailers.

istle
icrd
KEF
Marantz

r Olt
All Chord Electronics available... with up to 3yrs 0% finance

'endian
.1ichell
Missir
JiOflRL

Mordau.
NM)
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortcgfon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden

24 GIllygate, York

Taniroy

01904-629659
www Vickers Hin co uk

TEAC
Van den Hut
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more...

"The best tonearm I've
heard"

HI FI WORLD

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2004 award

ccA

new benchmark for musical communication -

STEREOTIMES
NEW SOVEREIGN DECK

"

One of the truly special products Lye reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

Ultimate performance
for your system
C(

T

he best musical results of any t
urnta bl e
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations. hesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREO TIMES

O
RIN

LIVE Demonstrably better

122 wvnv.hifinews.co.uk • JUNE 20176

Tonearm Models
Conqueror - £2500
Illustrious - £1570
Encounter - L:970
Silver - £599
OL1 from - 024

I

on the Aurora gold turntable & illusrrious tonearm

Full information on web site

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E- man: infoceoriginlive.com
www.o rigi nlive.com

In a world where so much looks the same,
we take pride in being different I

Authonsed dealers:
Acoustic Arts, Wattord, Tel 01923 24525C - Adorns & Jarrett, East Sussex, Tel. 01 424 437165 - Glasgow Audio. Glasgow. Tel 01413 324707 - HI-FI Studios. Doncaster, Tel. 011302 225550
Holburn

Aberdeen, Tel. 01224 565713 - Midland Audio Exchange, Eielbroughton. Tel. 01562 / 31100

New Auaio Frontiers, Loughborough. Tel. 01509 264002

Phonography, Ringwood. Tel. 01425 461230

Mike Manning, Taunton. Tel 01823 326688 - Mike bAannIrg, Yeovil, Tel. C1935 479361

Practical HI-FI. Lancaster, Tei. 01524 39657 • Dractloar HI-R. Manchestei, tel 01618

Practical HI-Fl. Warrington, Tel..C1925 632179 - R.J.F, Cornwall, Tel. 01209 710777 - Sound Seduction, Seyenooks, Tel. 01732 455573 - VIdeoTech, huddersfield, Tel. 01484 516670

The

New

Densen

B-110

The B-110 is the successor to the B-100, which became the most sold high-end amplifier ever from a Scandinavian audio manufacturer. The reviews have confirmed the quality of the "old" B-100 by awarding the B-100 a string of very favourable reviews: "You
just can't beat it", " rhythmic magic" and " build quality that should embarrass everyone fighting in this price category" - words that
tell you it is time to open your ears and listen! Even so the B-110 is in all aspects a giant step forward in terms of musicality, features,
user friendliness and upwadability. This completely new design is simply sonically superior because of the high-end details and features it inherits from its close relation to the B-150. The B-110 even comes with liftetime warranty.
The B-110 employs a true attenuator, while everybody else uses potentiometers or cheap digital volume IC's. Densen use a sophisticated microprocessor controlled attenuator: this is the reason for the distinct click you hear as you adjust the volume and it is a
definitive sign that Densen use the advanced relay driven attenuator instead of cheap inferior technologies, which substantially
downgrade sound qualiTy. The click is your assurance that Densen does not compromise!
Features:
-Upgradeable with external power supply
-Ready for SAXO electronic crossover
-Ready for remote control and phono stages

I

llAawiknoeeerl

-Ready for multiroom systems
-Ready for Bi-amping and Tri-amping
-Uparadeable with plug-in 7.1 pass-through surround board
B-110 2x60\e‘' 8ohms / 2x120w 4ohms B-150 2x100,er 8 ohms / 2x200w 4 ohms -

1,000

The B-150 has already been awarded Best
Integrated Amp of the year in Portuga and
Editors Choice in UK. The B-110 is a down-scalled
version of the B-150, so it is a real High End killer!

3,000

Densen Audio Technologies - Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: mail@densen.dk
www.densen.com

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT
BOUGHT SOLD,
PART EXCHANGED

THE MIDLANDS BEST USED
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•BAT • Boulder • Hovland
•Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs
•SME • Sound lab

TEUFAX

0121 747 4246

Extremo DAC and

Northstar
92 Transport

CURRENT INVENTORY
AUDIO RESEARCH VS110
AUDIO RESEARCH VS155
AUDIONET ART V2 CD SILVER
AUDIO PHYSIC VIRGO 11 BIRDS EYE MAPLE
ACCUPHASE DP55V
ACCUPHASE DP75V
ACCUPHASE E212
AVI LAB SERIES CD
B&W SILVER SIGNATURE 30 RED BUBINGA
BAT VKD5SE CD
BAT VK75SE NEW SEALED
BOULDER 1010 3 MONTHS OLD
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC NEW
BOULDER 1060
BRYSTON BP20 PRE
BURMESTER 935 PRE
DENON A1SR 7.1 HOME CINEMA BLACK
DCS ELGAR PLUS FIRE WIRE
DCS VERONA
DCS PURCELL FIRE WIRE
EAR V20
EAR 834L
ELECTROCOMPANIET EMC1-UP 24/192
FOCAL JMLABS 714
FOCAL JMLABS 716
FOCAL JMLABS CC70
HOVLAND HP100 MC PHONO
HOVLAND HP200 LINE ONLY
JM LABS MICRO UTOPIA BE + STANDS CLASSIC
JM LABS ALTO UTOPIA
KHARMA CERAMIQUE 3.1 PIANO BLACK EX DEM
KRELL FPB 650 M X2
LINN 2250 AMP
LINN AKURATE 242 ACTIV CARDS
LINN KINOS
LINN C6100
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT I
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT
MARANTZ MA9S1 MONO'S
MERIDIAN 507
MICHELL ALECTO MONO'S MK1
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 PRE
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD
NAGRA DAC
NAGRA PL- L
NAGRA VPA MONO'S
NAIM 05 TUNER s/n 212xxx
NAIM 200 s/n 227xxx
NAIM ARIVA MAPLE s/n207xxx
NAIM CDX s/n144xx
NAIM CD5 s/n 183xxx
NAIM 250/2 s/n 213xxx
NAIM HICAP 2 s/N 215XXX
NAIM HEADLINE 2s/n 212XXX
PENAUDIO REBEL2/CHARA NEW
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS + STANDS OAK
PLINIUS SA100 MK111
QUAD 22L BIRDS EYE MAPLE
REGA EXON 3
RICHARD GREY 1200 CUSTOM MAINS DISTRIBUTION..
ROTEL RSDX02E DVD/SURROUND AMP
SPECTRAL DMC15
SPECTRAL DMA100S
SPECTRAL Z CORD 2AVAILABLE
SPECTRAL MI330 2MTR PAIR
SPECTRAL MH750 8FT PAIR
SPECTRAL DMC3OS
SPECTRAL DMA 150
TRANSPARENT REFERENCE XL- SS IMTR XLR
TRANSPARENT SIGNATURE DIGITAL XLR IMTR
WILSON WATT/PUPPY 3.2 BLACK

RRP NOW
3999.. 2495
2895.. 1795
2500.. 1495
3500.. 1095
3000.. 1695
7000.. 3995
2200.. 1295
1500... 895
7000.. 2495
5495.. 2695
7950.. 4495
9450.. 4995
12950.. 7495
16500.. 9995
1800... 695
4000.. 1495
3000... 995
9500.. 4995
4000.. 2495
5000.. 2495
3500.. 1795
710 . 395
3400.. 2195
480 . 245
610 . 345
180.... 95
5750.. 2995
6450.. 3495
4600.. 2795
11500.. 5995
5750.. 2995
24000.. 7995
1900... 895
1250... 295
4500.. 2995
2200.. 1495
4333.. 2295
4000.. 1795
12000.. 6995
1200... 595
2000... 795
999... 395
3000.. 1495
7800.. 4495
5500.. 3795
11000.. 5995
825... 545
1445... 945
1300... 895
2500.. 1195
1200... 695
2400.. 1695
960... 695
295... 195
2600.. 1495
5300.. 3495
4000.. 1095
900... 495
1195... 595
.1900... 695
1000... 595
4700.. 2995
4825.. 2995
340... 195
580... 345
900... 545
7600 . 4795
6850.. 3995
3500.. 1795
1000.
595
14000.. 3495

HiFi World May 2006 Verdict - 5 Globes
"Superbly finessed and loquacious sound
allied to excellent build and finish make
for a brilliant value high end buy". " An
excellent world class transport/DAC combination" RRP £ 1249 + £ 1669
White Gold I2S digital cable £ 350.
Audusa Eupen true ferrite
Bosendorfer
Loudspeakers

power cords
and interconnects

LAT International
power cords,
Interconnects,
speaker cables

i
ï\

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL
COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.
KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • %NADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XLO • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

Tel: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Websde:
E-mail:

www.centralaudio.co.uk

tony@centralaudio.co.uk
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WWWaudusa.corn
sales@audusa.corn
02082419826 or 02082640249

Extraordinary Sound Systems
LU Loudspeakers
101dB - that's the sensitivity of every model in the
truly exciting new range of loudspeakers from lu.
For anyone who feels that ' hi-fi' reproduction
has become lifeless, tired, clinical, even dead please think again, lu speakers with valve
amplification can restore that 'shock of the real!'

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE
High Mass Turntables
German precision engineering of he highest calibre
has elevated our own vinyl reference system 'wry
cost-effectively. With aten ( 10) mars warranty on
the self -lubricating Tidodorlon bearing, this couki be
your best ever investment in ahigh-end component.

Dynamic realism is alu characteristic, in every model
from the standmount 'Tone' through the
groundbreaking 'Druid MktV' to the awesome
'Definition' with it's four active rear-mounted
bass drivers, abandwidth of 16Hz - 25kHz and a
dynamic range of 130dB.

KINGSOUND - -KS3000 ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS

lu loudspeakers are likely to appeal to anyonr
who's experienced the huge presence of horn
loaded designs but who haven't the room to
accept their compromises. More than this, lu
recreate musical subtleties that are often less
evident with either horn or 'orthodox' designs.

This elegant model from KingSound is a
32Flz-24KHz full range el, ctrostotic
that's uncompromised uy any need for
sub-woofers. It's also agreeably tolerant
of amplifier requirements as well as
loom positioning.
And, at lust £3,995, we like to think
rho! the KS3000 is clso areasonably
'affordable' true high-end speaker.

The best of all worlds? Well, be prepared for a
rare experience when you audition any Lo
loudspeaker, you'll be hearing music again!

KR AUDIO VA340 Integrated Amplifier
Internationally acclaimed, the KR Audio VA3,10 integrated amplifier employs KR 300BX13 volves to
deliver higher than average power for osingle ended amolifier cf this type. If you're genuinely
sensitive to music (rather than hypefi) you'll appreciate the delicious subtlety and near
tangible presence of performances with this quite amazing, remcte conrrolled mot fier.

LUXMAN
II/ Series Integrated Amplifiers

SHANUNG

CD T80

Unbelievable! Avolve output CD ployer
at only £650. Several happy custorvers
fully endorse its outstanding qu3lity bd
remarkable value. Yes, just 650!!

HORN;NG Loudspeakers
"...just what rye been searching for."
That's tine relief so many customers express
when they auditon Horning loudspeakers.
HigL, senhitivih!, valve friendly, deep
powerful boss and ethereal highs. Agraceful
recreation of music's Dynamic ontrosts and
emetic:not ommenication that's nowsa rare.
No '
etched' detail, nor tiresome '
ringing' highs,
just natural music reproduction. Could this be
what you've been searching for as well?

We've been taken aback by the powerful
musicality and exqcisite subtlety of these new
integrated amplifiers from Liman. Their brilliant
build quality, legendary reliability, comprehensive
facilities (induding of3bulousM(/MM phonostage)
and remote control, hove already sreen Luxman
reclaim their crown here in the UK.
On permanent demonstration at Audidincs.
Prices from £2,295 to £3,795.

Carefully Selected Previously Owned & Ex- Demonstration Components

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!
ART SU Inudsgeakers. Block/slate tops (£ 2,500)
ART AUDIO Dinvolo 300B Stereo Power Amplifier
AUDIONET AMP1 200wpc Power Amplifier (£2995)
AUDIOSTATIC DCI Lowd,peakers in block (£5,oco)
BAT VK-5, Pie- amp (£ 4,300)
BAT VK-150SE.Monoblucks (C15,500)
BAT VK-P5 Phono stage
CARDAS Goldffl Refererce 1mtr RCA
CARDAS Dud Link Loudspeaker Cables, hi-wire, spades 12h+
CAT SL] thtimote Pre-unip with phono stage ( c7,000)
CONRAD JOHNSON PY-L514 Line Stage
CONRAD JOHNSON EH Phonostage (f2000)
CONSONANCE Ref 1.7 Pre- amp (£2,995)
CYRUS CJ6 CD player
DIAPASON Koris BoolCelf Speckers ( Beautiful in solid walnut)
EPOS M12 Loudspeakers. Cherry
JADIS JPS2 Not mint but the performance is astounding

Superb £895
Mint, boxed £ 1995
Mint £995
Mint, boxed £2995
Mint, boxed £ 1595
Mint, cases £ 7995
New, boxed £ 1395
Mint £595
Superb £795
Mint, boxed £ 4195
Mint, boxed £895
Mint, boxed £ 795
Ex-den, boxed £ 1995
Mint £ 495
Mint, boxed £595
Lovely, boxed £295
£2995

KUZMA Stabi 'S' Brass
LINN SONDEK LP12 (Trompolin) - new Origin live Ultra Elmer,
IIEW origin Live Conqueror arm. (Value £4,500)
MARANTZ CD6000 OSE CD Player
MELOS 402 Monoblocks. 400 volve wad!! Sensational
MYRYAD MP100/MA120 Pre/Pwr ( Black)
ORIGIN LIVE Aurora t/t wit!' Silver Mk2 irrm (£ 1595)
ORTOFON MCA- 76 Moving Coil Phono Tronsformer (2gain levels)
PRECIOUS METALS SS2028 1mtr Balanced Interconnect ( 50)
SHANLING CD-1100 late spec
SME IV lonearrn (Less than 12 hrs use)
SUMO Gold Valve Pre £ 300B Push/Pull monoblocks
TALON Roven Loudspeakers. Black Glass. (£6995)
'THE HEAD' Phono Stage
TRANSFIGURATION Esprit MC ( Few hours personal use wily)
UNISON RESEARCH Mystery Pre-amp
XTC CDT1LE CD Transport Remote control.

Mint, boxed £750
Mint 8New £2,995
Mint, boxed £ 125
Mint, boxed £2795
Mint, boxed £695
New £ 1295
Superb £ 125
Excellent £249
En- dear £1195
Mint, bond £895
Servied £ 1995
Mint £2995
Excellent £349
Mint, bond £495
Excellent £799
As -new, boxed £495

www.audio1incs.com

PHONE:

GRANTHAM ( Al jLINCS

078 2192 5851

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
NATIONWIDE DELIVERIES DAILY

EXPORT SALES

or
01476 591090

ALIUM AUDIO

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk
PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1
10 DAYS SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING
CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE

Distributors Of Quality HiFi

01273 •_ Q8 3

5901

CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

Goldring

GRADO Award winning Headphones

Elektra

consortilance audio products

£33

£28

GEX £24

1006

£76

£62

GEX

1012 GX

£95

£76

GEX £67

1022 GX

£ 124 £ 100

GEX £86

1042

£143 £ 114

GEX £ 100

Eroica LXJH £ 133 £ 109

GEX

N/A

Elite

GEX

N/A

£232 £ 190

AT 95 E

£23

£ 16

AT 100 E

£26

£ 17

AT 0C9 MLII £330 £295

"SIGNATURE SER!ES"

£ 105

£95

EX

N/A

DR50

£35

DR100

£55

DR150

£70
£29

Sennheiser Headphones

EX

N/A

HD415

N/A

HD435

DL 304

£210 £ 190

EX

N/A

HD465

£45

HD485

£54

Prestige Black

£40

Prestige Gold

£ 110

£ 27
£73

£495 £395
£795

£695

V 15 VxMR

WA

HIFI ACCESSORIES
Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier

£60

WA

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

£13

EX

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylas Force Gauge

£24

Mitty Pixall It Roller plus Refill

£16

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

£38

Bib Universal Standard Headshell

£15

£58
£213

Sumiko
Blue Point Special £235 £200

EX

Blackbird

EX

£585

£500

Over 500 replacement
styli types stocked

GEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge
EX - Exchange price same make moving coll cartridge
VISA

41,

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

Ce

MANTRA AUDIO ( HEN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD, SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 SAP

Classical Ringtones
for the Discerning Phone

More than 300
vibrant ringtones
Original distinctive repertoire
Only £3.00 (or local equivalent). Nc subscription
Bernstein • Britten • Copland
tioki
Maxwell Davies • Kats-Chernin • Khachaturian • Prokofieff
Rachmaninoff • Reich • Sibelius • Stravinsky

www.booseytones.com

im Audio equipment on the planet
nges very welcome

• Friendly help and advice

THE

• Open 7days till late

QUAD

• Compare current with previous Nairn ranges
• Comfortable demonstration facilities
Tel • St Albans 01727 86 86 59

SPECIALIST
ESL 57 "'

LE 1

Spares and Repairs

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL63 and LE I

MCIIM

Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.
Contact us for our free catalogue.

New!
Naim Audio Parts & Accessories Online Shop
See www.tomtomaudio.coni for details
126 www.hifinews.zo.uk

£38

EX

£98

...the only de er in the world specialising
purely in th
world class products

• Part ex

£450

EX

A New Dawn for Nairn and Tom Tom Audio...

ction of current Naim Audio product
onstration and the largest stock of

RS- 2

£69

•

Extensive
range on
pre- loved

£635

£83

M 97 XE

Website www.aliumaudio.com

£260

RS1

£95

Shure

sales@aliuMaudiO.com

£175

£79

Argo

E-Nian

£140

SR- 225

DL 160

Dorian

NOW IN STOCK, NEW CD PLAYERS. 16 BIT, NC OVERSAMPLING, NO
DIGITAL FILTER, NO OP-AMPS, PLEASE CHECK OUT THE NEW REVIEW IN
HI-F14. ISSUE 44, OR CHECK OUT THE WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILS

£90

SR- 125

DL 110

Lyra

"REFERENCE SERIES"

£75

SR 80

New Goldring Headphones

Grado

"CYBER SERIES"

SR 60

SR- 325i
Reference Series

EX

Denon
DL 103

Prestige Series

£52

Audio Technica

"DROPLET SERIES'

HEADPHONE SECTION

QUAD Musilcwiedergabe GmbH
Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany
tel. + 49(0)2654 987977 fax. + 49(0)2654 987976
email:QUAD-GmbHgt-online.de
www.QUAD-MUSIK.com

www.quadatelier.de

kmga ui

is ore family that yau'll happily giw pet( 11(ii 1( `0

We understand that choosing
is apersonal and at
times, family thing. Call the Audio Salon today on 0845
4000 400 for further information on Zingali
or visit vvvvvv.audiosalon.co.uk

t'S .
1(10 1( 00 .
I

Gershman 'Black Swan'
With understatement typically

characteristic of Canadians,
loudspeaker manufacturer Gershman
have created ahigh-end model
uncompromised by cost factors yet
remaining within reach for the
most aspirational of audiophiles.
"Super natural naturalism..."
.hris Martens - The Absolute Sound

Another of my favourite sounds was
provided by the new Black Swan...
bass was particularly impressive,
combining precise pitch definition,
lack of coloration, and considerable
weight, heft and extension..."
Robert Harley - The Absolute Sound

Basis 'Vector'
Unipívot Tonearm
Vinyl specialists Basis return to the UK
with an awesome range of turntables,
high-end interconnects, speaker cables.
and the incomparable Vector tonearm.
This outstanding unipivot design
has already gained an international
reputation that places it at the very top
of atiny list of world-leading designs.
Quite possible the most accurate
tracking performance yet seen has been
acknowledged by reviewers, enthusiasts
and even one prominent designer of
state-of-the-art pickup arms!
Rare and exclusive, the new Basis Vector
tonearm is available only from
appointed specialists. Please enquire.

A UDIO

SELECT

Distributors of Superior Audio Equipment
ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE
GERSHMAN

•

im

HANNL

BASIS
•

BASIS CABLES •

KINGSOUND

•

EMILLE

LUXMAN

For details of your nearest specialist retailer, please phone 01900 813064 or email: select.audioetiscali.co.uk

214

hífisound

by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts, in the

North East

Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama, Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics, Chord Cable,
Consonance, Creaktiv, Custom Design, Esoteric, Grado, Isotek, Nbien, Neat, Opera,
Pathos, Pure, Resolution Audio, Revolver, Roksan, Shanling, Standesign, Sugden, System Audio,
TEAC, Triangle, Unison Research, Usher Audio, Van Den Hul, Wadia and more!

hifisound, 30b Larchfielci St, Darlington, County Durham, DL3 7TE. Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisouncl.co.uk

...what are you up for?
THIS IS JUST A SELECTION OF OUR STOCK - MORE IN STORE - WE CAN HARDLY GET IN THE DOOR SO OFFERS INVITED ON ANY ITEM LISTED IN RED!
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... tel 0845 6019390 Tuesday to Saturday 10 HI 5, or email newse2ndhandhifi.co.uk
Quality

hifi equipment always required for cash

Call us before ycu trade in ..... Commission Sales too

VISIT OUR WEBSITE, OR CALL TO SPEAK TO A REAL PERSON TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 10 TO 5-ISH

turnta bleworld!
Our Dem facilities offer a wide selection of all types of analogue equipment from all the best brands including...
Aesthetix, Clearaudio, Decent Audio, Dynavector, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live, Ortofon, Project, Roksan, Graham Slee, Shure, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration,
Trichord, VVhest Audio and Wilson Benesch

...there is no better analogue decision
turntablewcrIcl!

Is at 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, DL3 7TE. Tel 01325 24 1888 or email news(.4Jrntableworld.co.uk
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UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM
"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The 01, structural modification
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £ 1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade litz wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external
rewiring is also go further increasing the performance.

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking."
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS

Universal turntable motor kit

"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."

The Cinderella of HiFi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being

HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

improves on the hest of other power supplies costing over 4times as much or

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

WHAT
SOW. /111111, VISI12

Structural Modification - £75
*****
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL Iarm ( manufactured

sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199

ORIGIN LIVE

Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339

Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginl ive.com

Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

by Rega) £ 124
Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

ÍT?Ï?oáe4lelv L30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME 1 1LD - 01634 880037
www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

Upgrade Transformer - £. 175
l.pgrade DC 200 motor - £ 129 with kit

www.originlive.com

-cartridges
lyra
ortofon
sumiko
>cables
chord company
eichmann
nordost
>headphones
grado

tdi
evil's in he
tail

stax
>hardware

ate
arcam
castle
creek
epos
focal / jm labs
harbeth
lexicon
michell
m+ k
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
origin live
primare
tunco

ADVANTAGE, ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDION, AVI, BASE, CHORD, CAIRN
CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, CYMBOL, DALI, EPOS, JMLAB, GAMUT, GOLDRING
GRADIENT, GRADO, GRAHAM SLEE, GRAVES AUDIO, HADCOCK, MERLIN,
NAD, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE,
PARTINGTON, PEIGA, PURE, QUADRASPIRE, RENAISSANCE, SENNHEISER, STELLO,
STIRLING, LS35/o, TIVOLI, TRANSFIGURATION, USHER, VINCENT, VIVID.

CHORD SPM 14000 ON DEMONSTRATION
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Visit our web site for
complete list of brands
stocked.
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What's new and exciting?

e
CI)
CI)
1..

Acoustic Signature
Hand-crafted masterpieces of music making.
which are developed, produced and made for
natural listening. Ask us to tell you about the
'Mambo' model...

c
cij
cL.)
meC
4m,

ASR

Have avery definite idea of how an amplifier
should sound. The musical reproduction should
be homogeneous and natural, combining the
harmony and musicality of asuperb tube amplifier
with the accuracy and power distribution of
modem transistor amplifiers.The perfect integrated
amplifier?We think so!

•

•.e

e•-•

Tel: 0845 4000 4

Basis
The philosophies underlying Basis designs
are sound principles of physics; provable
concepts that result in the most accurate
replay of records possible. Did we mention
that they look visually stunning?

Kings Audio

We are the south coast main dealer for
this exciting new range of affordable
electrostatic loudspeakers from Kings Audio.
If you love fullrange electrostatics you must
audition these!

Luxman
A range of products are available and we just
have to mention the L-509F Integrated model.

IBBI

Falling in love with the sound of the L509F
Integrated Amplifier is easy but leaving our
place without one could prove rather more
challenging!
Music First
David Price says," The MF Audio pre is
extremely open and sophisticated musical
performer that betters anumber of even
more expensive designs. " We definitely
agree!

•

We have an extensive
range of used hi-f:
equipment. Shown on
the right is just asmall
sample of the products
we have.
Visit our web site:
www.hifiguy.co.uk
as the list change; daily.
Services include
collect your hi-fi
deliver your hi-fi
home installation
trade-in
part- exchange
commission sales

VISA

=0

Just a few of our latest
used bargains...
£2750
Aloe Signatu re S
peakers
Audio Artestry Dvorak Speakers
Audio Research VT200
Audion Silver Knights with Border Patrol
Bryston 7BST mono's
Cadence Arca Speakers
Clear Audio master reference
Conrad Johnson Premier 8A Mono
Krell FPB250 Monoblocks
Krell KAV300IL Ire Amplifier
Maranu SA- 1SACD/CD Player
Meridian S6000 Speakers
Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
Musical Fidelity CDPRE
Musical Fidelity A3CR Preamp
Musical Fidelity ACR Poweramp X2 (each)
Nagra P-PL Pre
Nordost SPM Spk Cable 3m Banana
Nordost Valhalla 1m RCA Interconnect
Nordost Valhalla 3m Biwire Spk Cable
Nordost Vishnu 2m Power Cord
Plinius 100 MK3 Poweramp
PMC BB5 Speakers
Resolution Audio CD55
Sony SACDI
Sound LabAl speakers
Tannoy Canterbury
Transparent Ultra 8ft speaker cable

£2500
£5995
£1800
£2000
£2750
£5000
£6500
£4500
£2400
£2400
£1900
£1100
£1000
£450
£450
£4500
£1200
£1000
£3200
£250
£1900
£5503
£1200
£1700
£6000
£4995
£900

definitive audio
Definitive Audio offers you a fresh and focused way of choosing a sophisticated
sound for your home. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless. The systems we create are infused witn an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons.
Sale of part exchanged and ex-dam Items

Sale

New

Nordost Valhalla speaker cable - 78 single set

£ 3000 £ 6000

Nordost Valhalla 1m interconnect - 2 sets

£ 2000

f4000

Hovland I-IP100 line/phono pre- amp
£ 3000 £ 6500
Wilson System 6 loudspeakers
£ 9000 £ 18000
McIntosh 2000 power- amp
£ 7000 £ 13500
Musical Fidelity 3D Nu Vista CD player
Van den Hut Colibri ( new)

£ 1400 £ 2750
£ 1800 £ 3000

Voyd Reference turntable. Unique example of this benchmark design.
Offered for sale on behalf of the designer - never previously sold. This
turntable has a huge specification including. 30mm Levan platter, massive
Papst motor system, extreme power supply; beautiful satin rosewood plinth £ 12000 £ 25000
Sale includes AudloNote wired Hellus Cyalene tonearrn and ANUK
limited field coil cartridge with PSU ( 15 hours use). Comes with
manufacturers warranty on turntable.
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 - power amp - 2003 - very good condition £ 4500 £ 7500
Conrad Johnson Premier 16LS - remote control pre- amp 3 years ad
£ 4000 £8000
Living Voice OBX-R2 loudspeaker - Ebony
£ 3800 £ 5000
Pathos 2 box pre- amp with remote control - spotless
£ 1500
Audion Golden Night 300/3 monos - very good condition
£ 1750 £4500
Unison Simply 845 beefcake integrated amp
£ 1800 £ 3750
Cardas Neutral Reference speaker cable - 2 metres - very nearly new
£ 500 £ 780
Garda. Neutral Reference interconnect - 1metre - very nearly new
£ 350 £ 500
Vertex Moncayo speaker cable - 15' pair - one month old
£ 1000 £2000
Border Patrol Control Unit 1 - line pre- amp
£ 1000 £ 1700
Canary Audio 608LV integrated amp - serviced - warranty - hovland caps
Art Audio PX25 - Swans - Single ended flea power for the sensitive type

£ 1500 £ 3000
£ 2750 £ 4500

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck with RB300 8 Living Voice Mystic Mat £ 700 £ 1100
Tube Technology Prophet pre-amp - 30hrs use
£ 1500 £2500

Lamm
Metrono -',e Technologie
Von Schweikert
Renaissance Amplification
\terba -im Cables

Tube Technology Unisis Signature integrated - 30 hours use
Rogue Audio Matis pre-amp and Atlas power amp combo - ex dam

£ 1500 £ 2500
£ 1750 £ 2250

Oracle Delphi turntable with Linn Ittok tonearrn
£475
Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista M3 CO player ( 2001) - as new condition - boxed £ 14130 £ 3000
Audio InovatIons First Audio - fully serviced - delightful
£850
AVI S.2000 M1 integrated amp
£ 300 £ 1000
Border Patrol S.20 power amp - mahogany - nearly new
Audio Mecca Mephisto CD transport
Sugden Optima mm/mc phono stage - excellent little thing
Canary Audio 301 3009 stereo push-pull power amp - lovely

£ 5000
f7000
£ 1000 £2500
£ 199
£ 3400 £ 5400

Canary Audio 303 [ 110vI - new - lovelier
£ 3800 £ 7200
Audio Innovations Series 1000 monos - fully serviced - class A classic £ 800
Revolver 33 loudspeakers - grey and maple
£ 300
RAW CDM loudspeakers
£ 199
Audio innovations Series 500 integrated - classic - fully serviced £ 800
Mole pre-amp - very new - very good condition - beautifully made

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet: envw.detlnItiveaudio.co.uk

£ 600

£ 900 £ 2800

Fax: 0115 973 3666
shout@definitIveaudlo.co.uk

SOUND F
Elegant Storage
Sofutions for
9
a- Ft, Books,
Les, CDs,
DVDs
Any veneer
supplied-

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE
e 400 WATTS OF CROFT POWER

Tel:
.01423 500442 Fax.01423 705200

*HARD- WIRED TRANSVALVE Tm

www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk

CROFT SILVER CAPACITORS
*EICHMANN CABLE PODS Tm

'The Old Chapel-

*ZERO OVERALL FEEDBACK

282 Skipton Road

• I7 COMPONENT CIRCUIT

Harrogate, N York.,

*CROFT AUDIOGRADE PSU

I ROM

C 911
R

THE

MASTER

CRAFTSMAN

GLENN

CROFT

London enquiries.
F

+44 (0)208 20, 9286
e.adrianfeaudioflairmuk
3minizr.raudio

tel: + 44 (0)1746 716881/ C7792 420266. fax:

web:www.ee,nentaud,o.co.uk
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shadow audio:)
Call 01592 744779 for the best part-ex prices!
List changes daily so visit Amw.s-iacowaudio.co., ,,
regU fly!
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£995
£P0A
£2295

Living Voice OBXR2 speakers, boxed as new,ex-dem. (£44(30)
JAS Audb SLpertweeten, : his is the actioa. HiFi World Review pair from
the curent issue ( May 06) asuperb speaker upgrade. ( f649)
Wilson Benesch Discovery, 5mcn:hs olc, boxed as new (£ 5700)
!PMC FE 1+ ( recently upraded
+ spec) in cherry, (£ 1695)
Wilson Beneath Actor speakers, cherry, excellent cond, (£400))
PMC 03' speakers cnerry, lates: spec 5rr.onths old. (£ 2700)
ATC SCM-20A STower speakers, walnut (£51177)
Merlin VSM MM ir exc :ondition 1C/' 0 (£110)31
REL Q4OCE suowcefer in premium rraple(fl 200)
Gershrran Acoustics Avartoarde speakers„finished in Piano Black taquer,
only few weeks old, ! f79001 Wilson 3enes.:h ADCsNyith stands, silver fnish(£2.5k)
Living )...oice Auditorum II in Cherry .( 121961
ATC SCM-50ASL, ii Cherry,.4nnnths old (£ 7947)
GamuT L3, in Rosewocei, boxed as new. (13 75D)
ATC SCM35, cherry boxed as ne',', (£ 1999)
Wilson 3enesch Curiespeakers, 4n
-nthsoldif5000)
Dali Helton 400, boxed as new (£ 3330)
Ref 3a Datapo i, as rew, maple.) nrcelths old. £2700
Triangle Hehade,Charmpagre finito £595)
Quad 989 ESL Virxage, new £5000
Quad 588 ESL in Nouveau,.cost new £ 3750
Audio Physic Virgo III, Cherry

£2495
£549

£895
£1395
£1995
£1695
£2795
£1495
£1655
£379
£455
£'995
£3225
£1695
£1095
£395
£1995
£1295
£1695
£1995
£3795
£1250
£1795
¡PGA
£395
£795
£2895
£995
£695
£795
£995
£4995
£P0A
£P0A
£3950
£1995
£995
£395
£P0A
£P0A
EPOA
13595
14995
£4595

£3495
£895
i1 495
1695
1995
2595
£695
IPA
£1699
£1495
£4895
£2750
£1395
£3495
£1995
£1650
f195
£3600
£2999
£2595

Lams LP12, Dios, Lingo, Crkis, -ecent service, orig box + packing(f5900) £ 1595
Roksan Xerxes with brand new Taoriz Zi arm, complete service
£795
ago. Fully boxed ir as new coadtion. Superb Opportunity)
Trichort Ditto witik :he never connected power supply, boxed as new £495
one owner, ateat apec, sensational performance. (£ 749)
Bluenote Bellaria Reference T.onearm. one owner, 3months did (£ 1500) £795
Mark Levinson JC-1 ohano staoe very very rare
£ 1495
SME 1Da, boxed a., . -ew9rinn:h-sold only(E3600)
£ 1995
Michelle Gyrodeck, Origin UveTonearm,Tichord Never Connected PSUo0( £995
motor, boxed, manials, one owner excellent. (£2000+)
Krell Ulf Reference P'-,ono State
£ 11395
SME 10, pored AS NEW (£2805:
£ 11895
SME 20/2a a
SME Wonea ni (f :695l
fM95
Wilson-Beneath Fir? Grtle+Ply Cart £ 2100:
£ 1495
ilgottingiren.Analogue Sparedec .
8695
Tte-fflr In 3 - sever front
e_ 1;
£ 199
lsotek Substationmens distribution :£ 1200.
£ 549
Nordos: Vishnu 2m mains lead one owner as new
£ 349
Chord Ciorus lamânteconnedt, boxed, one owner 6months old. (f220)
I129
Isol8 5Co Station il 3x 150va <nodules, boxed, as new. (£ 800)
£ 395
Nordost Valhalla 0.6m interconnect as new condition, (( 1995)
£ 995
Musical =ideity »Cans v2„u,ograded to v3
£ 149
Musical deity X-100Tube but% stage
£ 195
Cyrus PSXR boxed ur marted inblack
£ 249
Nordcst THOR mains conditioner (f1799)
f995
Nordost Rec Dawn rev) 1.0m ioterconnect as new.
£ 150
Vertex AC) Roraima Fkis, nainsile.d + filter (£490)
£395
Towndrend Super Tweeters in Titanium matt
£650

FRONT END/PLAYBACK

MI Lab Series amplifier, boxed as new (£ 1500)
McIntosh C2200 Valve pre amp. boxed as 'sew, exd(f4318)
Audio Note Meishu integrated amplifier with internal phono stage +
£1000 Border Patrol Upgrade. ( 4-300) sensational
Elettrocompaniet AW220powerarupleer(£15C0)wehavetwoofthese
available, buy both tcgether (nonoblooking) for £1350
Mark Levinson 265 ref pic am 2box model - act primer supply (f8000)
ATC SCA2 pre-amplifier, current model (facelift), unmarked (£3999)
Krell KAS1500i integrated, vey very rare, bored, excellent (£ 5000)
Musical Fidelity kV/500, one owner i(£4000)
Moon i5LITI1tUi Edition integrated ampleer. Boxed (£2900)
Chord CPA22C0 pre ampliier in silver. Boxed unmarked (£ 3710"
Micromega A80 amp, boxed as new. exreview model (£659)
Micromega A120 nt amp,. lxixed as new, exreview model (£899)
Consonance Cyber 800 Mor:o Blocks ( Valve) absolutely stunning (£ 3k)
(ark Levinson) No 333 Integrated ampl•fier £4995)
Audio Note M3 pre-amp, as.new, sflver, one owner. (£3500)
EAR 864valve pre amplifier, boxed as new, one owner (12000)
\intent 0150 bbrid power annp. Good cond. Incredible performance
Eryston 4BSS -C senes, power amp, black, unmarked, (£2750)
Eow ZZ' integrated ampl•fier. 3o<ed, unmarked in black, (£3390)
EAR V20 integrated a"-sp. Sunni r looks-performance (£ 3595"!
Musical Fidelity kW :6112 tube Pre, boxed as new, (£ 3000)
Musical Fidelity kW7S) power anaplfier (£ 5999)
Croft Syniegrallybno Integrated. exd ;£ 2500)
Croft TS1 with Epoon Pre £3000)
McIntosh.MC501 Monoblrks(pair),.ex-d (£7400)
Etoksan Caspian Integrated ampl fier (£1(001
Graaf G1.450 Intearated Valve Amp!(£4000)
McIntostkMA690t1 integrated amp (£4549)
Conrad Johnson PV1 4Lp.'e(f;50C1)
EAR 834L de-luxe line stage valve pre (£ 1123)
Musical'Flere A3cr pre and power (£2000)
CroftTS1 h' power arngi, 1)
,
<-c„ unmarked(12000)
Pass Labs
50.5, supplied
snew (£7600)
McIntosh MA2275 valve int 13773) as new, ex-dem
McIntosh N1A6500 intamplifee,e-den (£3361)
McIntosh MI-11200 3x14D watts, exdean (£45031
ATC SPA2 150 cower amplifier (£ 34001
Audio Innovatons,2nc Audio Monoblocks (13000)
inn Wakonda preamplifier
Bel Canto Evo4, boxedas new, exden (£3499)
Bel Canto Prei, bored ..as new ex-denr (£2999)
3e1CantolEVC 2i, boxed as new ((2750)
Hovland HP100 pre+built inphstage ,£53501
Hovland Radia Rowe' amplifier (£ 7995)
Hovland HP200 + Dhono mace (£7325)

DEMONSTRATOR AND

USED

ITEMS
Was.

Digital

Analogue

Audio
rub PH3 eeeee Silage •- damo
Crown Jeriv•I Ltd Edition MC C•rtrldg• 1111011"
Bono Micro LP MC 300hr• S/H
EAR-Yo"Ino MC3 Step up Tran•form. Sill
"hoes" Audio Slicer Cubo Phone otage SIM
Kum" Ste/I/Stool S Turntable N•wl, Box"
R•ga R8300 Ton.rm x-domo.
Ro." Xeeeee Alph.on " don XPSII S/H
Shun Nook Small " cord Clamp x-domo
Triple", VI Ton.rm IC box s-domo

Preamplifiers

Amplifiers
Audio Analog" Donl"etti Mono Pow. Amplitler• X-domo
Audio
eeh CL60
R• Built S/H
Audio R eeeee ch VIA220 " I" mono Ampliii.s x•d•mo
Audio
ch VT60 Fl• V•ler" S/H
Conrad Johnson MV80 SE Val" Amollit. 5/11
Decaen DM10 Pow. Amplifier S/H
EAR-Yo•illno 859 int•gr•t•d Amplifier (" rvieled) S/H
ECO EA1 Mono Amplifier. ( pair) 5/11
Electrocompaniret AW120 On" Stereo Power Amplifier S/H
Electrocompaniet AW220 Stier" Power Amplifier 5/11
Electrocomp•niet ECI 1 CI." A Int•greled S/H
Great GM20 OTL St." " I" Pow. amplifier S/H
Musical Fid•lity A370MK2 Amplifier
caen work d•mag•d1S/H
OCM 500 Solot•I cierno power amp, e
m• S/H
Path" CI•ssie 1 Mk.1 Hybrid integrated amplifier 5/11
P•tho• Logos valy• Hybrid Sill
Primar• I 21 Titanium Ampliti. BNIB
Reid Re" Sprit int•gratied •• deme
RoWn St Pow. Amplifl. Sieve" S/H
Speretrsel 1311A100s Amplifier er-domo

Loudspeakers

2999
200
3150
795
998
498
509
6290
2990
1295
6508

1799
1799
1499
2299
379
1699
199
1799
499
749
379
299
1799
895
749
5299

1699
2650
1850
825
2250
N/A
188
N/A
600
3500

999
1099
995
499
995
1399
119
599
375
1999

625
1798
1298
2399
1100
4999
049
2250
7800

449
649
799
1759
699
2499
199
799
0999

10510
N/A
90010
1959
25010
1300
244)0
6500
2499
1499
3289
3500
Née
2700
1250
2750
749
1000
1499
4890

729
1399
7499
995
1895
495
1395
2999
1399
749
995
1750
699
899
709
1599
499
609
099
2250

ATC Activ• SCMIOA.2
x- demo
ATC SCM12 Cherry S/H
Audio Pro Blurt Dimond• Actives S/H
Audio Physic 'Vera Fleece" eeeee r •- demo
Audio Phy•le Ifitr• Monitor Ch•rry x•d•mo
Av•Ion Acoustl" Symbol seed".
JM lab Dina Utopia Light wood Siff
JM lab El eeeee 027 b• Annie.
limit paid Now
JM Lab Micro Utopia Anigre , Bilk St•nda SIM
JAI Lab Sib XL 26 Or•y SIN
Martin eeeee Aeon I Oak SNIP
Martin
lerity Cherry 4 months • Id SIM
Pon Audio Restees1 2 er-demo
R•ga ELA Ch•rry 0- demo
Sonus f•ber Electro Amide" 11 S/H
Son•u• " b. ironwood Stan" S/11
Son" Faber Loather Stands. lix" height. 0-"mo

1850
1090
995
989
549
2900
7600
2800
3999
1000
31119
2498
995
749
2995
498
390

1199
649
549
749
399
1999
4999
2400
1599
650
2500
1999
699
499
1499
279
199

Cables and Accessories

179
5.50
N/A
420
2195
16180
540
340
750
3950
099
499
NiA
540
580
800
575
1400
999
1200
499
2479
172
48

59
375
199
249
1299
899
275
199
169
2995
95
279
40
320
349
395
275
799
499
699
249
1499
85
25

649
199
279
99
199

co

Atacama 50cm Sand filled stands S/H
C.d. Neutrell R•f•r•neit lin RCA-BNC S/H
Cogan H•11 Int.'s." END 0.75m RCA S/H
Madrigal MDC1 1w AES/EBU 11005m Digital Cable now boxed
Mordent V•lh•lia 1m Selene" S/H
Horde" Valhalla 1m Belane•d Digital AES.EBU S/H
Silt•ch FT12 03 200.80 Slie. Sp•ak. ca hie x•demo
Siltech HFIO 05 1m AES/EBU Helene" Digital BINS
SIII•ch HF9 03 lm AES/EBU Balanc" Digital BINS
Silt•ch L5188 Clas•le 203n1 SlIveirr k Gold Speaker " ble FMB
Sit•ch SPX2O 0.50 IEC-Shuko Moins " bi• x-domo
SIII•ch Octopu• 8 Way Shuko 2.5IA SPOI8M x•d•mo
Sound Organisation R•cord Rack with CO ins•rt S/H
Spectral MI330 1m RCA BIND
Spectral MI330 2m RCA BINO
Spirctral M1330 MIC1 4w S/111
Spectral M1330 MKllm S/H
Spectral M1-350 2011 interconnect RCA- RCA x•d•mo
Sp•etral Z Chord ill 2m main• cable x•d•mo
Towneh•nd Audio 2e 5m Isolda 81 wir" S/H
Transparent Music W•v• 81 Wir• 2011ft SUN
Transpar•nt Music W•v• Supc, 2e 4.62m er-domo
1
11)11 CS- 122 HYBRID 203m pair Opeahen " bee 00 -domo
VON Goldwat. 203m pair Sp eeeee cable "- d•mo

<

Tuners & Tape decks, power supplies

1--

M•gnum Dynalab FTIO1A Eludo FM Tuner 5/ .1250
1i
Magnum Dyne" FTR " mode/Tun. for Etude 5/H
395
R•ga radio 3 Sliver 0-domo
398
Rote RT 9501" Am/FM Tune, S/H
NIA
Tic• Solo AV Pow. Condlelonier Sin
N/A
Tle• Solo Pow•rlin• Enhance" S/H
NIA

(i)
L1J

00

Ili

-J
co

Now

2999
3500
2999
5495

"cup"» DP5(1V CO Play. x-dsme
Audio Synth"l• DAS D•e•d• : 22 Bit Balanced S/H
Audio Synlh"la DAS De." 22 ell Single " d" Sill
Mark " vIn•on 37 CD Tr•n•port S/H
M•rldlan 206 CD Play," Sill
Mu•Ical Fidel" Nu Via" CR 313 Ploy.. J3/H
Musical Firt•ilty XIOD 03 S/H
Orph•u• la" On• CAC with on•grm •- d•mo
Primar• VIO CO/DVD Play. •• diemo
R•ga Jupiter CD Ploy. x-domo
R•g• plan. CO play. x-d•mo
Sony CDP 5040 SACD Playo, BM
Thiet• 0".•tIon V Eliti•ncred S/H
Th•t• Pro Socle II DAC with Orecom/Balanceed S/H
Unison eeeeee eh UnIco Valve CD PI.", x-domo
Warne 8810 x- dome

Audio An•logu• 13•111n1 Remote Pr"mplitle" 0- demo
Audio reeeee ch 151 Hybrid PIreemnplifiler S/11
Conrad Johnson PVIObLoulou Pr"mpililer x-domo
Conrad John•on PV14L Remo le controlled cal" 0-"mo
D•nsen 0200 Preamplifier 2 e
id S/H
Mark Lervin•on No380 Pr•amplIflerer S/H
Rol." Di" Bieck PSU S/H
Roksan LI Lino
S/H
Spieetr•I Due 300 R•I•r•ne• Prir•mplIfier SiM

AMPLIFICATION

4—

£795
£395
£445
£2495
£995
£2395
£2195
£299
£1395
£895
£695
£995
£395
£299
£P0A
£799
£1595
£495
£399
£2995
£1395
£P0A
£P0A
£695
£450

SPEAKERS

QJ

le-ison Reseech Unico Va' he outputCD, atest spec 24/192 model (f
NEirn CD 3.5, boxed, exceller cond, puck, renote. Bargain!
Marantz CD17 Ki Signature mkII. champagne, orig box (£ 1200)
DCS Delius 24/192 DA£, newer fi rewi re model, boxed (£5995)
Shanling CDT1)0 (30 acoustics UK model), boxed as new (£ 1600)
Misical-Frdelity kW SACD player boxed as new ( 14000)
Resolution Auc io Opus; 21,2 box cd player unmarked (£2950)
Dences 2800 mliii DVD player in dadgeoyesshe Kan, multi reg (f900)
lcm Evans lEikos CD Player,.2 box ext power supply (3483)
Resolution Audio CD60 cd olayer, boxed, finished in black (£ 3k)
Musical Fidelity A3,5 OD player, boxed, one owner (£995)
Unison Researírh Unicor CD, latest spec 24/192. Exd (£995)
Roksan Caspian CD player, one owner, unnnarked. (£ 1100)
Marantz CD94.boxed, manual 910 conoiton, very very rare
McIntosh MCD205 5disc cd player, outstandng performance
Copland (DA 289 cd player ((1850)
Marantz SA- 1151 Flagship SACD player (£200C)
Talk Electronics Thunder 4 + leVnirliribd 3, cd+ upgrade PSU (£ 1900)
Naim CD) boxed inexcellent condition (£ 1999) Wadia 30; CD p!ayer. bxed as new (£4000)
Advantage CD1S in black just frilly serviced (£4595)
Bel Canto DL1, boxed as -ew,ea-&m.(16990)
Bel Canto PL1Universal CD/DVD-A/SACD (£9450)
Aid() Analogue Pagamini (£950)
Roksan Kar"ey MKIII silver/black exdent

Midland Audio X•chang•ser• looking for Audio R eeeee eh. Kr•11 . Mark
N•irn Audio. SME, W•dirr.

199

" vinson

<
U

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

MIDLAND

t.01562 731100

AUDIO

XCHANGE

f.01562 730228

m.07721 605966

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY9 9TD
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The HiFi Company's

Trading
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ail

Station
'15Cownate Peterborough PEI ILZ

Tel: 0870 608 8211

and systems.

LWSINES5 HOURS Tues Sat. 10am - 5.30pm -

£9,500 £6,998
f1,246

AV1 2000 Power

£ 1,003 £295

DCS Purcell

(4,000

DCS Verdi Encore

£9,500 £6,998

CHORD CPAI800 Pre.

£2,500 £ 1,198

LID. T8000 CD I113 Transport

£2,000 £698

CHORD CPA2800 Pre.

£4,000 £ 1,998

BURMEISTER 850 Mono blocks

£800 £ 378

CHORD SPM 1200 Power

KRELL KAY 250 CD

£3,500 £ 1,496

CHORD SPM900 Power

£ 1,500 £446

LINN Monk

£1,850 £ 445

CONRAD JOHNSON MEMO

£2,295 £ 1,495

UNN Numeric

£3,750 £ 1,798

(VOUS 3Integrated

£300 £ 175

(VOUS 5Integrated

£6,999 £ 4,998

MARANTZ CD67

£300 £ 125

CYRUS AV Master

£150 £ 75

MAMANDO CD72

£500 £ 195

CROWN DC300A 11 Studio Pro Power ( 2available

CARVER M.C. Transformer

£400 £ 145

GOLDRING LENCO 75

ARISTON QDeck

Trichord 2

MERIDIAN 203 DAC

£595 £ 198

DENON AVC-Al 0SE

£175 £ 75

MERIDIAN 206 CD Ployer

£700 £ 225

DEMON AVP-Al AV Pre.

£325 £ 198

MERIDIAN 207 CD Player

£700 £228

DEMON P0A-TIO Power

LINN Lis Block

£600 £ 298

MERIDIAN 163 DAC

£500 £ 185

£450 £ 225

MERIDIAN 506 24 Bit

DNM Pm - 3PSU's

LINN Bonk Turntable
LINN LP12/Val/CirfTram/Akito

£2,900 £ 1,998

(incl. Dynovetor cont.)
LINN LP12/Aft/Basic Pino/Recen.

£1,200 £ 598

MERIDIAN 800 Trans. Vez III

£10,000 £5,498

MERIDIAN 861 Incl. FAIN:t SLOO•OE12 Ver. III

£10,000 £ 5,498

MICROMEGA Logic CD

£300 £ 145
£600 £ 226

(incl. origin D.C. Ado PS)

£1,950 £ 798

MICROMEGA Stage 2CD

LINN LP12 ( Rose) Inok IV II

£2,300 £995

MICROMEGA Stage 3CD

ORACLE Alexandria

£1,500 £ 375

MICROMEGA T-DAC

£1,000 £ 375

£750 £ 298

RS. AUDIO 11B ( phono stage)

£250 £98

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 CD

£1,000 £ 698

MEGA PLANAR 2/ACOS Ann / Beodo F3

£300 £ 148

MAIM CD U.S

£1,200

L598

ROKSAN ¡DURAI Moghaddom Signature

£5,000 £ 1,998

NAIM CDS

£2,200 £ 1,098

ROKSAN XERSES oArternis/DX2 Ref PS/VDH

£3,700 £2,198

NAIM CD/L IPS

£4,500 £ 1,498

PIONEER PDR 04 CD Recorder

£1,000 £ 296

MOTEL RP830 iAudio Tech cart.

£175 £ 75

SME 10A Ex- Demo

£3,581 £2,954

QUAD 66 CD

£700 £ 298

SME 20,2A Ex- Demo

£5,537 £4,568

QUAD 77 CD

£700 £ 298

AMEOS / VAnn Series 1

£14,000 £6,998

¡MORENA TDI25/SME3009 ( id. SME Plinth)

n/a £495
£300 £ 145

¡MORENA TD150 Rare

RESOLUTION AUDIO CD50

£3500 £ 1496

ROMAN Aden

£1,500 £695

ROTEL RCC 955 ( 5play)

¡MORENA ODIAS / Shure 415 III

£300 £ 128

ROTEL RCD 965

¡MORENA TD280 Mk 11

£350

SONNETEER Bronti CD

TR1CHORD Dino phono

£299 £ 225

WILSON BENESCH Full Circle Ex- Demo

CES

£2,000 £ 1,496

SONY CDP 555 ES

£3,500 £ 1,296

THETA Carmen ( Block)

£3,500 £ 1,296
£2,000 £ 898

THETA David Trans.

£4,500 £ 1,998

THETA Progeny DAC

£1,395 £ 506

THETA Pro Prince 11

£1,500 £ 598

TRICHORD Pulsar 1

£2,000 £ 548

TUBE TECHNOLOGY Fusion 64

£2,000 £ 998

AR1STON ACOUSTICS ( 00720

£ 895 £ 375

£ 2,200 £996

AUDIOLAB CDM CD Transport

£ 1,700 £ 398

AUDIO RESEARCH CD2

£ 3,500 £ 1,996

AUDIO RESEARCH CD3 Mk II

£ 5,000 £3,796
£ 1,200 ( 445

CALIFORNIA LABS Temped Mk II

£ 2,995 £ 1,098

CANDEIAS PRO DAC

£ 3,000 £ 596

COPLAND CDA822

£ 1,600 £ 798

COSAS 7Q CD Player

£1,000 £378

DNM Pre 2iPAI Pre & Power

£ 2,800 £ 678

ELECTOR NFL Pre.

£500 £ 118

JOHN SHEARNE Phose 3Power.

£ 400 £ 228

KRELL FPB250M ( single mono)

£3,500 £ 1,698

KRELL FPB700a Power

£ 14,998 £ 10,498

KRELL KAVISOA Power

£2,500 £ 1,398

KRELL KAV250A Power

£3,750 £ 1,996

LINN Kann Pre.

£ 1,750 £676

LINN 111100 Power

£ 750 £ 288

LINN 1.111/162 Pre/Power

£ 1,000 £398

LINN LX280 / Sparks PS.

£ 1,100 £ 468

LINN Malik mt.

£ 600 £ 228

LINS Quasar lnt

£ 300 £ 125

«MU P6117

£ 795 £ 495

McINTOSH ( 100 ( 2box Pre.)

£ 7,995 £3,998

McINTOSH £ 26 Pre

£500 £ 398

McINTOSH MC2105 Power
£ 799 £ 698
MERIDIAN 101 Pre. ( classic) £395 £ 76
MERIDIAN 541

£ 1,200 £378

MERIDIAN 555 Power

£950

MERIDIAN 562V-2

MUSICAL FIDELITY A308 Integrated £ 2,200 £ 1,298
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3cr Pre.
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3

£ 1,000 £596

MUSICAL FIDELITY 53 Pre
MUSICAL FIDELITY Pl 7D Power

£998 £ 595
£600 £ 285

£ 6,000 £ 2,226

Retail ()Her
ARCAM Alpho 8P Power

£350 £ 178

ARCAM Alpha AV50 Avint.

£600 £ 185

ARCAM Diva FAU P25 2Power

£900 £398

ATC SCA2 Pre
AUDIOLAB 8000A

£3,995 £ 1,998
£499 £ 226

AUDIOLAB 8000M Monos

£1,600 £ 796

AUDIOLAB 80000 Pre

£1,200 £ 496

AUDIO RESEARCH 0160
AUDION Silver Knight Pre.
AUDION Sterling ET Se Mono's
BEARD 101 Monoblocks
BEARD BB100 Integrated
CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8Mono's
CONRAD JOHNSON PVIOAL Pre
CONRAD JOHNSON PVI 1Pre
CONRAD JOHNSON PS/12 ( ind phono)
CONRAD JOHNSON PV12L
CONSONANCE M1000S Plus
COPLAND CIA301
GRAFF GM70 OTL
KORA balm 90 int.
MANLEY Ref 275 VOL Mono's
McINTOSH M(2102
PM COMPONENTS 845 Mono's
QUAD 240 Monoblocks
TRILOGY VTI Integrated
TRILOGY 902 Pre
TUBE TECHNOLOGY SEER/PH Pre

£1,200 £518
£2,500 £ 1,245
£2,500 £995
£2,798 £995
£1,400 £898
£10,498 £6,998
£2,895 £ 2,358
£2,645 £ 1,195
£1,250
L595
£2,000 £ 1,295
f3,600 £995
£1,200 £525
£16,000 £ 6,996
£1,400 £ 475
£1,950 £ 748
£2,300 £ 1,295
£2,000 £ 1,196
N/A £995
£1,200 £598
N/A £ 2,298
£1,000 £ 495
£6,000 £ 2,698
£5,500 £3,296
£3,000 £ 1,275
£3,250 £ 1,998
£2,500
f948
£1,950 £ 896
£995
f598

MYRIAD MA240

£ 500 £ 195
£500 £ 105

( 1,150 £ 695
£ 1,600 £ 796

£ 175 £ 78

£395 £ 195

QUAD 77 Int.

£ 700 £298

ROTEL RC971 Pre

£ 275 £ 125

SPHINX Projed 12 mono's

£3,000 £ 1,128

SPHINX Project 2Pre Amplifier
T&AK6
TAG &CLAM 125 Mono
TAG *CLAM F3 Prato,
TESSERA( Tara Pm.
THETA casoblonca 11 Pre.

£ 1,600 £598

£3,000 £ 798
£ 2,400 £ 796
£ 1,500 £ 488
£ 1,500 £ 378
£ 10,000 £3,498

LINN Kober ( odive)
LINN Walls (white)
LUMLEY Ref 2Signature
MU S90 wall speakers
MAGNA PLANAR lc Imp
MAGNA PLANAR MG2.5
MAGNA PLANAR MGR
MARTIN LOGAN SL III ( light oak)
MARTIN LOGAN Aeon ( walnut)
MERIDIAN DSP33 ( 24/96)
MERIDIAN DSP5000 Mkl ( 18 Bit)
MERIDIAN DSP5000( MkI
MERIDIAN DSP6000 ( 24 96)
MERIDIAN DSW 2500 ( 24;96)
MIRAGE M-7si
MISSION 753 Freedom ( Black)
MISSION 774
MONITOR AUDIO
MONITOR AUDIO
MONITOR AUDIO
MONITOR AUDIO
MONITOR AUDIO

ASW100 ( sub)
R252
R652/60
Silver 56
Studio 14

PROAC Super Towers
QUAD IlL
QUAD 77/101 (Yew)

£ 2,500 £998
£200 £98

£ 495 £ 195

REF 085 ( Surrounds)
REF Ref 104.2
REF Model 1.2
LINN Kober ( passive)

MAIM Ain
NEAT Petite 3
OPERA Mini / Stands ind. ( Mahogany)
PLATINUM Studio 1
PROAC 2.5 ( Cherry)
PROAC CC1 centre
PROAC Studio 1

£ 750 £376

NIA £ 148

QUAD 34

REF 005
REF Q55

MORREL Bass Master
NAIN Intro

£995 £ 496

MYRIAD MP140 Pre

EPOS M2 ( cherry)
IMPULSE H7 ( horn- loaded)
INFINITY KAPPA 70
JAMO Concert 11 ( mahogany)

MONITOR AUDIO Studio 12
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 20

£500 £ 175

QUAD 33 Pre Amplifier

£2,699 £ 1,195

AUDIONOTE M2 Pre. ( incl. Phono)
AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 60
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2
AUDIO RESEARCH 137 Silver
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 2Pre
AUDIO RESEARCH 05,55

Retail
Offer
£1,200 £448

£ 1,000 £596

QUAD 303 Power

ADVANTAGE A300 Power Amp

AUDIO INNOVATIONS Series 800 Mono's
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 5800 Power

£ 1,000 £ 496

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 Power

OUAD 405 MAI

• Amplifiers valve

£ 1,000 £ 496

PS. AUDIO 6.2/100 N./Power

III Amplifiers solid state

f496

£ 2,500 £646

PR1MARE A30.1 int.

£ 250 £ 78

AUDIO ANALOGUE Poganini

AV1 52000 MC

£750 £125

MAIM NAPIAS Power

£ 1,500 £ 895

AUDIOLAB8000 CDR DAC

£ 2,000 £256

NYTECH CA302 int. ( classic)

£300 £ 85

ARUM FMI CD 36

N/A £595

£ 1,000 £295

MAIM MAC 42.5 Pre.

Offer

£300 £68

ARCMS Alpha One

DCS Delius DAC

£795 £ 295

THETA Data Basic 11 Trans.

£ 450 £ 135

ARCATA Alpha CD

COTOS Dad3Q

£600 £ 198

£600 £395

NAIAD MAC 32.5 ( incl. 72 boards)
Retail

ARCMS Alpha 8

£300 £ 105
£1,000 £595

THETA Cormen ( Sil)
THETA Cobalt 307 DAC

• Digital Sources

£350 £ 148

£400 £245
( 1,000 £ 198

LEHMANN Black Cube ( mm/m< phone stage)

Grado UT

BOW CM2iln< Stands
BOW DM602 S3
EJ & W DMI400
BOW Nautilus 802
CASTLE HARLECH
DCM Time Windom ( classics)
DYNAUDIO Contour 1.1
DYNAUDIO Contour 5.4 ( Rose)
EGGLESTON WORKS Rosa

£2,500 (918

£1,500 £695

AUDIO RESEARCH REF2 Phono Stage

Cash ... Trade-in ... Commission Sales

CLOSED MONDAYS

ILL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED•NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE•COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CAM

MAMANDO CD6000SE CD

Offer

QUALITY HI-FI WANTED

email: info@hifitradingstation.com

flue, sell, exchange. Commission Sales

KINSHAW Perception DAC

RetMI

MANY ITEMS REDUCED
-GIVE US ACALL

The Trading

and mint condition hi-fi components

DCS Elgar Plus

• Vinyl

ww w.h ifitra ding station, corn

The leading reseller of carefully used

• Loudspeakers
Retail
ACOUSTAT Spectra 1100
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE120
ANTHONY GALLO ( Subs/Soh) Red
ARISTON C11111 Monitors
ATC 5(/610
AUDIO PHYSIC Tempo's
AUDIO- STATIC DCI (Mite)
AUDIOPLAN Kontrost II

Offet

£1,500 £438
£600
£1,500
£1,200
£950
£2,500

£125
£895
(275
£528
£598

£3,500 £995
£3,000 £746

QUAD ESL57 ( Bronze)
QUAD ESL63 ( RmEnuod)
QUAD ESL63/Grodient SW63 Sub
REGA % EL ( Black)
BEL Stadium Mk] ( Sub)
RBI Storm ( Sub)
RBI Strata 5 ( Sub)
RUARK Templar
RUARK Vita 110 Sub
ROGERS L533/A833 (Subs)
SMELL Type K
SOUNDLAB Al Electrostaticcs ( Cherry)

£1,000 £ 495
£350 £ 198
£300 £ 108
(6,995 £3,996
£750 £348
£600 £ 185
£1100 £598
£5,000 £3,498
£8,000 £ 2,998
£1,600 £ 775
£1,200 £295
(700 £298
£2,000
f350
£500
£300
£600

£200 £ 95
£1,295 £495
£1,200 £255
£1,995 £ 996
£1,000 ( 395
£18,000 £5,496
£22,000 £8,997
(69,000 £ 24,998
£18,995 £5,496

£ 696
£ 198
£ 296
£ 126
£ 295

£1,500 £598
£2,500 £ 695
£3,000 £ 895
£300 £ 148
(4,000 £ 1,298
£1,200 £396
£1,400 ( 445
£2,950 £ 788
£3,950 £ 1,296
£3,300 £ 1,796
£3,300 £2,296
£2,950 £ 1,498
(2,950 £ 1,298
£1.950 £998
£11,000 £ 5,498
£2,950 f1,498
£2,000 £895
£1,000 £ 425
£500 £ 255
£300 £ 145
£129 £58
(500 £ 148
£600 £395
£900 £216
£1,200 £446
£2,500 £ 1,120
£1,600 £ 445
£750
f495
£1,800 £898
£1,200 £495
£795 £498
f1,500 £695
£2,800 £ 1,496
£600 £296
£950 £376
£1,000 £445
£380 £275
£600 £298
N/A
L498
L.5,39a 1.1,298
N,A £ 1,498
£1,000
£700
£1,000
£1,000
£800
£500
£895
£495

!ANNOY M3
TOWNSEND RIBBON Speakers
TRIANGLE Icare
VIENNA ACOUSTICS MOZART
WHARFEDALE Pacific loo. 30
WILSON AUDIO 5.1 ( Black)
WILSON AUDIO 6.1
WILSON AUDIO Grand Slam Series II
WILSON AUDIO Watt/Puppy 5

£344
£395
£398
£395
£ 298
£ 295
(395
£ 298

£16,000 £ 5,498

• NEW Ex- Demonstration
AERIAL ACOUSTICS Model 8incl. stds.
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 5 ( DMA)
AUDIO RESEARCH 0616 MAI ( Pre)
AUDIO RESEARCH 1325 Mk11 ( Pm)
AUDIO RESEARCH V1100 MkIll ( Power)
AUDIOGRAM MBI ( int. amp)
AUD1OGRAM 7402 ( mt. amp)

Retail
Offer
£5,679 £2,996
£2,500 £ 1,297
£3,500 £ 2,497
£5,000 £ 3,997
£6,400 £ 4,897
£495 £267
£595 £327

CALIFORNIA AUDIO Alpha DAC

£1,750 £ 847

(UPLAND ( DA 822 ( CD player)

£1,600 £ 997

GOLDMUND MIMESIS 6 (Amplifier)

£2,950 £ 1,497

GOLDMUND MIMESIS 68 ( Pre.)

£2,500 £ 1,297

JADIS ORCHESTRA ( CD Player)

£1,295 £897

JADIS DLP 2 ( Pre.)

£1,799 £ 1,397

JADIS DA 5 ( Power)

(2,199 £ 1,897

KOETSU Black ( Cad.)

£1,200 £997

KOETSU Red T (( art.)

£1,498 £ 1,257

KRELL KR( 3 ( Pre.)

£3,400 £1,547

LINN Classik Movie MkI

£1,995 £ 1,296

MARTIN LOGAN Clarity

£2,298 £ 1,897

McINTOSH CRI6 ( Controller)

£4,000 £2,667

McINTOSH M(7108 ( 86. power)

£2,500 £ 1,496

McINTOSH MHT200 ( 2box pre.)

£7,500 £ 4,327

PATHOS In Control ( Pre.)

£3,650 £ 2,896

PATHOS In Power ( Power)

£7,000 £5,596

PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES POU ( DAC)

£1,000 £596

BUNCO CL500 DIP projector

£5,000 £ 2,995

SONUS FABER Amati Anniversario
SONOS FABER Cremona Auditor / Stds.
DOS Audio transformer

£2,650 £ 2,165
£399 £ 266

THETA Casanova ( Pre / processor)

£4,995 £2,496

THETA Compli ( universal player)

£4,500 £3,467

THETA David II ( DOD i

£5,800 £2,797

transport)

THETA Proyers

£1,295 £557

THETA Pro Prime

£1,450 £677

THETA TIC liner Buster
TRIANGLE Celius ( Speakers)
TRIANGLE Titus 202 ) Speakers)

£250 £ 167
£1,300 £896
£400 £ 276

TRIANGLE Megellan

£9,995 £ 7,996

WILSON AUDIO Cub ( Wilson gloss) WG

f6,750 £ 4,997

WILSON AUDIO Cub 11 (Wilson gloss)
WILSON AUDIO Sophia

C6,995 £3,287
£11,500 £8,996

WILSON BENESCH Centre/id. stands

£1,775 £ 1,496

WILSON BENESCH Discovery (Silver)

£5,500 £3,996

WANT TO HEAR MORE MUSIC?

B&W
Nautilus
Pure
AVi
Grad
JmLa
Naim
Lutro
Rega
Sim
Linn'

Then get rid of the noise!
NC - the total
solution to mains
noise and
interference

;Mr '

•

•

e

Deno
M&K
Fujitsu
Nevo
Attacama
IsoTek
Chord co
Project
Stax
Triad
Pioneer
Goldring
Systemline
Arcam Fmj
Vogel
Beyer
Mission
Quadraspirc
and
More..

Live music with laim audio.
• Amazing sound

A.

•

.

• •-•,'%••

41/

• Designed to last
• Simple to use

Fit a Trichord

>c„,
•
Clock 4 and ' • «
'Never Connected' power supply to
improve the performance of your CD or
DVD player. Let us undertake the work
for you in our Modification Workshop.

• Gadget free
• Easy to upgrade
• 3 years warranty
e

Made in the UK

Put emotion back into music
witn a naim audio system.
I-lea' one today with the

ontact us now to see how
can help you to reduce the
noise in your system:

TRichoRd

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600

new B&W CM1 speakers at..

Quality
Audio
Since
1985

SOUND GALLER

RESEARCh

65 Castle Street, High Wycombe, Bucks

www.soundgallery.co.uk

Fax. + 44 ( 0)1684 311928

salesetrichordresearch.com
www.trichordresearch.com

0 1494 5 3 1 6 8

u

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL:01992 653999moBILE: 07860 511111
FULL LIST & PICTURES ON WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudic.co.uk
EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR CASH PLEASE PHONE GEORGE
VALVE AMPS
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 3008 MONO'S
EXCLUBOXED .. £2195
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED
MINT/BOXED .. £1695
UN. RESEARCH C-5 PRE/MM,MC (£ 1650)
EXCLT ... £595
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY-2PRE (£ 1950)
MINT/BOXE) .. £895
ROGUE MAGNUM 99 REMOTE PRE (PHONO STAGE)
MINT/BOXED .. £1495
ROGUE MAGNUM STEREO 90 POWER AMP
MINT/BOXED. £ 1295
ROGUE MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PRE
MINT/BOXED £995
ROGUE TEMPEST MAGNUM 1NT.(£2800)
DIDEM . £1895
GRABE 50/50 POWER AMP
AS NEW £1295
AUDION REF, PREPHONO STAGE (£2500)
NEW OLD STOCK ... £995
CROFT MICRO A- M & MC. PHONO STAGE
EXCL7BOXED ... £375
AUDIO INN.1000 MKIII 6L6 MONO'S
MINT/BOXED .. £1250
JADIS DEFY-7POWER AMP
EXCLT, . £2995

SOLID STATE

BEL CANTO UNE-1/EVO 200.2
EX OEM/BOXED.
TBA
DENON POA-6600A MONOBLOCS
EXCLT/BOXED ... £795
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE
MINT/BOXED . £4995
SONY TAE-1/TAN- l
PRE/POWER
MINT/BOXED. £6495
SONOS FABER MUSICA INTEGRATED
MINT/BOX1D. £ 1250
MUS.FID.MA-65 MONO'S & PRE-8 (CHROME)
EXCLT £395
AVI S-2000 PRE MONO'S & SYS, REMOTE ........ MINT/BOXED . 9195
THORENS 2000 PRE/POWER
MINT/BOXED ... £695
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
NEW/BOXED ... £995
'THE ALCHEMIST' PRE AMP
EXCLT. £3750
'THE ALCHEMIST POWER AMP
EXCLT .. £2750
'THE ALCHEMISTMONOBLOCS
EXCLT ... RING
CLASSE CP-60 2BOX REM.PRE
MINT . £1695
CLASSE CA-400 POWER AMP
VGC.. £3250
DPA 50S PRE/POWER/CABLES
MINT/BOXED . £1250
PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER AMP
EXCLT £2795
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 5B
EXCLT £2495
C. JOHNSON PER.REMOTE PRE
MINT/BOXED, . £ 1795
MERIDIAN 565 PROCESSOR
EXCLT £1395
MERIDIAN 562V PRE
EXCLT . £495
PIONEER A-400 ! CLASSIC)
MINT/BOXED ... £175
MARANTZ PM-55SE (REMOTE)
EXCLT/BOXED £95

LOUDSPEAKERS

EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA-2
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE- 2
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM- 3 (£9500)
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM M-3
MIRAGE M

BIWA) NEW .
BRAND NEW ..
BRAND NEW..
EX.D9A ..
MINT. .
EXCLT .

£9995
£6450
£4450
£4995
£2850
£2750

KNIPSCH K-HORNS B.EYE MAPLE
EMU . £2995
SNELL TYPE All
EMIT/BOXED . £2750
DYNAUDIO CRAFFT/STANDS (RARE)
MINT/BOXED. . £ 1695
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS RNYOOD
BRAND NBA/BOXED. . £ 1195
AIR JORDAN NOTE-5BOBINCA WOOD (SUPERB)
ELDEN . £ 1250
SNELL CMKIV
EXCLT . £1250
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS RAYOOD
BRAND NEWTBOXED . £1195
ALA JORDAN NOTE- 5BOBINGA WOOD )SUPERB(
DIDEM .. £1250
SNELL CMKIV
EXCLT £1250
TRINITY TRIDENT 3WAY (£27D0)
GC.. . £895
RED ROSE SPIRIT MONITORS. (RIBBON)
MINT .. £750
CURA CA- 30 B.EYE MAPLE (£2700)
MINT/BOXED.. £1295
CURA CA-21 B.EYE MAPLE (£ 1800)
MINT ... £750
KELLY KT-3 (96 DB SENSITIVE)
BOXED ... £695
CASTLE AVON
£375
CASTLE HOWARD-2BEECH
EXCLT £650
REGA EEL ROSEWOOD (£1275)
EXCLT £475
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE109
EXCLT . £275
AUDIONOTE ANE ROSEWOOD
GC. . £795
KEF 04'S SILVER (£400)
MNI/BOXED ... £275

VINYL

QUASAR SKELETAL TURNTABLE & ARM (RARE AS)
EXCLT
TBA
FORSELL AIR FORCE REF/ARMA/FLYWHEEL
EXCLT/BOXED .. £7495
L012/LINGO/EIKOS/ARKIVILINTO/CIRKUS ETC
MINT/BOXED .. £2795
MICHELL GYRO/RB250 BRAND NEW!
NEW/BOXED .. £895
ORIGINAL LP-12/BASIK LW ARM/CART
EXCLT ... £395
L5-12NALHALLA/AKITOINEW CART
EXCLT £550
LiNN AXIS/BASIK+ ARM/NEW AT110E
MNT/BOXED £275
ALPHASON SONATA/PSU/HR 100S MCS/GRADO
BOXED ... £995
NOUS ANA.SPACE.DECK/HEAVY KIT
MINT/BOXED ... £950
(LEARAUDIO CHAMP LEV. I& UNIFY ARM
EX.D1S... £1695
ROKSAN/ COGNOCENTUPSUIRB-300/CART
MINT/BOXED ... £795
SYSTEMDEK/REGA RB-300/CARTRIDGE
BOXED ... £275
ROGUE AUDIO PHONO STAGE MMAIC (£800)
EIDEN ... £395
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE (£650)
.
£395
MOTH MM.MC PHONO STAGE
£195

CD/SACD/DVD

SONY R-1 LEGENDARY TRANSPORT & DAC
lECHNICS SL-Z1 000/SH -X1000 TRANS./DAC
ACCUPHASE DP-90 TRANSPORT
BARCLAY DIGITAL F-1 TRANSPORT
(INN KARIK/NUMERIK III.
M1CROMEGA SOLO (NEW MECH)
F'ERRTECH P1-A/P3-A/PSU SIG-2
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD

EXCLT/MINT .. £2250
MLA/BOXED . £1795
MINT .. £3250
EXIT . £8995
MINT/BOXED . £ 1295
BOXED. . £895
BRAND NEW.,. RING!
MINT/BOXED . £395

PIONEER PD-95 (VERY RARE)
WADIA-8 TRANSPORT
PRIMARE V-25 DVD (£1000) LAST ONE"
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI TRANSPORT/DAC
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD TRANSPORT
AUDIOMECA DAMNATION TRANSPORT
CHORD 1500E 96/192kHZ 3DACS (£6800 I
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz
ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER(£1450)
TEAC P-500 TRANSPORT
TECHNICS SLP-2000 (£1000 TRICHORD MODS)
DENON 200 CD MULTI PLAYER

MINT/BOXED .. £1250
EXCLT £1450
EX DIS /BOXED
2450
MINT/BOXED .. £1595
MINT/BOXED .. £1695
EXCLT £575
MINT/BOXED .. 22850
MINT/BOXED ... £375
MINT/BOXED ... £495
MINT . £350
REDUCED ... £795
EX.DEM £ 195

INTERCONNECTS

NORDOST MOONGLO DIGITAL 1METRE
NORDOST SOLAR WIND 1METRE
INCA DESIGN 1METRE
HOVLAND GEN -31M XLR
£275
MISSING LINK CARD 0.5 METRE XLR
£125
JPS LABS SUPER CONDUCTOR4 METRE WBTS
£125
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF. 3.5 METRE XLR REDUCED. £1195
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF 1METRE RCA
£595
XLO 3METRE PAIR EX.DEM/NEW
£225
AUDIOOUEST DIAMOND 2METRE RCA
£450
LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
DPA BLACK SIXTEEN 4X4METRES
£895
RAPPORT 5METRE PAIR (PACKAGED) EX.DIS £375
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET LONG ...... BOXED/M1NT £795
PS AUDIO 8-STREAM 3. METRE Elf-WIRE
£750
NIRVANA SL 2.3 METRE PAIR REDUCED .... BOXED AS NEW £450
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE PAN SILVER SPADES NEW £225
OED XT- 350 4.5 METRE PAIR/AIR LOGS
MIT 350 3METRE PAIR
DIAMOND -HI SILVER 2X3M.PAIRS
PAIR £750
CHORD CO RUMOUR 24METRE EX.DIS
£80

.
•.

STANDS

TARGET R-2 SILVER
TARGET R-2 BLACK
ATACAMA R-274 (£275)(FILLED)
SONUS ELITE 4SHELF
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 100
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105
SOUNDSTYLE ST 100

REDUCED ... £195
REDUCED. £195
MINT/BLACK ... £175
EACH ... £295
EX DEM. £149
NEW ... £199
NEW . £195
NEW ... £275
NEW ... £250
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High End Cable

Front End Problems?

MADISOUND

cal. Dave Jackson 01775 761880
or visit www.highendcable.co.uk

then contact:

Stereovox

morefl

Eccose

?mite
VIM" C 22)

Stax ea rspeakers

Email: thecartridgemangltinternet.com

Previously owned.

020 8688 6565

Free del very worldwide on all interconnects.

Now demonstrating

Des Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinius Cl) lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidel° & Sonos Faber Speakers, Siherb
re2

Cables, lsotek Sub Station, ODA Equipment Stands
Audio Atto, Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station P/S

0 0
Loud

Too Loud

0

Way too Loud

It's acommon problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult cr
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now asmple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In-Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and bring sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The cost is only £39 per pan' delivered. To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133 or
www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi Fi World,
HiFi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio corn

Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Acto - Absolute Sounds
DC'S - Kora - Plinius- Si'tech - Arcici - BOA Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - Ormfon - Van den Hull - Mirage
Pt(

wekome

We are 10minsJ 39 - M1
10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01 974 755045 - Colin Grund

totem acoustic

Soar to new heights
with this powerful Totem.

Call 01884 243 584
Open mon - sat: 9am - 5pm
32B Bampton Street Tiverton, Devon, EX16 6AH
info@audiodestination.co.uk Iwww.audiodestination.co.uk

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
spoc.ltsts on home ernertenmen1

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harmon Kordon,
Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Mordount Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Rokson, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

136

01922 457926
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scan-speaK
mADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC
8808 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail: inlo@marlisound com
Wet,Paq ,. httr

ab.!

rr 11,nund rcrn

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•
MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT . REGA • ROTEL
•
ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TM'. YAMAHA & MORE

nKleinY
Surrey 10'1 4D Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

K I_VV Ccsc>k

> devons audio specialists

HAWK

ElfiN

9High Street Hampton Mick. Kingston upon Thames.

udio Destinatior
Truly full range,
extremely compact and
aesthetically balanced, it
has incredible attributes
and strengths that
will guide you like no
other. Detail, continuity,
harmonic nuances,
timbre precision
and its self effacing
holography all point to
an experience that will
never cease to amaze
and involve you. HAWK
is a soul mover of the
highest caliber (0995).

lee

indecently good hi-fi

good sefecrion of Sbfand

14o
«me demonstration

N6RDOST

Does This Seem Familiar?

live music at home?

renier Audio

Fo_stex

ACOUSTIC PANELS

IsoTek

Ortofon — Sumiko — Lyra

www.dnm.co.uk

Solen Inductors

van den Hul

Web Site: www.cartridgeman.com

SE, push-pull?

QUALITY

AND ADVICE,

doe
Skaaning
%It= eI/ Loudspeakers

Acoustic Zen

Plus cartridge re-tipping service

transistor, valve, class A, AB,

SPEAKER

HIGHEST

Solen Fast Caps

Black Rhodium

'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

amplifier sound is the key

PARTS

PROVIDES

THE

C

Nordost UK

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents for Croft. Moth. Hadccck. EAR. and others.

WITH

z seas
rmin-•
q•>-1

Chord Company

"The Cartridge Man"

BUILDERS

servicing
specialists.
upgrades available_

C -HOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

British. Japanese
8. American
catered for.
Phase Linear 8. SAE
specialists.
Custom ecuoiprrient designed
8. I:wilt in .101.! Ste-

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.

Sale of pre-ovvraecl
ecioiprnerit.

•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

Tel: 131264 323573

I

gip

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
T
U
B
E
S

Coll, write, fax or email for details and free consuhation
(215) 862-4870 • fax ( 215) 862-4871
Visit our website at:
http://www.fotwyre.com
email: tatwyre@tatwyre.com

THE
CAM

comminv

125 Union Squire, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

,

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS

The first choice for all your
loudspeaker drive units,
components and
seeh• 52-?,
accessories
e Phone today for your FREE
e. FULL COLOUR Catalogue or
ed. check out our website.
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LEO 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com
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MUSIC MATTERS

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Kreil
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • Mj Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch, • Yamaha

AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham B17 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
IO Boldmere Road
West Midlands 873 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit on selected 'terms • 0% APR

MUSIC
MATTERS

Written details or) request • Licensed credit broker

home cinema, multi- room and

AIA

rgil
E

lighting. Home trials are available

CEDI/à

for many products

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk

O'Brien Hi- Fi

SPECIALISTS

Martin Logan - Vantage

60 Durham Road. London. SV120 MrW
T 020 8946 1528/033 IE shopOobrionhifi.com
Free parlang - Five monutes from A3 • Open Toe - Sat 9 - 5 30
Some

Moon - Supernova

Faber — Donzus

Audio Research • Avid • Copland • Chard Company
Creek - Dreamvision • Dynavector • Epos • Convire • Lyra
Krell • Martin Logan • Michell • Mom • Nairs • Opera
Onkyo • Origin Live - Prima Luna • Resort • 'ionnetteer
Sono» Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Ttaruparent • Unison Research • Velodyne • Waterfall
Please contort us for a list of ex-dem & display product

at

o 410 o «it
Chord - Cables
We are currently
demonstrating their
etunstrig new product..
rhea« contact us to
az range a demonstration.

Sugden - A21SE Amp Er CD

atc
arcam
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon
m+k
mIchell
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham
primare
sme
spendor
runco

lockwood Audi
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TANY1:7Z Cones
Hotline at
www.lockwooclaudio.co.uk
Cell For

+64(11) 20 8579 7755
'74/
1

mail: saleselockwooclauclio.co.uk

KOETSU URUSHI GOLD £1800
PATHOS LOGOS
£ 1750
JADIS DA8 amp
CALL
ARC SP- 16 (wf phono)
£1950
A/A MAESTRO 24/96 CD £ 1050
M/LOGAN MOSAIC £ 1100
COPLAND (various)
CALL
TRANSPARENT ULTRA
CALL

hi-fi for grown

I
pswic

appointment to visit us at Hanwell on

or Fax + 44(0) 20 3579 7156

HIGH END SALE

fax ( 01'473)
W

w.

il:eng@signals.uik „
cam

uk.co

Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

System Sounds Flat?
Upgrade to SuperStereo with a Dynavector Adapter
"Improvements to the overall sense of realism were quite startling...''
"Superb"

Hi -Fi News

World

"Produces astonishing results"
"Extraordinarily convincing"

Hi -Fi +

Hi -Fi Choice

"Indispensable for listening to music"

Stereo Sound, Japan

Make the most of your LP's, CD's, SACD's & DVD's with an Adp-2 (£ 895) or Adp-3 (£ 1,495).

eel

.
I

+

Info & sales direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo
( 0)1202) 767873.

E-mail: dynavectorgonetel.com

%1 eh: http://web.onetel.com/-dynavector
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call 020 8726 8323 to advertise
NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi- ft by enthusiasts

DRIVERS:

Below is just a small selection of
some of the e, citing products we offer:

> ATC

The Apollo is the
latest player to (MITE
from British tom
Rega. Building an
the strengths of Os
predecessor the

> AUDAX
> ETON
> FOSTEX
> LPG

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA > VISATON

Planet, emeverils more inlornatior and places each instrument or voice it its own acoustic space which is a raie trait to
find on a player priced at iust £496.
Shanling CDT-80 well
deserve .; he accolades its
already received in the
press. its valve output stage
imbues the sound with grea:

The £695 Cansonance CD 120 Linear is the player
we've wished for for
many years. It uses

MOST DISCRIMINATING

HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

anon oversampling filterless design which always produces
athrillingly involving performance with exceptional speed and
realistic oynarrac contrasts.
The £ 750 Heart CD6000
is structarally based
upon a Marantz CD

e
N4. .

Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.4434949
Email: solen@solen.ca
Web. www.solen.ca

Falcon

ctronics
http://www.lakon-acoustics.co.oh

Iull Price List and Focal details on Web Site
:RIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & seas, and apick of the
best from other manufacturers.
100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS:
Active & Passive, Components, Acces›,t
New IS3/SA type Crossovers & Components
PLUS P.AJProfessional Sound Equipment
Speaker Repairs also available - Contact for details.
Dedshete back in stock

COMPONENTS
SOLEN Polspropylene capacitors. 0.lmFit. to Mad.
NEW Values:- 3.0mFd 400s 5% & 9.1mf d250, 2.5%
Polyester and Polycarbonate Filin Capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 10mFd
ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors (Non-Polar);
50v, 100v & Low Loss. 2mfd. to 600mFd.
FALCON Custom-wound Inductors.
FFRRITE:- Standard, High Power, Super Power, Super-Super Power
\
IRCORED 0.56 - 1.25mm wire;
IRON DUST. 1mm wire
\
PPED INDUCTORS:- 0-10mH in ImH steps 8c ale in 0.1m11 steps
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur & Glass Audio.
plus the Audio Anthology Set.
Altogether 50+ books and Audio Amateur's magazine year sets.
2001 to 2004 sear sets en (' D- it onb

Focal Unit Range
Price List & Unit Specs FREE on Web site - available in . pdfl'orinai
Arange of Falcon Designed and Manufactured
Units coming later this year.
8inch - 15 inch12 inch and 15 inch on Die-cast Magnesium Chassis.
SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
Send for our FREE price list PL32: Just send alarge SAE.
(417p stamp) or USS3 bill overseas, Europe USS2 bill, 2or 3
International Reply Coupons ( 1RC) to:- (
Dept HEN) Falcon Components
Ltd Unit 12 Damgate Industrial Estate, Damgate Lane, ACLE,
Norwich. Norfolk, NRI3 3D1 Tel ( 0)1493 751100 Fax (0)1493 751155
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£ 150
£ 60
£ 150

Origin Line OL speakers

£250

Orchid LWO Speakers

£2,795

Revel Salon alai* gloss. Akiminium side panels. Mint . £9995
Spica TC-50 Speakers

£275

Tannoy Sterling speakers

£ 1595

Theil 2.3 speakers

£ 1795

RE-AMPS
Audio Note M3 Pre Amps ( photo)

£ 2750

Conrad Johnson MC- 10 FET pre-amp

£ 395

Mark Levinson 26 balanced pre-amp

£ 1250

Musical Fidelity 3A Pre Amp

£ 175

90/3 Power Amp

player. Heart fit ahigh qua , va ve output stage an
many aspects cf the design resulting in afulsome sound with
great sca.e making it a highly involeing player to listen to.
The £ 1,250 Unico
COP is aby to use
jboth for its valve
output/upsampling

The £ 1.25C
Cairn Fog
V2.0 may
not yet be

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

SPEAKERS

Naim NAG 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP

sound quality but also for its superb build and finish quality

SOLEN

Main dealer for
7Ontury Prestige Speakers

Mordaunt Short MS815 speakers

INDUCTORS - USED BY THE

MANUFACTURERS.

Findon Road. (torthing, BNI 4 Oly

Pre-owned erpapinent available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hesterencont

Mordant Short MS10 speakers

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

LOUDSPEAKER

2,2.

Kef Concord Speakers

refinement and its build quality is quite astonishing tor a
player costing lust £650

> VOLT

Heatherdale
*audio limited

£ 595

Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£ 1.395

Rotel RC - 995 Pre Amp

£295

AMPLIFIERS
Broyston 4bsst stereo amps

£ 1795

Advantage Integrated Amp

£ 1,295

Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks

£5,495

Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers, western electrics 300b's.
Brand new ( retails £28,000)

£ 15.000

Audio Research 0130 power amp

that well
known in the
UK but if you re Mn the market for aplayer at this level tnen
you really must here this. It has superbly extended and we!t
defined frequency extreme!: combined with great imaging.
The Consonance
CD2.2 Reference
Linear is similar in
approach to the CD120
linear featured abave
and takes the design
many stages fudher,
uses a6H3G triode cutout stage anc has an air of refinement
above most players at its £ 1.305 prise tag whilst offering the
exceptional dynamics and energy this type of design slows
Shafting CDT-100 is a
modern day slassz
Nor
only is it a work of art but it
also produces a mid band
with superb delicacy: £ 1.650

£ 996

Cyrus 2 integrated amp

£ 175

Denon POA - 3ch

£ 275

Jeff Rowland model 5 power amp

£ 1995

Mark Levinson 27.5 power amp

£ 1695

Mark Levinson 431 Amp Ex Demo

POA

Perreaux 200ip integrated amp

£ 1,095

Parasound HCA 1000a Power Amp

£ 345

Quad II Power amp with 22 pre- amp 8 Tuner

£ 795

Sirius ( Gamut 2) power amp upgraded
to latest spec

£ 1,795

D PLATERS I> TRA1VSPORTS
Denon DCD 590

£ 60

Lab 47 Flat Fish Transport, Progression DAC 8
Power Dumpty PSU

£3,995

Mark Levinson 31.5 CD transport

£ 4750

Pioneer PD/S502 CD player

£95

Roksan Anessa CO Transport with
ROC DA1 and ROK DS4 PSU

£ 895

Sonic Frontier Transport 3
- The € 2.850 Resolution Audio Opus
21 CD player is split into 2half width
boxes to separate the power supply
and noisy cinuits front the audio
stages.
This player has avery open and airy
presentation with quite stunning
speed and imaging capabilities.

Accuphase P/1200 mains regenerated

. £ 3500

Hitachi FT550 Mark II tuner

£ 125

Selection of AudioTekne Cables and accessories
at unbeatable prices ..

Phone for details
£ 60
£ 25

Zerodust CD 8 lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) £ 17.50
,ERNTAILES, CARTRIDGES 6 TONEARMS
Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new)

become a se.rjously enjoyable format. Prices range from just
£1.600 up to astare of the aim £36.500.
We also offer arange of suitable transports, starting with the
superb Talk Electronics Thunder (
plctured top right) fcr
£1.000.
For the best possnle performance with any two box system.
we recommend using ihe f200 Chorc Signature Digital
cable which we feel is one the finest cegital cables available

Come and visit us at the Heathrow High
Fidelity Show on the 1-2 April 2006
where we'll be demonstrating and
displaying awide variety of purist stereo
equipment

to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224

www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

£ 2.995

Blue Pearl (
the prototype) with gold plated SME V £ 9995
Project 9c S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new, retails £550)

£375

RS Laboratory RS-At with rotary headshell
(as new, retails £850)

£ 595

Zyx Airey Cryogenic copper cables
(as new, retails £ 1,500)

£995

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years.
On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
Buckincram Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH.
- uesday

£ 60

ISCELLANEOuS

Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £ 35)

performance, with dynamics and energy that make the CD

Open 9.30 to 5.30

.

Sony ST- 5E570 Tuner

If you're after the absolute best
performance from CD then we
strongly recommend auditioning
the Audio Note range of DAL- 3.
These trend !, eding models use
aone times oversampling,
Stemless deaign and in our opinion offer an unmatched musisal

36

£1995

Sony CD pm41 CD player

Tel: 01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Evenings

—

VISA

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

Excellence is our
only compromise
KJ West One,
customers.

like any responsive business, is shaped to an extent by its

A distinction we appreciate. this being because our discerning

clientele continue to expect only the best!

With this in mind, we have been

working hard to create an ' aural declaration; of the absolute finest audio
components available today.

Once again we are so pleased to be working and collaborating with our friends the UK's
most distinguished distributor ' Absolute Sounds:

We are presently jointly

celebrating 50 years of involvement in the pursuit of audio excellence.

Both of our

Companies are grounded in the love of music and between us we have made it
possible to offer asensitive expertise and uncompromised demonstration facilities
which will enable you to complete your search for musical purity and authenticity.

Absolute Sounds have continued to provide us with ' State of the Art' audio
components which exceed all of our expectations,

Right now we are seeing the

introduction of a wide range of innovative and extremely exciting super audio
flagship products from several renowned manufacturers, each emphatically
demonstrating advances in sound reproduction. Ki West One are proud to be able to
invite you to enjoy an ' audition' at anytime convenient to you. Simply call us on
020 7486 8262/3 or email us on info@kjwestone.com, we look forward to
meeting you again here at New Cavendish Street.

Perfection is infuriatingly elusive,
if we were to achieve it what objectives would remain?

«11111.1111.1.11.

West
26 New Cavendish Street
42 Cowgate

One

London WIG 8TY

Peterborough PE 11NA

T: 020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

www.kjwestone.com

F: 020 7487 3452

F: 01733 358 141

mar he

Market

For sate

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

perfectly mint as new, save over £ 2000 off

Kimber Select 1030 metre Atten £ 800,

RRP, accept £ 3950, also black TEAC VRDS25

Russ Andrews Silver Reference PowerKord

£500 email: bryston7b0yahoo.co.uk Mobile:

Wattgate 350i 4ft £ 750, silver powerblock

Audio Research LS9 solid-state pre- amp,

07917 334780 [ EF14]

silver Reference PowerKord 3ft Wattgate 350i

as new, boxed, remote £ 600 ono, Audio

Nairn 135 pair, SN181016, mint condition

HC together £ 1100, Tel: 01475 676287 [ EF14]

Research LS2 hybrid pre- amp, black,

£2400, Chord Odyssey 2x4m 1/
2 price ATC

Unison Research S6 £ 1200, JMlab 906
speakers £ 500, Pink Triangle LPT £ 300,

excellent £ 750 ono, AVI S2000MC CD player,

SCM2OSL rosewood with 21in slate stands,

as new, remote £ 375 ono, Tel: 01782 397971

good condition, genuine fair offers please,

Michell ISO £ 200, Audiolab DAC £ 150, house

(Staffs) [ DF21]

boxes, Tel: 02380 470107 or mobile 07729

move forces sale, Tel: 01928 732546 [ EG17]
Sonus Faber Amati Homage, fantastic

dCS Purcell upsampter, this is the original

333748 IEF14]

audiophile 16/44- to- 24/192 upsampling

Musical Fidelity A3cr pre/power amps,

sounding speaker, beautiful to see, in perfect

converter, Dual AES output, superb £ 2000,

A3 CD player, Michell Gyrodec with RB300

condition with all original packaging, located

dCS Delius D- Aconverter, bettered only by

tonearm, must sell as system with Henley

in Maidenhead £ 7995 ono, Tel: 01628 672663

the dCS Elgar, 24/192- capable with dCS Ring

Design Rack & QED interconnects free, boxed

/Mobile: 07710 874894 [ EG17]
Snell Type A/2 with stands £ 800, Croft Vitale

DAC £ 3000, both units owned since new, near

as new, barely past running- in period, £ 1750

mint condition, all original boxes, remote,

ono, email: ddrossfdblueyonder.co.uk [ EF14)

£300, Sumo Andromeda power amp £ 300,

manuals etc, Tel: 07973 795608 ( South

Linn 5103 pre- amp processor, DTS, full spec,

Adcom pre- amp GFP 555 Mk 11E150, Pro-Ject

London) [X]

boxed as new, outstanding £ 1250, four Linn

with carbon arm £ 100, Thorens TD160 RB300

Audio Research LS16 Mk 2pre- amp, black,

LK 100, Activ Modules £ 850, Linn Isobarik

Michell Tecno counterweight £ 250, Denon

remote, 2003 model, Absolute Sounds, mint,

Activ, stands cables, Aktiv crossover, PSU,

DL- 301 moving- coil cartridge £ 50, pop LPs

boxed, manuals ( 0500) £ 1650, Target R2

boxed £ 450, Tel: 00 3531 2954076 [ EF14]

E5 each, lists, Tel: 02476 327948 [ EG17]

speaker
stands, four pillar,
, heavy ( E380)

High- end System, perfect condition, Revel

Conrad- Johnson PV12AL pre- amp, new

£160, Tel:07973189538 [ DF17]

Ultima Salon speakers, gloss black w/walnut

unused valves, perfect, boxed, includes

Audio Synthesis DAX Basic Discrete, 12

veneer £ 6950, VPI TNT HRX turntable £ 5500,

Rothwell input pair (£ 40) attenuators

months old, £ 1600 ono, mint condition with

Manley Steelhead Phonostage/pre-amp

(£2000), £ 695, Polk LS50 speakers, black, big
sound (£ 800) £ 295, Tel: 01280 840823/07803

box, etc, Tel: 01793 490968 Mobile: 07941

w/Siemans NOS Tubes £ 3950, Balanced

419196 [ EG14]

Power Technologies 3.5 signature power

118566

Chord SPM 600 power amp, black, mint,

conditioner £ 1500,

email: agardenviewfdtiscali.co.uk [ EG17]
T+A V10 integrated amp £ 1800, Linn LP12,

boxed, very clean lucid sound, 130W/ch, 30dB

email: cohn_richardehotmail.com [ EG171

gain, cost £ 2400 new, sell for £ 1050, Tel:

Audio Innovations 1st audio special edition

Ittok LVII arm, Karma cartridge £ 550, NHT

07725 583743 EDF171

monoblocks, £ 650 ono, Tel: Derek on 07729

subwoofer system. Active crossover 250 watt

Orelle CD100 Evo 2CD player, latest version,

065244/020 8761 3501 ( SE London) [ EG171

mono amp £ 600, NHT amplifiers 250 watt

just afew months old, as new condition with

Wadia 23 CD £ 750 (£ 3200), Mark Levinson

monoblocks £ 400, Audio Quattro Triode 845

original box, manuals, and remote £ 650

380 pre £ 1600 (£ 4000), Chord 3200 pre- amp

monoblocks amps, 4boxes E1500, Tel: 020

(£1300), Sonus Faber Grand Piano, original

C16001E4200), dCS Purcell up- sampler

8531 5979 [ EG17]

bi-wire version, immaculate with box +

£950 (£ 4000), dCS Delius DAC £ 1450

Meridian 500CD Transport £ 300, Audio

packaging £ 1000 Tel: 07791 361620 ( London)

(f5000), Classé CA201 power £ 1250 (£ 3500),

Synthesis Passion Ultimate £ 400, Boston

[DF17]

Hales Transcendence 8speakers £ 2500

Acoustics 90 sat ( front) 90c ( centre), VRS

Audio Synthesis Desire Decade power amp

(£10000), Audio Physic Virgo II £ 900 (£ 3500),

(rear) and wall brackets, REL 0150E, all in

£1100, optimised for use with CD digital

Transparent Music Link Super XL version

black, boxed, hardly used, cost £ 1275, want

volume control £ 2995 new, immaculate,

lm interconnect £ 250 (£ 550), Acoustic Zen

£400, Tel: Bob 01892 580945 ( Tunbridge
Wells) [ EF24]

Loewe Aconda 9381, black 32in TV, excellent

Matrix Ref £ 150 ( E450), Acoustic Zen Mc2

condition £ 800 ono Tel: Martin on 07730

digital E100 (£ 250), Nordost Flatline Gold

Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista M3 integrated

912080 or 020 7684 0995, ( Central London)

speaker cable £ 50 (£ 200), Tel: Bill on 01993

amplifier and 3D CD player, mint, boxed

[DF171

851508 ( Oxford) [ EF34]

with all accessories £ 1450 each, also two

Krell/Wilson system, Krell FPB600c power

Kimber Select 1030 interconnect (£ 1000)

Quadraspire 04 racks, cherry, silver uprights

amp, Krell KPS20i/iL CD player/pre-amp,

£650, 1020 ( f500) £ 300, Kimber monocle XL

180mm spacing £ 175 each, Tel: Steve on

Wilson Watt Puppy 5.1 speakers, metallic

8ft pair speaker cable £ 520, Orchid Digital

07921 572823 ( South London) [ EF16]

Ferrari grey, Cardas Golden Reference

interconnect /
2 metre £ 120, Isotek Mainline
1

Linn Kairn pre- amp and Klout power

cables throughout, all mint and crated,

mains leads Furutech upgrades (£ 250) £ 140

amp, former top- of- the- range amplifier

£16995, new house forces sale, can demo Tel:

each x3Tel: 01772 314151 Mobile: 07974

combination from Linn Products, Kairn has

07905 338232 [ DF17]

186026 [ EF14]

m-m/m cphono stage and original factory-

Meridian 596 5Star DVD (+ Meridian service

Nordost Flatline Gold Twice 9metre pair, as

fitted Brilliant SM PS, Klout built into solid

£600 upgrade) £ 1500, Quad 909 £ 750, Cyrus

new speaker cable and Nordost Solar Wind,

billet of aluminium, good condition with

pre- amp, black £ 400, EAR 8L6 50W rms

half metre interconnect cable £ 480 plus New

original boxes, manuals, remote and leads,

£1950, Exposure 2010CD £ 300, Denon TU260

Take £ 200 ono, JVC HD scarlet 15ft £ 20, Tel:

£850 each ono, Tel:07973795608 ( South

LII £ 60, free delivery, Tel: 01206 510392/

07881 943785 [ EF14]

London)

07966 400745 [ DF171

PMC FB1 speakers £ 800, Musical Fidelity

Quad ESL63 + stands + 2x405 in single
chassis with uprated power supply £ 1000,

Bryston 7B SST monoblocks, black,

A3-2LR pre- amp unused £ 500, both items

boxed, one year domestic use only, 19 year

as new Tel: Mike on 020 8363 8350 or 07973

Pioneer VSA-E07 £ 250, EAR 859 part kit

transferable factory warranty remains,

671915 ( Enfield area) [ EF14]

£250, Radford STA25 3 + SC22 unrestored
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£650, Tel: 01243 576073 [ EG17I

(£9750), pair Bryston 4B ST and pair 7B ST

interconnect ( 1m), boxed as new £ 125 (£ 250),

Mark Levinson 335 power amp, recent

£1250 each amp ( 0000), pair PMC XBD2A,

Tel: 07815 810904 [ EG17]

overhaul by Madrigal, boxed £ 3600, excellent

black £ 1600 each ( 0250), Tel: 07813 661468

Acoustic Zen MC- 2digital interconnect,

condition Tel: 07796 545031 EFH171

[F8]

balanced, 1metre £ 125 ( 028), Pro Silway

Naim SBL loudspeakers, passive, black,

DNM 3C Primus pre- amp, moving- coil phono

2interconnects, 1metre pairs. RCA or XLR,

1995, upgraded base units, excellent

stage, boxed, excellent condition £ 920, DNM

Superlative cables ( and plugs!) £ 100 each

condition £ 500, SNAXO 2-4, 1999, serviced

PA35 power amplifier 23W, boxed, excellent

(£245). Tel: 07815 810904 [ EG17]

December 2005 £ 300, Tel: 020 7566 7950 ( W

condition £ 1230, Reson Domo four- shelf

SME Model 30A with SME Vgold-plated

London) [ FG14]

amp stand £ 100, Tel: 0141 339 7387 email:

tonearm, silver- wired and special LFD silver

Good Home needed Linn Genki CD player

tonearm lead, crated, manuals, the best

£500, B&W CDM 1SE and CDM CNT speaker,

mplissiOgmaitcom [ F8]
Cyrus Discmaster/Dacmaster complete

red cherry £ 800, Audiolab 8000 PX power

with two PSXR (£ 2500 new), brand new

spec, mint, tools, boxed £ 1000, Michell

amp and 80005 amp and leads pair £ 700, Tel:

laser recently fitted, complete with original

Orbe SE turntable DC spec, boxed, mint

01749 834375 [ FG141

accessories, manuals and boxes, totally

£975, Jadis JA50 monoblocks, 50 hours use

Naim NATO1 superlative FM tuner, early

unmarked £ 600. Tel: 07939 571186 or email:

maximum, boxed, like new PUA, Tannoy

model, excellent condition, reluctant sale,

billdfahotmail.co.uk ( Central Scotland)

Dimension 12 loudspeakers, boxes, manuals

elderly owner, needs remote control £ 830

[FG14]

£6500 new, accept £ 3250. Tel: 01923 235423

£7500, SME Series V, hardly used, latest

(includes carriage), Tel: Dublin 00 3531

Siltech pure silver cables with their top

[E630501

4591432 [ FG141

gold WBT locking RCA plugs, pair of 4-56

Michell 'so, Hera Tom Evans Lithos fitted, exc

PMC MB2, oak, plus stands £ 4750 for pair

interconnects E125 (£ 390), HFA- 9digital

operation, upgrade to Whest £ 300, Tel: 01952

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: carole_molloyapcmedia.com. For your security, do not include acredit card
number in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your credit card details or fax 020 8726 8399

Hi-Fi News

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

Rates: £ 13(inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months E14; three months £ 17. Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word leg, Pioneer A400 = two words)

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please publish the above advertisement for
FOR SALE 1

insertions under the heading:

Name

WANTED 1

Box number required

1 yes

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E _

1 no

Address

( pounds sterling) made payable to

IPC Media or please charge my AccessNisafAmex•

Card Number

rniiirnrnrn

Expires (date)

Signature

*Please indicate which
a No relmbursements vigil be due or cancellat.on of subsequent insertIons
a We are not responsIble for clencal errors

Daytime telephone number
Date of sending
ili-Fo Nee maganne, pubhshed by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry Would you like to receive e- mails from eh tees magazine and IPC contadong news,
speclal offers, and product and service information and take pad In our magahne research vra e-mail' If yes.please tick here J Hi-fi Nee magazine and IFS would like to contact you by
post or telephone to promote and ask your ()pun on our magaimes and sennes fick here dyou prefer notto hear from us J. IRS may occasionally pass your detads to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching thelr products and services. fick here if you prefer '
lotto be contacted J.
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The Market
249627 ( anytime) IF81

power supply, mint, boxed £ 985 ono, Tel:

variousHarmonic Technology cables, little

Yan den Hut D102 Mark 3interconnect, 1

07786 964335 ( London) [ E8]

use, under half-price, McCormack Line-

metre, original price £ 110, sell for £ 50, Tel:

Nordost SPM 2.0m speaker cables £ 650

Drive Deluxe passive pre- amp, £ 50, Tel: Chris

Garry on 07944 447373 [ GH14]

((2250), Quattro Fil professionally with

on 07843 589042 IFH30501

Arcam AV8 processor and P7 7- channel

silver Eichmanns plugs (( 1100) £ 325, Red

Chord SPM 1400E x2mono power

amplifier E2850 (£ 55001, Meridian 598AP

Dawn ( BNIB) £ 120, Ben Duncan special

amplifiers, black, £ 6500, Arcam FMJ DV29

DVD player £ 1450 (( 3200), Chord Blu CD

high- end 1kW step-down transformer

DVD player, 6months old, £ 850, Nordost

transport £ 2750(£4195), Chord DAC64 Mk

(240V- 110V) 8x headroom, rare £ 325, email:

Valhalla lm XLR analogue interconnects,

2 £ 1350 (( 1995), REL Storm III sub- woofer

sporter3f8fsmail.net

£1100, all mint and boxed, Tel: Ian on 07941

in cherry £ 375 (( 900), Russ Andrews Torlyte

Tel: 01895677714 [ F8]

424322/01789 261585 or email: idbruntraf2s.

5- tier system rack £ 450 (( 1450), all items as

Kimber Select 1030 metre atten. £ 800,

com [ FH17]

new, boxed, Tel: 07879 816151 ( Yorkshire)

Russ Andrews Silver Reference Powerkord

Linn Troika cartridge, guaranteed unused

[FG19]

Wattgate 350i, 4ft £ 750, Silver powerblock

since £ 425 rebuild and upgrade by the
Cartridg Man £ 700, Naim NAP90/2 £ 175, Linn

Bryston BP25 line stagel remote, black £ 750,

plus Silver Reference Powerkord, 3ft

Audio Synthesis Dax Discrete DAC, black

Wattgate 350i HC, together £ 1100 , Tel: 01475

Helix speaker c/w granite stands, bargain

El 700,Trichord Pulsar DAC 2with external

676287 IF81

£150, Kimber 4- pin DIN to XLR £ 50, Tel:

power supply £ 700, all mint, boxed. Tel:

Pro-Ject RPM 9X turntable Pro-Ject arm,

01702 617274 or 01702 370410 IF81

01626 333871 [ F014]

Ortofon Kontrapunkt Acartridge E700,

Snell Acoustics Type Jspeakers with

Marantz MA700 monoblock 200W amps, two

Musical Fidelity X-LPS v3 phono stage £ 125,

Foundation Stands £ 250, Meridian 200 CD

pairs available, as new, c/w packing, rare

all pristine condition with boxes, Tel: 01484

transport with DDE digital decoder and

bargain £ 400 per pair. Tel: 01945 463077

603220 ( Yorkshire) EFG141

DIP E300, Tel 01986 873517/ Mobile: 07740

[FH171

Arcam FMJ system CD/pre-power/power

644667 [ F01]

Nordost Blue Heaven speaker cable, one pair

amp, large Castle Inversion floorstanders,

4.5 metre for £ 300 and two pairs 2.5 metre

high quality cables, accessories, rack,

for E200 each pair, terminated bananas one

excellent sounding, classy system, mint,

end, as new, Tel: 01945 463077 [ FH171

cost £ 6000, accept £ 2750. Tel: 01923 662295

Pioneer Elite MD- 17J MiniDisc recorder c/w

IFG141

Audio Synthesis DAX must be original

110-230VAC transformer, as new, very little

Yamaha Reference CD player CD- 5050

version with Ultra Analog chip, must be

use c/w packing £ 325, Tel: 01945 463077

weight approxl4kg, normal price £ 1600, will

mint condition, prefer to have factory box,

[FH171

accept £ 650, Technics Studio Version CD

packaging manuals etc. Tel: 07791 361620

MVLSES-567 CD and MiniDisc audio

player SL -Pl 200 ( as used by the BBC) normal

(London) [ DF17]

enhancer, as new c/w packing, very rare

price £ 2000 will accept £ 950, unique design

Any Condition Syrinx PU1, PU2, Mission

£150, Tel: 01945 463077 [ FH17]

and rare B&W studio speakers CM1 & CM2,

774, Decca London cartridges, C4E, all

Ouad 33-303 amplifier, serial 64765,

200 watt, normal price £ 1600, will accept

arms cartridges considered, CD players

offer in excess of £ 150, Rogers Studio 1

£650, can email pictures,

original Arcam Alpha, Alpha 5, 5+, Delta

loudspeakers £ 50, offer in excess of, Tel:

email: kyckyriacourayahoo.co.uk

70, Blackbox, Marantz CD80, email:

01895 272281 IF81

Tel: 020 8374 0592 IF181

solderjunky20050yahoo.co.uk Tel: 01642

Linn Kairn pre- amp with phono £ 450,

Wilson Audio Watt Puppy 5.1 speakers

644064 IEG171

Musical FidelityA300CR dual- mono power

((18,000 new) £ 4995, Krell FPB 600C power

Sony or Technics Elcaset accessories, eg,

amp, boxed £ 1100, Conrad- Johnson PV10A

amp 600W/ch, Class A (( 15,000 new) £ 4995,

RM.30 remote, also Sony EL- D8 portable

valve pre- amp with phono £ 550, Tel: 01432

all crated and in excellent condition, priced to

Elcaset recorder with case and AC.26 mains

275203/07971 545304 [ F8]

sell, can demo, Tel: 07905 338232 [ FH17]

adaptor- charger, also any Elcaset brochures

Wanted

Garrard turntable with amplifiers in very

Wilson System 6.1 speakers, piano black,

and owners handbook, Tel: 01253 724263

good condition, has new Ortofon cartridge,

excellent condition, tools, crates, 5years

[EF141

serious offers only, Tel: 0161 792 7007 [ FH171

old (£ 18,450) £ 7000, Transparent Ultra 6

Pioneer D-07 DAT machine, gold, will travel

Burmeister power amps 828 Mk 2, German

metre speaker cable, balanced interconnect

to collect, also want cages ( x21for Conrad-

high- end, 200 watt, factory service 3years

1metre and 10 ft lengths, Tel: 01344 430376

Johnson Premier 8A, Tel: Peter on 01354

ago, any trial, (( 4000) £ 1000, Audio Research

[DE14]

654292 [ F8]

SP14 pre- amp, silver, ex condition, valve

800 Region 1DVDs, average cost each £ 15+,

Goodmans Magister will pay good price but

phono £ 975,

all mint condition and played only once,

must be working. Tel: 01280 860221 ( Bucks)

Tel: Steve on 01733 561375 ( Peterborough)

quantities less than 50 price £ 6each, over 50

[EG17]

[FH171

price £ 5each, full list available by email from

Ruark Templar Mk 2loudspeakers, fully

Valve pre- amp with phono £ 00, Linn LP12,

email: dereglel faaol.com,

veneered natural cherry, yew or oak, must

afromosia, SME III, Ortofon VM520e £ 350,

Tel: 01945 463077 [ FH17]

be in excellent condition, for sale Rega Alya

Pioneer PDS801 CD player £ 150, Technics

EAR V20, superb, boxed, £ 1700, Shanling

loudspeakers, mint, boxed £ 175, Tel: 01943

RSAZ7 cassette deck, mint, boxed £ 160, Tel:

CDT- 100, mint, boxed £ 800, Nottingham

463510 ( W. Yorks) [ F0141

Ray on 07708 431963 ( Cheshire) [ FH171

Analogue Spacedeck, RB250 with Origin Live

EAR 802 pre- amp + 509 Mk II monoblock

Bryston BP25 pre- amp, balanced and

upgrades, Sumiko BPS, manuals, boxed,

power amplifiers. For sale 2metre pair

unbalanced inputs and outputs, remote

mint, £ 900, EAR 834P- MM, £ 250, Quad

Nordost Solarwind speaker cables, offers,

control, integral Class Aheadphone amp, 20

ESL- 57, sound fantastic, £ 400, Quadraspire

Tel: 01745 331681/Mobile: 07714 530889

year fully transferable warranty, outboard

large 4- shelf rack, oak, boxed, £ 200,

(Rhyl) [ XFOC]
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www.choice-hifi.com
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

Choice
hi-fi
Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
No Sale No Fee
No limit to numbers of items
No Time Limit on adverts
Credit Card Payments
Tried and tested items Guaranteed
Insured Delivery
World wide Online Exposure
Independent & Safe brokerage
15 Years Experience & Dedication to
uality Used Audio Equipment
New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
Call or Register Online

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

CO Players and OACs
Accuphase UP 55V
£1500
Accuphase DP- 75V
£4500
Accustic Arts DAC 1mklIl
£2795
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
£2250
Arcam 5
£200
Audia Flight CD1
£3795
Audio Research CD 2
£1695
Audio Research CD3 Mk11
£3550
Audiolab 8000 cd
Audiomeca/ Pierre Lurne Damnation £565
BOW Technologies ZZ-8 (24/192) £3300
Burmester OOTCDP
£6500
CEC DX 51 DAC
£ 1095
Cyrus CD70
£650
Cyrus cd7q/psxr £750
Cyrus PSX-F1
£390
dCS Delius 24/192
£2500
EAD DSP 9000 Pro Ill
£ 1495
EMM Labs DCC2 and CDSD £8250
Gamut CD lmkli
£ 1495
Goldmund Meta-Laser- II
£ 1650
kenwood DPF-J5010 £90
Krell KAV300CD
£ 1450
Krell KPS 20 iL
£4250
Krell ((PS 25sc 24/96
£9995
Krell ((PS 28c CAST II
£5500
Marant CD12
£1195
Mark Levinson ML 390s
£3495
Meridian Audio 200 CD Player £ 180
Meridian Audio 203 DAC
£ 190
Muse Mod9 DVD/CD
£ 1450
Naim Audio CDS 1CD PLAYER £595
Onkyo MSB-1HDD-i-CD MB-1MO roomier £500
Pioneer
Pioneer PD-F1009
£ 120
Sonic frontiers Anthem
£300
Tag CDT2OR-T2L £675
Teac VRDS 20
£895
Theta Data Il Transport £ 1395
Theta Data II Transport £400
Theta DS Pro Gen Ill
£ 1195
Theta Pro Prime 2
£695
Theta PRO PRIME 2A DAC
£650
Theta Progeny
£495
Trichord GENESIS
£250
Wadia 2000 Digimaster £ 1785
Wadia 301
£2000
Wadia 830
£1595
YBA 3Alpha
£995
YBA CD1 Delta 2PSU
£2895
Complete Systems
EZO system
Linn active system
Naim Audio SBL System
Nairn Audio DBL Active System

£2700
£4500
£6975
£19750

Custom installation Products
Linn Knekt Line Drive

£225

OVO Players
Arcam dv79
Lexicon RT10
Pioneer DVD656A
HI Fl Other
Musical Fidelity 13 Tuner
Nakamichi 682z0
Rotel RT925 tuner
littergrated
Accuphase E
ie
5iemkArcam A85
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
Bel Canto Evo 2i integrated
Chord Electronics CPM 2600
Krell ((AV 300i
Krell ((AV 400xi
McIntosh MC-275 mkIV tube amp
McIntosh MC-275 SS
Musical Fidelity A1000
Roksan rocksan kandy ka1
Sonus Faber Musica integrated
P)
L
!Nu
l
M aL
l'e
abrs
sBolero
Aloe Vmk11
Arcam One
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2
Audio Accuses Fundanental 62 Plenum
Audio Acoustics Sapphire TpC
Audio Acoustics Sapphire TiCMocha
Audio Physic Libra
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer
Audio Physic Padua
Audio Physic Spark 3
Audio Physic Tempo SE
Audio Physic Virgo Ill
Auchovector M3signature active
Definitive Technology BP3000
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 mkt)
Dynaudio Contour S5.4
Dynaudio S1.4
Eggleston Works Fontaine
Efac Jet CL310 Jet
Epos ELS 303 Light Cherry
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1+ 2
Hales concept 5
Infinity Primus Centre speaker
JAS Om
JMLab Diva Utopia
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
JMLab Electra 906
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
JMLab Micro Utopia BE + Stands
JR Jordan JR 150 + Stands
KEF 105 mk1
KEF 107.2 Ref f-Oube
KEF Coda 80
leema SPLX12 sub-woofer
Magneplanar MG 20x
Magneplanar MG3.6/R
Martin Logan Ouest
Martin Logan reQuest
Martin Logan SL3
Mirage FRX 9
Mission 780 SE Alder
MORDAUNT SHORT PERFORMANCE 6
Perigee FK 1Loudspeaker
PMC Loudspeakers EIB5
PMC Loudspeakers OB1

£850
£1395
£150
£250
£390
£75
£3250
£450
£995
£1900
£1950
£1295
£2250
£2000
£2200
£895
£450
£995
£495
£995
£300
£10499
£9999
£10499
£19999
£17999
£1695
£2500
£1999
£999
£1595
£2750
£2100
£2500
£600
£2950
£1095
£2850
£550
£225
£395
£26120
£2200
£995
£5900
£3400
£595
£2850
£3600
£450
£450
£1250
£60
£650
£8500
£3600
£2200
£1495
£1295
£600
£175
£2750
£2995
£6995
£1395

Proac Studio 150
Proac Tablettes mkt
REL 0200E
REL Stadium Ill
Revel b15a subwoofer
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
Sonus Faber Concertos + 1/W Stands
Soundlab A1
Talon Kite Centre
Triangle Australe 260 Stratos
Velodine FSR 10
Vibe Alpha 2sub
Vienna Acoustics BERG
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
wharfedale diamond 8.1
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
Wilson Audio System 5.1
Wilson Audio System 6.1
Wilson Audio Waft/Puppy 5.1
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
Wilson Audio Witt
Wilson Benesch ARC + Stands
Multi Channel Amps
Arcam Pi
Or/stun 9B ST
Denon AVC 10se
Parasound A51
I

£800
£250
£350
£850
£1800
£300
£795
£8990
£750
£2100
£495
£250
£475
£4500
£70
£28990
£5900
£7000
£6495
£3750
£3495
£1595
£1995
£1995
£600
£2895
£575
£3900

Multi Channel Speaker Systems
Audio Physic Centre 1
£450
creative 7700
£ 150
Definitive Technology BP 3000 +LCR £3250
Genelec 205 Active Monitors £ 195
JMLab Sib & Cub 5.1
£450
Vienna Acoustics 3Webem/2 Berg/ Suteon £2650

DNM series 2/3
Electrocompaniet EC 4.6
Exposure 17 MC Pre
EZO Nanda (face nord)
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
Jadis JP 80mm
Krell KCT CAST II
McCormak RLD 1
Meridian Audio GO2
Michell Argo HR/Hera
Michell ISO HR/Hera
Pathos In Control
Tact RCS 2.0DD
Tesserac TALA Pre
Tom Evans The Vibe
YBA 2Alpha
YBA Passion Pre
Projectors
In Focus SP 7205
Madrigal MP 9CRT
Stands
Attacama Equinox
Base Cabinet
Black Diamond Racing Shelf & Cones
Mana Acoustics reference sound table
Mana Acoustics Reference Table
Partington Dreadnought
Stands Unique chunky

£325
£550
£395
£550
£5500
£3595
£5995
£1150
£1100
£550
£295
£1795
£1995
£495
£1995
£995
£3995
£2250
£19990
£175
£550
£400
£250
£250
£90
£275

Temitables/AmesMartrialles & Phodestages
AHRC Grim Reaper
£80
Audio Note OTO Phono
£1195
Audio Synthesis MM/MC phono Equaliser £395
Basis Debut Gold Std/SME V
£4995
Breuer Type 8
£2000
Clear Audio Accurate
£2395
£390
EAR The Head
£200
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
Goldring 1012GX
£30
Graham Slee Elevator EXP
£350
Graham Slee Era Gold V
£395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE £200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig. Plat. £3250
Mans Rsference + ilitnekm + Maim Cbrt. £4995
Linn K9
£40
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegedon
£2495
Mark Levinson JC-1 DC
£1500
Origin Live Encounter
£750
Ortofon 510 MM
£35
Ortofon 540
£85
Ortofon Jubilee
£1000
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
£550
Roksan Xenes 10/DS1.5/Arterniz/Jubilee £3500
SME 20/2A Turntable and Arm
£4250
SME 30/2A Turntable & Ann
£10495
SME Series 10A
£2795
SME Series VArm
£1400
SME V-Counterweight
£20
Systemdek 11XE900
£350
Transfiguration Temper Supreme
£400
VPI TNT 4 + Rokport Arm
£6500

Power Amplifiers
Accuphase P700
£4000
Acoustic Arts Amp 2
34
Accustic Arts Power 1
££ 23
50
£9
Albarry 408
5
PJoia ST 13.01
£995
Aloia ST 15.01
£1095
Arcam P85
£395
Audia Flight Flight 100
£4495
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated £3495
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks £5000
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt£ 12995
Audio Research VT200 MKII £6000
Audio Valve Baldur 70
£1795
Audiolab 8000 P/C
£785
Audiolab 8000a mklIl
£300
BAT. 150SE
£6950
B.A.T. 600SE
£4950
BAT. VK 600se
£5995
Beard M1000 monoblocks
£1900
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
£1250
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
£2300
Boulder 500 AE
£2250
Boulder 500 AE Monos
£4650
C.A.T JL2
£6995
Carver A- 500x
£275
Carver TFM-42
£360
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
£1200
Cary SLA 0
£895
Cello Duet 350
£4995
Counterpoint NPI 00 (SA100)
Cyrus 115
£275
Dared -Vacuum Tube amp MP-60 £1250
and -Viruun lie arpW-20+ SL 2003A1 £1850
Dual mono block- 200w 23.5 £2200
Exposure 18 POWER
£790
Exposure XVIII Monoblocks £895
£)»osure XVIII Power Amp
£475
EM KI (face nord) Monoblocks £ 1100
Gamut D100 m I
£ 1395
Gamut 0200
£2000
Gamut D200 mkiii
£3395
Goldmund 18.4
£7365
GRAAF GM5OB
£2895
Gryphon Reference 1Monos
£8495
Halcro DM 38
£9995
Halcro DM68
£ 15500
Harmon Cardon AP2500/PA2200 £395
Krell FPB 300
£3750
Krell FPB 600c
£5995
Krell FPB 700 cx(600 U/graded) £7995
Krell FPB 750 mcx
£22250
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks £13550
Krell FPB-700CX £9995
1((SA
1295
150
£
Lumley Reference M120
£1750
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks £4995
Mark Levinson ML436
£7975
McCormak DNA 125
£1150
McIntosh MC352
£3250
Melos 402 Gold Monoblocks £2495
meracus Inhere 6
£850
Meridian Audio 557
£800
Musical Fidelity A300 CR
£ 1095
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power £2495
Naim Audio Nac 62. Nap140 £595
Pass labs X350
£3395
Passlabs x600
£6495
Passlabs X600
£6495
Quad 33, 303, FM3
£280
Tag Avantgarde MO
£ 1295
VRITAS P
400
£999
£ 1300
XTC power one
YBA Passion Monoblocks £6995

AV Processors
Arcam AV8
Arcam AV8
Krell HIS
Lexicon MC12 Rev 4
Lexicon MC12B
Lexicon MC8
Meridian Audio 565
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Proceed PAV/PDSD

£2395
£2195
£3995
£9500
£3995
£4150
£695
£4500
£2995
£1995

AV Receivers
Pioneer VSX-D2011-S
Yamaha AX640SE

£450
£225

Pre AmpiMers
Accustic Arts Pre 1
£ 1495
Adyton Modus
£1295
Alma PST 11.01i
£ 1450
Aloia PST 11.01i
£995
Aragon aurum
£1150
Audia Flight Flight Pre
£3495
Audio Note M3
£1795
Audio Note M3 Ultimate £2795
Audio Refinement Pre 5
£395
Audio Research LSO
£895
Audio Synthesis Passion Ultimate £795
Audio Valve Eklipse £ 1500
B.A.T. VK3I
£ 1500
Bonnec Timpano
£3000
Boulder 2010 Pre
£9995
C.A.T SL1 Signature MK Ill
£2995
C.A.T Ultimate Reference £5995
Chord Electronics 3200 E
£2200
Conrad Johnson PV5 Pre Amp
£595

Cables
PucloNsESSISPXSSer2neffesEgeheBared £ 1450
Black Rhodium Requiem £695
Cerious Technologies 1.5 Meters XLR £495
Ecosse Reference MS 2.15
£ 150
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2 £ 160
MIT Digital Reference Proline AES/EBU £395
Nordost Valhala Digital 1m
£750
Siltech Cables balanced £200
Tara Labs 0.8 ISM Onboard ( 1.0m) £ 1750
Transparent Audio Digrlink £ 125
Transparent Audio Music Wave £ 150
Transparent Audio Music Wave 10ft Bi Wire £350
Transpareni Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable £ 12990
Transparent Audio Ultra interconnect £900
van den ha) revelation £350

Mr/Plasma/ LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
NEC 50 XMA/XR$
Panasonic 42 PWD8
Panasonic 42 PWD8HD
Accessories
AHRC Grim Reaper
Gryphon Exorcist
Jamo t300 iPod Docking+Sats
LP Record Boxes
Ringmat Full Version
Various Valves See List

£1495
£3000
£1495
£1995

£90
£70
£0
£75
£150
£395

ATV Services ( Mid Surrey)

For more information

Absolute Analoguée

pkase see our viebsite.

Address: PO Hu% 30429, London, NW() / GA
Tell Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113
Email: Absolute_ Analogueo email.msn.com
W &site: soo.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

For all your HiFi servicing needs.Valve and transistor amplifiers repaired and serviced. Kits built
and rescued. Bespoke one- offs designed and

his not neeesstuy to have great hi-fi

built to your requirements. Restorations,

equipment in arder to listen to musk.—
...but

modifications and upgrades carried out.

helps.
eiiemete
—
•

.

Special one- day courses run on audio
electronics and acoustics to help demystify
all the industry gobbledegook!
1110

Call 01372 456921 or

Cet it right!

email toprepairman@aol.com

P

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM ¡PL ACOUSTICS

IAN HARRISON HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines
using top quality drive limits and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of

£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MEWcabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.

KIT

SPEAKER UNITS

CAB SIZE mm

M3thn

5114, Metal.I'Seas treble

8111x 191x 261 £21500 £9.50

PLUS KIT

P&P

S3(1

6S1PL PP.f'Seas treble

903x

S3t1m

65IPL meta1,1"Sem oebk

903 x230 x350 £23444 £ 10.00

x350 £20000 £ 10130

S3tIretRib 65"IPL metal.Riblxm oeb

9)3 x234 x350 £33728 £ 10.00

S4tbn

8"IPL metaLfSeas ireble

968 x276 x400 £26743 £11.00

S5d

10'1PL.3"Doire mickl"treb

1080 x320 x400 £378£0 £ 12.00

Send cheque RV1•Ostai (
ACT) nsL payable to Mr IPtesie at IPL Acoustics, Chelsea
Alb, Tons Park, Ilfracombe. Delon, EX34 BAY, Id01271 867439. Alternativiy visit

'sir wetsiw ai wintiplacousticsanuk

Transmission lines,

+
end a47p SAE. fie catalogue detailing

SALE

DENON DL304
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TOM EVANS GROOVE
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM "A"
GRADO RS I
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TOM EVANS VIBE
GRAHAM PHANTOM
CLEARALIDIO TURNTABLES
GAMUT 0200 MK3 DUAL MONO
GAMUT L3 LOUDSPEAKERS
MICHELL TURNTABLES
E.A.R MASTER DISK
STAX HEADPHONES
CLEARALIDIO CARTRIDGES
NORDOST CABLES

ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA• - Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6G0
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Silver PTFE cables, and Qualt Accessories.

01376 521132
07709 260221

The Worlds Best CD PlaverP

E-MAIL:
seundstage@netlineuk.net

egg A leo
ope

www.sound-stage.ce.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX PRE/POWER/PS/PHONO STAGE ... .

£1295

COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVERRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£595
DENON DVD-5000 BLACK WITH MULTI REGION CHIP FITTED-SUPERB MACHINE £495
GARRARD 301/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARD BOARD
£599
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS _ £399
KINSHAW OVERTURE POWER AMP
£299
LED PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP GREY MARBLE EFFECT
£649
LINN LK140 POWER AMPLIFIER LATE MODEL
£595
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£' 295
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£695
LOEWE ACONDA 32 WIDESCREEN FLAT SCREEN SILVER + GLASS STAND
5895
MARANTZ PM66SE KI SIGNATURE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BOXED
£ 199
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 495
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MICROMEGA DVD PREMIUM-MULTI REGION
£395
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£995
MICROMEGA T-DAC DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE
£395
MONITOR AUDIO MA1800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS-BOXED
£495
MOREL BASSMASTER BLACK ASH STAND MOUNT SPEAKERS BOXED MINT
£399
MUSICAL FIDELITY A370.2 CLASS A POWER AMP BLACK VGC
£1195
NAIM CDX 1998 BOXED AND SUPERB CONDITION
£1395
NAIM XPS 2000 POWER SUPPLY FOR CDX
£1695
NAIM NAC 52 WITH POWER SUPPLY
£2495
NAIM NAP 135 OLIVE POWER AMPS
£1895
MAIM FLATCAP 2 POWER SUPPLY SUPERB
£429
NAIM NAP140 OLD STYLE BOXED SUPERB CONDITION
£349
NAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1989 MODEL)
E399
MAIM IXO 2-WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£349
MAIM NAPV 175 3CHANNEL POWER AMP LATE 2004 AS NEW
£975
NAIM NAP 135 POWER AMPLIFIERS PAIR CHROME BUMPER SUPERB BOXED ....£1495
NAIM MAC 92 PRE AMP
£229
NAIM NAP 90 POWER AMP.
£299
NAIM FLATCAP POWER SUPPLY
£299
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
‘" 495
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
£1495
REGA PLANAR 2 RB250 LINN MM CARTRIDGE
£199
REGA PLANET CAST CASE BLACK BOXED SUPERB UNMARKED CONDITION
£299
TEAC VRDS-9 CD PLAYER BLACK BOXED
£499
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT-FEW MONTHS OLD _0195
VIENNA ACOUSTICS MOZART BEECH BOXED SUPERB
"995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk
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£800
£2200
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
£P0A
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
COLORING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, E.A.R., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, CAT, GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF, ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
WIREUVORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO ES- OEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES.

anc AV kits, including ActiveSun000fers„ drive units,

See

£175
£1900

£1500
£1300
£370
£625
£599

The AH! Njoe Tjoeh [ New Tube) must come close! Its hand built liv audiophiles
with avalve output stage. Three upgradeable models from E429.95.
1
2
3
4
5

Optional 192 kHz 24 bit Swiss Upsampler only £ 249.95
Dual power supply with toroidal low noise transformer.
Massive 30,000uf of PSU smoothing caps
Philips Military spec 6922 valves supplied as standard
` Supercrystal clock' for super low jitter

6
7

Output voltage adjustable from 0.7v to 5v
AC ' Noise Killer' fitted

8
9

Full remote control with adjustable volume
Independent logic for display, D/A converter & transport

10

All versions upgradeable to ' Reference' model

AH! take a basic CD player and substantially modify it Inc adding a second power
supply, an AC noise killer, a low jitter clock, a new PCB with valve output stage.
Only quality audiophile parts are used such as Wima and Vishay. The Swiss
Upsampler by Anagram technologies propels it to the top of "
high end" Hi Fi.

But doll! take our war»r read Me some oit/le many rove
Ppyjews fromfl Wore f2! Mt Ft N' «, Stereoffiffie etc.
Rated 4.85 out of 5, with over 133 customer reviews on audioreview.com'
Basic

Inc ' Super Crystal', Digital Transformer

Super Upgraded version

£429.95
£529.95

Reference Inc 24bit 192khz Upsampler & all upgrades £899.95
Ring or email for a leaflet & reviews.
Auditions by appointment. Website: www.iconaudio.co.uk
Phone 07787 158791. Email saleseiconaudio.co.uk
•
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Most
Vital
Component

IMPACT AUDIO
For The Best In Audio Components

LOUDSPEAKER KITS - DRIVE UNITS - ACCESSORIES.

Back in the 7Crs. when LP12S were
king. there was this theory put about by

V.1,4100 ,c•puspeaker loti are professionally
designed and fully tested in Germany, incorpnratii.g highly specified drue unit 3 which
complement each other to a,heve maximum
performance All kits are st.pplied with fully
af.serribted crossovers if: ing top quality
cempc.rents Everything is ncluded to build
asuperb pair of loudspeakegs and Impact
Aidio all,o supply finished cabinets for at
desigcs in arange of real wood veneers.

Linn that the front end was the most
important part of the hi-fi chain, and
providing that was right, the system
would sound great. While accepting that
there is some truth in this. Ihave never
full agreed and from experience know

o

that speakers are the most critical
component. Invariably, when visiting

State ot the err drive units
Huge range of accessories

customers to sort out their problems, it
is invariably the speakers which are the problem. though they

MHT u2 Ribbon. tweeter

generally blame the amplification.

e

There are not many great speakers out there, which is why. visiting

Vin 11C, Ti
op

Transmission line kits

Hi-fi Shows. only realty concentrate on speaker manufacturers
demo's, in the hope of finding something special. There was no

High End Kits
Monte Cinema and su; round sound

dought that at the Las Vegas Show in January the best sound came
from the Nota Pegasus and Viper IIA demos, and at the recent
Bristol Show was glad to accept a ' Product of the Year • Award from
Hi -Fi+ Magaz.ne ( see www.nolaspeakers.corn). Idon't have those

visaron make some of the
best drive units in the world,
and are used in some of the
best systems around. Th
also offer great valu
money

on demo yet as they are a bit pricey and large for the average
British home, but the smaller Viper's are on demo. Another great
range is that from AVI ( Neutron IV. Pro- Nine +. Duo.Trio.Brio).
(www.avihi'i.com) of which the first three will generally be on
demo So if you want something out of the ordinary,
do give a ring, or send an e-mail.

icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk
0117 968 6005

IMPACT AUDIO

www.impactaudio.co.uk
Tel: 01270 883243

Fax: 01270 882241

infoeimpactaudio.co.uk
Radway Green — Crewe — Cheshire - CW2 5PR
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MY TOP 10

FAVOURITE THINGS

The best sounds
for home cinema
Big pictures need a big sound to match. Paul Miller
serves up 10 of the very best moments in OVO movie
surround sound that will stretch your system's ability

Lord of the Rings - The
Fellowship of the Ring

The Fifth Element
CHAPTER 21
Bruce Willis certainly crov.,

CHAPTER 14

up in some eclectic movies

Christopher Lec ha5 aone-to-one with

but its the diva Plavalaguna

his evil master. Using awell set-up,

that steals this chapter with

matched- speaker system. Saurons

apreternaturally enhanced

voice all but appears inside your
head. Impossible to

operetta that nearly brings

achieve with amere two

an alien flair that will test

channels, this brief but

your system to the ' max' ' available in Superbitl.

the house down. Music with

truly holographic sound

*au
Miumanimi
l

U-571
CHAPTER 12
Historical accuracy is not high
on U571% agenda but you'll

Signs
CHAPTER 9

CHAPTERS 8-9
It was atoss-up
between this and
Apocalypse Now, but
the improved recording
and mastering of
the newer movie
especially in Superbit guise)
renders the helicopter assault scenes
with athudding but realistic intensity.

effect is enough to make
your eyes water.

Black Hawk Down

MI I GIBSON

never get any closer to the

Mel Gibson takes a
stroll through his

claustrophobic reality of a

cornfield in the dead
of night, surrounded

The pressure generated in a

depth -charge attack than this.

by alight breeze and

well- sealed viewing room is
palpable and not alittle disturbing Well, Inever

the gentle rustle of

said all these clips were fun...

leaves, the familiar
but atmospheric
chatter of crickets and the
sound of his own breathing. But he is
not alone. A genuinely spooky moment
that will have the hairs climbing off the
hack of your neck.

Matrix
Revolutions
CHAPTERS 19-21
If your home
cinema can keep
its head while

back of your throat.

Mr. & Mrs.
Smith
CHAPTERS 18-19
Women - can't live
with them, can't kill
them. But Brad Pitt
has ajolly good try
during his • domestic'
with the misslis. It's

The Island

all rather Tom and Jerry'.

CHAPTER 22

but the rattle of automatic and small

Quite the most energetic
chase sequence on film,

arms fire flying past your head contrasts
slickly with moments of Mack silence

accompanied by athundering,

and the comica, musical score.

foot- tapping soundtrack. The
gut- wrenching impact of
several tonnes of iron, railway

Sahara

axles bouncing off the tarmac and making

CHAPTERS 5-6

mincemeat of an armour-plated security truck
will have you ducking for cover

Overlooked for
its abundance
of toothy grins,

all about you the

The War of the Worlds

battle for Zion

CHAPTER 5

rages then you

Forget Spielberg's obsession with

have one hell of

dysfunctional American families

asystem. The dense fog of ordinance,

and revel instead in the single most

flying debris, the swirling masses of

awesome sub- bass sequence of any

the Sentinels and full- on orchestral

movie. As the tripod emerges from under the

score build to aclimax that should

tarmac and the church splits in two, your sub will

sound cataclysmic but not chaotic.

explode, leaving every internal organ resonating in
sympathy. Audition with great care!
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You can arncst taste the dust in the

Sahara enjoys pst
about the most
transparent,
exquisitely
detailed,
and varied
soundtrack of
any movie from 2005.
combination of spectacular effects,
ethnic African -runic and crystal-clear
dialogue makes this amust- hear movie.

For over adecade Ayre has pioneered zero-feedback,
fully balanced, linear power supply audio designs.
Leading the way once again, Ayre will change the

sy

netry

way you listen to music with ThermalTrak, EquiLock,
Isola and optoisolated AyreLink technologies.

t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

Experience the MX- Rmono amplifiers. Summer 2006.

w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

0

Sonus faber.

Sonus Faber Grand Piano Domus

Sonus Faber Concertino Do

7

For over two decades, Sonus faber have treated us to speakers so beautiful that they ve revolutionised the entire industry. Where once there were only parallel sides, we now have curves. Where
once we suffered poor veneers, we now savour fimshes worthy of the finest furniture. From the
exquisite Homage series, representing the uftimate in Sonus faber artistry, to the Cremona range,
offering the pleasure of Homage for awider audience, Sonus faber has addressed the needs of the
majority of music and cinema lovers. Now, the audience is wider still.
Imagine an affordable range of loudspeakers able to join the Homage and Cremona families. Imagine
afull selection, from centre channel to main and surround speakers to subwoofer, floorstanding or
shelf mounting, acomplete selection of stands, with the unmistakable lute shape, leather details,
fine woods, and - above all - deliriously musical, truly sublime sound quality. Imagine no more: Sonus

Sonus Faber Gravis, Center Domus

faber offers you Domus.

absolutesounds
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW

T: + 44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09 F:

44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62

www.absolutesounds.com

into‘o absolutesounds.com

